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PREFACE
.

''fhe following work was begun twenty-two years ago,
in England, when the author was -in that land on a lviission,
as assistant filiitor of the Latter-day Saints MillenmaJ, Star.
It was the author's design then to make the ,t reatise on the.
Book of Morm_on the first volume under the -general title
"New Witnesses for God;" but after some progress in collecting and arra~ging the materials !h ad been made, the
thought occurred to himJ that the Prophet Joseph Smith
in chronological · Qrder, if not in importance, preceded the
Book of
.,
. Mormon in the introduction . of God's Witnesses
in this last and .g reat dispensation. The materials of this work
therefore, so far as they 'had heen collected, were laid aside
and wor~ began on the treatise of Joseph Smith as a Witness
for God ; which, however, because of many other demands
upon the author's time, was not published until 1895.
Meantime work was continued from time to time upon
the treatise of the Book of Mormon; and in 1903-4-5, the
'
materials were used, substantially as in their pre~ent form,
as Manuals for the Senior Classes of the Young Men's
Mutual Improvement Associations. The work has undergone a thorough revision at the hands of the author, and
is now to take the place in his writings designed for it so
.long ago.
'
While the coming forth of the Book of Mormon 1s but an
incident in God's great work of the last days, and the
book itself subordinate to some other facts in that work,
still the incident of its coming forth, and the bo.ok, are
fac,ts of such importance . . that · th~ w.ho]~ _work of _God
may be said in a manner t_o st.and or fall with them. That
is to say, if the origin of the Book of ·. Mormon could
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be proved to be other t·han that set forth by Joseph Smith;
if the book itself could be proved to be other than it claims
to be, viz., and chiefly, an abridged ·history of the ancient
inhabitants of America, a volume of scripture cont~ining
a message from God to the people to whom it was written
- "to the Lamanites [ American Indians], who are a remnant of the house of Israel; and also to J ev-.r and Gentile;
written by way of commandment, and also by the spirit of
prophecy and revelation"-if, I say, the Book of Mormon
could be proved to be other than this, then the Church of
J essu Christ of Latter-day Saints, and its message and doctrines, which, in some respects, may be said to have arisen
~ut of the Book of Mormon, must fall; for if that book is
other than it claims to be; if its origin is other than that
ascribed to it by Joseph Smith, then Joseph Smith says that
which is untrue; he is a false prophet of false prophets ; and
all he taught and all his -claims to inspirati9n and divine
author_ity, are not only vain but wicked; and all that he did
as a religious teacher is not only useless, but mischievous beyond human comprehending.
Nor does this statement of the case set forth sufficiently
strong the situation. Those who· accept the Book of Mormon·
for what it claims to be, may not so state their case that its
security chiefly re5!s on thf:_inability of its opponents to
prove a negative. The affirmative side of the question· belongs to us who hold out the Book .o f Mormon to the world
as a revelation from God. The burden of proof rests upon
us in every_discussion. It is pot enough for us to say that
if 1:he origin of the Book of Mormon is proved to be other
than that set forth by Joseph Smith ; if the book itself be
proved to be other than it claims to be, then the ecclesiastical
institution known as "Mormonism" n1ust fall. We must do
more ·than this. The security of "Mormonism" rests on
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quite other grounds ; and, from a forensic standpoint, upon
much more pr~arious ground ; for J?.~t only ·~!1st the Book
of Mormon not be proved to ha~e other · origin than that
which we set forth, or be other than what we say it is,
but we must pro7!e it~ origin to be_ what we sa:y it is, and the
book. itself to be what we proclai,m it to be-a revelation
from. God.
·
. From these remarks the reader will observe, ! trust,
.
that while I refer to the coming forth of the Book of Mormon as· an incident, and the book itself as a fact subordinate
to some· other· facts connected with-the great work of God
in th~ last days, I have by no means underrated the importance of the Book of Mormon in its relation to God'~
work of the last days as a whole. It is to meet the requirements of t,his situation that I have been anxious to add my
contribution to the ,gradually accumul~ting literature on
this subject, both -within and without th~ Church, both upon
the affirmative and the negative sid'e of the question.
My treatise is divided into· four parts :
(

•

1.-T.he value of the Book of Mormon as a Witness
for the Aut,henticity and Integrity of the Bible; and the
Truth of the Gospel of . Jesus ,Christ.
'
.
IL-The · Discovery of ·the Book of Mor,mori and its
Translation.~Migrations, Lands, Intercontinental ¥ovements, Civilizations, ,Governments, and the Religions of its
Peoples.
111.-Evidences of the Truth of the Book of Mormon.
IV.-Objections to the Book of Mormon. '
It will be seen from the titles of these divisoins tha,t Parts
I and II are really only preparatory in their nature.. The
more interesting field· of evidence and argument .is not en11-1
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tered until Part III is reached. But Parts I and II, if not so
intensely interesting as the divisions devoted to argument,
they are, nevertheless, every whit as important. It goes
without saying that the success of an argument greatly, and
I may say fundamentally, d~pends upon the .clearness and
completeness of the statement of the matter involved; and it
is frequently the case that a proper setting forth of a subject makes its truth self-evident; and all other evidence
becomes merely collateral, and all argument becomes of secondary importance. Especially is this the case when setting
forth the Book of Mormon for the world's acceptance; in
which matter we have the right to expect, and the assurance
in the book itself that we shall receive, the co-operation
·of divine agencies to con£ irm to the souls of men the truth
of the Nephite record; tha_Llls ,t hat record was written .in the
first instance·by divine commandment, by the spirit of prophecy and of revelation; and, as it was preserved by angelic
guardianship, and at last brought forth by revelation, and
translated by what men regard as miraculous means, so it is
provided in God's providences respecting ,this volume of
scripture, that its truth shall be attested to individuals by
!_he operations of the Holy Spirit upon the human mind.
/ "When ye shall receive these things," says the prophet Mor. oni, referring to the writings of the N ephites, "I would exhort you that ye should ask God, the et~rnal Father, in the
name of Christ, if these things are true; and if ye shall ask
with a sincere heart, with real intent, having faith in Christ,
he will manifest the ,t ruth of them unto you, by the power of
the Holy Ghost; and by the power of the Holy Ghost ye
may know the truth of all things." I
This must evet be t}:le chief so~rce of evidence for the
truth of t.he Book of Mormon. All other· evidence is secondary to this, the pr'imary and infallible. No arrange-
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rnent of evidence, however skillfully ordered; no argument,
however adroitly made, can ever take its ·place ; for this wit
ness of the Holy Spirit to the soul of man for the truth
of the Nephite volume of scripture, is God's evidence to the
truth '· and will ever be the chief reliance· of those who accept the Book of Mormon, and expect to see its acceptance
extended throughout the world; for, as the heavens are
higher than the earth, so must the testimony of God forever
stand above and before the testim·ony of men, and of
things.
I confess that these reflections have a saddening·
effect upon one · who undertakes to set forth what he
must confess a..r_e but the �econdary evidences to the truth
of the Book of Mormon, and make an argument that he can
never regard as of_ Rtimary impgr_tance in the matter of
convincing the world of the truth of the work in the interest
of which he labors. But I trust these reflections will help
my readers .to a right apprehension of the importance of Parts
I. and II. the importance of a clear and, so far as may be, a
complete statement of the incidents connected with the com·- ·
ing forth of the book, and also of its contents. To be known,
the truth must be stated and the clearer and more complete
the statement is,, the better· opportunity will the Holy Spirit
have for testifying to the souls of men that the work is ·true.
While desiring to rmke it clear that our chief reliance for
eviden_ce to the truth of the Book of Mormon must ever be
the witness of the Holy Spirt, promised by the prophet Mor
oni to those who will seek to know the truth from that
source; and desiring also, as I think is becoming in man,
to acknowledge the superiority of Go9's witness to the truth
as compared with any evidence that -man may set forth-I
would not have it thought that ·the evidence and' argument
presented i.n Part III. and� IV., are unimportant, much less
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unnecessary. Secondary evidences in support of truth, like
secondary causes in natural phenomena, may be of firstrate
importance, and· mighty factors in the achievement of God's
purposes. I only desire by these remarks to place the matters to be consiclered in their right relation.
B. H. ROBERTS.
Salt Lake City, March, 1909.
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PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY
To aid the reader in pronouncing accurately Book of
Mormon names and ·also the d'ifficult Spanish and Mexican
proper names found in the body of this vvork, where it
treats of American antiquities, we append, first, the rules
of -pronounciation of the Book of Mormon names formulated
at the Book of Mormon Convention held at the Brigham
Young University, Provo, May, 1903; and, second, a list of
the Spanish and Mexican words-chiefly proper namesand their pronunciation in English. For the pronunciation of the Spanish and M~xican names I am indebted to
Professor John M. Mills of the Latter-day Saints' University, Salt Lake City, Utah.
RULES FOR THE PRONUNCIATION · OF BOOK · OF MORMON
NAMES

"Words of two syllables to be accented on the first
syllable.
"Words of three syllables 1:o ·be accented on the second
syllable with these exceptions, which are to be accented on
the first syllable; namely: Amlici ( c, soft) ; A!Jlulon ; Antipas; Antipus; Corihor; Cumeni; Curelom; Deseret; Gazelam; Helaman; J oneam; Korihor; Tubaloth.
"Words of four syllables to be accented on the third
syllable with the following exceptions, which are to be accented on the second syllable; namely: Abinadi; Abinidom; Amalickiah ; Aminadi ; Aminadab.
"Ch is always to he pronounced as K.
"G at the beginning of a name to be always pronounced
'hard.'
"I final, always to take the long sound of the vowel.

.
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LIST OF SPANISH AND MEXICAN PROPER NAMES AND THEIR
PRONUNCIATION.

A

Cecumbalam
(say cum bah' lam)
Acolhuas (ah col'wahs)
Chapultepec (cha pool'tay peck)
Acosta (ah cos'tah)
Chialman (chee ahl'man)
Acxiquat (ak he'quat)
Chiapas (chee a·h'pass)
Acxopil (ak ho'peel)
Chichen Itza
(chi -chen eat'Ahahuetl (ah ha way'tl)
sah)
Ahpop (ah-pope)
Chicomoztoc (chi comb os'tok)
Allabahamah
(ah yah bah hah'Cholula (cho lu'la)
1nah)
Cholultecs (cho lool'tecks)
Amautas (ah mah oo'tas)
· Chomeha (cho may'hah)
Amoxoaque (ah mo wha'ky)
Cioacoatl (see wa kwa'tl)
Antisuyu (ant ee su'yu)
Clavigero (cla vee hay'ro)
Atitan (ah tee tan')
Colhuacan (coal wah can')
Atonatiuh (ah to nah'tee 66)
Colla (ko'ya)
Anahuac (ah nab wak')
Cantisuyu (cone tee su'yu)
Aymara (i mah'rah)
Cortez
(car teth-M.exican)
Aztlan (as tlan')
cortes',
Coxcox (cos'cos)
B
Cozas ( co sas')
Cukulcan (koo kool can')
Balam Agab (bah lam'ah gab) Cundunamarco
(koon doonaBalam Quiche (bah lam kee mar'ka)
chay')
Cuzco (koos' co)
Boachia (bwa chee~ah)
Coatzacoalcos (kwats ah kwal' Bochica (bo chee'kah)
cos)
Boturini (bo too ree'nee)
Brasseur de Bourbourg
D
(brah seur doo boor boor)
De las Casas (day las ca'sas)
C
Dupaix (du pay')
(kali'hah pah
Caha
Paluma
F
loo' mah)
Cakixaha (kah kee hah'hah)
Fuentes y Guzman
(£wenCalel Ahus (kah lail'ous)
tes e goose man')
Cai:nalotz (kah mah lo'tz)
c~pichoch (ka pee ch' och)
G
Carli (kar'lee)
Carreri (kah ray'ree)
Gomara (go mah'ra)
Catzbalam (katz bah'lam)
Gregorio Garcia (grey go'rioCayo Manco Capac (kah'yo- gar see'ah)
manco kah pac')
Guanacauri (gwa'na cow're.e )
Ce Calli (say ca'ye)
Guarani (gwa rah'nee)
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Mar Barrnejo (mar bar nay'ho)
M.endieta (men-dee a tah)
Michoacan (me choa can')
H
Mictlanteuctli
(meek tlanHerrera (a ray'rah)
tenk tli)
.
Hogates (6 gah'tes)
Mijes (me'hays)
Honduras (own doo'ras)
Mitla (me'tla)
Huamantaco Amauto
(hwa-M.izes (m.e says)
_ man ta'co ama oo'ta)
Miztecs (meas'tecks)
Huaves (hwah'ves)
Montesinos
(mon tay see'nos)
Huehue Talapalan (way way-Munez de ta Vega (moon yes'
tah la pah tan')
day la vay' ga)
H uemac ( way mack')
Huit~lipochtli
(weet zeel eN
poch'tlee)
Hu!tz~tzilin (weet se.e t s~e-leen') Nadaillac (nah day lac')
Huttz1ton (weet s.ee tone)
Nata (nah ta)
Hurakan (66 rah kan)
Nahuatl (na watt)
Nahuatlacs (na wat lacs)
I
Nimaquiche (nee ma kee chay')

Guatemala (gwa teh mah'la)
Gucumatz (goo koo matz')

Ilocab (e lo cab')
0
Iqui Balam (e kee bah'lam)
Istli ( east'lee) -- .,
o ·
(
'
Ixtlilxochitle
( east leel ho aJaca oah ha ca)
che~etl)
-ozaca (osah'ca)
Izcalli (.eas ca yee)
p

J .
Jiutemal (hugh tay mat')
Juitemal (whee tay mal)
K

Kabah (kah'bah)

Palenque _(pah len'kay)
Pamutla (pah moot'la)
Panoaia (pa no ah'ya)
Pantlan (pan tlan')
Panuco (pa n66 co)
Paye Tome (pah ye to'me)
·P uhua Manco (poo wha man
co)

L

Q
Loa:k Ishtohooloo Aha (lo ak
ish too hoo'loo ah'ba)
Quetzalcohua (kate sat' qua)
Quequetzalcohua (kay kate. sal'M
qua)
Quetzalcohuatl
(kate sat qua'
Mahucutah (mah hoo cooth)
tl)
Malinalti (mah lee naw ye)
Quilaztli (kee las'tlee)
Mama Oetlo (ma ma way'yo)
Quirigua (kee ree' gua)
Manco capac (man-co capac') Quito (kee to)
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Rosales (ro sah'les)

s

Tulan-Zaiva (too-lan-si-va)
Tzontemoc (tson tay moak')
Tzununiha (tsoo noo ne'a)

u

Sahagun (sah ·hah'gun)
Usumacinta
(66 soo ma seen •
Sierra , de Cocotl (see a'ra day ta)
co ~o tl)
,
Utatlan (66 ta tlan')
Such1quecal (soo chee kay canuxmal (oox mat')
T

V

Tahuantin-Suya
Capac
(tahy 1
(
k')
whan teen'-soo-ya-ca pac)
en ~c vay m~c
Talma (tal'ma)
V~ytta (vay tee a)
h
Tamoauchan (ta mwa chan)
V1racocha (vef ra co c a)
Tamub (tah moob')
Votan (vo tan)
Tapallan (tah pah yan)
w
Tecpatzin (teck pat seen')
Tehuantepec (tay wan'tay peck) . .
( we.e k see pa co'
Temazcalli (tay mas cah'ye) · W1x1pecocha
Teocallis (tayo cah'yees)
cha)
Teocysactli (tayo see sac'tlee)
X
Teotes ( tayotes)
Tezcatlipoca ( tes cat tee po' ca)
Xecotcovach (hay coat co vach')
Tezpa (tes'pee)
Xelhua
(hay loo'ah)
Titicaca (tee tee ka'ka)
Xibalba (he bal'bah)
Tlacapan ( tla ca pan')
Ximinez (he me nais')
Tlaloc ( tla lock')
Xochiquetzal (ho chee kate sat)
Tlaloques (tla lo kes)
•
•
Tlamanalco ( tla ma nal' co)
y
Tlapallan (tla pa yan')
;
Talasca tee ( tlas cat tes)
Tlatelolco (tla tay tot'co)
Yaqui (ya'kee)
Teatl (tay otl)
Ytztlacoliuhqui
(eats tla co lee
Toltan (tol tan')
oo'kee)
Tonacatecutli
(to nah cah tay-Yucatec (yu ca tee')
coo'tlee)
Tonacatecutle (to nah cah tav
z
coo'tlay)
Topolitzin (to po tit seen')
Zacuti (sa coo'lee)
Torquemada
(tor kay mah'Zamna (Sam'na) ·
dah)
Zo')otec (sa'po tee)
Tschudi (tchew dee)
Zochequetzal (so chay kate'sal)
Tuccabatches (tuc cah bah' ches) Zumarra (su mar ra)

FOREWORDS
I.
NEW WITNESSES FOR THE TRUTH OF
GOD'S WOiR D ASSURED.
It is a happy omen, that, while so much of the
literature of our times is marked by a ton.e of infidelity, and C$l>ecially by a disparagement of the
evidences of the authenticity and inspiration o.f the
Scriptures, there is in, other quarters an increasing
readiness to make the choicest gifts of modern
science and learning. tributary to the word of God.
The eclipse of faith: is not total. And it is an additional cause of gratitude to the God of Providence
and of Revelation, that even at this remote distance
of time from the. date of the Sacred Oracles, new
evidences of their credibility and accuracy are continually -coming to light. How much may yet remain. buried under barren mounds, or entombed in
pyramids and catacombs, or hidden in the yet unexplored pages of some ancient literature, it were vain
to conjecture, but·of this we may be sure, that if any
new forms of evidence should hereafter be needed,
to meet any new forms . of unbelief, ·a nd authenticate afresh the word of truth, they will be foWtd
deposited somewhere, waiting for the fUJlness of
time; and God will bring them forth in their seaso~
from the dark hieroglYPhics, or the desert sands, or
the dusty manuscripts, to confound the adversaries
of his word, and to "magnify it above all his name."
-"Historical Evidences of the Truth of 1.he Scripture Records," by George Rawlinson, M. A., American· edition. 1885.

II.
:.' HE WORLD'S HUNGER FOR KNOWLEDGE
OF THE CHRIST.
"Were a parchment discovered in an Egyptian
mound, six inches square, containing fifty words
which were certainly spoken by Jesus, this utterance
would count more than all the books which have
been published since the first century. If a veritable
picture of the Lord could be unearthed from a catacomb-, and the world could see with its· own eyes
what like he was, it would not matter that its colors were faded, and that it was roughly drawn, that
picture would have at once a solitary place amid the
treasures of art."-Rev. John Watson, D . D . (Ian
Maclaren\ "Life of the Master," Prologue.

III.
I

THE BOO·K OF MO·R MON A WITNESS FOR
THE CHRIST.
"And I, Nephi, beheld that the Gentiles that had
gone out of captivity, were delivered by the power
of God out of the hands . of all other nations. And it
came to pass that I, Nephi, beheld that they did
. prosper in the land; and I beheld a Book, and it
was carried forth among them. And the angel said
unto me, Knowest thou the meaning of the Book?
And I said unto him, I know not. And he said, Be.:
.hold it proceedeth out of the mouth of a Jew; * *
* and he said unto me, The Book that thou beholdest is a record of the Jews, which contains the covenants of the Lord which he hath ma.de with the
House of Israel; and it also containeth many of
the holy Prophets * * * And it. came to
pass that I beheld the repinant of the seed of
my brethren, and also the Book of the Lamb of God, '
which had proceeded forth from the mouth of the
Jew, t!tat it came forth from ~e Gentiles, unto the
remnant of the seed of my . brethren. And after it
had come forth unto them, I beheld other Bo·o ks,
which came forth by the p·o wer of the Lamb., from
the Gentiles, unto· them, unto the convincing of the
Gentiles, and the remnant of the seed of my brethren, and also the Jews, who were scattered upon all
the face o.f the earth, that the records of fhe Proph,.
ets and of the Twelve Apostles of the Lamb [ the
Bible] are true. And the angel spake unto me, saying, These last records which tho,u hast seen among
the Gentiles., shall establish the truth of the first,
which are of the Twelve Apostles of the Lamb, and
shall make known , the plain and precious things
w~ch have been ta.ken away from them; and shall
make known unto all kindreds, tongues and people.
that the Lamb of God is the Son of the Eternal
Father, and the Savior of the world; and that all
men must come unto him, or they cannot be saved."
-I. Nephi xiii.

PART I.
The value of the Book -of Mormon as a witness
for the authenticity and integrity of the
' Bible, and the truth of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ.
,
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CHAPTER I.
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-
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THE BIBLE IN· THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

"The Bible in the Nineteenth Century" will yet form. an
interesting subject for a volume. The writer of it will recount the attack_s made upon the sacred volume by unbeliev- .
ers, and the defense. of i~ by faithful Christian and Jewi.sh
scholars. He will also be under the necessity of writing the
history of tqe betrayals of the. Holy Scriptures by pretended
friends; and he will say such betrayals were· more mischievous than the attacks of avowed enemies. He will balance
the harm done by the attacks and the betrayals, against the
good accomplishd by the defenses, and give the net result
of gain or loss. Which will preponderate? The nineteenth
century was prolific in both assaults and defenses; and m.uch
valuable material was collected from unexpected quarters
for the latter, buf for all that it is doubtful if, in what is .recognized as the Christian world, the faith of the Christians in the Bible as the veritable word of God was as sound
and absolute at the close of the nineteenth century as ·
it was at the commencement of it. This is not saying that what is regarded as old fashioned faith in thf!
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Bible has been entirely banished, or totally eclipsed. There
are those, and many of then1, thank God, who still revere
the Bible as the word of God, and therefore hold it true, and
take it as a lamp to their feet, as a guide to their path. But
there has arisenlwithin Christendo~ itself-and chiefly within ·
the nineteenth century-a class of Bible scholars who have
done n1uch mischief to faith in the Bible; who make it part
of their boast that in their study of the Bibl,e they have
dropped the theological attitude towards it, viz., the preconception that the Bible is the word of God, on which
conception men were wont to reason : God is a God of
absolute truth; the Bible is the word of God; ther efore
the Bible is absolutely true.' This position they abandon
and take up what they are pleased to call the "literary
attitude or method.;' That is, they approach the Bible
without any pt1econception whatsoever. They take up the
collection of books forming the Bible as they would take up
any other body of literature; as they would English, French,
or German literature. "This method," says one high in authority in the new school of critics, "assumes nothing. It
leaves the conclusion of the questions whether the Bible came
from God, in what sense it came from God, how far and to
what extent it came from God, all to be determined by examination of the book itself.· This I call the literary
method."a "This m,ethod," says another, "leads · to the in1

I

a"The Bible as Literature." A course of lectures by Dr. Lyman Abbot, in Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, 1896-7. What is here
called the ·" Literary Method," is identical with what is called "Higher Criticism," the terms are used interchangeably. Higher Criticism may be said to stand in contradistinction to what is called
Lower Criticism in this, t.hat it concerns itself with writings as
a whole, whereas Lower Criticism concerns itself with the integrity or ci~racter of particular passages or parts; and is sometimes called "Textual Criticism," "The term 'Literary' or 'Higher
Criticism' designates that type of Biblical Criticism which proposes to investigate the separate books of the Bible in their in-
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vestigation of the origin, authorship, a_n d meaning of the
several books of the Bible, and the credibility of the history
which it contains."b Concurring in· what those of the Literary school are agreed, and in what their method results, as
to the Old Testament, I quote the following:
They ar.e generally agreed in thinking that the book of
Genesis is composed of three or four or more documents woven
together by some ancient editor in one continuous narrative.
They are generally agreed in thinking • that the book of the
Cov.enant,c with the Ten Commandme11ts at its forefront, is the
oldest book in the Bible; that the history in· which that book ·of
th.e Covenant is embedded was writte-~ long subs~quent to the
time of Moses. They are generally agreed in thinking that the
book of Deuteronomy, embodying a later prophet's conception
of Mosaic principles, was not written or uttered by Moses himself in its prese.1t form, but some centuries after, the death of
Moses. They are generally agreed · in thinking that the book of
Leviticus was written long subsequent to the time of Moses,
and so far from embodying the· principles of the Mosaic code
embodies much that is in spirit adverse if not antagonistic to
the simple principles of Mosaism·. They are generally agreed in
considering 'that we have in the books of Kings and Chronicles
history and betle~ lettres so woven to~ether that it is not always
possible to tell what is to be reg~rded as belles lettres and what
is to be regarded as history. They are generally agreed in the
opinion that Job, while it tr.e ats of histoi:.y about the days of
Moses, or even anterior thereto, was written later than the time ,
of Solomon; that very tittle of the Hebrew Psalter was compos.e d
ternal peculiarities, and to estimate them historically. It discusses the questions concerning their origin, the time and place,
the occasion and object of their composition, an'd concerning
their position and value in the entir.e body of revelation. . .
• . The 'Higher Criticism' has been so often emlployed for
the overthrow of long-cherished beliefs that the epithet 'destructive' has frequently been applied to it: and hence It has become
an offense to some orthodox ears." (The Mosaic Authorship of
the Pentateuch, Charles Eltiott, D. D., PP. 12, 13.)
· bBeginning of Christianity (Fisher) p. 392.
cxxi, xxii, xxiii, Exodus-The Ten Commandments and amplifications.

...
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by David: that most of it was composed in the time of the exile or subsequent thereto; that Solomon's song was not written
by Solomon and is the drama of a pure woman's love, not a
spiritual allegory; that the book of Isaiah was written by cer:tainly two authors and perhaps more, the later book being written one hundred years at least after the earlier and by a prophet
now unknown; that the book of Jonah belongs to the series of
moral instruction through fiction, and that the book of Daniel
conveys moral instruction· by means of, to use Dean Farrar's
phras.eology, one of these "splendid specimens of the lofty moral
fiction which was alway~ common among the Jews after the
exile."d

Another recognized authority in the same field of learn. ing in summing 'up the results of. the so-called ''Higher
Criticism,'' says:
It has thus . far done an inestimable service in the removal of
the traditional theories from the sacred books, so that they may
be studied in their real structure and character
The
higher criticism shows us the process by whic}l the sacred books
were produced, that the most of them were· composed by unknown authors, that they have passed through the hands of a
considerable number of unknown .editors who have brought to- .
gether the older material withqut removing discr.e pancies, inconsistencies and errors. In this process of editing, arranging, addition, subtraction, reconstruction and consolidation, extending
through many centuries, what evidence have we that these unknown editors were kept from error in all their work ?'e

Such
dissecting
as this can hav•e but one general re.
.
sult-death of reverence for the Bible; death of faith in. i~,
as the revealed word of God. The authenticity of the Bible
by it is left doubtful ; for while this m·e thod of criticism sucdThe Bible is Literature, Dr. Lyman Abbot.
e"Truthfulness of Scripture," a paper submitted to The
World's Parliament of _Religions by Professor Chas. A. Briggs, D
D. See World's Parliament of Relig~ons (Barrows) Vol. I, p. 563.
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ceeds, with those ·who af£ect it~ in proving that Moses is not
the author of the five books for so many centuries accredited
to him, it fails to tell us w:ho is the author of those books.
This Higher Criticism tells us that there are two and perhaps
more, autho.rs of the book of Isaiah's prophecies; that the
last twenty-seven chapters were not written by the great
Hebtiew prophe( whose name the book bears; but it fails
to tell us who- is the
- . author of them. Nor can it be de· termined. .even when the unknown author lived. The same
is true as to the other books of the
Old Testament
.
. upon
whose authenticity this system casts its shadow. The
system is wholly destructive in its tendencies ; it Ul:'lsettles everything, it determines nothing, except that everything. with reference to the authenticity~ time of com.posiion, inspiration, and ctiedibility of the Old 1estam·ent is in- ·
detenninable.-!'It leaves everything hanging in the air," says
one abie £_ritjc 9£ Higher_Ci:iticism. "It begins in guesses
and ends in fog. At all events the result leaves us in a hope- ·
less muddle, and, 'Yhen that is the only thing settled, the proposed solution is self-condemned."f And yet the Doctor of
Divinity who wrote that sentence, Rev. A. J. F. Behtiends,
when he comes in his treatise to remark upon the extent to
which the destructive criticism obtains, has to confess that
in eight of the most famous German . U niv,ersitiesg ·possessing theological faculties, and numbering §_~yen!y-three
professors in all, thirty of those professors upheld and taught
the _destructive criticis~:rr; \vhile forty-three were counted
conservatives.h
.

.

.

fRev. A. J. F. Behrends, D. D., Bible Criticism and its Methods, course of lectures, 1897.
IThese are the Universities of Be11in, Bonn, Breslau, Griefswald, ·Halle,· Konigsberg, Leipzig and Tubingen.
.
hThis was the condition in 1897.
·
'
·.
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A more significant admission, as showing the rapid
increase of the radicals, or liberals, as the upholders of the
destructive criticism are called will be found in the follow- _
ing statement concerning the sam·e theological fac1:1lties.
"The so-called liberal wing has increased from ten to thirty
during the last twenty-five years; and .t he conservatives
have been reduced from: fifty to forty-three."
Of the American universities where the destructive
criticism obtains, Dr. Behrends names eight ;i and eighteen .
where 'conservative criticism
holds its ground."i It should
,
be reinemibe11ed that these are admissions of oµe upholding
the conservative criticism, as against radical criticism. The
claims of the radical school for the success of their methods
are much more sweeping than the admissions allow. But
taking the extent
to which the destructive criticism, obtains,
,
even at the estimate of those who are opposed to it, and who
for that reason reduce its · triumphs to a minimum, yet it
must be admitted that it has succeede.d in making very
It permeates all Protestant Christian
marked progress.
countries ; and all P·rotestant Christian sects. It is more in
evidence in the churches than in the schools; and tinctures all
Protestant religious literature. There is scarcely any necessity for unbelievers in the Bible assailing it from without; the destruction of faith in it as an authentic, credible,
authoritative revelation from God, whose truths ,vhen rightly understood are to be accepted and held as binding upon
the consciences of men, is being ca~ried on from wit~in the
churches who profess to hold the Bible in reverence more
,effectually· than it could be by profane infidels. Doctors of
iThese U,niversities are Boston, Yale, Harvard, Cornell, John
Hopkins, Union, Chicago and Andover.
.
·
i Dr. Behr.e nd's, Bible Criticisw, Second Le cture, Feb. 28,

1897.
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Divinity are more rapidly undermining the faith of the
masses in the Bible than ever a Voltaire, a Paine, a Bradlaugh ~r an Ingersoll could do; and that may ~ccount for
the singula~ circumstances of absolute silence at .present on
the' part of popular infidel writers and lecturers.k
It is not my purpose to enter into a discussion of, the
merits or _demerits of Higher Criticism; to point _out what
is true in it, and what false. I am me11ely calling attention
to a condition that has been created by that method of Bible
treatment, v.iz., a condition of rapidly increasing unbelief
among the masses in the Bible as the undoubted word of
God. The learned who are Leaders in that method of Bible
criticism after destroying confidence in the authenticity of al~
most every book of the Old Testam·e nt; after questioning .
the credibility .of the grea~er part of all those same books ;
after retiring some of the books from the dignified realm of
reliable history to the questionable station of belles-lettres;
after saying, "we are obliged to admit 'that there are scientific errors in .the Bible, errors of astronomy, of geology, of
zoology, of botany, and anthropology;" after saying, "There
are historical mistakes in the Christian scriptures, mistakes
of chr~nology ~nd gieography, errors of historical eyents and
persons, discrepancies and inconsistencies in the historians,
which cannot be ·removed by any proper method of interpretation;" after reducing the jnspired writers to the level
of just ordinary historical, poetical, and fiction-~riting
authors, by . saying that the foregoing · enum.e rated errors
in the sacred books "are just where you would ,expect to
•
kThis is written in 1903, and sinc.e the death of Bradlaugh in .
England in 1891, and the death of Ingersoll in America in 1899,
there have appeared no infidel lectures against the Bible of any
prominence. The mantle of those noted unbelievers and revilers
of the Scrip.t ures seems not to hav,e ,fallen upon the shoulders
of any of their followers..
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f:1nd then1 in accurate, tntthfu.l writers of history in ancient
ti1nes," and that the sacred ,vriters merely "used with fidelity the best sources of infonnation accessible to them' ballads, reancient poen1s, popular traditions, legends and
gal and fan1ily archives, codes. of l_aw and ancient narrativ,es,"
and "there is no evidence that they received any of
,
· this history by revelation from God, there is no evidence
that the divine Spirit corrected their narratives either when
they ,vere being composed in their minds, or written in manuscript ;" after saying, "we cannot defend the morals of the
Old Testament at all points,
the Patriarchs were
not truthful, their age seems to have had little apprehension .
of_ the principles of truth;" after saying that "God spake in
much the greater part of the Old Testament through the
voices and pens of the human authors of the scriptures,"
then ask-"Did the human voice and pen in all the numerous ,vriters and editors of the Holy Scriptures· prior to the
completion of the Canon always deliver an inerrant word?"
and, "Even if all the writers were possessed of the Holy
Spirit as to be merely pa,ssive in His hands, the question
arises, can the finite voice of the finite pen deliver and
express the inerrant truth of God?" After all this, then
these Higher Critics propound the question: Can _we, in the
face of all the results of our literary and historicaF method
of treating the scriptures, still 1naintain the ·tn1thf ulniess of
the Bible? And while they are speculating how they can
n1ake it appear that "the substantial truth£u~ness of the
Bible" need not be inconsistent with the existence of "circumstantial errors;" and are indulging in subtle refinements
to sho,v that "none of the. mistakes, discrepancies and errors which hav,e been discovered disturb the religious leslHistorical Criticis·m and its results were considered in Volttme I of New Witnesses, See Ch. i.
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sons of Biblical historym-the masses who come to hear of
these doubts cast upon what they have hitherto been taught
to regard as the infallible oracles of God, answer of £-hand:
If so much doubt exists as to the authenticity, credibility,
inspiration, and authoritativ~,.ness of so great a part of the
Bible, how are we to d_eterm'ine t}:lat the few . remaining
things you urge upon us are o~ divine app?intment, or reach
to any higher level than human conception and human
authority? This their question; and, ever glad to mieet with
any excuse that will lend the lightest s}:iadow of justificatioµ for casting aside the restraints whi'ch religion imposes
upon the indulgence of human passion, and hu1nan inclination to worldiness in general, they rid themselves of their
faith in the word of God, and· in the religion it teaches, and
walk abroad in the earth unchecked in their selfish pursuit
if whatsoever may attract the fancy, please the taste or
gratify .the passions. For w~atever may be the effect of
what is left of the Bible, on minds of peculiar structure,
after I-Iigher Criticism is . done with it, it must be con- .
ceded that a Bibte of doubtful authenticity, of questionable
credibility as to the greater- part of it; with its divine inspiration' and its divine authenticity remaining qpen questionsneither such a Bible ner any religion formulated from jt in
harmony with such conceptions~ can have much influence
over the m·asses of humanity.
Again I find it neciessary to say that it is foreign to my
purpose to enter into a consideration of the merits or demerits of Higher Criticism, or : ven to point out how much
of that criticism m:erely attacks an apostate Christianity's
mThe quoted passages in the foregoing are all ft om the papaper of Dr. Chas. A. Briggs, one of the forem(?st schol~rs among
the Higher. Critics, read before the World's Parliament of Religions. See Barrows' History of the Parliament of Religions,
Vol. I, pp. 650-661.
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misconceptions and false interpretations of the Bible, and
nqt the Bible itself. It is sufficient for ney purpose if I
have made clear the results that must inevitably· follow this
attack upon the Scriptures, nnder the guise of Higher
Criticism.
I must notice briefly the other side of the question;
that is, give son1e account of the materials which have been
brought to light in the nineteenth century for the defense
of the Bible; materials· which tend to prov,e its authenticity,
its credibility, its inspiration and its divine authority. And
here ·I am but a compiler of a very few of the principal
results of researches that have been m.ade in Egypt, in the
v~lley of the Euphrates
and in Palestine. I make no pre,
tentions to original inves~igations of these researches, but
accept the statements of what I consider to be reliable authorities in relation to them.
In the year 1799 a Friench officer named Boussard discovered a large black b~salt stone at Fort St. Julian near
Rosetta, in the delta of the Nile. From the circumstances
of the discovery being near Rosetta it has al~ays been
known as the "Rosetta Stone.'" It was inscribed inXGreek,
ir."<£gyptian hieroglyphics, and athird class of writing which
is called>bemotic. The last is the cQmmon · writing of the
people of Egypt as opposed to ~he heiroglyphic which was
written by the priiests. The Greek upon the stone was readily
made out, and it was found to consist of a decree drawn up
by the priests of Memphis in honor of Ptolemy Epiphanes,
,vhoruledabou.t 1Q8 B.C. It was at once,evident that theGreek
inscription on this stone was the translation qf the hieroglyphics upon it, and hence afforded a key to the interpretation of the Egyptian hieroglyphics.
By the fortunes of
,var the Rosetta Stone was surrendered by the French to
General Hutchinson and subsequently presented to the BritI

•
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i5h Museum where it is now _preserved. Accurate copies of
the three-£old text were maqe forthwith and distributed
am·o ng the scholars of Europe with the result that through
the combined
.. . patient labors of/ Silvestre de Sacy,: ·Akebald
the ·swede, -"Thomas Young, Champollion, Lepsius in Germany/ Birch in England, and others, tl:it. hie~oglyphics were
deciphered and a system of translation constructed which.
enabled European scholars to read many .o f the inscriptions
upon the monuments of Egypt, and bring to light much of .
the history of that country which hitherto had been a mystery. This gave an .impetus to re~earch. The political representatives of the great countries of Europe made cqllections
of antiquities in Egypt; and .travelers spent much time and
money in opening to~bJ and digg~ng out ruins. The tombs .
have given up not only their dead, but with them the books
w~ich the Egyptians read, the furniture which they used in
their houses, -the ornaments and articles of the toilet of the
Egyptian lady, the weapons of the warripr, the tool~ of the
· handicraftsman and laborer, the dice of the gambler, the .
toys of the children, and the portraits, statues and figuties
oi the mien and women for whom they · were made. The
many-lined inscriptions upon 1:he tombs give us their ideas
about the future world, the judgment of the dead, the paradise of the happy souls, the transmigration of souls, and
they enable us to· place a juster estim·ate upon the statements
of those Greek "Yriters who profess to understan{i and to
describe with accu.racy the difficult religion of the educated
Egyptians. And the .result of all this as affecting the authenticity of the Bible? Simply this: the manners, customs,
goyernrnent, arts, sciences, occupations and state of civiiization of the ~gyptians in general, are demonstrated by
these monuments to be substantially what they are described
to be in the book of Genesis. Also there ·is supposed to be

.
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the confirmation of special events in the scripture narrative.
Professor A. H. Sayce, for instance, has the following upon
the existence of such a lil).e of kings ruling at Jerusalem as
Melchiz,edek is described to be in Genesis:
Among the cuneiform tablets found at Tel el-Amarna in
Upper Egypt, ar ~ letters to the Pharaoh from Ebed-tob, king of
Jerusalem, written a century before the time of Moses. In them
he deucribes hin1self as appointed to the throne, not by inheri- ·
tance from his father or mother (compar.e Heb. 7, 3), but by the
arm of "the Mighty King," i. e. of the god of whose temple stood
on Mount Moriah. He must therefore hav,e been a .priest-king like
Melchizedek. The name of Jerusalem is written Ura-Salim, "the
city of the god of p.e ace," and it was the capital of a territory
which ex tended southward to Kellah. In the inscriptions of
Rameses II. and Rameses III., Salem is mentioned among the
'
conquests of the Egyptian kings."
I

'

The same writer sees confirmation of the history of
Joseph, son of Jacob, in the following circumstance:
The "Story of the .Two Brothers," an Egyptian romance
written for the son of the Pharaoh of the oppression, co·ntains an
e ~isode very similar to the Biblical account of J oseph'.s tr.eatment by Potiphar's wife.
•Potiphar and Potipherah are the
Egyptian Pa-tu-pa-Ra, '~the gift of the Sun~god." The name given to Joseph, Zaphnath-paa~eah, (Gen. xli :45), is probably the
E gyptian Zaf-nti-pa-ankh, "nourisher of the living one," i. e. of
the Pharaoh. There are many instances in the inscriptions of
foreigners in E gypt receiving Egyptian names, and rising to the
highest offices of stat~.

· The story of the Exodus as related in the Bible is supposed to find confirmation ·in the following:
The cuneiform t ablets found at Tel el-Amarna, in Upper
Egypt, hav.e shown that in the latter days of t~e eighteenth
E gypt ian dynasty, when the Pharaoh had become a convert to
an Asiatic form of faith, the highest offices of state were ab-
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sorbed by foreigners, most of whom were Canaanites. In the
national reaction which follow~d, the foreigners were expelled
exterminated, or reduced to serfdom; while a new dynasty, the
nineteenth, was founded by Rames es I. He, the ref ore, must be
the new king, the builder of Pa-Tum or Pithom (now Tel elM:askhuteh, near Ismailia), as has been proved by Dr. Neville's
researches, and consequently, as Egyptian students · had long .
maintained he 1-~ust have been t~e Pharaoh. of the oppression."
I

The occupancy of the land of Goshen by the Israelites
who, it will be remembered, werie shepherds, is supposed to
receive co~firmation i.n the following:
·
.

I

I

Further excavations of Dr. Neville .h ave shown that Goshen,
the Egyptian Goshen (now Saft el-Henneh), is the modern Wadi
Tumilat, 'between Zagazig and Ismailia. A despatch dated in the
eighth year of the reign of· Meneptah, the son and successor of
RameJes II., states that Bedouin from Edom has been allowed to
'
pass the Khetam or "fortress" in the district of Succoth
(Thukot), in ordeF t~ feed themselves and their herds on the possessions of Pharaoh.' Khetam is the Etham of Exodus 13, 2Q. The
geography of the Exodus agrees remarkably with that" of the
Egyptian papyri of the time of Rameses II. and his son.n

The search
for
.. evidences of the truth of the Bible has
not been confi~ed to Egypt. . ·E qual interest has been a,vakened in those ancient empires that occupied the vallt>y of
the Euphrates ; in Palestine, and ~he S inaitic Peninsula.
European scholars with keen interest followed the stu·dy of
the cuneiform characters found .on Bal;>ylonian tablets. and
monuments.
Progress m·ade in deciphering this ancient
method of writing led M. Botta~ in 1842, to begin excavations upon_.!he_;incient _site_oLNine.veh, ~ut he met with lit·
tie success.
Later, however,-1845-Mr. Henry Layard
nProfessor Sayce's Article from which foregoing quotations
are made, is to be found in the "Bible Treasury," published in
Nelson & Son's addition of the Authorized version, p. 43.
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( subsequently Sir Henry Layard) undertook excavations
at the same place for the Trustees of the British Museum,
and succeeded in uncovering the palaces of Sennacherib,
Esarhaddon, and Assur-banipal, and_ in bringing to light
the terra cotta tablets which fornted the great library founded by these kings ,at Nineveh, ·and of which some twentyhvo thousand are now preserved in the British Museum. An
e~amination of these tablets soon showed that they consisted of historical inscriptions, astronomical reports and
calculations, grammatical lists, etc., and scholars began to
apply Sir Henry Ra,vlinson's syste1n of deciphe~ent of the
Babylonian version of the Behistun inscription to the texts
inscribed upon these tablets. A large portion of th~ history
qf Babylonia and Assyria through the translation of these
tablets is no,v revealed to us, and the knowledge of the
language of these countries has thrown much light upon.
the language, literature, histor:y, and learning of the Jews.
The 1excavations which have been carried on in Mesopotamia for the last fifty years have yielded the_most valuable results; and the inscribed slabs, monolithic stela1e,
boundary stones, gate-sockets, bricks, seal-cylinders and
tablets, now preserved in the British Museum, afford an
abundant supply of material from· which Bible customs and
language may be freely explained and illustra"ted. The cuneiform writing is, at least, as old as B. C. 3,800, and there
is evidence to show that it was in use as late as B. C. 80. 0
In 1865 the Palestine Exploratio~ fund was opened, and
excavations were begun in Jerusalem, and hav,e continued,
with some interruptions, until now. Since then researches
have followed in the south, east and north of Palestine.
Geological investigations have been made, natural history
oThe Witness of Modern Discoveries to the Old Testament
Narrative, Oxford Bible Helps.
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collections have been formed, enquiries into nationalities
and customs carri_ed on, towns, .villages, hills, valleys, water ,
courses, wells, cisterns notable trees and other land marks
have been located. · In 1868 a party ·o f engineering experts
left England to make a scientific survey of the Si?aitic Pen- ,
insula. This they effected, making plans and models, taking
three thousand ·copies of inscriptions with collections of specimeps ' bearing on the z~ology, bot~ny and geology of the
country.I'
. _/
The results of these explorations and discoveries in
the v\alley of the Euphrates, in Palestine and the Sinaitic
more frui~ful in the production
Peninsula have been even'
.
.
of
materials
which
tend
to
confirmthe
truth
of
the
Bible
.. .
'
,
narrative and general credibility than the discoveries so far
made in Egypt. The confirmation of the Bible narrative of
ancient events is rem~rkable. So, too, the confirmation of
its location of ~iti_es, mountains, rivers, plains and, indeed,
.the whole geography of the scriptures. The confirmation
given of the Bible's incidengtl .allusions to the manners
and customs of n~ighboring and contemporary nations is
no Jess remarkable; together with what is said of reigning
kings and dynasties, arid 'the incidental allusions that the
•
Bible makes to _their invasions· of each -other's territories,
their alliances, their victories, and their defeats. The following-are few of the special Bibl~..incidents which receive confirmation from the results of these researches condensed from the article of Prof.ec;sor· Sayce:

a

CREATION: One of the accounts of creation in cuneiform
characters found on the t_ah_lets very nearly resembles the first
chapter ·of Genesis. It commences with the statement that ·'in
the beginning" all was a chaos of waters, called the deep (Tiamat, the Hebrew tehom). Then the Upper and Lower FirmaPl bid.
II-3 t
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ments were created, and the Gods came into existence. After that
comes a long account of the struggle between Bel-Merodach
and the "Dragon" of chaos, "Timaat," "the serpent of evil,'r with
her allies, the forces of anarchy and darkness. It ended in the
victory of the god of light, who thereupon created the eresent
world by the power of his "word." The fifth tablet or book of the
po.em describes the ap;pointtnent of the heavenly bodies for signs
and seasons, and the sixth ( or perhaps the seventh) the creation
of animals and reptiles. The latter part of the po.em, in which
the creation of man was doubtless described, has not yet, been
recovered. But we lear-n .f rom other texts that man was regarded as having been formed out of the "dust" of the ground.
THE SABBATH: From the tablets it is also learned that the
' and
Babylonians observed a day of rest, Vv hich is called Sabbattu
described as "a day of rest for the heart." On it, it was forbidden to eat cooked meat, to put on fresh clothes, to offer sacrifices, to ride in a chariot, etc. The Sabbattu fell on the 7th,
14th, 19th, 21st, and 28th days of the month.
·
. THE GARDEN OF EDEN: The "plain" of Babylonia was
called Edin in the ancient Sumerian language of the country, and
the word was adopted by the Semitic, Babylonians, in the form .
of Edinu. Eridu, the early seaport of Babylonia, was the chief
center of ,p rimitive Babylonian religion and culture, and in its
neighborhood was a garden, wherein, "in a holy place,'' according to an ancient poem, was a mysteri,ous tree whose roots were
planted in the "deep," while its branches reached to heaven. The
tree of life is often represented in Assyria sculptures' between
two winged cherubim who have sometimes the heads of eagles,
sometimes of men, and sometimes stand, sometim~s kneel. Er~Aku or Arioch (Gen. x iv: 1) calls himself ''the executor of the
oracle of the holy tree of Eridu." In Sumerian wine was called
ges-din, "the draught of life." A second tree is mentioned in
Babylonian hymns on whose heart. the name of the god of wisdom is said to be inscribed.
• J

THE FLOOD: In 1872 George Smith discovered the Babylonian account of the deluge, which strikingly resembles that of
Genesis. It is contained in a long poem which was composed in
the age .of Abraham, but the Chaldean tradition of the ·deluge,
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of which the account in the poem is but O·n e out of many, must
go back to a very much earlier date. Xisuthros, the Chaldean
Noah ·was rescued along with his family, servants, and goods, on
account of his righteousness. The - god Era ..warned him in a
dream of the coming flood, anq order.e d him to build a ship, into
which he should take every kind of animal so, that "the seed of
life" might be preserved.
·
. UR OF THE CHALDEES:
"Ur" is now identified as
Mightier. This was the early home of Abraham and his forefathers spoken of in Genesis (xii:27-32). It was situated on the west
side of the Euphrates. The name means- "the city" in Baiylonia. It is pro~en now that there· was such a city, and that it is
identical with Mugheir, the ruins of which have be.e n thoroughly
exploreq . . It was the seat ·of a dynasty ·of kings who reigned before . the age of .t\,braham, and was famous for its temple of the
moon-god, whose other famous temple was at Haran in Mesopotamia.
I
l

ABRAHAM.:
Contract-tablets show that in the age of
Abraham Canan_n ites-or "Amorites," as the Babylonians called
them-were settled in Babylonia, and that a district outside the
walls of Sippara had been assigned to them. Several of the
names are distinctly Hebrew, and, in a ·tablet dated in the reign
of the grandfather of Amrap~el (Gen. 14, 1), one of the witnesses is called "the Amorite, the son o.f Abi-ramu," or Abram.
CAM-PAIGN OF :cHEDORLAOMER: The r.ecords on the
ta~lets that this event ( described in Genesis xiv) is in accordance with the national ~ovements of that age.
I

.

SHISHAK'~ INVASION OF JUDAH: On the southern
wall of the temple of Karnak, Shishak (Shashang in Egypt) the
founder of the twenty-second Egyptian dynasty, has given a list
of the places he captured in Palestine. Mos.t of then:i were in
1:udea, but there are few ( e. g. Megiddo and Taanach) which belonged to the northern kingdom.

-

THE
MOABITE- STONE:
The Moabite stone was dis.
....
covere_d by Rev. F. Klein, at Dhiban in the land of Moab, on
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August 19, 18G8. It measures three feet ten inches, by two feet
by one foot two inches ; and is . inscribed with thirty-four
lines of tex t. The language of the inscription hardly differs .
from Hebrew in vocabulary, gran1mar, or expression. rhe stone ·
gives the Moabite account of the war of Mesha, king of Moab,
about 860 B. C., against Omri, Ahab,. and other kings of Israel,
and confirms to quite an extent the history of the same war as
given in II. Kings, chapter iii,q

Very naturally those believers in the Bible who regard
.
"
it as the very word of God, those believers who regard the
Bible's historical statements as substantially· true, allowing
only for such' errors as n1any have crept in through the carie·lessness of copyists, or perchance here and there an error
through additions or omissions on · the part of copyists or
designing custodians-such believers rejoice at the con£irmation the scriptures receive from the inscriptions upon
monuments and tablets brought to light by the researches
and scholarship of the nineteenth century. It is a pious
sentin1ent, this rejoicing over the confirmation of the word
of God; and one can only regret that the evidences supplied
by these modern discoveries are not sufficiently voluminous
or explicit to silence altogether the unbelief of 1nodern times
in the Bible. But they are not sufficient"; for ln spite of them
\tnbelievers not only exist in Christian lands, but increase
daily.
qThe foregoing statements of monumental testimony t~ the
truth of the Old Testament are condensed from an article of
Profe~sor A. H. Sayc~'s, LL. D . . The whole article-too long
to be inserted here_,w11l be found m the Nels en Illustrated Bible
Treasury, p. 39-44. Those desiring more specific knowledge of
the interesting subject will find it in the magnificent work of
Herman V . Hilprecht, "Ex pl~rations in Biple Lands, During the
19th Century (1903). Mr. H1lprecht holds the Professorship of
the "Clark Research Professorship of the Assyriology" in the
University of Pennsylvania ; and in his great work of 800 pages
is assisted by other specialists.

CHAI;>TER II.
THE WITNESS OF THE \VESTERN HEMISPHERE.

One thing with reference to modem discoveries of confirmatory evidences of the Bible is singular. That one thing
is the fact that all these modem discoveries of evidences
are confined t.9 the eastern half of the world, to Asia and
A£ rica. Can it be that God left no witnesses for himself in
. the westerri half of the world? Did he ignore and leav,e to
pe'rish ~ ithq,µJ SP..ir.itual enlightenment, or knowledge of any
means of salvation, alf tho~e tribes of men, those nations and
empires, that inhabited the western hemisphere through so
many ages? It should be remembered while considering
these questions that the scriptures teach that
God hath made of one .blood alt nations of men for to dwetl
on all the face of the earth, and hath determined the ti~es before
apP,ointed, and the bounds of their habitation; that they should
seek the Lord, if haply t~ey might feel after him, and find him,
though . he be not £ar from every one of us: f9 r j n . . him _we .live,
and move, and ..have. our~ being; as certain also of your own
poets. nave said, For we ·~r~ als.o his off-spring.a

From this it appears that all rac_es of men .have a common origin. They are all ma.de "of one blood," .and have one
common Father-God.. Yet if on~ judge the spirit of orthod.ox believers in the Bible, he would conclude that this Father's anxiety: had all 'been expended in the enlightenment of
tho~e races and nations inhabiting the eastern· hemisphere.
That he had made ample provision for their instruction in
a Acts,

xvii: 26-38.
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the ways of God, and revealed to them, through his Son,
the means of their salvation; but left the untold millions
of His children in the western hemisphere to perish in ignorance. No prophets instructed -them; no Son of God came
to announce to them the means of salvation, or proclairp ·
by his own resurrection the reality of the future life and im1nortality of man. And hence no one has unearthed the
half-buried cities, or examined the n1ined temples, or the
f_allen palaces-the extent and greatness of w}?ich proclaim
the grandeur of ancient America's civilization-for confirmatory evidence of the 1?ible. The inscriptions upon their
temple walls and monuments have not been deciphered for·
'
.
~hat purpose, nor their history and traditions investigated
\Vith that ,end in view, except in a few instances where men
have been im.bued with the idea that the aborigines of America might be the descendants of the. "Lost Tribes
- of Israel."
~hese, with a few _o thers prompted by a desire to solve the
mystery of America's ancientl civilization, have explored the
ruined cities, described the crumbling pyramids and temples,
and remains of splendid aqueducts. They have collected and
detailed their mythologies, traditions, and hjstory; som·e circumstanoes of which bear strong evidence to the fact that
the ancient inhabitants of the weste!n hemispherie, in some
\ivay, had been made acquainted with some of the chief
events of Bible history, inclu~ling som·e knowledge of the
atonement and other doctrines of Messiah. But such evidences of these facts as hav,e been collected are not received
into the almost sacred collection of modern evidences for
the truth of the Bible. I do not know of a single book in
which they are so received. From the profound silence enforced upon American monuments and inscriptions one
would be left to suppose that they are as silent in testi_mo~y
for the revealed truth of God as the birds of the South con~
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tinent, however resplendent in gaudy plumage, are sil~nt as
to song. It is just here, however, wh~re the importance of
the Boo}<: of ·Moffi\On is besf exhibited. It is here where it
can be pr~claim·ed . a& the voice of the western hemisphere
proclaiming the sublime truth that God did not leave himself
wit}:lout witness among the races .and nations of men that
inhabited the western world. It is here that its importance
is felt as the voice of sleeping nations speaking as out of
the dust. to the whole world, not only .vindicating the quality of justice in God, in that he did not leave the inhabitants .
of the ~estem heµiisphere ~o perish in igno~ance· of himself
and the plan of life and salv~tion which had been ordained
for the redemption of mankind ; but also in that it bears
known as
witness to the world . that the collection of books
.
the Bible is the word of God, c!..Uthe:1tic, cre.dible, and b_inding upon_the ~onsci~D.c~s qf men. It js a Witness. for. the
Gospel of Jesus Christ and of the truth of the Bible, which
in value {~r sur!)a~s~~ a.11 th_e_evicicuces discovered in. Egypt
the valley qf the Euphrates, the Sinaitic Peninsula, and the
land of Pal~stine throughout the nineteenth . century. Let
- -~
'
us hel'le consider it.
First in chronological order · if not in importance, is . the book qf . E.t her within the Book of Mormon. ..;
This book of Ether is an abridgment of a very ancient Am·erican ·record that was engraven upon twenty-four gold plates,
by a prophet named Ether, hence the name o( the book. He.
wrote his ~ecord most likely in the early. part of .the sixth
century B. C. The plates were discover~d by a branch of
the Nephite nation abou.t 120 years B. C., and were preserved
by the Nephites with other sacred records, which finally were
placed in the keeping oJ.. ~ prophet _named Moroni, ~po_µ_t
the .~.lo~e of the fo~rth century ·A. D. J:4.is . Moroni is tpe
one who translated· the record engraven upon the plates of
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Ether, an abridgment of which he placed with the Book of
Mormon. The book of Ether contained an account of th~
most anci1ent events from the creation of Adam to the con'
'
fusion of languages; but as Moroni supposed the information of this .part of the book of Et.h er· would be in the possession of the Jews, he. ~jd not transcribe that part of it, · ,
btit .began his abridgment from the confounding of the lan. guag es at BabeL The book of Ether speaks of one Jared
and his brother, the lattier a most remarkable pr:ophet, living at Babel previous to the confusion of languages, and
to whom. the Lord revealed His intention of confounding
. the language of · the people. At the solicitation of Jared,
to whom he had imparted the knowledge of the coming calamity, this prophet besought the Lord that the language of
Jar~d, himself, and their families might not be confounded,
a'n d the Lord had respect unto his prayer and confounded
not their language; but directed the formation of a colony
consisting of Jared, his brother, and their families and
friends which the Lord led forth from Eaoylon and finally .
brought to the north
.. - continent of the western hemisphere .
The colony grew into a great nation, occupying at least the ·
greater part of North Am.erica, and were known to the Nephites as the people of Jared.
I The book of Ether confirms the special particulars of
the Bible concerning there being in existence a record of
th'e creation; the existence of.Adam; the erection of.the tower of Babel; the Jconfounding of languag,es; and the scattering of the people into all the lands of the earth.
: Second: Six hundred . years before Christ, a prophet
of the. Lord named Lehi, being warned of the destruction .of
Jen1sale1n, departed with his f amity ,into the· wilderness,
\raveling southward from the Holy City until he reached
:~'° borders of the Red Sea; and while camped on its shor~s
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he received directio·n from the Lord that his sons should ·
~etu~rn to Jerusalem and obtain a certain record in the hands ..
of o:r;_ie La'ban, containing a record of the Jiews and also the
genealogy of Lehi's fo.refathers engraven upon _plates of
brass. Agreeable to the heavenly commandment the sons
returned and after overcoming some difficulties finally succeeded in securing the records and returning with them to
the 'encampment of Lehi. fin~lly, when Lehi's colony embarked for America, they brought those records with then1.
These recorqs are thus . described by Nephi, son of Lehi,
who engrav1ed the description in his record, at least as early
as the first' quarter of the sixth century B. ~ -:
· And after they [Lehi's · colony] had given thanks unto the
God of Israel, my father, Lehi, took the records which were engraven upon the plates of brass and he did searcli them from heginning and h~ beheld that they did contain the fiv:e bo9ks of
M~s~~' which gave an account of the creation of the world, and
also o-f Adam and Eve, who were our first parents; and also a
rec~rd of the ·Jews from the beginning, even down to the commencemen f of the reign of .Z_edekiah, king of Judah; and also the
prophecies which have been spoken by the mouth · of. J~remi~J).
And it came to pass that my father, Lehi, also foun\1 upon the
plates of brass, a genealogy of his fathers; wherefore he knew
that he wa$_.a desc~_n dant_of Joseph; yea, even that Joseph was
the son of Jacob, who was sold into Egypt, and who wa~ preserved by the hand of the -Lord, that he might preserve his father,
Jacob, and alt his household from p,erishing from famine. And
they were also led out of captivity and out ot the land of Egypt,
by· that same God who had preserved them. And thus my father,
Lehi, did not discover the genealo_gy of his fathers. (I Nephi (v:
10-1€.!

What a t.~stim_ony yve _l1c1;ve here for the truth of the ·
Bible_! What a num·b er of its incidents are here confirm-ed !
The H'i gher Criticism questions the M9saic authorship of the
Penta_teuch, bu~ here is an entry made in an ancient record
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in An1erica at least 575 years B. C., attributing the author- .
ship of five·bo~ks to Moses, specifying that they gave ·a n account of the creation of the world and also of Adam and
Eve, ''\vho were our first parents ;" so that there can ~e no
question as to this record brought by Lehi's colony from
J erusalem to America being identical with the Pentateuch
of our Bible. In addition .to the incident of the creation,
and Adam and Eve, this entry upon the N ephite records
also confirms the Bible narrative concerning Jacob and also
of Joseph his son who was sold into captivity and taken to
Egypt. R,eference is made also to the subsequent exodus of
Israel fro1n the land of Egypt. Mentiori also is made of
the prophets and their prophecies in this re~ord, making
special mention of the name of Jeremiah. Some of the_writings of Jeremi~h were also included in this t1ecord. The first
Nephi also makes special mention of Isaiah by name, and
describes in what manner he read from his writings upon·
the plates of brass, to his brethren.b And what is better
yet he quotes, in his record, many passages from the prophet
Isaiah. At this point it is well to call attention to the fact
that the Higher Criticism holds that the book of Isaiah in
ou r Old T estament is composite, that is, it claims that it is
con1posed by at least two, and perhaps by seven di£ ferent
authors; that the last bventy-seven chapters certainly wer.e
not ,vritt en by Isaiah. The best answer that can be made
to these claims on the part of those disposed to defend the
Isaiah authorship of the book of prophecies which bears
that prophet's nan1e is to say that from two hundred years
R. C. the authorship of the prophecies as they now stand in
the Bible have been attributed to Isaiah. But here is testimony, in this fi rst book of Nephi, which shows that as early
1

bJ. Neph i, xix: 22-24.
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as 550 y,ears B. C., certain collection of prophecies in a
i:ecorq taken from Jerusalem, are attri_b uted to Isaiah; and
what is best of all a transc-rip~ion is made from thes~ prophecies into the N ephite record ·whi~h corresponds· to chapters
xlvii, xlix, 1, li, and lix, and also fragments of chapter xxix ;c
being a very large amount of the very part of Isaiah's prophecies of which the authenticity is questioned... Here are at
least five of the tw-enty-seven chapters in dispute accounted
for and fragments of another, while of the first part of the
prophecies of Isaia~ there is a transcription into.the N ephite ,
record correspondin,g · to chapters . from two to fourteen ;d
so that so far as t_he authenticity of the book of Isaiah's
prophecies is concerned, and the five books of Moses, the
Book o{ Mormon is ~he most important of all witnesses. , _
I
Third: · Since the Nephites then, in this collection of
brass plates, had the five hooks of Moses and the wri~ings
of the prophets down to the reign of Z. .ed~kiah, king of
Judah, it is to be -expected that in their own record-making
frequent refere1:c~ would be made to the br~ss plates and
their contents, and this is the case. The first Nephi speaks
of Israel's"'~s~ge of the .Re~ Sea, under the leadership of
Moses; and the d,estruction of the Egyptian army.e Subsequently the same writer refers to the captivity of the children
of Israel in Egypt, and the grievousness
of .their bond.
V
age; of their escape from._their slavery'; tl~eir being fed with
manna in the wilderness ( their bein~ .miraculously providerl
w~Jh:_water from, the s~tt~.n roe~; . the _y~sible 'presence of
God 1n the cloud by dayand the pillar of light by night; the
blind and rebellious spirit of the people; the judgment of
V

.:..>----..,.

./") (

I

'.;

.. cII. Nephi, Chapt~rs vi, vii, viii. Mosiah, xiv. III. Nephi,

xxu.

dII. Nephi, Chapters x ii-xxiv inclusive.
eJ. Nephi, Chapter iv: 2.
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God upon them in the fiery-flying serpents, and the healing
provided for the111 by looking upon the qrazen serpent erect-,
ed by Moses/
The prophet Lehi, near the close of his life, when bless- ·
ing his s9n Joseph, refers to Joseph, the son of Jacob, of
Egyptian fame, and speaks of prophecy uttered by that
patriarch conc~rning the deliverance of the people under the
leadership of Moses ; and also of a future seer of the same
lineage as himself, ( i. e. Joseph) who would be mighty in
bringing forth the word of God unto the remnant of Lehi's
seed.g In the book of Helaman will be found further reference to many of the same thing.'i Special reference is made
also to the prophecy of Moses concerning the future coming
of the Messiah, saying, "a prophet shall .the L~rd your
God raise up unto you like unto me. Him shall ye hear in all
thi11-gs whatsoever he shall say unto you, and it shall come to
pass that all those who will not" h~ar that prophet shall be ·
cut off from among the people." Nephi follows this passage with the declarati-o~ that this prophet of whom Moses · ·
spake is the· Holy One ~f Israel, the Messiah.i The ten .
commandments are quoted in the book of Mosiah, substantially as they are found in the book of Exodus} And thus
throughout the N ephite record frequent ;eferences ·are made
to these ancient things of the scriptures, all of which, found
as they are in an ancient record, though revealed to the world
through the prophet Joseph Smith in modern times, confirm
the authenticity and credibility of the Bible.
Fourth: It is the Book of Mormon as a whole,' however, in which its greatest value as a witness for the truth
28
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of the Bible, and the truth of the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
most appears. I mean the Book of Mormon considered apart
from any reference to an abridgment of t~e ancient records
of the Jaredites; and the transcriptions from the anci~nt Hebrew scriptures carried by Lehi's colony to the western
world. In the Book of Mormon, so ·<::onside.red, we have
the record of the hand-dealings of God wi•t h the peoples that
inhabited the western hemisphere. We have in it the record
of those things which occurred in a branch· of the house of
Israel' that God was preparing for the same . great event
for which he was trai~ing the house _of Israel in the eastern
world, mz._
. the adv_ent of ithe Messiali,. and the acceptance of
the gospel through which all nJ:'a nkind are t9 be sayed. This
branch of the hous'e of Israel, broken from the parent tree
;tnd planted in t4e western ·hem~sphere, brought with them
the traditions and hopes of Israel; they brought with' them,
as we have already seen, the Hebre'f._ s~tiptures, the writings of Moses and of the prophets down to the reign of Zed.
.
ekiah, king of Judah; but what 'is route important than 54U
this, they ·c ame to the western world with the favor a:nd •
blessing of Israel's 9od upon them, a~d Israel's peculiar .f.privileie of. dire~t communication with Go throu h in :i;.ed
reams, e v1s11:a 10n of ange\s, and the voice of God, Le-pi's
<a>lony was led to the western world by ·e rophets, inspired
of the Lord, their journel being marked __by many and.,,peculiar manifestations -of His presence with them:. After
tlie1r arrival in the westertL world, to them• a land of pr.omise, the. Lord from .time to time raised up prophets amongth~m, who instructed them in the ways of the Lord; who
reproved them when overta\cen in transgression ; .wJJq__p(o.nounced .judgments against -them when persuasion was of
no ayail. for their correction; who warned t~em by the spirit
of prophecy· of _a pproaching disasters; and who held contin-·

..
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ually before t~~£11 the hope of Israel, the advent of the.
J\1essiah, ,vho, by his suffering and death on the cross, would
redee111 111ankind.
I t ,vas 111uch in this n1anner and for the same purpose
that God dealt ,vith His people in the eastern world; and
the fact that his course ·with the people on the western hemisphere ,vas substantially the same as that followed with
those of the East, establishes at once his justice and mercy
to,vards his children, and bears testi1nony to the great truths
that God indeed is no respector of persons, and that in every
land he raises up for himself witnesses of his power and
goodness.k
Fifth: It is not alone as a ·witness for the authenticity
and credibility of the Bible that the Book of Mormon is valuable. Great as is its value in that particular it is still more
valuable as a ·witness for the truth of the .Gospel of Jesus
(:hrist. Previous to the coming of Messiah the N ephites1 and
Lamanite prophets testified of his ·c oming; predicted the time
thereof and the signs that would acco1npany his advent. The
signs of his birth were, first, that on the night of his nativity there ,vould be no darkness upon the lands inhabited by
the N ephites; that is, in the ,vestern he1nisphere. ''There
shall be one day and a night and a day," said one of the
prophets, "as if it were one day, and there were no night;
and this shall be unto you for a sign, for ye shall know of
the rising of the sun and also of its s_etting, therefore they
shap kno,v of a surety t?at there shall be two days and a
night . Nevertheless the night shall not be darkened, and 1t
kSee reflections on the course of the Lord with reference to
giving
revelations
to all nations and races of men t chapter vli,
.
k
t h 1s wor .
. .'The N ephites were the followers of -the first Nephi, the
righteous son of Lehi, who led the colony from Jerusalem six
h und red years B. C.; and the Lamanites were the followers of
Laman, the oldest and wicked son of the same Lehi.
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shall be the night before he is born."m _.Second: A new star
was to ~rise "such an one as ye never have beheld," said
'
the prophet to the N ephites ; "and this also shall be a sign
unto you."n Third: "Many signs and wonders were to be
seen in heaven," but the nat~re of Jhiqh is not stated by the
propliet. 0
Signs of Messiah's death were predicted. First, on the
day he s.u ffered death, the sun would be darkened and refuse
to -give his light, apd also the moon and the stars; and darkness would cover the w_hole face of the N ephite lands, from
the time. that he suffered. death until his resurrection from
the dead. Second~ at the time of his dying there would be
.
thundering and lightnings; earthqua~es would rend th'7
rocks, lay rpountains low, and cast up valleys into mountains;
the highways would be broken up and many cities be 1nade
desolate. T:hird, mai:iy graves would be opened and yieid
up· t1.!._eir dead, and ·m any Saints. _would be raised from the
~g and appear unto the living, who had not been destroyed
in these judgments~ These were the signs that we·r e to give
evidence to the people of the western world of the birth of
the promised Christ, and' of his death, and his resurrection;
all of. which things, in .due time, came to pass, even as they ·
were predicted. But what is better still, after the Christ's
resurrection from the dead, and after these terrible j udgments had swept over the western land, destroying the
more wicked part of the ·inhabitants, Je~µs · himself appeared
- unto the Nephite people, the.!1 inhabiting the extreme northern part of South America, and this in fulfillment of hi_s own
declaration to his d'isciples at Jerusalem, when he said:

.

-

mHelaman, Chapter xiv.
inHelaman, Chapter xiv.

qThis was Samuel, a pr.ophet whom God raised up from
among the Lamanites.· The above prophecies were uttered about
five or six years B. C.

,
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Other sheep I · have which are not of this fold: them also I
must bring, a.p d they shall hear my voice, and there shall be. one
fold and one shepherd.P

l

The Christ's appearance to the· N ephites was fir~t. ma~e- ·
to ' a n11ultitude gathered about the te1nple in what was called
,t he land Bountiful, a district of country in the north part of
South An1erica, w.here the isth1nus joins South with North
America, and including 1nost likely part of that isthmus.
He descended out of heaven and stood' in their midst, an~
nouncing hi1nself to be Jesus Christ, whom the prophets had
testified v;ould come into the world. "I an1 the light and the
r., ic of the world," .said he, "and I have· drunk out of that
bitter r11p ,vhich the Father had give·n me, and have glorified the Father in taking upon 1ne the sins of the world,' in
,vhich I have suffered
.
. the will of the Father in all things
from the beginning. And it cam!e to pass that :when Jesus .
had spoken these words the whole multitude fell to the earth ·
for they ren1e1nbe~ed that it had been prophesied among them
'
that Christ
would show hin1self unto them after his ascension
into heaven." At the con1n1andment of Jesus, the n1ultitude
arose and ca1ne to him, and beheld the wounds in his side
· and in his -h ands. When they had all gone forth and witnessed for the1nselves that he vvas indeed the Christ, they
cried out ,vith oµe acocrd, "H9sanna, .. Hosanna, blessed be
the nan1e of the n1ost high ·Goel. . And they did fall down at
the feet of Jesus and worshiped him."
Thus Jesus con~inued ministering among them: for
some tin1e. Just how long. he remained or how many times
he appeared to them cannot be deterrn!ined fro1n the Book
of l\1orn1on. Neither is that a matter of any great import-

PJ ohn, x; 16. Fo: a so1n.ewhat extended discussion of this
prophecy and its fulftlhnent see Part I I I. this worl<, Chapter,
XXXV.
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ance, but it is important that He chose twelve disciples and
conferred upon them divine authority to administer the ordinances of the Gospel. He proclaimed himself to be, as
will be seen from what has been said, the Son of God. He
also taught that. his· F·a ther, himself, and the Holy Ghost
constituted one God-head; that men to be saved must believe· in God, repent of their ~ins, receive baptism for the
remission of. sins, and the baptism qf the Holy .Ghost in order to estaplish complete fellowship and oneness between
t.hemselves and ,God and his Christ. · The twelve were authorized to call to their assistance subordinate officers and organiz~ thos~ who accept the ·Gospel into the Holy Church
of Christ In addition to these doctrinal instructions Jesus
delivered also the highly moral and spiritual precepts of the
Gospel, delivered them, as might be expected, much in the
same form as tpey are foun_p· _:in our ~ew Testament scriptures. What is found in the Book of Mormon of his teach-·
ing so nearly con£orms to the doctrines and ,m oral precepts
of the New Testament, ·~hat it becomes
. a mighty witness .for
the substantial correctness of what is recorded in -the New
Testament, so that the Book of Mormon is a witness of the
truth not only of the Old Testanrent but very largely also o.f
the New.
· ·
.
.
Among other things of importance which Jesus declared
to the N ephites was the fact that it was his intention to visit
"the lost
tribes" of the house of Israel,reveal
himself to them '
.
.
and proclaim the same gospel he had delivered to the Nephites, and spoke of the tim1e when the testimonies ~£ the
N eP.hit~s arid the lqst trjbe_s of -the hou~~ of Israel, with the
testimonies of those_among whom he had labored in Judea
·s·h ould be brought together in one.
.
·
Jesus als~ administered. to the sick, the maiined and the
blind a~ong the Nephites, and showed forth the great powII-4
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er of God in his 1ninistrations, falling behind in nothing, in
these respects, to the miraculous po,vers that were displayed
in his ministry in Judea; bqt on the contrary, in consequence
of the greater faith of the N ephite people, and their right=eousness, the display of almighty power went beyond the
marvelous works wrought in Judea; for th~ greater part of
the wicked among the N ephites had been destroyed· by the
judgments of ·God which preceded Messi~h's ,coming, ~eaving only the more rig,hteous part of the people to meet with
him at this his glorious advent among -them; and hence
they ·were prepared to receive greater blessings at the hands
of God than were the people ·in Judea.
Th Church of Christ thus founded by the Messiah and
the twelve disciples he had chosen, reaped a rich harvest in
the salvation of souls in the western world. For nearly two
centuries
.. the truth of God was
- - almlost universally accepted.
f1. reign of righteousness was enjoy'ed. Peace, prosperity, .
f rat.ernity and 1happiness prevailed, and God' was worshiped
in spirit and in truth:

;

!'But man is frail, a.~d - can but ill sustain
A long immunity from grief and pain
And after all the Joys which ·Plenty leads,
With tip-toe step, Vice silently su~ceeds."

And so it was in the experience of the N ephites. Wickedness reared its head among them; pride born of ·self-love,
took possession of the souls of some, and inroads were made
in the unity and peace-of the Church. These evils continued
to spread until at last the spirit of apostasy was rampant, in
the western world, as in the eastern ; men departed from God
and his ways until rebellion, disunion, and anarchy everywhere prevailed; civ_ilizatio1:1 was overwhelm:d; and people
de~cended to barban~m, and, at last, for the most part~ to

I
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sa\.!:agery ; and in this condition they were discovered by the
E.u.ropearis, near the close of the fifteenth century. B~t not:..
witltstanding this decline from the_religion of Jesus Christ
and a high state of civilization, wihat had been accomplished
through the revelation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the
western world was of great importance. As already stated,
the harvest of souls in the perio.ds when righteousness prevaile9, was very great -; and the records which had been writand holy men, and' preserved with great care
t~n by ,prophets
..,,
by •the commandment of ·G?d3 were destined to be of immense importanec in fut,ure ages.
They ,vo.uld proclaitn
with trumpet tongue the j us1:ice and the mercy of God ; they
would demonstrate that the Lord has in ·mind the salvation
of all races and nations of men ; they would stand forth as
the m~st important Witness for· the authenticity and general
truth ·of the Jewish scriptures, both of the Old and the New
Testaments; they wquld be the ~oice · of sleeping nations
testifying 'that Moses did write the. Pentateuch; they would
bear witness that IsaiaJh is the author of the prophecies ascribed to him; that Jestis is the Christ; that he suffered for
the sins of the world, therein glorifying ith~ Father, and accomplishing the purposes of God with reference to the salvation. of men; they would bea·r witness, that there · is no
name given under heaven whereby men can be saved b_ut
the name of.Jesus Christ, the Son of Gq_g ~ and finally, those
N ephite r~cords in the Book of Mormon, would establish the
great and supreme truths that God is a r~ality-that he lives;
that man, is the child of God; that he is immortal, and accountable t<;> God for h~ ac!ions; that he may be saved
through acceptance and continued' obedience to the gospel.
~
A writer held much in esteem by the orthodox Christian
world-and deservedly so-in a noble work ·but recently issued from the press, said :
/
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W ere a parchment discovered in an Egyptian mound, six
inches square, containing fifty words which w_e re certainly spoken by Jesus, this utterance would count more than all the boot_{~
which have been published since the first century. If a veritable
·picture of the Lord could be unearthed from a catacomb~ and the
world could see with its own eyes w hat like he was, it would not
matter that its colors were faded, and that it was' roughly drawn,
that picture would have at once a solitary place amid the treasures of art.P

If this be true, and I think no one will or can qhestion it, then how valuable indeed must be this whole volume
of scripture, the Book of . Mormon! Containing .not fifty,
but many hundred words spoken by Jesus! Containing ~Jso ·
an account of the hand dealings of ·God with the people inhabiting the western hesimphere, from earliest times to the
fourth century after Christ. Wherein also are found his revelations to those peoples ; 1his _rpessages by ang:ls sent directly from his presence to declare his word to them; his .
instructions, adm,anitions; reproofs, and warnings to them
through men inspired by his Holy Spirit; and last of all, the
account of Messiah's appearance and ministry am,ong the
people, his very words repeated, and rightly divided for us
( as we shall see later), that we may the better understand
what of his teaching is general, and what special; what uni. versal and permanent, and what local and transcient. How
insignificant all the discoveries in. ~gypt, in ancient Babylon, Palestine, and the Sinaiatic Peninsula are in comparison ,vith this New Witness of the western world! How
paltry, valuable though they are in themselves, seem the Rosetta from old Nineveh, in comparison with this N ephite recqLife of the Master, Prologue.
Maclaren).

Rev. John Watson, (Ian
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·ord-thi.s volume of scripture! How fe'eble the voice of th~
tes~mony of those monum·ents of the East to the authen·
tJcity and credibility of the Bible apd the truth. of the gos·
pel~ in co~parison with the testimony found in the Book ot
Mormon-the voice of departed n~tions and empires of peo.
ple speaking through their records for the truth o:f Godf or the verity of the ·gospel of Jesus· Christ-a voice suffi..
cient to overwhelm unbelief and forever make· sure the
foundations of faith! It was mainly for this purpose tha1
the N ephite records were written, preserved, and finally
brought for~h to the world, as we shall see in the following
~~~~

:

.... .

•

r

.
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CHAPTER III.
THE PURPOSES FOR WHICH THE

BooK

OF MoRMOM WAS

WRITTEN.

.-.

The several purposes for which the Book of Mormon
was written are to be learned from the writers oJ the ·book
•
itself, and from the revelations of God to Joseph Smith.
First, I introduce the statement of Moroni, into whose
hands Mormon's abridgment of the larger records of the
N ephites, called the Book of Mormon, was given. On the last
plate of the collection given to Moroni by his father, on the
left hand side of the collection, the language of the whole
book running as in the Hebrew, ·f rom right to left, Moroni.
engraved t~e following explanatory title to the record he
sealed up, and therein also stated the reasons why the record
was written. This Joseph .Smith translated and made the
title page of his translation of 1he Book of "Mormon:
THE BOOK OF MORMON.
An Account Written by the Hand of Mormon, upon Plates taken
from the plates of Nephi.
.,
Wherefore it is an abridgement of the record of the people
of Nephi, and also of the Lamanites; written to the Lamanites
who are a remnant of the house of Israel; and also to Jew and to
Gentile; written by way of commandment, and also by the spirit
of prophecy and revelation. Written and sealed up, and hid up
unto the Lord, that they might not be destroyed; to come forth
by the gift and power of God unto the interpretation thereof;
sealed by the hand of Moroni, and hid up unto the Lord, to
come forth in due time by the way of Gentile; the interpretation
thereof by the gift of God.

I
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An abridgment taken from the Book of Ether also; which is .
a record of the people of Jared; who were scattered· at the time
the Lord confounded the language of the people when they were
building a tower to get to heaven; which is to show unto the
remnant of the houseJof Israel what great things the Lord hath
done for their f.athers, anl'that they m.ay know the covenants of
the Lord, that they are not cast off forever; and also to the
convincing of the Jew and Gentile that Jesus is the Christ, the
iEternal God, manifesting Himself unto all nations. And now
if there~ar.e.fau.lt~ ,they are the mistakes of men; wherefore con·
.p emn not the things of God, that ye may be found spotless at
the judgme!_lt seat of Christ.

In the above, three ·reasons are _given why the JBook of
Morn1on was written ·and preserved to co.me forth among
.
,
,
men in the last days;
First, to show unto the remnant of the House of Isr~el
what great things the Lord has done for their
fathers.
\
Second, to teach ~hem ,t he ~ovenanats of the Lord made
with their fathers, ,that the remnants ,m ay know that they
are not cast off forever.
Third, tha1 this record . mfay convince both Jew. and
Gentile that Jesus ·is. the Christ, the Eternal God, and that
he manifests himself to all nations.
In a revelation given to Joseph Smith in July, 1828, on
the occasion of the U rim "and Thum·mim being restored to
him after it had been taken. from him in consequence of allowing Martin Harris to have a portion of the manuscript
of the Book of Mormon, contrary to the will of God, the
Lord said to him:
'
1

\

My work shall go forth, for inasmuch a~ the knowledge of
a Savior has come unto the world, through the testimony of the
Jews, e-yen_ so shall t}:!e _kpowledge of a Sayior come unto my
people, and to the N e~hites, and the J acobites, and the J osephites
and the Zoramites, through the ttstimony of their fathers- and

.

.
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this testimony shall come to the kno~ledge of the Lamanites,
and the Lemuelites, and Ishmaelites who dwindled in unbelief,
because of the· iniquity of their fathers, whom the Lord has suffered to destroy their brethren the N ephites, because of their ini-:quities and their abominations--and for this very purp~se are
these plates preserved which contain these records, that the
promise of the Lord might be fulfilled, which he made to his
people; and that the Lamanites might come to the knowledge of
their fathers ' and that they might know the .promises
of the
.
Lord, and that they may believe the gospel, and rely upon the
merits of Jesus . Christ, and be glorified through faith in His
name; and that through their repentance they might be saved.a
.,.

. __ .. ;.

In this passage we have substantially the same ·reasons ·
given v,hy .the Book of I\formqn _w~~ -· written, though not ·
st;uc(l- hf the~san{e-oraer; . but as follows-:
~........
First, that a knowledge of a Savior might come unto
the remnants of the house of Israel in the western hemisphere, who are called Nephites, Jacobites, Josephites, Lamanites, etc.
'
.
Second, that the Lamanites ·m ight come to a knowledge
of their fathers.
·
Third, that the Lamanites might know. the promises of
the Lord, both to their fathers and to themselves.
Mormon also left upon record his testimony as to why
the book which bears his name was written, and. why it
would be 'preserved and come forth in the last days. In his
own book, by which I mean that book in v1hich he wrote the
things which he saw in his own day, Mormon says:
I"

Now these things are written unto the remnant of the house
of Jacob; * * * and behold tpey shall come forth according to the commandment of the Lord, when He shall see fit in
his wisdom. And behold they shall go unto the unbelieving of
the Jews; and for this intent shall they go; that they_may be
a Doc.

and Cov., Sec. iii: 16-20.

i
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persuaded that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the living God; that
the Father may bring about through his most beloved, his great
'
and eternal purpose, in restoring
the Jews, or all the house ot
Israel to the land of their inheritance, which the Lord their
.'
God ' ha:th given them, unto the fulfilling of His covenant; and also that the seed of this peoplea may more fully believe His Gospel, which shall go forth .unto them from · the Gen~tles.b

-

.

.

' Again, this same ,vriter, Mormon, adqressing himself
to _the remnants of the ·Lamanites to whom, in the fut"u.re,
his record would come, says:
"Know ye that ye must come to a knowledge of your fathers,
and repent· of all your sins and iniquities, and believe in Jesus
Christ that he is the Son of God and that he was slain by the ·
Jews, ~nd by the power of the Father he ~ath ris~n again, whereby he hath gained the victory over the grave; and also in him
is ·the sting of death .swallowed up. And he bringeth to pass the
resurrection of the dea.d, whereby man must be raised to stand
before his judgment seat. And he hath brought to pass the redemption of the world, ·w hereby he that is fou~d guiftless before
hi~_at the judgment day, hath it given unto him to c;Iwell in the ·
presenc_e of .God in his kingdom to sing ceaseless pr~ises with
the choirs ~hove, unto the Father, and unto the Son, and unto the
Holy Ghost, which •are one God, in a state of happiness which
hath no end. Therefore re_pent, and be baptized in the name of
Jesus, and lay hold upon the Gospel of Christ, which shall be set
before you, not only in this record, ·but also in the record which
shall come unto the Gentiles from the J ews,c which record shall
come from · the Gentiles unto you . . For behold, thisd is written
for the intent that ye may believe that;e and if ye believe that,
ye will believe this also; and if° ye believe this, ye will know conMormon here refers to the Lamanites, that is, that the seed
of the Lamanites, the present "Indians" of the western hemisphere, might more fully believe the . Gospel, etc.
bBook of Mormon, Chapter v; 12-15.
cThe Bible.
·
dThe Book of Mormon .
•
eThe Bible.
·
0
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cerning your fathers, and also the marvelous works which were
wrought by the power of God among them ; and ye will also
know that ye are a remnant of the seed of Jacob; therefore ye
are numbered among the people of the first covenant." C¥or-mon, vii; .5-10.)

This passage is important because that i? addition to
assigning substantially the same reasons for the writing and
,coming forth of the Book of Mormon, as those before enumerated, it brjngs out the fact that the Book of Mormon ·
was written al.so to 'be a witness for the Bible, to
prove it true,..for the language in the above passage makes
plain reference to the Bible, the "record" ·which ·cpmes from
the Jews to the Gentiles, and from the Gentiles to the remnant of the Lamanites to whom Mormon ·makes reference
. .
There is also,the testimony of the first Nephi. In vision
·he saw the advent of the Gentile races upon .the western
hemisphere. He saw their victories over the remnant of
the seed of h,is brethren, the Lamanites. He then _proceeds:
And I beheld the Spirit of the Lord, that it was upon the
Gentiles; that they did prosper, and obtain the land f~r their inheritance; and I beheld that they were white, and exceeding fair
and beautiful, like unto my people, before they were slain. And
it came to pass that I, Nephi, beheld that the Gentiles who had
gone forth out of captivity did humble themselves before the
Lord; and the power of the Lord was with them; and I beheld
that their mother Gentiles wer.e gathered together upon the
water, and upon the land also, to battle against them; and I beh-eld that the power of God was with them, and also that the
wrath of God was upon all those that were gathered togeher
against them to battle. And I, Nephi, beheld that the Gentiles
that had gone out of captivity, were delivered by the power of
God out of the hands of all other nation~. And it came to pass
that I, Nephi, beheld that they did propser in the land; and I beheld a bo9]<, and it was carried forth among them. And the angel
said unto me, knowest thou the meaning of the book? And I sail
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unto him, I kn~w not. And he 'said, beheld, it proc~edeth out of
the mouth of a Jew; and I, Nephi, beheld it; and he said unto me,
the bo.ok that thou beholde.st; is a· recprd of the J«ws, which contains the covenants of the Lord which He hath made unto the
house of Israel; and it also containeth ma'ny of the prophecies
the holy prophets; ·and it is a record like unto the engravings
which are upon the plates of bra.s s/ save 'there are not so many;
nevertheless, they contain the covenants of the Lord, which he
hath made unto the house of Israel; wherefore, they are of great
worth unto the Gentiles.
· And the angel of the Lord said: unto me, thou hast bepeld
that the bo.o k proceedeth forth from the mouth of a Jew; and
when it proceeded forth from the mouth of a J~w-, it contained
the plainness of the Gospel of the Lord, of whom the twelve apostles bear record; and they bear record accoi:ding to the truth
which is in the Lamb of God; therefore, these things go forth
from the Jews in purity, unto the Gentiles, according to the truth
which is in God; and after they go fo·rth by the hand of the
twelv~ apos.tles of the Lamb, from the Jews unto the Gentiles,
thou seest the -foundation of a great and abominable church,
which is most abominable above all other churches; for behold,
they have taken away from the Gospel of the Lamb, many_p~rts
which are plain and most precious; and also many covenants of
the Lord have they taken away; and all this have fney done; that
they might pervert the right ways of the -Lorcl; and they might
blind the eyes and harde11: the hearts of the children.. of men; wherefore, thou seest that after_the book had gone forth through the
hands of the great and abominable church, that there are many
plain and precious things taken away from the book, which is
the book of the Lamb of God; and after these plain and precious things were taken away, it goeth forth unto all nations of
the Gentiles, yea, even across- the m.a ny waters which thou hast
seen with the Gentiles which have ge>ne forth out of capth·ity;
thou seest because of the many plain and precious things which ,
have been taken out of the book, which were plain unto the un~erstanding of the childre~ of men, according _to the plainness
which is in the Lamb of God; because of. these things which are
taken away out of the Gospel of the Lamb, an exceeding great

oi

I

•

I

/The "record" upon the plates of brass is the record containing the Jewish Scripture which the colony of Lehi brought with
them from· Jerusalem,. to which reference is here made.
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many do stumble, yea, insomuch that Satan hath great power over
them. * * *. And ' it came to pass that the angel of the
Lord spoke unto me, saying, behold, saith the Lamb of God, after
I hav.e ~isited the remnant of the house of Israel, and this rem- nant of whom I speak, is the seed of thy father ;g wherefore, after
I have visited them in judgment, and smitten them by the hand
of the Gentiles; and after the Gentiles do stumble exceedingly,
because of the most plain and precious parts of the Gospel of the
Lamb, which have been kept back by that abominable church,
which is the mother. of harlots, saith the Lamb; I will be merciful unto the Gentiles in that day, insomuch that I will bring forth
unto them in mine own power much of my Gospel, which shall
be plain and precious saith the Lamb;
For behold saith the Lamb, I will manifest myself unto thy
·seed,h that they shall write many things which I shall minister
unto them, which shall be plain and p_recious; and after thy seed
shall be destroyed, and dwindle in unbelief, and also the seed
of thy brethren; behold these things shall be hid up, to come
forth unto the Gentiles, by the gift and power of the Lamb;
And in them shall be written my gospel, saith the Lamb, and
my rock and my salvation. * * * And it came to pass that
I beheld the remnant of t~e seed of my brethren, and also the
book of the Lamb of God, which had proceeded forth from the
mouth of a Jew, that it came forth from the Gentiles unto the
remnant of the seed of my brethren, and after it had come forth
unto them, I beheld other books, which came forth by the power
of the Lamb, from the Gentiles unto them, unto the convincing
of the Gentiles, and the remnant of the seed of my brethren, and
also the Jews, who were scattered upon all the (ac~ of the earth,
that the records of the prophets and of the twelve apostles of
the Lamb are true. And the angel spake unto me, saying, these
last records which thou hast seen among the Gentiles, .shall .establish the truth of the first, which are of the twelve apostles of the
Lamb, and shall make known the plain and precious things which
have been taken away from them; and shall make known to all
kindreds, tongues, and people, that the Lamb of God is the Son
of the Eternal Father, and the Savior of the world; and all men
must come unto him, or they cannot be saved; and they must
cThe descendants of Lehi.
~The N ephites.
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come according to the words which shall be e~tablished by th';!
mouth of the Lamb; and the words of the Lamb shall be made
k~own in the records· of thy seed, as well as in the records of the
twelve apostles of the Lamb; wherefore, they both shall be
~stablished in one; ·for there is one· God and one She.pherd over
all the earth.i
"'

The reference here made to "the b9ok .of the Lainb of
God, which had proceeded fort~ from the mouth of a Jew,"
is beyond all question the Bible; while the "other books,:'
which came forth by the power of the Lamb, ·from the Gen··
tiles unto the remnant o·f Lehi's ·descendants, and which records_are to establish
of the first records, or the
.
- the truth
.
Bible, is· in plain allusion to the B:bok of Mormon anq
-~ other
.
scrip!ures to be brought forth by the power of · God in -the
last days.
~
From all Jhis, then, it is very evi~ent that the purposes
for which the Book of Mormon were written, counting in
this summary both those reasons al~eady enumerated and
those stated ·in the passages last quoted, are:
First; to show unto the remnant pf the house o~ Israel
what great things the Lord has done for their fathers .
.Second, to teach them the .covenants of the Lord made
with their fathers, that the remnants may know that thev
are not cast off forever.
·
Third, to .convince both Jews and Gentiles that Jesus
is the Christ, the Eternal God, and that he manifests himself .to all nations:
Fourth, to bring the knowledge of a Savior to the remnants . of the house of Israel on .the western hemisphere,
through the testi~ony of the N ephites and Lamanites as
well as through the testimony of the Jews_. tliat they might
more fully believe the gospel.
r

iI. Nephi, Chap.ter xiii.
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Fifth, to bring to the Jews the testimony of the Nephites that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the living God;
that they might have the testimony of the N ephites· as wel,l _
as that of their fathers that Jesus is their Messiah.
Sixth, to be a witness for the truth of_the -Bible, to establish its authenticity, and its credibility by bringing other
witnesses than those of the Eastern ,world to testify to the
same great truths that are contained in the sacred pages
of the Bible.
Seventh, to restore to the knowledge of mankind many
plain and precious truths concerning the gospel w~ich· men
have taken out of the Jewish .Scriptures, or obscured by their
interpretations; by the absence of which passages, or misleading interpretations, many have stumbled and fallen into
unbelief. In a word, it is .the mission of the Book of Mor1non to be a witness for Jesus, the Christ; for the truth of
the gospel as the power of God unto salvation; for that
purpose it was written, preserved from destruction, and has
now come forth to the children of men through the goodness and n1ercy and power of God.

•

.

\

PART . II.
The Discovery of the Book of Mormon and its
Translation. 'fhe Migrations, ·Lands, InterContinental Movements, _Civitiz~tions, Governments; and ~eligions of its Peoples.
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CHAPTER IV.
How JosEPH S_MITH OBTAINED THE BooK OF MORMON.

The Book of Mormon was published in the town of
Palmyra, Wayne County, State of New York. It issued
from the press of Mr. ~gbert B. Grandi~; and was published. for Joseph Smith, the Prophet. The exact da~e on
which the book issued from the press cannot be ascertained.
Most likely, ho~ever, it was some time in the month of
March or of April, 1830; for in the Prophet's history we
have him saying that "During this month of April; I went on
d. visit to the re~idence of Mr. Joseph ~ight, of Colesville,
Broome County, New York." This Mr. Knight had been acquainted with the Smith f aniily for s9me time. He had visited them at thejr home near Ma9-chester, New York, on several occas·ions.;a and during the period occupied in translating the Book of Mormon, had rendered,some material assistance to the Prophet by ·supp_lying him and Oliver Cowdery with provisions.b Soon after this visit the Prophet informs us that he returned to Fayette, Seneca county,-~vidently in the same month of April-and then ·adds:
"The Book of Mormon * * * had now been published for some time, and as. the ancient propnets predicted
of it, "it was accounted a strange thing.' "c In the Evening
- and Morning Star for April, 1883, published at IndependaHistory of Joseph Smith the prophet by Lucy Smith chapters xxi, xxiii.
·
·
bHistory of the Church, Vol. I, p. 47.
-~History of the Church, Vol. I. p. 84.
11-5
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ence, Missouri-the first periodical published by the Church
-occurs the following: "Soon after the Book of Mormon
came forth, containing the fulness of the gospel of Jesus
Christ, the Church was organized, . on the 6th. of April _
( 1830) .'~d This fixes approximately the date for the publication of the book. It issued from the press either very early
in April or in the month of March, 1830; most likely some
tjme in March . . The first edition was five thousand copies .
.Naturally enough the book was "accounted a strange
thing." Joseph Smith, for whom it was published, was an
unlettered young man, who from· the tim~ he was ten years
of age until the Book of Mormon was published-when he
was twenty-.four-had lived in the vicinity of Palmyra and
Manchester township. His father having m·e t with a
series of misfortunes in business ventures and land purchases, the family was in straightened circun1stances through
all t_hesie years, and Joseph had been under the neces- ·
sity of working am.o ng the farm_e rs in and around Manchester to aid his parents in the support of their large
family. About the last thing to l;>e , expected· of a young
n1an reared under such circumstances would be that
he become the publisher of a book. The fact that he _had
published one was of itself suffici,ent cause for astonishment;
but it was not the fact that an unlettered youth, who had
spent his life in toil among th~m, had published a book that
was regarded as so strange a thing by the people. It was the
account he gave _of the book's origin, and the nature of the
book itself that constituted it such a "n1arvel and a wonder." Joseph Smith disclaimed being its authore in any other
dEvening and M·orning Star for April, 1833, p. 167.
eThe fact that on the title page of the first edition, Joseph
Smith is called the "Author and Proprietor" is considered in
Part IV of this work.
·
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sense than that he was the translator of it by miraculous
means. ·The original Book of Mo~on, the translation of
which he had published, was writtel)., or rather. engraven,
upon. gofd plates, according to his representations; which
plates had come into his possession in the following manner:_
Ec1:rly in the spring of 1820 Joseph Smith received ·a
revelation from God in which the apostate condition of
Christendom had been made known to him, coupled with ·~
promise that at some future tinie the gospel of Jesus Christ
wou~d . be restored to the. ,earth and that he, if fa~thful,
w9uld be an i~strument in the hands of _God in accomplishing some of his great purposes in the last days/
After this first revelation,
Joseph Smith was left for ,
.
three years without any further direct manifestation from
God: At the expiration of that time, however, being oppressed with sense of loneliness and . longing for further
·communication with the heavens, and burdened·with an ·anx-ious desire to know of his standing before the Lord, on the
evening of the 21st of September, 1828, after having retired .
for the night, he betook himself to prayer that he might receive once more a manifestation from God. The rest of the
narrative is best told in his own wor<ls :
I

~

a

•

While I was thus in the act of calling upon God, I discovered a light appearing in my room, which continued to increase
until the room· was lighter than at noon day, when immediately
a per~nage appeared at my bedside, standing in the air, for his
feet did not touch the floor. He, had on a loos~ robe of most exquisite whiteness. It was a .whiteness beyond anything earthily
J had ever seen; nor do I believe that any earthly thing could be
made to appear so exceedingly white and .brilliant;. his hands
were naked and his arms also a little above the wrist; so also
fSee New Witnesses for G.o d. Vol. I., Chapters x and xi, for
a full account of this revelation. See also Wentworth letter,
.H istory of the ·Church, Vol. IV., Ch. xxxi.
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were his feet naked, as were his legs, a little above the ankles.
His neck and he-ad were also bare. I could discover that he had
no other clothing on but this robe as it was open, so that I could
' his robe ex·ce.e dingly white, . see into his bosom. Not only was
but his whole person was glorious beyond description, and his
countenance truly like lightning. The room was .e xceedingly
light, but not so bright as immediately around his person. When
I first looked upon h im I was afraid; but the fear soon left me.
He called me by name, and said unto me, that he was a messenger sent from the presence of God to me and that his name was
l\1oroni; that God had a work for me to do; arid that my name
should be had for good and evil among all nations, kindreds, and
tpngues, or that it should be both good and evil spoken of among
all people. He said there was a book deposited, written upon
· gold plates, giving an account of the former inhabitants of this
continent,g and the source fron1 whence they sprang. He also
said, that the fulness of the ev.e rlasting gospel was contained in
it, as delive~ed by the Savior to the ancient inhabitants [of America]; also that there w.e re two stones in silver bows-and these
stont~, fastened to a breastplate, constituted what is called .th~ 1 /
Urim and Thummim-deposited with the plates; and t.he possession and use of these stones were what ~o~stituted seers in anci- ·
ent or former times ; and that God had prepared them for the
purpose of translating: the book.
After telling me these things he commenced quoting the
prophecies of the Old Testament. He first quoted part of the
third chapter of Malachi,h and he quoted also the · fourth or last
gAmerica.
hThis undoubtedly would be the first part of the third chapter of Malachi, as that part of the chaoter has unctoubtedly a direct bearing on the/ coming forth of God's work in the last days.
It reads as follows: ' "Behold, I will send my mess.e ngers and he
shall prepare the way before me; and the Lord whom ye seek
shall suddenly come to his temP.le, ev.en the messenger of the
covenant. whom ye delight in: behold he sh~ll come, saith the
Lord of Hosts. But who may abide the day of his coming. And'
·,vho shall stand when he appeareth.- For he is like a refiner's
Eire, and like fuller's soap; and he shall s:t as a refiner and purifier of silver; and he shall purify the sons of Levi, and purge
lhem as gold and silver, that they might offer unto the Lord an
offering in righteousness. Then shall the offering of Judah and
Jerusalem be pleasant unto the Lord, as in the days of old and
as in former years."
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chapter of th_e same prophecy, though with a little variation from
the way i~ reads in o~r Bible [the English aufhorized version of
the Jewish Scriptur.es]. Instead of quoting the first verse as it
reads in our books he quoted it thus: "For behold the day com~th that shall burn as t.!l...0~9, ,...anf! .. all the prou.d, yea, and all
that do wickedly sha1115'urn; as stubble; for they that come shall
burn ·them saith the i:ordof- Hos1s; that it shalt leave them
neither root nor branch." And again, he quoted the fifth verse
thus: "Behold I will reveal unto you the priesthood, ·b y the hand
of Elijah,_the prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day ·of the Lor-d.':~He also quoted the ne~t verse diff~rently:
"And he shall plant in the hearts of the children, the promi~es ..,
made to the fathers and the .hearts of tµe children shall turn to
their fathers; if it were not so the whole earth would be utterly i---wasted at his coming.
<
•
•
••
In addition to these ,he qu ot~d the eleventh chapter of
Isaiah, saying, that is was about to be fulfilled.
He quoted also the third chapt~r of_ Acts, twenty-second
and twenty-third verses, precisely as they stand in our New
Testament.i He said that that prophet was Christ; but the day
had not yet come when "they 'who would not hear his ;oice,
should be cut off from among the people," but soon would ~ome.
He also quoted the second chapter o.f Joel, from the· twentyeighth verse to the last. He also said that this was nqt yet fulfilled, but------.;....;....,;........._:;..:-was soon to be. And he further stated, the fultness
of the Gentiles was soon to come in. He quoted many other
passages of scripture, and Qffered_many explanations which cannot be mentioned here. Again, he told me that when I got the
plates of which he had spoken-£ or the time that they should b.e
obtained was nq_t yet fulfilled, I should not show them to any person; 'either the breastplate with the'
.,. . U rim .and Thummim; only
to those to whom I should be commanded to show them; ·if I
did, I should be destroyed. While ne was conversing with me
about the,, plates, the vision was o_p,ened to my mind that I could
see .. the place where the plates were .deposited, .and that so clearly and distinctly, that I knew the place. again when I visited it.
, iFor Moses truly said unto the · fathers, A prophet shall the
Lord your God raise up unto you of your brethren. like unto me;
him shall ye hear in all things whatsoever he shall say unto you. ··
And it shall come to pass, that every soul, · which will not hear
that prophet, shall· be destroyed from among the people.-Acts
iii:22, 23.
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After this communication, I saw the light in the ro9m begin
to gather immediately around the- person of him who had been
speaking to me,. and it continued to do so, until the room
was
.
again left dark, excep,t j.ust around him, when instantly I saw, as
it were, a conduit open right up into heaven, and he ascended un- tit he entireiy disappeared, and the r_oom was left as it had been
before this heavenly light had made its app.e arance.
I lay musing on the singularity of the scene, and marveling greatly at what had been told me by this ext.r aordinary 'messenger, when, in the midst of my meditation, I suddenly discovered that my room was again beginning to get .lighted, and in an
instant, as ·it were, the same heavenly messenger was again at
my bedside. He commenced, and again related the very sanie
things which he had done at his first visit, without the least variation; which having done he informed me of great judgments
which were coming upon the earth, with great d·e solations by
tamine; sword, and pestilence; and that these grievous judgments
( - , would come on the earth. in this generation. Having related
these things, he again ascended as he had done before.
By this time, so deep were the impressions made on my
') ~ J mind, that sleep had fled from my ~yes, and I lay overwhelmed
/) .. in astonishment at what I had both seen and heard; but what
· ~: was my surprise when again 1 beheld the same ~essenger at my
bedside, and heard him rehearse, or repeat over again to me the
same things as before, and added a caution to me, telling me that
Satan would try to tempt me, in consequence of the indigent
circumstances of my father's family, to get the plates for th:e
purpose of getting rich.
This he forbade me, saying that
I must have no other object in v~ew in getting the plates but to
gl9_rjfy Go9;and must not be influenced by any other motiv.e than
that of building up his kingdom; otherwise I could not get them.
After this third visit, he again ascended into heaven as . before,
and I was again left to p,onder on the strangeness of what I had
just experienc.ed; when 'almost immediately after the heavenly
messenger had ascended from me the third time, the cock
crowed, and I found that day was approaching, so that our · interviews must have occupied the whole of the night.
I shortly after arose from my bed, and as usual, went to the
necessary labors of the day; but in attempting to work. as at other · times, I found my strength so exhausted as to render me entirely unable. My father who was laboring along with me, dis/
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covered something to be wrong with. me, and told me to go
home. I ·started with the intention of going to the house; but
in attempti_ng to ·cross the fence out of the fi~ld · where we were,
my strength entirely failed me, and I fell helpless on the ground,
and for a time, was· quite unconscious of anything. The
first
ll.
thing that I can· recollect, was~ voice speaking unto m.e / calling
me by name; I looked up and beheld the same m'essenger standing over my· head; surrounded by light as ·before. H .e then again
related unto me all that he had related to me the previous night,
and commanded me to go to my .father, an·d tell him of the vision
and commandments which I had r-eceived
.
.
I obeyed; I retur'i1ed to my father in the field, and rehearsed
the whole matter to him. He ' replied to me that ij was of God,
a~d tol_d ~e to go an:d do as commanded by the messenger.i I

.

iRelative· to the circumstances of the young Prophet's vision
on the 22nd of September, when he was on his way from the field
to his father's house, before his fi(st visit to Cumorah. his mother
in her·"History of the Prophet Joseph" gives the following interesting qetails which the prophet does not re.c ord. It would seem
according to Lucy Smith's statement, that during the interviews
with the angel Moroni .the night before-September 21, 1823-the
young'·Prophet had been instructed to inform his father of what
he had seen and heard; but this Joseph failed to do. "The .next
day, says Lucy SIJ1ith's account, "My husband, Alvin, and
Joseph, were reaping together in the field, and as they were reaping Joseph· stopped quite suddenly, and seemed to be in a deep
study. Alvin [ this was an elder brother-died a little mor.e
than a year later], observing it, hurried him, saying, 'We must
not slacken our hands, or we will not be able to complete
our task.' 'Upon this Joseph went to wor.k again, and after
laboring a short time, he stopped just as he had done before.
This being quite unusual and strange, i.t attracted the attention
of his father, upon which he discovered that Joseph was very
pale. My .husband, supposing that h,e was sick, totd him to go to
the house, and- have his mother doctor hiJ;n, He accordingly
ceased his work, and started; but on coming to a beautiful green,
under an apple tree. he stopped and laid down, for he was so
~eak he could proceed no further. He was . there but a short
time, when _the messenger whom he saw the previous night, visited ,him again, and the first thing he said was, 'Why did you not
tell -your father that which I commanded you to tell him?" Joseph replied, 'I was afraid my father would not believe me,' The
angel rejoined, 'He· wilt believe every word you say to hini.'
Joseph then promised the angel that he would do as he had
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I

left the field and went to the place where the messenger had told
m.e the plates were deposited; and owing to the distinctiveness
of the vi sion which I had concerning it, I knew the place the
instant that I arrived there. Convenient to the village of Man- ,
chester, Ontario ·county, New York, stands a hill of considerable size; and the most elevated of any in the neighborhood. _ On
the west side of this hill not far from the top, under a stone of
considera}?le size, lay the' plates, deposited in a st'one box. This
stone was thick and rounding in the middle on the upper side,
and thinner towards the edges, so that the middle part of
it was visible\ above ground, but the edge all round was covered
with earth. Having removeo the earth, I obtained a lever, which
I got fixed under the edge of the stone, and with a little exertion
raised it up. I looked in, and there indeed did I behold the
plates, the Urim and Thummim, and the breastplate as stated
by the messenger. The box in which they lay, was formed by
laying stones together in some kind of cement. In the bottom of
the box were laid two stones cross-wise of the box, and on thes.c
stones lay the plates and the other things with them. I made
'
an attempt to take them out, but was forbidden by the messen.ger, and was again informed that the time for bringing them
forth had not yet arrived, neither would it, until four years from
that time; but he told me that I should come to that place precisely in one y·e ar from that time, and that he would there meet
with me, and that I should continue to do so until the time
should come for obtaining the plates.k
1

been commanded. Upon this the messenger departed, and) oseph
returned to the field where he had left my husband and Alvin;
but when he got there his father had just gone to the house, as
he was somewhat unwell. Joseph then desired Alvin to go
straight way . and see his father, and inform him that he had
something of great importance to communicate to him, and that
he wanted him to come out into the field where they were at
work. Alvin did as he was requested. and when my husband
got there, Joseph related to him all that had passed between him
and the angel the previous night and that morning. Having
heard this account, his father charged him not to fail in attending strictly to the instructions which he had received from this
heavenly messenger." (Joseph Smith, the Prophet, by his mother, Chap. xix.)
kLucy Smith has a very interesting account in her History
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"Accordingly, as I had been commanded I went at the end
of each year, and at each time I found the same messenger there,
and received instructions and intelligence from him at each of
our interviews, respecting what the Lord was going to do, and
how and in · what manner his kingdom was to be conducted in
the last days. * * ·* At length the time arrived for obtaining the plates, the Urim and Thummim and the breast-p}ate. On
the 22i;d day of September 1827, having gone as usual at the
'
,
end of another year to the place where they were deposited, the
same heavenly 1nessenger delivered them up to ~e with this
charge; that I should be responsible for them; that if I should
let them go carelessly, or through any 1-1:eglect of mine, I should
be cut off; but that if I would use all my enaeavors to preserve
of the Prophet concerning his report of this interview at Cumorah with Moroni, she says:
The ensuing ev.ening, when the family were all together,
Joseph made known to them -all that he had communicated -to
his father in the field; and also of his finding the record; as well
as what passed between him and the .angel while he was at the
plac.e where the, plates were deposited. . Sitting up late that
evening in order to converse upon these things, together with
over exertion of mind, had much fatigued Joseph; and when
Alvin observed it, he said. "Now, brother, let us go to bed, and
rise early in the morning in order to finish our day's work at an
hour before sunset, then if mother will get our supper early, we
will have a fine long evening, and we will all sit down for the
purpose of listening to you while you tell us the great things
which God has revealed to you.' Accordingly, by sunset the next
day (Sept. 23rd), we were all seated, and Joseph commenced
telling us the great and glorious things which God had -manifested unto 4,im ;· but before proceeding he-charged us not to mention
out of the family that which he was about to say unto us, as
the world was so wicked that when they came to a knowledge of
these things they would try to take our lives; and that when he
should obtain the plates, our names would be cast out as evil by
all people. Hence the necessity of suppressing these things as
much as possible, until the time should come for them to go
forth . to the world. After giving us this charge, he proGeeded
to relate further particulars concerning the work which he was
appointed to do. and we r.eceived them joyfully, never mentioning them except among ourselves, agreeable to the instructions
which we had received from him." (History 'of the Prophet
Joseph, by his mother, Chap. xix.)
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them, until he, the messenger, should call for them, they would
be protecfed.l
lln relation to the matter of the Prop,h et Joseph obtaining
the N ephite record on the n1orning of the 22nd of September,
1827, his mother gives a number of interesting details in her
History of the Prophet. It appears that bo'th Joseph Knight of
Broome County, New York, and also ·a Mr. Josiah Stoat were
present at the S1nith homestead on the night of September the
21st, . 1827. And now Lucy Smith:
"On the night of the 21st, I sat up very late as my work
rather pressed upon my hands. I did not retire until 12 o'clock
at night. About 12 o'clock, Joseph come to me, and ..asked me if
I had a chest with a lock and key. I knew in an instant what he
wanted it for, and not having one, I was greatly alarmed, as I
thought it might be a matter of considerable moment. But Joseph discovering my anxiety, said, 'Never mind, mother, I can
do very well for the present without it-be calm-all is right."
. Shortly after this Joseph's wife passed through the room with her
bonnet and riding dress and in a few minutes they left together
taking Mr. Knight's horse and wagon. I spent th.e night in pray. er and supplication to God, for the anxi.ety of my mind would not
permit me to sleep. At the usual hour I commenced preparing
breakfast, my heart "fluttered at every footstep, as I now. expected Joseph and Emma momentarily, and feared lest Joseph might
meet with anothe'r disappointment.

.

"When the male portion of the family were seated at .breakfast table, Mr. Smith inquired for Joseph;- for he was not aware
that he had left home. I requested my husband not to call him,
for I would like to have him take breakfast with his wife that
morning. 'No, no,' said my husband, 'I must . have Joseph eat
with me.' 'Well now, Mr. Smith,' I continued, 'do let him eat with
his wife this morning; he almost always takes breakfast with
you.' His father finally consented and ate without him, and no
further inquiries were made concerning his absence, but in a few
minutes Mr . .Knight came in quite disturbed. 'Why, Mr. Smith,'
he exclaimed, 'my horse is gone, and I can't find him on the
premises, and I wish to start for hon1.e in half an hour.' Never
mind the horse,' said I, 'Mr. Knh;rht does not know all the nooks
and corners in the pastures; I will call William, he will bring
the horse immediately.'
"This satisfied him for the time being; but he soon made
another discovery. His wagon also was gone. He then concluded that a rogue had stolen them both. 'Mr. Knight,' said I,
'do be quiet; I would be ashamed to have you go about· waiting
upon yourself-just go out and talk to M·r . Smith until William
comes, and if you really must go home your horse shall be
brought and you shall be waited upon like a gentleman.' He accordingly went out and while he was absent Joseph returned. I

~
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"I soon found out the r~ason why I had received such strict _
charge to keep them safe, and why it was that the messenger
had said that when I had done what was required at my hands,
he- would call for them; for no sooner was it known that I had
them, than the most strenuous exertions were used to get them
from me; every stratagem that could be invented, was resorted
to for that purpose; the persecution becam.e more bitter a·nd
severe than before, and multitud·es were on the alert continually
to get them from me if possible; but by the wisdom of G.od they
remained safe in my hands, untH I accomplished by them what
was required a.t my hands; when, according to arrangem.e nts, the
messenger called for them, [and] -1 delivered them · up to him;
~nd he has them ·in his ch~rge until this day, being .the 2nd · of
May, 183?."m

. Su.ch is Jos~ph Smith's account of the origin of the Book
of Morm~n: This is the account of its origin accepted by
those who believe it to be a divine record, a volume of scripture, containing__ the -word of God, and .a history-though a
brief one-of the hand-dea)ings of God \\Tith the people of
the western hemisphere. This is the acco~nt of its origin to
be maintained,by those who speak or write in the defense of
the Book of Mormon. This the account to be maintained as
true in these pages.
It will l'leadily be obs~rved that the history given by Joseph Smith concernig his finding the N ephite record is very
trembled so 'with fear, lest all might be lost in· consequence of
some failure in keeping the commandments -of God, that I was
under the necessity of leaving the room in order to co·nceal my
feelings. Joseph saw this, and said "Do not be uneasy, mother,
all is ,right, see here, I have got a key.'. I knew not what he
meant but took the article o"f which he spoke into my hands,
and examined it. He took it again· and left m.e, but said nothing
respecting the record." * * * That of which I spoke,
which J os.e ph termed a key, was indeed nothing more nor less
than the Urim and Thummim." (History of the Prophet Joseph
Smith by Lucy Smith, Chap. xxiii.)
mHistory of the Church, Vol. I., p. 18; also Pearl of Great
Price (1902 Edition) ·pp,. 88-96. _·

'
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concise ; that details are omitted. This is especially noticeable in regard to the efforts of his enemies to get the plates
from him ; he m,erely makes general reference to th~t subject; as also in _the matter as to what pass~d 'between himself and the angel Moroni at th~ annual n1eetings between 1823
and 1827. Of these visits, so interesting and instructive to
Joseph Smith, he only says:
(

I went at the end of each year, and at each time I found
the same messenger there and received instructions and intelligence from him at each of our interviews respecting what the
Lord was going to do, and how and in what manner his kingdom was to be conducted in the last days.

Doubtless, however, the instructions then received but
only so casually mentioned by the p~ophet, bore fruit in the
progress of the work, in the things which the prophet said
and .did. The fact that ·1nuch more
happened than is stated
,
in the narrative here quoted is evident; and,not only is it evident fro1n what the prophet himself says, but from, what has
been written by others who were associated with him-in the
work, and who 1nust have received their information from
the Prophet Joseph himself. Among these is Oliver Cowdery, who was the secqnd Elder of the Church, and the first
to give to the world any account in detail of these early
events connected with the coming forth of the great work of
God. This he did in 1834-5, in a series of nine letters to the
Saints M esseng er and Advocate, published at Kirtland, Ohio,
under the caption, "Early Scenes and_ Incidents. in the
Church." And as these letters wene published in the lifetime
of the prophet, with his sanction and in a periodical published by the Church, it cannot be doubted that the statements contained in them are reliable. In these letters Oliver
Cowdery gives an account of the young Proph_e t's first visit
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to Cumorah that is much more circumstantial than the de ·
scription of that event by the prophet, and which Oliver
Cowdery could only have learned from Joseph himself. It
will be remembered that in the account alr~ady quoted from
the personal history of the Prophet Joseph that he said the
angel Moroni had warned him- that Satan would tenlpt
him~ on account of his father'~ indigent circumstances, to
obtain the plates for the purpose of gettjng rich ; but this
he must not do, nor have any other object . in view than
that o~ glorifying God; and he must be influenced by no
other consideration than· that of ·building up God's kingdom. Otherwise, he could not get possession of the plates.
And now Cowdery's account .of the young Prophet's first
visit tq Cumorah. After quoting the instructions of the
angel, directing Joseph to go to the hill Curnorah, Cowdery says:
,
Accordingly he repair.e d to the place which had ~bus been
described. But·it is necessary to give you more fully the express
instruction~ of the angel wth regard to the object of this work
in which our brother -· [meaning of course Joseph Sniith], had
now engaged. He was to rem.e mber that it was the work of the
Lord, to fulfill certain promises previously made to a branch
of the 'house of I srael of the tribe of Joseph, and when it was
brought forth it must be done expressly with an eye, as I have
said be,f ore,,single to the glory of God, and the welfare and restoration of the house of Israel. You will understand, then, that no motive of a pecuniary or earthly n~ ture, was to b~ suffered to take
the lead in the heart of the man thus favor.ed. The allurements of
vie~, the contaminating influences of wealth, without the direct
guidance ~f the Holy Spirit, must have no. place in his heart nor
be suffered to take from it that warm desire .f or the glory and
kingdoiµ of the Lord, or, instead of obtaining, disappointment
and reproof would most assuredly follow. Such was the instruction and the caution. Alternately, as w.e would naturally
expect, .the thought of the previous vision was ruminating in his
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mind, with a reflection of the brightness and glory of the heavenly messenger; but again a thought would start across the
mind on. the prospects of obtaining so desirable a treasure-one
in all huinan probabilty sufficient to raise him above the level of the common eart"hly fortunes of his fellow men, and relieve
his family from want, in which by misfortune and sickness they
were placed. * * * :tl.e_r_e wa~ . a_ struggle indeed; for wh~n
he calmly reflected upon his errand, he· knew that if God did not
give, he could not obtain; and again, with the thought or hope
of obtaining, his mind would be carried back tt:? its former reflections of poverty, abuse wealth, grandeur and ease, until before
'
'
.
arriving at the place described, this wholly occupied his desire;
and when he thought upon the fact of what was previously
shown him, it was only with an assurance that he should obtain,
. and accomplish his desire in relieving himself and· friends from
want. * * '* You will have wondered, perhaps, that the
mind of our brother should be so occupied witl! the thoughts of
the goods of this world, at the time of arriving at Cumorah,- on
the morning of ~he 22nd of September, 1823, after having been
wrapt in the visions of heaven, during the night, and also seeing
and hearing in open day; but the mind of ma.n is easily turned if
it is not held by the power of God through the prayer of faith,
and you will remember that I . have said that two invisible. pow·' ·
ers were operating upon his mind during his walk from his
residence to Cumorah, and that the one urging the certainty of
wealth and ease in thi~ life, had so powerfully wrought upon him
that the great object so carefully and impressively named by the
angel, had entirely gone from his recollection that only a fixed
determination to obtain now urged him forward. In this, which
occasioned a failure to obtain, at that time, the record, do not
understand me to attach blame to o~r brother; he was young,
and his mind .easily turned from correct principles, unless he
could be favored with a certain round of experience. And yet,
while young, untraditioned and untaught in the systems of the
world, he was in a situation to-be led into the great work of God.
and be qualified to ~erform it in due time.
After arriving at the repository, a little exertion in removing the soil. from the edges of the top of the box, and a light pry,
brought to his natural vision' its contents:. No sooner did he behold
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this sacred treasure than his hopes were r.e newed, and he supposed
his success certain and wfrhout first attempting to take it from its
long place of de~osit, he thought, per!iaps, there might be something more, equally as valuable, and to take only the plates,
might give others an opportunity of obtaining the remainder,
which could he secure, would still add to his store of wealth.
These, in short, were his reflections, without once thinking of the
solemn instruction of the heavenly messenger, and that all must
be done with an express view of glorifying God.
- - On attempting to \akt possession of the record a shock was
produced upon his system, by an invisibl~ power, which deprived
him, in a measure, of his natural strength. He desisted, ·for an
instant, and then made another attempt, but was more sensibly
shocked than before. What was the .·occasion of this he knew
not-there w~s the pure unsullied record, as has been describedhe had heard of the powers of enchantment, and a thousand like
stor~.es, which held the hidden treasurers of the e_arth, and supposed thit physical exertion and personal strength was only
necessary to enable him to yet obtain the- object of his wish.
He therefore made the third attempt with an incr~ased exertion,
when his strength failed him more than at either of the former
times, and without premeditating he exclaimed, '!Why can I not
obtain this book?" "Because you h~ve not kept the commandments of the Lord," answ:ered a voice, within a seeming short
distance. He looked and to his astonishment there stood the
angel who had previously given him the directions .concerning
this matter. In an instant, all the form.e.r instructions, the great
intelligence concerning Israel and the last days were brought to
his mind; he thought of the tim.e when his heart was fervently
engaged in prayer to the ·Lord, when his sp.irit was contrite, and
when this holy messenger from the skies . unfo.l<led the wonderful things connected with this record. H·e had come to be sure,
and found the word of the angel fulfilled concerning the reality
of the reco.r ds, but he had failed to remember the great end for
which .they had been kept, and in consequence could not have
power to take them into his possession and bear them ·away.
At that instant he looked to the Lord in prayer, and as he
prayed darkness began to disperse from his mind anq__his .s oul
was lit tiJ? as it was the evening b_efore, . and he was filled with
t~e H~ly Spirit and again did the Lord manifest his conde-
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scension and m.ercy; the heavens were opened . and the glory of
the Lord shone around about and rested upon him. While thus
he stood gazing and admiring, the angel said, ''Look!" and as he
thus spake he beheld the prince , of darkness, surrounded by his
innume'rable train of a_ss9ciates. All this passed before him; and
the heavenly messenger said, "All this is shown, the good and the
evil, the holy and impure, the glory of God and the power of
darkness, that you may know hereafter the two powers and
never be influenced or overcome by that wicked one. Behold,
whatever entices and leads to good and to do good, is of God,
and whatever does not is of that wicked one: it is he that fills
the hearts of men with evil, to walk in darkness and blaspheme
God; and you may learn from henceforth, that his ways are to
destruction, but the way o( holiness is peace and rest. You now
see why you could not obtain this record; that the commandment
· was strict, and that if ever these sacred things are obtained they
1nust be by prayer and faithfulness in obeying the Lord. ·T hey
are not deposited here for the ~~ke of accumulating gain and
wealth for. the glory of this world; they were sealed by the
prayer of faith, and because of the knowledge which they contain they are of no worth among the children of men, only for
their knowledge.
On them is contained the fulness~ of the
gospel of Jesus Christ, as it was given to his peop;le on this land,
and when it shall be brought forth by the power ·of God it shall
be carried to the Gentiles, of whom many will receive it, and after
will the seed of Israel be brought into the fold of their Redeemer
by obeying it also. , Those who kept the commandments of the
Lord on this land, through the prayer of faith obtained the
promise, that if ·their descendants should transgress and fall
away, a record should be kept and in the last days come to their
children. These things are sacred, and must be kept so, for the
promse of the Lord concerning them must be fulfilled. No man
can obtain them if .this heart is impure, because they contain that which is sacred; and besides~ ·should they be entrust.e d in unholy hands the knowledge could not come to the world, .,
because they cannot be interpreted by the learning of this gen- ,
eration; consequently they would be consider.ed of no worth,
only as precious metal. Therefore, remember, that they are to be
translated by the gift and power of God. By them will the Lord
work a great and a marvelous work; the wisdom of the wise
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shall become as naught, and the understanding of the prudent
shall be hid, · and because the · power of God shall be displayed
those who prqfess to know the truth but walk in deceit, shall
tremble with, anger; but with signs and
with wonders, with .gifts
.
and with heatings, with the man ifesta tion:s of the p.ower of God,
. and with the Holy Ghost, shall the hearts of the faithful. be comforted. You have now beheld the power of God manifested and
the power of Satan: y9_~ see· thatthere is nothing that is desirable '
in_ works of darkness; that. they cannot bring happiness: that
those · who~a~e overcome therewit~ are m-i.serable, while on the
other hand the righteous . are blessed with a peace in the kingdom of God -yvhere joy: unsp.e akable surrounds · them. There
they rest beyond the power of the enemy of truth, where no evil
can disturb them. The glory of God crowns them, and they continually feast upon his goodness and enjoy his smiles. Behold,
notwithstanding you have seen this great display of _power, by
which you may ever be able to detect the evil one, yet I give ·unto
ou a'nother sign, and when it c9mes to pass then know that the
~opi is God and that he will fulfill his purposes, and that the .
knowledge whic1!._ this record contains wiU go to every nation,
and kindred, and tongue, and . people under the whole heaven.
This is the sign: . When these things begin to be known, that is,
when fr is known that the Lor~ has shown you t~ese things,
the workers of iniquity will _seek your overth~ow; they will circulate falsehoods to destroy your reputation, and also wll seek
to take your life; but remember this, if you are faithful, and shall
hereafter continue to keep the commandments of the Lord, you
shall be preserved to brin·g these things forth; for in due time
he will again give y·ou a commandment to c9me and take them.
When they are interpr.eted the Lord will give the Holy ·Priesthood to some, and they shall begin .t o proclaim this gospel and baptize by water, and after they shall have power to give the Holy
Ghost by the laying Qn of their hands. Then will persecution rage
more and more; ~or the iniquities of nien shall be revealed, and
those who are not built upon the rock will seek to overthrow
this Chµrch; but i.t will increase the in ore opposed, and spread
farther and farther, increasing in knowledge till the saints shall
be sanctified and ·receive an inherita·nce where the glory of God
shall rest u.pon ·them; and when this takes place, and all things
.
are prepar~d, the Ten Tribes of Israel will be revealed
in the
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north country, whither they have been for a long seasqn; and
when this is fulfilled will be brought to pass that saying of the
prophet-·'And the Redeemer ·s hall come to Zion, and unto them
that turn from transgression in Jacob, saith. the Lord." But, not.:
withstanding the workers of iniquity shall seek your destruction,
the arm of the Lord w ill be extended and you will be borne
off conqueror, if you keep all his commandm~nts. Your name
shall be known among the nations, for the work which the Lord
will perform by· your hands shall cause the righteous to rejoice
and the wicked to rage; with one it shall be had in honor, and
the other in reproach; yet, with these it shall · be a terror because of the great and marvelous work which · shall follow the
coming forth of this fullness of the gospel. Now, go thy way, remember what· the Lord has done for thee, and be diligent in
keeping his commandments, and he will . deliver thee from
temptations, arid all the arts and devices of the wicked one. Forget not to pray, that thy mind may become strong, that w~en he
shall manifest unto thee, thou mayest have power to escape t~e
evil, and obtain these precious things.n ·

Such the events which took · place on the occasion of
the Prophet's first visit to Cu1norah. It is unfortunate t.hat
. we do not have a more circumstantial account of the subsequent annual interviews from · 1823 to 1827; and likewise
a more detailed account of the Prophet's early movements
connected with his obtaining the plates, and caring for
them.
The place, where the N ephite record was deposited
must ever ·be of interest to thos,e who believe that record to
be true, and therefore a description of the hill Cumorah
· nJ t will be observed by the reader that in the reported interview between Joseph Smith and l\1oroni; as given by Oliver
Cowdery. above there are a number of very remarkable predictions both concerning Joseph Smith and the work he is bringing
forth, all of which are considered in Vol I of this w9rk, Ch. xx ..
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will not be out of place in concluding· this chapter. Joseph
S~ith' s brief description of it has alrea:dy been given. 0
The writer ·visited the hill Cumorah on the 22nd of
February; 1897, and the same
day. wrote out the following
.
description of it: The hill Cumorah is on the road between
Mancl)ester and the town of Palmyra, in Wayne county,
New York, about ·four miles directly_south of ·the. latter
place. Approaching it from the north, you are confronted
· by the bold face of the hill, which rises quite abruptly from
the common level of the sui:rounding country; and as the
east and west slopes of .the hill, as viewed from the north,
are about ·equal and regular, it looks from a distance as if
it might be a huge conical-shaped mound. Ascending its
steep no_rth side to the summit dispels the illusion, for one
finds that he h~s but climbed the abrupt north end of a
,ridge of hill ~aving its greatest extent from north to south,
and wltich from its very narrow summit broadens and slopes
gently to the southward until it sin~s to the lev,el of the com-·
~n country. The east side of the hill js now pl9ughed,
but ~he west side is untouched by the husbandman and
about two or three hundred 'yards from• the north end there
is on the west side a small grove of young trees, with here
and there a decaying stump of a large tree-to bear witness
that the hil1 was once covered with a heavy growth of
timber. In fact it . was so covered by timber when the
Prophet Joseph Smith first visited the place in 1823, as indeed much of the surrounding country was at that time.
Unquestionably Cumorah is the most distinct land mark
in all that section of country, the highest hill, and the 1nost
commanding in what I should describe as an extensive
plain sloping northward filled with numerous irregular
hills, bu.t which in the main h~ve their greatest ·extent, like
Cumorah, f roi;n north to south; and which, also like Cum or~

op. 33.
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ah, are generally highest at the north end. I observed thi~ to
be the case ap the way fro1n1Syracuse to P·a lmyra. It is worthy
of note, too, that the lakes of central and western Ne~
York, also have their greatest extent from north to south.
Indeed, for the most part, they are but long strips of water
left in their narrow beds \Vhen the great body of water,
which in ages long gone by, once covered this wholie region, rushed away with mighty force to the northward
and gave the sam1e general ,form both to the lakes and the
hills on this northern slope of the water shed which ~ns
from east to west through southern ,N ew York, north Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana; and which s·eparates ·the basin
of the great lakes and the valley of the St. La,vrence from
that of the Ohio and Mississippi.
West of Cumorah the country is more open than on
the south or east. The hills common to the country are
fewer and the plain more expansive. Though the country south and east is qroken, and the numerous hills higher than on the west, yet such is the commanding height of
Cumorah that the view is unobstructed for m_any miles.
Northward some miles the· hills are most thickly clustered;
between them and Cumorah is located the town of Palmyra,
and beyond that~ at the foot of the thickly cluste11ed hills referred to, runs ~hat is now called Canagrie creek, really
one of the tributaries of the Clyde river, into which it empties at no great di~tance.
Such is the hill "'Cumorah" and its surroundings; the
hill "Ramah" of the Jaredites; "Mormon Hill," or "Mor.
mon Bible Hill," as it is called by the peopl<:: about Palmyra.
"On the west side of this· hill, not far from, the top, under
the stone of considerable size, lay the plates of the Book of
Mormon, deposited in a stone box."P .

PJ oseph Smith, see ante.

CHAPTER

V.

i.

THE TRANSLATION OF THE RECORD.-MARTIN HARRIS AS
· AMANUENSIS.

Following the account of how Joseph Smith obtained
how he transthe Book of Mormon it should be, ·known
.
lated it, and what difficulties attended that work. I would
remind the reader in passing that I am to deal with ~ rema·rkable narrative, one in which strange things occur, and
q~e in which many who deny or doubt the power of God
will be inclined to hav,e little faith. To such I would say,
judge nothing hastily, di.smiss nothing petulantly, _patient .
investigation, an<J sometimes suspension of judgment in relation to matters difficult. of belief are necessary to the
asce~ainment of truth, and in such m,annier wise men, anxious to know the truth, proceed.
,
The Prophet, in his narrative, quoted in the preceding
chapter, tells us that he soon found out the reason why he
had received such a stri~t injunction to carefully guard the
Nephite record and the Urim and Thummim and whx it
was that Moroni had said that after he · (Joseph) had
don~ what was required at his hands he (Moroni) would
call for them. ''For no , sooner was it known," says Joseph, '.'that I had them, [the Nephite pl_atesl than the most
strenuous exertions werie used to g~t them f rorh me; every
stratagem that could be invented_ was reso_rted to for that
purpose; the persecution became more bitter and severe
than before, and multitudes were on the alert continually
to get the~ from m.e if possible."a
aHist. · of the Church, Vol. I, p. 18.
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Rumor, with her thqusand tongues, he informs us, was
all the time employed circulating tales about his father's
family, and about himself; and doubtless much of that mis- _
representation which followed the prophet and his father''3
family throughout his life had its origin about th.is time.
So intolerable at last became the persecution about Manchester that Joseph decided to move with his wife to the
home o·f her parents in Hannony, Su'3equehannah county,
Pennsylvania. Susiequehanna county is one of the northern counties of Penn~ylvania, and joins Broom!e county,
in the state of New York; and Harmony is a distance ~f
from one hundred to one hundred and fifty miles from
Manchester, New York. The young. Prophet was in v,ery
straightened circumstances when he riesolved upon removing to Pennsylvania; but about that t.i me a 1'.!_~. . J\iartin
Har_ris, a respectable and well-to-do farmer of Palmyra,
New York, called upon the Smith family and gave Joseph
fifty dollars to enabLe him to make the proposed journey.
A team and wagon was fitted out and in company with his
wife the Prophet started for Pennsylvania. En route he
was twice stopped by officers of the law, who, under the
power of a search · warrant, ransacked his wagon in search
of the plates, but in. each case they we11e disappointed, as
they did not find them, though the prophet had them concealed among his effects.
Arriving in Pennsylvania in the month of December,
the Prophet began an exan1ination of the characters engraven
upon the plates and copied a considerable number of them;
and some of them. he translated by means of the Uri111 and
Thummim. In this desultory work he spent the time until
. the month of February, 1828, when Martin Harris, ·the gentleman who had befriended him on the eve of his departure
from Manchester, arrived at his home in Harmony. This
\
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man had becJme intereste~ in the Prophet and his work
and ..believed him to be in possession of the plates.
'
Some of the characters which Joseph had copied from
the plates, Martin Harris det~rmined to submit to Pr'ofesso,r Charles Anthon, "a gentleman .of the highest reputation,
both in America and Europe, and well known for his valuable and correct edition of the classics."b For this purpose· Harris ·made the journey from Harmony, Pennsylvania, to the- city of New York. Some. of the N ephite
characte:t;s given into the cu~tody of Mr. Harris were trans- ·
lated while others were· riot. Following is a f ac simile of
some· of the characters handed to Prof,essor Anthon in
•
fulfillment of the words of Isaiah :
"The vision of all is become unto you as the words of
that is sealed, which men deliver to one that is learned,
Read this I pray the.e ; and he saith, I cannot for it is
and the boof is ' delivered to one that is· not learned,
Read this, I pray thee, and he saith I am not learned."
xxix : 11, 12.)

a book
saying,
sealed:
saying,
(Isaiah
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Whether or not these are the characters to which a
translation was app..ended by the Prophet, cannot now be
determined.
hThis upon the authority of Samuel M. Smucker, author of a
"History of the Mormons," p. 37.-Hurst & Co., N. Y.

· cThis fac simile of Nephite characters is copied from "The
Prophet" of. December 21st, 1844 (Vol. I., No. 31.)
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With the printer's copy of the manuscript 9£ the Book
of Mormon, now ( 1903) in the hands of the desce_ndants of
David Whitm,er, one of the Three Witnesses, is also a tran- .
script of characters consisting of seven lines, the first three
of ·w hich aiie very sim~lar to those copied from The Prophet ..
They were also handed, it is claimed, to Doctor Mitchell
and Professor Anthon by Martin Harris. Whether this
seven line transcript was the translated or untranslated
part of the characters handed to these learned men for
their inspection may not now be .deten:nined; but I present
them herewith in order that as many of the .Nephite characters as have been transcribed
from the plates may be be•
fore the reader:
•·
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The latter transcript is take~ from a pamphlet by the
late Elder Edward Stevenson, of the First Council· of Seventy, entitled "Reminiscences of Josieph the Prophet, and
the Coming Forth of the Book of Mormon." Of this transcript Elder Stevenson says:
"I will vouch for the correctness of the characters, as I have
compared them with the original copy, which is still· in existence,
intact, just as it was when Martin Harris, as a messenger, took it
with the translation Joseph Smith had made, to Professor An-
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thon of New York. The copy here presented was traced from
the original copy, and is an exact reproduction of it."d

. Of both the~e transcripts it shou.ld be said that doubtless inaccur<:3-cies exist in them, for the reason that the Proph-et who made the fac simile was unskillful in · such work,
but for all that the fac simile of the characters will be of
interest and may be of very great importance yet as evidence
for the truth of the claims of the Book of Mormon.
On the return of Martin· Harris to Harmony, he made
the following statement . to Joseph Smith as to what took
place between himself and Professor Anthon:
"I went to the city of New York, and presented the characters which had been translated, with the translation thereof, ,
to Professor Charles Anthon, a gentleman c.elebrated for his literary attainments. Professor Anthon stated that the translation
was correct, more sq than ·any he had before seen translated
from th~ ··Egyptian.e I then showed him. those _which were· not
dStevenson's "Reminiscences," p. 33.
eThe writer is of the opinion that there is in this statement
too wide a . scope given to what Professor Anthon said of the
translation of the Egyptian-N ephite characters.· Of course in the
transcripts the professor would doubtless recognize some. Egyptian characters of the hieratic Egyptian, and in the translation
would also find a right interpr.etati9n of . those characters, as it
will be seen by his letters. quoted later in the body of the work,
he acknowledges that the characters submitted to him were true
characters, but beyond this I do not think he could give confirmation as to the correctness of the translatiori; for,. according
to the writers of the Book Mormon, they had/ changed somewhat
.the characters·-in bqth;' languagesdin which lt\hey made, records; both
in the Egyptian, and also in the Hebrew (See Mormon ix:3.Z, 43);
and Moron adds: "Tge Lord knoweth the things which ·we
have written, and also that non.e other people knoweth our language, t'nerefore he hath p,.repared means for the interpretation ·
thereof" (Mormon ix:. 3:4), referring to the Urim and Thummim
or 'InterpJ~ ters." as the Nephites call that instrument. ,ll.JQJ.:
lows from this that neither Profess·or Anthon nor any one else
could have confirmed the translation beyond ·perhaps saying that
some one or more of the .Egyptian characters which he recog...
nized in the transcript had been assigned their true significance.
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translated, and he said that they were Egyp~ian, Chaldaic,
Assyriac, and Arabic, and he said that they were the true char:acters. He gave me a certificate, certifying to the p.e ople of
Palmyra that they were true characters, and that the transliation of such of them as had been translated was also correct.
'
I took the
c.e rtificate and put it into my pocket, and was just
leaving the hous.e, when Mr. Anthon called me back,
.... , and asked
me how the young man found out that there were gold plates
in the. place where he found them. I answ·e red that an angel
of God had revealed it unto him.
"He then said to me, 'Let m.e see that certificate.' I accordingly took it out of m.y pocket and gave it to him, when .he
took it and tore it to pieces, saying 'that' there was no such thing
now as ministering angels, and that if I would bring the plates
to hiin, he would translate them. I informed him that part of
the plates w.ere sealed, and that I was forbidden to bring ·them.
He re_P,lied, '! <:annot read a sealed book.' I left him and went to
Dr. Mitchell, who sanctioned what Professor Anthon had said
~pecti~g' both . the chara.cters
and the translation:"f
.
. .

Some years after this, viz., in 1834, Professor Anthon,
in a letter .to Mr. E. D. Howe, of Painesville, O~io, made
a statement as to what took place on the occasion of Martin
Harris' visit to him, and I give that statement below. ·By
way of introduction it should be said, however, that Mr. E.
D. Howe at the time ( 1834) was connected with a Dr. Hurlburt in the productio~ of _a n anti-Mormon book, and "the report of I-Tarris' interview with the learned professor having become known, Mr. Howe wrote to Professor Anthon
making inquiries about it, hoping, perhaps, that the fact of
the interview might be denied. This is the letter he received in reply to his inqu1nes:
New York, February 17, 1834.
"Dear Sir: I received your letter of the 9th, and lose no time
in making a reply. The whole story ,about my pronouncing the
/History of the Church. Vol. I., p. 20.
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Mormon inscription to be reformed Egyptian hieroglyphics is perfectly false. Some years ago, a plain, apparently simple hearted
farmer called on me with a note fr~m Dr. Mitchell, of our city, now
dead, requesting me to decipher, if possible, the paper which
the farmer would hand me. Upon examining the paper in question, I soon came to the conclusion that _it was all a ·trick-pe rhaps a hoax. When I asked the person who brought it how he
obtained the writing, he gave me the followipg account: A gold
book , consisting of .a number of plates, fastened together by,
wires ·of the same mate rial, had been dug up in the northern part
of the state of New ' York, and along with it an enormous pair
of spectacles. These ·spectacles were so iarg.e that if a p.erson attempted to look through them, his two eyes would look through
one gl3:ss only the spectacles in question being altogether too
large for the hurrian face. "Whoever," he said, ''examined the ·
plates through the glasses was enabled not only to read · them,
but fully to understand their meaning." · All this knowledge,
however, was confined to a 'young man, who had the trunk containing the book and spectacles in his sole possession. This
young man was placeld behind a curtain in a garret in a farmhouse, and b.eing thus conc.ealed from view, he -~ ut on ' the spectacles occasionally or_rather looked · through one of the glasses,
deciphered the characters in the book, and having committed
some of them to paper, handed copies· from behind the curtain
to those who ·stood outside. Not .a word was said about their
being deciphered by the gift 0f God. Everything in this way
was effected by the large pair of spectacles. The farmer added
that he had been requested to contribute a sum of money toward
the publication of the golden•book, the contents of which would.
as he was told, produce an entire change in the world. and save
it from ruin. So urgent had been these solicitations, that he intended selling his farm and giving the amount to those who
wished to publish the ·plates. As a last p.recautio'nary step, he
had resolved to tome to New York, and obtain the opinion of the
'
learned about the meaning of the paper which he brought with
him, and which had been given him as a part of the contents
of the book although no translation had at that time 'been made
by the young man with ~sp_ectacles. On hearing this odd story,
I ·changed· my opinion about the paper, and instead of viewing
it any longer as a hoax, I began to regard it as part of a scheme
I
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to cheat the farmer of his money, and I communicated my suspicions to him to beware of rogues. He requested an opinion
f~om me in writing, which, of course, I d~clined to give, and
he then took his leave, taking his paper with him. This paper -in question was, in fact, a singular scroll. It consisted of all
kinds of singular characters disposed in columns, and had evi/dently been prepared by some person who had before him at. the
time a boo~ containing various alphabets, Greek and Hebrew
letters crosses and flourishes; Roman letters. inverted or placed
'
.
.
sideways were arranged and placed in Ptfliendicular columns,
and the whole ended in a rude delineation of a circle, divided
into various com.p artments, arched with various stra~ge marks,
and evidently copied after the Mexican calendar by Humboldt,
but co.p ied in such a way · as not to betray the source w~ence
it was derived. . I am thus particular as to the contents of
the paper, inasmuch as I have frequently conversed with
friends on the subject iince the Mormon excitement began, and
well remember that the paper contained. anything else but
Egyptian hieroglyphics. Some time after, the farmer paid me a
second visit. He brought with him the gold book in pri_n t, and
offered it to me for sale. I declined purchasing. He then asked
permission "to leave the book with me for examination. I declined receiving it, although. his manner was strangely urgent.
I adverted once more to the roguery ' which, in my opinion had
' the ·
been practiced upon him, and asked him what had become of
gold plates. ·H ~ informed me they were in a trunk with the
spectacles. I advised him to go to a magistrate and have the
trunk examined. He said the curse of G,od would come upon him
if he did. On my pressing him, however, to go to a magistrate,·
he told me he would open the trunk if I would take the curse
of G_o d upon myself. I replied that I would do so with the
greatest .willingness, and would incur every risk of that nature,
provided I could only extricate him from the grasp of the rogues.
He then left ine. I have given you a full statement of all that
I know respecting the origin of Mormonism and must beg of
you as a personal favor, to publish this letter im.m ediately,
should you find my name mentioned again by these wretched
fanatics.
Yours respectfully,
CHAS. ANTHON.
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In addition to this acknowledgment of the visit of Martin Harris to him with the transcript of the N ephite chara~ters, Professor Anthon . subsequently made another acknow ledgm~nt. of Martin Harris' visit in a letter :written to
Rev. T. W. Coit, in answer to a note of inquiry f,rom that
gentleman concerning the professor's connectipn .w.ith the
Book of Mormon. The letter was published in the ''Church
Record," Yol: 1, No. 22; and is frequently quoted, in parts,
at least, in various Anti-Mormon works. "The Church
Record?' was pu'blished in New ·y ork, I think; b1:1t not having access tg ~hat volume I .am under the rt~cessity of copying the parts of Anthon's second· lette~ from ·anti-Mormon
boo.ks. None of these anti-Mormqt1 works publish the letter in full, and doubtless for the reason that in this second
..... - letter Mr. Anthon contradicts several statements that he
makes in hi~ letter to E. D. Howe. . Following is his letter
to Rev. Coit:
\

N.e w York, April 3, 1841.
Rev. and Dear Sir: I have often heard th~t the Mormons
claimed me for an auxiliary, but as no one until the present time
ha·s even requested from me a state~ent in writing·,· I have not
deemed it worth while to say anything publicly on the subject.
'
What
· I do know of the sect relates to some· of the early movements; . and as the facts may amus.e you, while they will furnish
a sa.t isfactory answer to the charge of my being a Mormon proselyte, I proceed to lay them before you in detail.
Many years ago,-the precise date I do not now recollect,
-a. plain-looking countryman called upon me with a. letter from
Dr. Samuel L. M'itchell, requesting me to examine, and give my
opinion upon a certain paper, marked with various characters,
which the doctor conf~ssed he could not decipher, and which
the bearer of the note was very anxious to have explained. A
very brief examination of the paper convinced me that it was
a mere hoax, and a very clumsy on.e too. The characters were
arranged in columns, like the Chinese mode of writing, and pre'
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sented the most singular medley that .I ever beheld. Greek,
Hebrew and _all sorts of letters, more or less distorted, either
through unskilfulness or from actual design, were intermingled
w ith sundry delineations of half moons, stars, and other naturalobjects, and the whole ended in a rude representation of the Mexican zodiac. Tbe conclusion w as irre-sistible, that · some cunning
fellow had prepared the paper in question for the purpose of imposing up.on the countryma n, who brought it, and I told the
man. so without any hesitation. He then proceeded to give me
the history of the whole affair, which convinced me that he had
fallen into the hands of some_sharper, while it left me in great. astonishment at his sim;p licity. · On my telling the bearer. of the paper that an attempt had been made to impose on him and defraud
him of his property, he requested me to give him my opinion
in writing about the paper which he had shown to me. I did so
without hesitation, partly, for the man's sake, and partly to let
the individual 'behind th~ curtain' see that his trick was discovered. The import of what I wrote was, as far as I can now recollect, simply this, that the marks in the paper appeared to be
m erely an i'mitation of ·v arious alphabetical characters, and had,
in my opinion, no meaning at all c~nnected with them. The
countryman then took his leave, with many thanks, and with the
express declaration that he would in no shape
part with his farm,
J
or embark in the speculation of printing the golden book.K
The matter rested here for a considerable time, until one
day, when I _had ceased entirely to think of the countryman-an~
his paper, he paid m.e a second visit. H.e now brought with him
a duodecimo volume,' which he said was a translation into English of the 'Golden Bible.' He also stated, that notwi~hstanding
his orignal determination, he had been induced evidently to sell
his farm, and apply the money to the publication of the book,
and received the golden plates as a security for payment. He
begged my acc.ep,tance of the volume, assuring_me that it would
be found extremely interesting, .and that it was aiready "making
gTo this point the :Letter of Professor Anthon is copied
from " Early Days of Mormonism." by J. H. Kennedy, Scribners
& Sons, 1888, p. 268. The remainder of the letter is copied
from Gregg's "·Prophet of Palmyra," pp. 60-62.
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great noise" in the upper -part of the state. Suspecting now, that
some serious trick was on foot, and that my plain-looking visitor
might be in fact a very cunning f.e llow, I d~clined his present,
and merely contented myself with a slight examination of the
volume while ·he stood by. The more I declined r.eceiving it,
however, the more urgent the· man became in offering the book
until at last I told him plain~y that ·if he left the volume, as he
said he intended to -do, I should most assuredly throw it after
him as he departed. I then asked, him how he could be so foolish
as ·to sell his farm and engage ip. this . affair; and ·requested him
to tell me if the plates w.ere really of. .gold. In answer to this
latter inquiry, he said, that he had not seen· tpe. plates himself,
which were carefully locked up in a trunk, but that he had the
trunk in his possession. -I advised h,im by all means to open the /
trunk and examine its contents, and if the plates proved to be
of gold, which I did not believe at all, . to sell them immediately.
His ~eply was, that if he opened the trunk, the "curse of Heaven
would descend upon him and his children. However," added he,
nr will agtee to open it, provided you take the 'curse of Heaven'
upon yourself, for having advised me to ·t he step." I told him I
was perfectly willing to do so, and begged hi~ to hasten home
and examine --the trunk, for he would find that he had been
chea~ed. He promised to do as I recommended, and left me,
taking ~is book with him. I have never seen him since.
Such is a plain sta'tement of all I know respecting the Mormons. My impression now is, that the plain-=looking countryman was nQne other than the Prophet· Smith himself, who assumed an appearance of gre?-t simplicity in orde,r to entrap me,
if 'possible, into some recommendation of his 'book. That the
Prophet aided me, by his_inspiration, iri interpreting the volume,
is only one·of the many amusing falsehoods which the Mormon-•
ites utter, relative to my participation
in. their doctrines. Of
'
these doctrines I know nothing whatev.e r, nor have I ever heard
a single discourse from any of their preach ers, although I have
often felt a strong- curiosity to become an auditor, since my
friends tell me that they frequently name me in their sermons,
and .even go so far as to say that I am alluded to in the prophecies of scripture!
-

J
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If what I have her,e written shall prove of any service in
opening the ~yes of some of their deluded followers to the real
designs of those who profess to be the apostles of Mormonism,
it will afford me satisfaction equalled, I have no doubt, onlyby that which yourself will feel on this subject.
I remain, very respectfully and truly,
, Your friend,
CHAS. ANTHON.
Rev. Dr. T'.

vV.

Coit. New Rochelle, N. Y.h

It 'will be observed that there is a discrepancy bet~een
the letter written by Professor Anthon to the Rev. Mr. Coit
and the one he sent to E. D. Howe. In the latter he states
· that he refused to give his opinion in writing on the characters submitted to him; 'but in his letter to Rev. Coit he
says that he gave a written opinion to Harris without hesitation and, to the effect that the marks on the·paper appeared
to be me·rely an imitation of various alphabetical ·characters
that had no meaning at all connected , with them. According to Martin Harris' statement he gave him a certificate to
the ef feet that the characters submitted we11e gen~ine, and .i'
that the translation acco1npanying them was correct; hut
upon hearing that the existence of the N ephite plates was
made known unto Joseph Smith by a heavenly messenger, he
requested the· return o.f the paper he had given Martin Harris, and he destroyed ·it, saying that the visitation of angels
• had ceased, ,etc., etc. I shall leave it for the anti-Mormon
friends of Mr. Anthon to reconcile the contradiction that
occurs in his statements, merely remarking that since the
doctor in 9ne letter declares that he refused to give Martin Harris a written opinion on the characters ; and in the
other that he gave him a written opi~ion, increases very
much one's fa.i th in Martin Harris' statement as again.s t
hProphet of Palmyra, (Gregg) pp. 60-62.
•

•

•
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that of Professor ·A nthon's upon this. point, namely, that the
Professor gave Harris a written statenient, but a_fterwards
recalled and _destroyed it. The reader should o~serve also
that in his letter to Rev. Coit, written in 1841, the Pr?'fessor $ays ~hat no one until that time had, ever requested
from him a statement in writing on . the subject of his connection with the Book of ·Mormon. Yet as a · matter of fact
E. D. Howe had addressed him a letter on the subject, asking ,
him for a statement in 1834, to whiGh request the professor responded~ telling su'bstantially the same story as in
this lett~r to ·Rev: Coit, excepting as to the written opinion
furnished- to Harris. The contradictions in Anthon's l1etters leave him in a most unenviable situatioµ; and doubtless accounts for . anti-Mormons publishing ~xtracts only
from his letters.
The statements
of Professor _Anthon and Martin Har...
.
ris are very contradictory, but the sequence will show that
there is much that supports the statement of ·Martin Harris
in the main as .. true while the anxiety ·of the professor to
disconnect himself as far as possible from any association
with "these wretched fan'"iitics," will account for his v~rsion
of the incident. The object of Mr. Harris in presenting
these · transcribed characters to the learned professoi: was,
undoubtedly, to learn if they' were true characters, or only
the idle invention of Joseph Smith. That the answer of
Professor Anthon and Dr. Mitchell' was in favor of their
being true characters is evidenced by the· fact that Martin
~arris returned immediately to Joseph Smith, in Harmony,
made his report, and thence went to Palmyra, in New York,
to arrange his business affairs that he might hasten back to
Pennsylvania to become the amanuen~is of the young Proph- - ·
et in the work of translation. This Martin Harris 'would not
lik~ly have done if Professor Anthon's answer had been
'

"

I

'
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what that gentleman repnesents it to ·have been ·i n his letters
to Mr. Howe and Rev. Coit; nor would Martin Harris have
ventured, st~bsequently, to have furnished the money to pay
for the publication of the first edition of the book, had· he
been assured by the professor that the whole thing was a
"hoax" or a "schem.e " to cheat him; out of his mon·ey.
As stated above, Mar.t in Harris ret~rned to Palmyra
after this interview with Professor Anthon, arranged his
affairs, and joined the Prophet in Harmony about the 12th
of Ap.ril,, 1828, when he commenced writing as Joseph trans~ lated. This work he continued until the i 4tli of June following-two months, by which timie. th~y.. had trans,Iated
enough to make one hun_d~ed an·d sixteen pages of ·manuscript, of large sheets-usually called fool's cap paper.
Soon after ·Mr. Harris com-m,enced to write for the
Prqphet h~ began_ to i1np9rtun'e him for the privilege of
showing so much of, the tr~nslation as they had made to a
number of his friends. This request the Prophet refu_sed to
grant. Nothing daunteq by this refusal, Harris asked the
Prophet to inquire of the L9rd through the Urim ·and Thummim if he might
not have that privilege. This Joseph
•
did, and Harris' request was denied. He .iinportun~d hi1n to
ask again, with the like result, and yet again did he implore
that the Prophet would ask the L9rd £pr his p~rmiss~on. "After much solicitation," says the Prophet,
in his ' account of
\
.
this affair, ''I again inquired of the Lord, and permission ..was
granted him to hav.e the writings on certain conditions,
which were that he should show them only to his brother,
Preserved Harris, his wife, his f~ther and "'m other, and Mrs.
Cobb, a sister of his wife. In accordance with this last answer, I required of him that he should bind himself in a
covenant to me in the most ~olemn manner, that he would .
not do otherwise than he had been di11ected.. He qid so. He
•
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bound himself as I required of him, took the writings, and
went his way ;"i and the Prophet took advantage of the absence of Harris, who had acted as his scribe, to visit his parents at Manchester.
Th~ solemn engagement which Martin Harris made with
the Prophet he br~ke. He showed the writings to ?trier persons than tho~e named in his agreement with the P·rophet,
and these stole the precious manuscript from him, and he
was· never able to recover it. This circumstance also went
hard ·.with Joseph as to his st.a nding .with th.e Lord. He had
allowed himself to be over persuaded by t4e importunitie·s of
Martin Harris, and that after he had twice learne4 that it
was· not the will of the Lord that Harris should have the
manuscript. He learned that Harri~ had lost the one hundred
and sixteen pag~s of manuscript while he ~as yet in Manchester visiting with his parents; and immediately returned
to Harmony, 'Yhe11e he humbled himself in prayer before
God that he might obtai!} forgiveness for his· error; but
_apparently to n~ immediate purpose, · for MQXQni ~appeared·
to ~im and <;ieman.d~~. the _plates and also the U .rim ~and
Tliumn;iim.
These were surrendered,
with what anguish
..
.
,
of soul one may readily .understand. ·E xactly what length
· ,of time they we~e· withheld . from him cannot be determined, but evidently not l<?ng; for in July of the same year
the angel guardian of the record Moroni, appeared to
him again arid presented the plates and U rim and Thummim
to him: The Prophet, through the medium of the holy in-.
.strument, obtained the following revelation which bears the
· ·
·
date of J 1;1.ly, 1828 :i
\

"The works, and the designs, and the purposes of God cannot

----.

.

iHistory of the Church, V <?l. I.; .p. 21.
/History of the Church, Vol. I., pp. 21, 22; also Doc. and
Cov.~ sec. 3.
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be frustrated, neither can they come to naught, for God doth
not walk in crooked paths; neither. doth he turn to the right
hand nor to the left; neither doth he vary from the;tt which ' he
hath said; therefore his paths are straight and his course is on~
eternal round.
·' .
"Remember, remember, that it is not the work of Ged that is
frustrated, but the work of men for although a man may have
many revelations, and hav.e power to do many mighty works, yet
if he boasts in his own strength; and sets at naught the counsels
of God, and follows after the dictates of his own will and carnal
desires ,he must fall and incur the vengeance of a just God upon
him.
·
"Behold, you have been intrusted with these 'things, but how
strict were your commandments; and remember also, the ~rom- ·
ises which were mad.e to you, if you did not transgress therri; and ·
behold, how oft you ·have transgress.e d the commandments and
the laws of God, and have gone on in the persuasion of m.e n; behold, you should not have feared r·man more than God, although
men set at naught the counsels of. God, .and 'despis.e his words,
yet you should have 'been faithful, and he would have extended his arm, and supported you against all the fiery darts of the
adversa~y, and he would have · been with you in every time of
trouble.
·
/
"Behold thou art Joseph, and tho_u wast chosen to do the
work of the Lord, but because of transgression, if thou art · not
aware thou wilt fall, but remember, Go·d is merciful, therefore,
r.epent 'of that which thou hast done, which is contrary to the
commandn1ent which I gave you, and thou art still chosen, and
art again called to the work; .e xcept thou do this, thou shalt be
delivered up and become as other _men, and have no more gift.
"And when thou deliveredst up ,that ·which God had given
thee sight and power to translate thou deliveredst up that which
was sacred into the hands of a wick~d man, who_has set at naught
the couns.el of God;and has brok~n the most sacr.e d promises which
were made before God, and has depended upon his own judgment
and boasted in his own wisdom; and this is the reason that thou
hast lost thy privileges for a season: for thou ha.st suffered the
counsel of thy director to be trampled upon from the beginning.
Nevertheless my work shall go fort~; for inasmuch as the
knowledge of a Savior has come unto the world, through · the
-
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testimony of the Jews, even s9 shall the knowledge of a Savior
1
corrie unto my people, and to the N ephites, and the J acobites,
a~d the J osephites, and the Zoramitesk t hrough. the testimony of
their fathers; and this testimony shall come to the knowledge
~f the Lamanites, and the Lemuelit_es, -a~d the i}shmaeli~es, who
dwindled in unbelief because of the iniquity of their fathers,
whom the Lord has suffered to destroy their brethren, the Nephites, because of their iniquities and their abominations;
and
.
for this very purpose are these plates preserved which contain·
these records, that the promises of the Lord might be fulfilled,
which he made to' his people; and ·tha·t the Lamanites might
come to the knowledge of their fathers, an·
. d that they might
know the promi~es of the Lord, and that they may believe the
gospel, and rely·upon the merits of Jesus Christ, and be glorified
through faith in his name; and that through.._ their rep.entance they
might be. saved. Amen."
~

J

.

••

.

,

The Prophet informs us that after receiving this reve- ,
lation the U rim and Thum-m1m and · also the plates were
taken from him.; but in a few days they were returned to him
,vhereupon he again inquired of the Lord and received the
following · very important revelation :l
•

I

•

kThe reader will of course understand· that reference is her.e
made to t~e descendants of these ancient Amerj~an peoples.
lThe r.e velation. here quoted, both in the History of Joseph
Smith-M.ill. Star, Vol. xiv. (Supplement) p. 8; also in the Doctrine and Covenants, (Sec. x.) bears the date of "May, 1829."
This date, howeyer, must be wrong, because contradictory of
the language of the prophet who in speaking of this revelation
says that ·after the plates and Urim and Thummim were taken
from him, after he had received the revelation dated July, .1828
(just quoted)-"In a few days they were returned to me, when
I inquired · of the Lord, and the Lord said thus to me." Then
follows the revelation, the . date of which is under consideration. If the date .of the revelation given July. 1828, in which the
Prophet is reproved for importuning the Lord to allow Martin
Harris to have one hundred and sixteen pages of translation from
the Book of Mormon, is correct-then it could scarcely be said,
in a few days the U rim and Thummim was returned to the
Prophet; that he inquired and then received the revelation in
question if that revelation was received in May, 1829. That :would
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Now, behold I · say unto you, that because you delivered up
those writings; which you had power given unto _you to translate by the means of the Urim and Thummim, into the hands of_
a wicked man, you have lost them, and you also lost your gift
at the same ti~ , and your mind became. darkened; nevertheless, it is now restored unto you again; therefore see that yott
·are faithful and continue on unto the finishing of the remainder
of the work of translation as you have begun. Do
not
,
. run faster
or labor mor.e than you have strength and means provided to
enable you to translate, buit be diligent unto the end. Pray al.conqueror; yea: that you may cqnways that you may· come
·quer Satan, and that you may escap~ the hands of the servants of
Satan that do uphold
his work. Behold,. they have sought to des.
. troy you; .yea, even the man . in..who!ll· you have trusted has
sought to destroy you. And for this cause I said that he is
. a wicked man, for he sought to take away the things wherewith .
you have been entrusted, and he has also so~ght to destroy your
gift; and because you ha-ve delivered the writings into his hands,
behQld, wicked men have taken them fr.om you; ther_efore you
have delivered them up, yea, that which was sacred un_to wickedness. And behold Satan hath put into their liearts to alter the
words which you have caused to be written, or which you have
tra'nslated, which have gone out of your hands; and~ behold, I .
say unto you, that becau.se they have altered th·e words, they
read contrary from that. which you t ranslated and caused to be
written, and on this wise the devil. has sought to lay a cunning
plan that he may destroy this work for he hath put it into their
hearts.. to do this, that by lying th~y may say they have caught
you in the words which you have pr.etend.ed to translate .

off

•
make
nine or ten months' time between these two revelations instead of a few days. Moreover, the matter of the revelation is
more in keeping with the events of a few days after July, 1828,
than with May, 1829. Oliver Cowdery cam.e to'. J oseph Smith on
the 5th of April, 1829; and on the 7th began to. assist him in the
translation. This was before May, 1829, the alleged date of the
revelation in question. and it is scarcely likely that the work of
translation was resumed after the loss of the manuscript by Harris, before the revelation given informing the prophet of the intention of those who had stolen it. M·y conclusion is that the
revelation erroneously dated M-ay, 1829; was given "a few days
after" the one bearing date of "July, 1828."
·
.,.

.
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Verily, I say unto you, t,hat I will not suffer that Satan
shall accomplish
his evil d.e sign in .. this thing for, behold · he
.
has put it into their hearts to get thee to tempt the Lord thy
God in asking to . translate it over again; and then, behold they
say and think in their hearts we will see if God has given him
pow.er to translate, if so, he will also give him power again; and
if' God giveth him 'power again, or if he translate again, or in
other -yvords, if he bringeth forth the same ' words, behold, we ·
have the same with us and we have altered them, therefore they
will not agree, and we will say that he .h~s lied in his words, and
that he has no gift and that he has no power: therefore we will
destroy him _a nd also the work, and we will do this that- w.e may
not be ashamed in· the end, and that we may get glory of the
world.
.
Verily, verily, I say unto you, that Satan has great hold
upon their hearts; he stirreth them up to iniquity · against that
which is good, and their hearts are corrupt and full of wickedness
and abominations, and they love darkness . rather than light,
because their deeds are evil; therefore they ·will not ask for me.
Satan stirreth them up that he may lead their souls to destruc'
.
tion; and thus he has laid a cunning plan thinking to destroy the
·work of God; but I will requ.ire this at their hands, and it shall
turn to their shame and condemnation in the day of judgment.
Y.ea, he stirreth up their hearts to anger against this work; yea,
he saith unto them, Deceive, and lie in wait to catch ·that ye may
destroy; behold this is no harm; and thus pe flattereth them
and tell~th. them that it is no sin ' to iie, that they may catch ~
man in a lie, that they. may destroy him; and thus he flattereth
them, and leadeth them along until he dragg.eth their souls down
to hell; and thus he causeth them to· catch themselves in ·their
, ow·n snare; and thus he goeth up and down, to and . fro in the
earth, seeking to destroy the souls of men. ·
Verily, verily, I say 'unto you, wo be unto him that lieth to
deceiv.e, because he supposeth that another lieth to cteceive, 'for
such are not ·exempt from ...the justice of God.
·
Now, behold, they have alte~ed ·these words, because Satan
saith unto them, 'he hath deceived you;' and thus he flattereth
them away to do iniquity, to get fh~e to tempt the Lord thy
God.

I
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Behold, I say unto you, that you shall not translate again
tho~e words :which have gone forth out of your hands; for, behold, they shall not accorifplish their evil design·s in lying against
those words. For, behold, if you should bring forth the same
words they will say that you have li.ed, that you have pretended
to translate, but that you have contradicted 'yourself, and, behold,
they will publish this, and Satan will harden the hearts of the
people to stir them up to anger against you, that they will not
believe my words. Thus Satan thinketh to overpower your
testimony in this generatiori', that the work .may · not come forth
in this generation; but, behold here is wisdom, and because I
show unto you wi.sdom and give you commandments concerning these things, what you shall do, show it not unto the world
until you have accomplished the work of translation.
Marvel not that I say unto you, here is wisdom, show it
not unto the world; for I said show it not unto the world that
you may be preserved. Behold, I do not say that you shall not
show it unto the righteous, , but as you cannot always judge the
righteous, or as you cannot always tell the wicked from the
righteous, therefore I say unto you, hold your peace until I shall
see fit to · make all things known unto the world concerning the
matter.
And now, verily I say unto you that an account of those
things that you have written, which have gone out of your
hands, are engraven upon the plates of Nephi; yea, and you r.emember it was said in those writings, that a more particular ac{~ount was given of these things upon the plates of' N ep;hi.
And now, because the acount which is engraven upon the
plates of Nephi is mor.e particular concerning· the things which
in my wisdom I would bring to the knowledge of the people in
this account, therefore you shall translate the engravings which
are on the plates' of Nephi, down ev~n till you come to the reign
of King Benjan1in, or until you come to that which you have
translated, which you have retained; and, behold, you shall publish it as a record of Nephi, and thus "I will confound those who
have altere'd my words. I will not suffer that they shall destroy my work; yea, I will show unto them that my wisdom is
greater than the cunning of the devil.
l3ehold, they have on~y got a part or an abridgment . of the
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account of Nephi. Behold, there are many· things engraven on
the plates of Nephi, which do throw greater views upon my
gospel; therefore it is wisdom in me that you should translate
this first part of the engravings of Nephi, and s.e nd forth in · this
work. And, behold, all the remainder of this work does contain
all those parts of my gospel which my holy prophets, yea, and
also my discipl~s desired in their prayers should come forth
unto th.is people. And I said unto them, that it should be granted unto them according to their faith in their prayers; yea, and
this was their faith-that my gospel which I gave unto them that
they might preach in th~ir days, might .<;ome unto their brethren
the Lamanites and also all that had become Lamanites because
of their dissensions.
Now, this- is not all; _their faith in their prayers was, that
this gospel should be made know!! also, if it were possible that
other nations should poss.e ss this land; and thus they did leave
a blessing u·pon- this land in their prayers, that whosoever" should
believe -- in this gospel in this land might have eter·nal life; yea,
that... it might ...._
be free
unto....~-"""-''
all of......whatsoever nation, kindred,
-...,.-._
tongue or, l?eop~e they may be.
.
·
And now, behold, acording to their faith in their prayers
will I bring this part of my gospel to the knowledge. of my people. Benold, I do not bring it to destroy that which they have
received, but to build it up.
And for this cause I have said, if this generation '" harden
not their h_e arts, I will .e stablish my church among the_m. Now I
do not say this to destroy my church, but I say this to build up
;my church; -therefor~, ~hosoe.ver belongeth to my church need
n9t fear, for such sha11 inherit the kingdom of heaven. But it
is they who do not fea'r me, neither keep_my commandments, but
build u~ churches unto themselves to get gain; yea, and all those
that do wickedly and build up the kingdom of the devil; yea,
verily, verily, I s_ay unto you, that it is they that I will disturb,
and cause to tremble
and shake
to the center.
.
I
· Behold I am Jesus Christ, the Son of God; I came unto my
own and my ow~ received me not. .I am th'e light which shineth
in darkness_; and the darkness comprehendeth it not. I am he .
who said, "Other sheep have I which· are not of this fold," unto
my disciples, and many there were that understood me not.
And I will show unto this people that I had other sheep,
J

-

..
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and that they were ~ branch of the house of Ja~ob. · And I will
bring to light their marvelous works which they did in m,y name;
yea, and I will also bring to light my gospel which was ministered unto them; and, behold, they shall not de_n y that which you
have received, but they shall build it up, and shall bring t!} light
the true points of my doctrine, y.ea, and the only doctrine which
is in me; and ..this I do that I may establish my gospel, that there
may not be so much contention. Yea, Satan doth ·stir • up the
hearts of the people to contention concern_ing- the points of my
doctrine, and in these thi~gs they do err, for they do wrest the
scrip_tures, ·and do not understand them; therefore. I will unfold
unto them this great mystery; for, behold, I wilt gather the_m as
a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, if they
will not
.
.h arden their hearts; yea, if they will come, they may, and partake of the waters of life freely.
Behold, this is my doc.t rine; whosoever repenteth and cometh unto me, the same is my church; whosoever declareth more
or less than this, the same is not of me, but is ~gainst me, there£ore he is not of my church.
And now, behold, whosoe; er is of my church and endureth
of my church to the end, him will I establish upon my rock and
the gates of hell shall not prevail against them.
And now, remember the words of him who is .the life and
the light of the world, your R.e deemer, your Lord and your God.
Amen."
I

{

Encouraged to be moderate in his exertions at transla ting by the admonition in the foregoing· revelation not to
run faster, or labor more than he had strength and means
provided to enable him to proceed, the Prophet did not immediately attempt to resume the work of translation, but
worked upon a small farm which he had purchased of his
wife's father.
'
As this ,episode of losing the one hundred and sixteen
pages of manuscript, togethe,r wi~h the loss for a season of
the gift to translate, and being required to surrender all the
·sacred things which had been en~rusted to his· keeping, was

.
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unquestionably a cause of deep sorrow to the young Prophet,
so the restoration of the plates and Urim. and Thumm·i m to
'
him must have been a joy unspeakable. Ho".V Martin Harris felt-what anguish of heart-what sense of chagrin, or
how deeply
he t'lepented his folly is not recorded;
but as he
.
.
was not a man of keen sensibilities, it may be that his suffer- _.
ings _were not intense. At any rate we next hear of him in
March, J829, and he is still clamoring for a witness from ·the
Lord that Joseph Smith ~ad the plates, of which the Prophet
had testified. The Prophet i11,quired of the Lord and obtained a revelation of which the following is the part that .
has reference to _Martin· Harris's request:
Behold, I s~y unto you, that as m,y- servant M~rtin Harris
has desired a witness at ·my hands, that you -m y servant, Joseph
Smith, Jun., have -got the plates of .which you have testified and
borne rrcord th.a t you have. received of me; and now behold this
~halt. you say unto him, he who spake unto you, said unto you,
. I, the Lord, am God, and have given these things unto , you, my
servant Josep,h Smith, Jun., and have commanded you: thaJ you
should stand , as a witness of these things; and I have caused
you, that · you should enter into a covenant with me, that you
should not show them except to those persons to whom I have
commanded you, and you have no power over them except 'I
grant it unto you. * * * Behold I say unto you, I have
resetve4. thpse things which I have entrusted unto you, my servant Joseph, for a wise purpose in me, and it shall be made
kno~n unt~ future generati~ns; but this g~neration . shall have
my word · through you, and in addition to your testimony, the
testimony of three of .my servants, whom I ·shall call and ordain,
unto whom I will show these things; and they shall go forth
with my words tha~ are given through you; they shall know of a
surety that these things. are true, for from heaven will I declare
it unto them. I wilt give them pow:er that they may behold an9
vi~.w th.es~ things as t4ey are, and to none else will I grant this
power to receive this same testimony among thls__ g_e~~~ration, in
this the beginning of the rising up and the coming forth of my
•

'
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church out of the wilderness. * * * And the testimony
of three witn~sses will I send forth of m.y word;· and, hehold,
whosoever, believeth
on my. words,
them will
with the man.... .
·. . . I visit
..
ifestations of n1y spirit, and they shall be born of me, even of
water and of the spirit. * * * And their testimony shall also go
forth .unto the con demnation of this generation, if they harden
their hearts against them; for a desolating scourge shall go forth
among the inhabitants of the earth, and shall continue to be
poured O}lt, from time to time, if. they repent not, until the earth
1s empty and the inhabitants thereof are consum.e d away, and utterly destroyed by the brightness of my coming. Behold I tell
you these things, even as I al~o told the people of ·the destruction of Jerusalem, and my word shall be verifi~d at this time, as
it hath hitherto been verified. * * *
* * * ~ And now, again I speak unto you my servant
Joseph, concerning the man that d·esires the· witness. Behold
I say unto him, he exa.lts himself, and does not humble himself
sufficiently before me; but if he will bow down before me, and
humble himself in mighty prayer and faith, in the sincerity of
his heart, then I will grant unto him a view of the things which
he desires to see; and then he s'hall say unt·o the people of this
generation, Behold, I have seen the things v.i:hich · the· Lord has
shown unto Joseph Smith, Jun., and I know of a sure_ty that they
are true, for I have seen them, for they have, been· shown unto
me by the power of God and not of man. And I, the Lord command· him, my servant Martin Harris, that he shall say no more
unto them concerning these things,. except he shall say, I have
seen them, and they have been shown unto me by the power of
God; and these are the words which he shall say. But if he deny
this he will break the covenant which he has before covenanted
with m.e, and, behold, he is condemned. And now e~c~pt he
humble himself, and acknowledge unto me the things that he
has done which are wrong,m and covenant with me that he will
keep my commandments, and exercise faith in me, behold, I say
unto him, he shall have no such views, for I will grant unto him
no views of the things of which I have spoken, and if this be the
case, I command you my servant Joseph, th.at you shall say unto
1

mDoubtless an allusion to his breaking the covenant with
Joseph respecting the manuscript which was lost.
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him, that he shall do no mo._re, nor trouble me any more concerning_this matter. And if this be the case, behold I say unto thee,
Joseph, when thou hast translated a few more· pagesn thou shalt
stop for a season even· until I command thee again: then thou
mayest translate again: and .except th9u do this behold, thou
: shalt have no more gift, and I will take away the things which
I have entrusted with thee. And ·n ow, because I foresee the
'tying in wait to desti:oy thee; yea, I foresee that if my s~rvant
Martin Harris humble not himself and teceive a witness at my
hand, th~~~e w.ill . fall into transgression; and there are many
that lie in wait to destroy thee from off the face of the earth;
and for this cause, that thy days may be prolonged,. I have given
unto thee these com.m andments; y.ea, for this cause , I have said,
stop and stand still until · I command thee, and I will provide means whereby thou mayest accomplish
the thing which I have
' .
commanded thee; ~nd if thou art faithful in keeping my commandments, . thou shalt be lifted up at the last day. Amen.o

_ ,It will be observed here that the langua~e of this revelation takes on a sternness of tone and an ind,ependence in
respect to Martin Harris and his £u.ture connection with the
work that is suitable to the past conduct of that vacil!ating
man; and in ef feet gives him. sh~rply. to understand that
there must be repentance ·deep and sincere, and humiliation
before God, or he may go his way and have no
further lot
\
nor part in the great work of the Lord then coming fort~. ,
nMost likely Emma Smith, the' Prophet's wife, wrote for him
during these days when he was evidently translating occasionally.
·
·
oHistory of the Church, Vol. I, p. 28; also Doc. & Cov., Sec.

v.
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0LIVEk

Co,vnERY, AMANUENSIS.

On the 5th day of April/ as if in fulfillment of the
promise made to Joseph Smith in the revelation ·concerning
Martin ·Harris, just quotec;I, namely, tliat the Lord would
provide means whereby the prophet might accomplish the
thing which the Lord had com.mantled ·him to d0-:...Qliver
~ g)V9ery came to the ypung Prophet's house, at Harmony,
Pennsylvania. This was the first ·meeting of these two men.
Oliver Cowdery, a native of Vermont, ·and now· twienty-four
years of age, had moved into the state of New York about
four years previous to this, and for a time had been -employed as a clerk in a store. In the winter of 1828-9 he
left the store and taught the district school in the town of
Manchester, which was only some nine miles from his
father's hom:e. At ·M anchester he became acquainted with
'
.
the Smith family, Joseph S1111ith, Sen., being a patron of the .
school he t~ught. According to the ·Am,erican custom of
those days, the school teacher '~boarded round" in tum .with
the families of the neighborhood. This brought Oliver Cow- dery into immediate contact with the Smith family, and
while he was boarding at their home the parents of the
I

PThis date in the Prophet's history, published . in the Mill.
Star (Supplement). Vol. xiv., p. 12,' is set dO'wn as the 15th of
April, ,and the day Oliver began writing as J osep.h translated is
said to be the 17th of April. The 15th and 17th, however, are
ty.,pographical errors. In the original manuscript of the History
of the Church in the Historian's Office, the dates are written
the 5th and 7th; see also "Times and Seasons," .Vol. I., p. 201,
where Oliver Cowdery gives the dates 5th and 7th of April, 1829.
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Prophet related to him the circumstances of their son obtain,, ing the N ephite record .
.Young Cowdery became intensely interested in the
st~ry related to him. Meantime he met David Whitmer in
Palmyra, a young man about his· own age, who lived with
his father's family som·e twenty-five miles from Palmyra,
near the .town of Waterloo, in a neighborhood called Fayette, Se111eca county, at the north end of Seneca Lake. In
his conversati9n with young Whitmer, Oliver told him of his
acquaintance with the Smith family · and expressed himself
. to the ef feet that there' must be ·somethin·g in the .s tory of
iinding the plates, and he announced ~is intention to investig~te the matter.q Later, when Oliver started for ,Hann·ony;
where the Prophet was living, he pass~d the Whitmer home
at Fayette, and promised David that he would report his
findings to him concerning Joseph having the plates.
Oliver be~ame convinced that Joseph's story was true,
and being informed 'by the Prophet that it was the will of
God that he should remain and act as his scribe in the work
of translation, he did so, and on the 7th of Apr.il (_1829)
commenced to write as the prophet indited the translati.o n
obtained by means of the Urim and Thumm•imi.
Oliver, in a few .days, became anxious to learn more
largely the will of the Lord concerning himself and his connectiop. with the work then coming forth, and the P ·r ophet
through t~e U rim. and Thummim obtaiµed a revelation for
him in which occur the following p~ssages:
A great and marvelous work is about to come forth unto
the children of men. ·B ehold, I am G<?d, and give heed unto my
word, which is quick and pow.erfut.· * * * Behold the field ·
is white already to harvest; wherefore, whoso desireth to reap,
qStatement of David Whitmer in Kansas City J ourn~l, June
5, 1881.
·
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let him thrust in his sickle with his might, and reap while the
day last, that he may treasure up for his soul everlasting s~lvation in the kingdom of God. * * Now .as you have asked, .behold I say unto you keep my commandments, and seek to bring
forth and establish the caus.e of my Zion; seek not for riches,
but for wisdom; and behold, the n1ysteries of God shall be unfolded unto you, and then shall you be rich. Behold, he ~hat hath
eternal life i~ rich. * * * Verily, verily, I say unto thee,
blessed art thou for what thou has·t done, for thou hast inquired
of me; and behold, as often as thou hast inquired thou hast received instruction of my spirit. If it had not been so, thou
wouldst not have come to this place where thou art at this time.
B.ehold, thou knowest thou hast inquired of me, and I _d id enlighten thy mind; and now I ~tell thee these things, that th6u
· mayest know that thou hast · bee11: enlightened by the spirit of
truth; yea, I tell thee that thou mayest know that there is none
else ,save God, that knoweth thy thoughts and the intents of thy
heart; I tell thee these things as· a witness unto thee, that the
words of the work which thou hast been writing are true. Therefore be diligent; stand by my servant Joseph faithfully, in whatsoever difficult circumstances he may be for the word's sake. Ad- .
monish him in his faults, · and also receive admonition of him.
Be patient, be sober, be temp.erate; · have patience, faith, hope,
and charity. Behold, thou art Oliver, and I have spoken unto ·
thee because of thy desires; therefore treasure up these words
in thy heart; be faithful and diligent in keeping the commandments of God, and I will encircle thee in the arms of my lov.e.
* * * * Veril, verily, I say unto you, if you desire a
further witness, cast your mind u_~ on the night when you cried
unto me in your heart that you might know concerning the
truth of these things; did I not speak peace to your mind concerning the matter? And now, behold, you have received a
witness, for if I have told you things which no man knoweth~
have ye not received a witness ?r
•

J

•

rDoc. & Cov., Sec. vi. The reader may think I am· quoting
copiously from these revelations given while the translation
of the Book of Mormon was in progress and he may think that
these incidents have little or nothin~ to do with the story of the .
translation, and the story of the translation itself but little to do
with the object of this work. I would suggest, however, that this
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Thes~ revelations, it should be observed, contain sharp
reproof~ for the transgressor. · They· do not flatter Joseph
Smith any more than they do Martin Harris, though Joseph
is the on~ through whom tqey were giv'en. Each is reproved and evidently without respect of person. They represent the Lord as holding out no promise either to the
Prophet or his associates of immunity from difficulty, fro~
trial. They are redolent rather of warning. The prophet is
plainly told of the many .that were lying in wait to destroy
4im. Deep h1;1mility and repentance i~ required when a
wrong is com·m itted ; and if that is not forthcoming then
behold the se!f-willed, the proud, are told to go their way,
and trouble the Lord no further concerning their future
connection with this work.
Look, in passing, at this rev~lation to Oliver Cowdery:
There is no flatt~ring promise of a worldly character in it. ,
A great and a marvelous work is about to come forth _;
thrust in your sickle and reap; keep my commandments,· is
almost sternly said; seek to bring forth and_ establish. the
cause of. Zion; seek not for riches, but for wisdom·; be dili~
gent; stand by m(Y servant Joseph in ,v.hatsoever difficult
circumstances he .may be ~for the word's sake. Then there
are to 'be difficult circumstances? "Admonish him in his
faults." What, the Prophet! Yes, the Prophet-·he is not
to be above admonition. What humility in the prophet is
p.ere ! This smacks of the Spirit of Christ. Receive adn1oni,
tion of him. Be patient. Be sober. Be temperate. Have

.

~

history of the translation is necessary to future arguments to
be made when I come to the considerations of the objections to
the Book of Mormon iri part IV., where I shall examine other theories for the origin of the Book of Mormon. Besides I want the
reader to know the atmosphere in which this 'work of translation
was done; and for that purpose call especial attention to the ..
spirit of the several revelations that have been qu~ted.
Il-8
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patience, faith, hope, and charity~ This is admirable. False
prophets have no such basic principles as these. They buil<l
not with such stones. And Oliver's reward? Not riches of
this world. Not, greatness in the eyes of n1en. Not the
honors and applause of the world. "I! thou wilt 'do good,
yea and hold out faithful to the end, thou shalt be saved in
the Kingdo1n of God." This is to be his reward. There is
nothing worldly in all this. This spirit is worthy the great
work these young men are, under God, bringing forth. This
is the kind of atn1osphere one would expect to find surrounding n1en engaged in such a work. But it is thne to return to
the narrative.
When Oliver found that the secret meditations of his
heart were thus revealed through Joseph Smith; when his
secret prayers· were revealed and the answer of God's Spirit
' to those prayers. 1nade known, he could no longer doubt
that his new-found fr1end was a prophet of God. It must
have been with renewed zeal that he took up again his work
as a scribe. It was of these days that he afterw:ards w~ote;
These were days never · to be forgotten-to sit under the
sound of a voice dictated by the inspiration of heaven, awakened
the utmost gratitude of this boso1n. Day after day I continued,
·uninterrupted to write from his 1nouth, as he . translated with
the U rim and Thummim, or, as the N.ephites would have said,
"Interpreters," the history or record called the Book of Mormon.s

Soon after this,. namely, on the 15th day of May, 1829,
Oliver Cowdery hi1nself beca1ne a witness . to the ministration of an angel, for it was upon that date that John the
Baptist appeared to him and Joseph Smit~ while they were
engaged in prayer in the woods, near Harmony. John ordained the1n to the Aaronic priesthood and instructed them
sTimes and Seasons, Vol. II., p. 201.
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upon the subject of b~ptism, a full account of which is given
in "New Witn~sses for God," Y,ol. I.t Subsequently he,
with Joseph, received another visitation of angels some
time in the month of June following, wheQ P,eter, James
and John conferred "upon t~em the Melchizedek priesthood; on the banks of the Susequehanna River, cl: full account
of which is also given in Vol. I., of "New Witnesses for
God."11
·
Meantime Oliver was writing his friend, David Whitmer, his' findings as to the truth of the Prophet Joseph havi~g .
the plates. He wrote soon after his arrival in Harmony that
he was convinced that Joseph Smith had the records.v Shortly after this, doubtless immediately after Joseph received
the- revelation in which the secr~t meditations .and prayers '
of Oliver respecting the work before he saw the Prophet
were made known, Oliver wrote a second letter to David, hi
which he enclosed a few lines of what-had been translated,
and assured him that he _knew of a surety that Joseph Smith
had a record of a people that _inhabited the .~merican continents in the ancient times : and that the ·plates they were
translating gave a history of these people ; he moreover as- ,
sured Dayid that he had "revealed knowledge" conoern~ng
the truth of what he affirmed. Thes.e letters young Whitmer
showed to his parents, and to his brothers and sisters.
Mr. Joseph ·Knight, Sen., -of .CoLesville, Broome county,
New York, several times brought the young men provisions
-food-which. enabled them to continue the work of translation without interruption. But for this timely assistance
the work of translation must have been 11elinquished from
time to time in order to se~ure supplies. Mr. Knight knew
\

tChapter xiv.
'"Chapter xiv.
t1Whitm.e r's statement; Kansas City ,Journal, June S, .1881.
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the Smith family and had called upon them: a number of
times at their· home in Manchester. He evipently had considerable faith in the claims of J os,eph concerning the Book .
of Mormon; for on the occasion of ·his visit to him in May,
1829, he desired to know what his duty was with reference
to the work that the Lord was about to bring forth. .-rhe
prophet inquiried of the Lord, and, as in the. case of Oliver
Cowdery, after declaring that a great and marvelous work
was about to come forth, the revelation said:
Keep my commandments, and seek to bring forth and ~stablish the cause of Zion. Behold, I speak unto you, and also to ·
all those who have desires to bring forth and establish this work;
and no one can assist in this work, except he shall he humble
and full of love, having faith, hope and charity, being t(1m_Eerate
in all things whatsoever shall be entrusted in his care.w

For a time the Prophet had bee_n permitted ·to pursue
the work of translation at Harmony without interference
But now there began to be mutterings of an approaching
storm of pers,ecutton. Threats .were frequent, and the
young men were only preserved f rotp actual violence by the
blessing of the Lord and the i1:'}fluence of Mr:,. Isaac Hale,
father of the Prophet's wife; who, t.hough he had no falth in
the Prophet's work, and in the past had manifested some hostility towards him, he still believed in law and order; was opposed to mob violence; and was willing that Joseph and his
associates should be permitted. to complete their work with-·
out inter£erenoe.-~
On account of the manifestation of this unfriendly spirit
in the com1nunity, .however, Joseph and Oliver kept secret
for a time the circumstance of their ordination to the priestwHistory of the Church, .Vol. I., p. 47.
xHistory of the Church, Vol. I., p: 44.
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hood and their baptism. They could not, ~owever, long con~
tinue . silent on ~uch a subject, and in a few days, unde~ a
sense of duty, they commenced to reason out .of the script.u_res with their friends and ·acquaintanes concerning · the
work of God. B.ut Joseph was evidently uneasy concerning
their safety at Harmony, and under his direction Oliv,er
wrote to ~vid Whitmer at Fayette, asking him to come
down to Harmony and take them to the elder Whitmer's
home, giving as a reason for their rather strange request
that they had received a commandment from God to that
ef fect.Y This request found David Whitmer in the midst of
his spring· work. He had some twenty acres of land to
plow and concluded -~o do that and then go. "J got up one
morning to go to work as usual," he .say~, "and on going to
the field, found that betwee~ five and. seven acres of my land
had been plowed under 9uring the· night. I don't know who
did it; but it w;as done just as I would have done it myself,
the plow was left standing in the furrow. · This enabled me
to start sooner."z .Nor ,vas this the only assistance of likie
character given to him. While harrowing in a field of wheaf
before starting on his journey he found to his surprise that
he had acc9mplished more in a few ,h ours than was usual to
do in two or three days. The day ·.following this circumstance he went out to spread plaster...__. over a field, according
..
to the custom of the farmers in that locality, when, to his
surprise, he found the ~work had been done, and well done.

----

"\

YWhitmer's· statement, Kansas City Journal, June 5, 1881.
Also report of visit to 'David Whitmer, by Orson Pratt and Joseph F. Smith, Milt. Star, Vol. · XL., pp,. 769-774.
zStatement of David Whitm.e r, •Pratt and Smith's Report,
Milt. ·star, Vol. XL., pp. 769-774.
Let it be observed that tliis rep<;>rted conversation was published during the life time of David Whitmer. It took place on
the 7th of Sept., 1878; and Whitmer did not die until 25th Jan.,
1888.
-
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David Whitmer's sister, who lived near the field, told him
that three strangers had appeared in the field the day before
and spread the plaster with remarkable skill. She at the
time presumed that they were men whom David had hired
to do the work. a
.
This assistance, provided through some divine agencyit can be accounted
for in no other way, enabled David
,,.
Whitmer to respond sooner than_he otherwise could have
done to the call to go and ·b ring_the Prophet_and h~s as_sociate from Harmony, where mob violence was impending,
to the home of his father, Peter Whitmer, where the work
·of translation could be finished in peace and security.
When David Whitmer was approaching the little village
of Harmony with his two-horse team and wagon; he was
met some distance fro1n the town by the prophet and Oliver.
"Oliver told me," s~ys David Whitmer, in relating the circumstance, "that Joseph had inform1ed him when I started
from ,home, where I had stopped the· first night, how I read
the sign at the tavern; where I stopped the. next night, etc.;
and that I would be there that day before dinner, and this
was why they had come out to meet me; all of which was
exactly as Joseph had told Oliver, at which I was greatly
astonished." b
rr

i

aCannon's Life of Joseph Smith, pp. 6'1, 68.
·
bStatement of David Whitmer, Pratt and Smith Report, Mill.
Star, Vol. XL., pp. 769-774. Another instance that in like manner illustrates the seership of the prophet Joseph is related in
the Church History, and which occurred while making a journey
from Independence, Missouri, to Ohi0, in company with Bishop
Newel K. Whitney. Near New Albany their horses took fright
and while they were running at full speed Bishop Vlhitney attempted to jump out of the conveyance, but caught his foot in
the ·wheel and had his leg .and ~oot broken in several places.
This occasioned delay of several weeks among a not very friendly people; for besides their manifest ·coldness an attempt was
made to poison the prophet. And now the prophet's statement: "Brother Whitney had not had his foot moved from the
•

t
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The day foll~wing David Whitmer's arrival at Harmony the plates were packed up and delivered into the care '
of the· AngeJ Moroni, that they ~ight be safely conveyed to
Fa~tte. "When I was returning to Fayette," says David
Whitmer, "with Joseph and Oliver, all of us riding in the
wagon, Oliver and I on an old fashioned, wooden spring
seat, and Joseph behind us, when traveling along in a clear,
open place, a very pleasai:it, nice looking old man suddenly
- apReared by the side of our wagon and saluted us with,
'Good morning; it is very warm·;' at the sam,~ time ·wiping
his face or forehead with his hand. We returned the salutation, and by a sign f roni ..Joseph, I invited him: to ride if he
was going our way. 13ut he said very pleasantly, 'No, I am
going to Cumorah. ~ This name was somewhat new to nie,
and I did not know what 'Cum·o rah' ~eant. We all gazed
at him and at each other; and as I looked- round inquiringly
of Joseph, the old man instantly dis~P.~~~r~d, so that I 'did
not see him again."
Replying to the question, "Did you notice his appearance ?" David Whitmer replied : "I should think I did. He
was, I should think, about five feet eight or nine inches tall
and heavy set, about su~h a man as J am·es Cl,eve there ( a
gen~leman present at the· Whitmer, Pratt and Smith inter~

bed for nearly four weeks,. when I went into his room, after a
walk in the grove, and told him if he would agree to start for
home in the morning, we would take a wagon to the river, about
four miles, and there would be a ferry boat in waiting which
would take us quickly across, where we would. find a hack
which would take us directly to the landing, where we should find
a boat, in waiting, and .we would be going up the river before
10 o'clock, and have a prosperous journey home. He -took courage and told me he would go. We started next morning, and
found everything as I had told him, for we were passing rapidly
uo the river before 10 o'clock, and landing at Wellsville, took
stage coach to Chardon, from thence in a wagon to Kirtland,
where we arrived some time i.n June. '(History of the Church,
Vol. I., p. 272.)
.

'
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vie,v), but heavier. His face was as large; he was dressed
in a suit of brown woolen clothes, his hair and beard were
white, like Brother Pratt's, but his beard was not so ·heavy.
I also remember that he had on his · back a sort of knapsack with som.e thing in it shaped like a book. It ,vas the
1nessenger w.hp had the plates, .who had taken them from
Joseph just prior to our starti,-ig front ~armony."c
Soon after the arrival at the Whitmer· residence, in the
garclen near by, Moroni once more delivered the sacred record to Joseph, and the work of translation was renewed
with eve_n· greater vigor than at Harmony; for when Oliv,er
. would tire of writing, one of the Whitmers or Emma Smith
,vould relieve him.
David Whitmer says that soon after the installment of
Joseph, his wife, and Oliver Cowdery in the Whitm·e r household, he saw something which led him to believe that the
plates were concealed in his father's barn, and frankly asked
the prophet if it were so. J o.seph replied that it was. "Some
time aft!er this," David adds: ''My mother was going to
milk the cows, when she was met ou.t near the yard by the
same old man [meaning the one who had saluted his party
on the way from Harn1ony; at least, David judged him; to
be the same, doubtless from his mother's description of 11:im,1
who said to her: 'You have been very faithful and diligent
in your labors, but you are tired because of the increase of
your toil; it is proper, therefore, that you should receive a
witness, that your faith may be strengthened.' Thereupon
he showed her the plates. My father and mother had a.
large family of their own, the addition to it, therefore, of
Joseph, his wife Emma, and Oliver, very greatly increased
the toil and anxiety of my mother. ·And although she had
.
.
cWhitmer's Statement, Pratt and Sr.1ith Report., Mill. Star,

Vol. XL., pp. 769-774,.
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never complained she had sometimes felt that her labo! was
too much, or, at least, she was perhaps beginning to feel so.
This circumstance, however, completely removed all su.ch
feelings, and nerved her up for her increased responsjbilities."d
dPratt and Smith Report, lVlill. Star, Vol. XL., p. 772.

..

.

....

CHAPTER VII.
THE MANNER OF TRANSLATING THE

BooK

oF MORMON.

Relative to the manner of translating the Book of Mor111on the Prophet himself has said but little. "Thr~ugh the
medium of the U rim and Thummim I translated the record
by the gift and power of God,"a is the most extended published statement made by him upon the subject. Of the Urim
and Thummim he says : ''With the record was found a curious instn1ment which the an-cients caUed ....-a) U rim and ·
' ....
Thummim,' which consisted of two transparent stones set
in a rim of a bow fastened to a breastplate."b
Oliver Cowdery, ~ne of the Three Witnesses of the
Book of Mormon, and the Prophet's chief amanuensis, says
of the work of translation in which he assisted: f'l wrote
with 1ny own pen the· entire Book of Mormon ( save a . few
pages), as it fell fronr the lips of the Prophet Joseph Smith,
as he translated by the gift and power of God, by the means
of the U rim and Thummhn, or, as it is called by that book,
'Holy Interpreters.' "c This is all he has left on 11ecord on
the manner of translating the book. a
David Whitmer, another of the Three Witnesses, is
more specific on this subject. After describing the means
the Prophet employed to exclude the light from the "Seer

aw entworth letter, Mill. Star, Vol. XIX., p. 118.
.bW entworth letter, History of the Church Vol. IV, Ch. _
XXXl.

cBook of Mosiah, viii: 13.
dThe above statement was made by Oliver Cowdery at a
special conference held at ·Kanesville, Iowa, Oct. 21, 1848. It
was first published in the Deseret News of April 13, 1859: Bishop
Reuben Miller, who was present at the meeting, reported Cowdery's remarks.
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Stone," he says:· "In the darkness the spiritual light would
shine. A piece of something resembling parchm,ent ,would.
appear, and under it was the interpretation in· English.
Brother Joseph ,vould read off the English to Oliver Cowdery, who was his principal scribe, and when it was written
down and 11epeated to Brother J os~ph _to see if it was correct, then it would disappear, and another character with
the interpretation would appear. Thus the Book of Mormon
was translated by the gift and_power of. God and not by any
power of man."e
There will appear between this statement of David
Whitmer's and what is said both by Joseph Smith and Oliver
Cowdery a seeming contradiction. Joseph and Oliver both
.
say the translation was ·done by means of the Urim and
Thummim, which is described by Joseph as being "two transp~rent st~nes set~in a rim of a bow ·fastened to a breastplate.;" while David Whitm·e r says that the translation was
made by ~ans of a "Seer Stone." The apparent contradiction is cleared up, however, by a statement made by Martin
Harris, another_of the Three Witnesses. He satd that the
Prophet possessed a "S~er Stone," by which he was enabled
to translate as well as from the U rim and Thummim, and for
convenience he then ( i. e., at the time Harris was acting as
his scribe) used the Seer Stone. * * * Martin said
furtp.er that the Seer Stone differed in appearance entirely
from the' U rim and Thummim that was obtained with the
plates, whic;4 were t~o clear stones set in two rims, very
much r~ eµ1bling spectacles, only they were larger.f
~

.

. eFrom "An Address to all Believers in Christ," by David .

Whitmer, "A Witness to the Divine Authenticity of the Book of
Mormon," published at Richmond, Missouri, 1887,' p. 12.
fHarris's Statement to Ed.ward Stevenson, Mill. Star, Vol.

XLIV., p. 87.
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The ·"Seer Stone'' referred to here was a chocolate)
colored, s~ ewhat- ~gg-shaped stone which the Prophet
( found while digging a Well in company w~th his brother Hy, rum.g It possessed the qualities of U rim· and Thummim,
since by means of it-as described ab<;>ve-as well as
by means of the "Interpreters" found with the N ephite record, Joseph was able to translate the characters engr~ven
or. the plates.h
Another account of the manner of translating the -record, purporting to have been given by David Whitmer, and
published in the Kansas City Journal of June 5, 1881, says:
H ,e [meaning Joseph Smith] had two small stones of a chocolate color, nearly egg-shape, and perfectly smooth, ·but not transparent, called interpreters, which were given him with the plates.
He did not see the plates in translation, but would hold the inteq~reters to his eyes and cover his face with a hat, excluding
all light, and before his eyes would appear what seemed . .to be
parchment on which would appear the characters of the plates
in a line at the top, and immediately below would appear the
translation in English, which Smith woulci read to his scribe,
who wrote it down exactly as it fell from his , lips. T 'he scribe
would then read the sentence written, and if any mistakes had
been made, the characters would remain visible to Smith until
corrected, when they would fade - from sight to be replaced by
another line.

It is evident that there are inaccuracies in the above
statement, due, doubtless, .to the carelessness of the reporter
of the Journal, who has confused what Mr. Whittn·e r said of
gCannon's Life of Joseph Smith, p. 56.
hN early ~11 the Anti-Mormon works dealing with the coming forth of the Book of Mormon _speak of the "Seer Stone" and
reiterate the falsehood that the Prophet stole it from the children of Willard Chase, for whom Joseph and Hyrum were digging a well.
·
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the Seer .S tone and Urim and Thummim. If he meant to
describe the Urim and Thummim or "Inte~preters'' given to
Joseph Smith with the ·plates-as see111s to be the case-then
'
the reporter is wrong in saying that they were chocolate
color and not transpc1:rent; for the "Interpreters" given to
t~e Prophet with the plates, as we have s~en by his own description, were ''two transparent stones." "If . the reporter
meant to describe the "Seer Stone"-w
. hich is. not likelyhe would be right in saying it was of ,a choco~ate color, and
egg-shaped, but wrong in saying there were two of them.
Martin Ha_rris's description of the manner of
translat.
,
ing while he was the amanuensis of the Prophet is .as follows:
By aid of the Seer Stone, sentences would app.e ar and were
read by the Prophet and written by Martin, and when finished
he would say "written," and if correctly-writte11, that sentence
woul~ disappear and another appear in its place, ·but if not written corr.ectly it remained until corrected, so that the translation was just as it was engraven on the p,l ates, precisely in the
language then used.i
·'

On one occasion Harris sought to test the genu.inene3s
of the Prophet's· procedure in the matter of translation, as
follows:
Martin said that after continued translation they would become weary and would go down to the rive·r and exercise in
throwing stone out qn the river, etc. While so doing on one
occasion, Martin found a stone very much· resembling the one
used for translating, and on resuming their labors of tr.anslation Martin put in place [of the Seer Stone] · the stone tha~ he·
had found. He said that the Prophet remained silent unusually
and intently gazing in dar~ness, no trace of the usual sentence
iStatement of Martin Harris, to Edward Stevenson, Mill.
Star, Vol. XXIV., pp. 86, 87.
'
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appearing. Much surprised Joseph exclaimed : "Martin l what is
the matter? all is as dark as Egypt." Martin's countenance betrayed him, and the Prophet asked Martin ·why he had done so.
1"1artin said, to stop the mouths of fools, who had told him
that the Prophet had learned those sentences and was merely repea ting them.i

~

I

'Fhe sum of the whole matter, then, concering the
1nanner of translating the sacred record of the N ephites, ac.
cording to the testimony of the only witnesses competent to
testify in the matter is: With the N ephite record was .de, posited a curious instrument, consisting of two transparent
stones, set in the rim of a bow, s.omewhat resembling
spec,
tacle~_butJarger, called by the ancient Hebrews "Urim and ,
Thuil1'111!m," but by the N ephites "Interpreters." · In addition to these "Interpreters" the Prophet Joseph had a "Seer Stone," which to him was a Uri~. and Thummim; that
the Prophet so1netim,es used one ·and sometimes the other
of these sacred instrum1ents in the work of translation;
that whether the "Int,erpreters" or the "Seer Stone" was
used the N ephite characters with the English interpretation appeared in the sacred instru1nent; that the Prophet would pronounce the English translation to his scribe.
which, when corl'l~ctly written, would disappear and the
other characters with t}:ieir interpretation take their place,
and so on until the work was completed . .
It should not be supposed, however, that this translation,
though accomplished by means of the "Interpreters" and
"Seer Stone," as stated above, ~ as mei:~JY.._a m·echanical procedure; that no faith,. or mental or spiritual effort was required on the Prophet's part; that the instruments did all,
while he who used them did nothing but look and repeat meJ

--

iHarris's Statement to · Edward Stevenson, Mill. Star, Vol.

XLIV., pp. 78, 79; 86, 87.
I
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chanically what he saw there reflected. Much has been written upon this manner of translating the N,ephite record, by
those who have opposed the Book of Mormon, and chiefly
in a sneering way. · On the manner of translation .they have
bottomed much of-not their argum,ent· but their ridiculeagainst the record; and as in another part of ~his volume I
am to meet what they consider their argument, and what I
know to be their ridicule, I consider here a few other facts
connected with the manner of translating the Book of Mormon, which are extremely important, as they furnish a basis
upon which can be successfully answered all the objections
that are urged, based on the manner in which the translation
was accomplished, and also as to errors in gram.m ar, the use
of modern words, western New York, phrases, and other defects of language which it is admitted are to be found ·in the
Book of Mormon, especially in the first edition.
I repeat, ~hen, that the translation of the Book of ·Mormon by means of the ''Interpreters" and "Seer Stone," was
not n1erely a mechanical process, but required the utmost
concentration of m!ental and spiritual force possessed by the
Prophet, in order to exercise the g~f~ of translation through
the means of the sacred instruments provided for that work.
Fortunately we have the most perfect evidence of the fact,
thou.gh it could be inferred from the general truth that Go~
sets no premium upon.mental or spiritual laziness; for whatever means God may have provided to assist man to arrive
at the truth, He has alw~ys made it necessary for man to
couple with thos,e m·eans his utmost endeavor o.f mind and
heart. So rpuch in the way of reflection; now as to the facts
·
referred. to.
In hi~ "Address to All Believers in Christ," David Whitmer says :
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At times when Brother Joseph would attempt to translate
he would look into the hat in which _the stone was placed, he
found he was spiritually blind and could not translate. He told
us that his mind dwelt too . much on earthly things, and various
causes would make him incapable of proceeding with the translation. When in this condition he would go out and pray, and
when he became sufficiently humble before ~od, he could then
~roceed with the translation. Now we see how v~ry strict the
Lord is, and how he requires the heart of man to be just right
in his
sight before
he can receive revelation from him.k
.
.

-

In ·a statement ~o Wm. H . Kelley, G. ·A. Blakeslee, of
Gallen, Michigan, under date of September 15th, 1882, David
Whitm.e r said of Joseph Smi_th and the necessity -of his humil- ·
ity and faithfulness while translating the Book of Mormon;
I

He was a religious and straight-forward man. He had to be;
for he was illiterate and he could do nothing himself. He had
to trust. in God. He could not translate unless he was humble
and possessed the right feelings towards everyone. To illustrate
so you can see: One morning when he was getting ready -to continue the translation, something went wrong about the house and
he was put out about it. Something that Emma, his wife, had
done. Oliver and I w_e nt up stairs and J osep.h came up soon after
to continue the translation, but he could not do anything. He
could not translate a single syllable. He went down stairs, out
into the orchard, and made supplication to the Lord; was g;one
about an hour-came back to the house, and as~ed Emma's forgiveness and then came up stairs where we were and then the
translation went on all right. He cou.ld do nothing save he was
humble and faithful.Z
-

The manner of translation is so far described by David
Whitmer and Martin Harris, ,vho received their informa-

kAddress to All Believers in Christ, p. 30.
lBraden and Kelley Debate on Divine Origin of Book of
Mormon, ·p. 186. The above debate took place in 1884, several
years before the death of David Whitmer, and the statement
from which the above is taken was quoted in full.
·

'
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tion necessarily from Joseph Smith and doubtless it is substantially correct, exoept in so far as their statements n1ay
have created the impression that the translation was a 1nere
n1echa_nical process; and thi~ is certainly corrected in part at
least by what David Whitm,er has said relative to the f ran1e
of mind Joseph m,ust be in before he could translate. But
we have more important evidence to consider on this subject
of translation than these statements of David Whitmer. In
the course· of the_ work o( translation Oliver Cowdery desired the gift of translation to be conferred upon him, and
God promise1 to grant it to him in the following terms:
Oliver Cowdery, verily, verily, I say unto you, that assuredly
as the Lord liveth, who is your God and your Redeemer, even
so surely shall you receive a knowledge- of whatsoever things
you shall ask with an honest heart believing that you shall receive a knowledge concerning the engravings of old records,
which contain- those parts of my scripture of which have been
spoken by the manifestation of my Spirit. Yea, behold, I will
tell you - in your mind and in your heart, by the . Holy Ghost:
wh~ch shall come upon you and which shall dwell in your heart.
Now, behold, this is the Spirit of revelation; behold this is the
Spirit by which Moses brought the children of Israel through
the Red Sea on dry ground. * * * Ask that you may
know the mysteries of God, and that you may translate and
r.eceive knowledge from all those ancient records wh1ch have
been hid up, that are sacred, and according to your faith shall
it be unto you.m
J

In attempting to exercise this gift of translation, however, Oliver Cowdery failed; and in a revelation upon the
subject the Lord explained the cause· of his failure to translate:
Behold, you have not understood; you have supposed that I
·would give it [i. .e. the gift of translation] unto you, when you

mDoc. & Cov., Sec. v1ii.
Il-9
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took no thought save it was to ask me; but, behold I say unto
you, that you must study it out in your mind, then you must
ask me if it be r.i ght, and if it is right I will cause that your bosom shall burn within you; therefore you shall feel that it is right;
but if it be. not right, you shall have no such fe.elings, but you
shall have a stupor of thought, that shall cause you- to forget
the thing which is wrong; therefore you cannot write that which
- '
is sacred save it be given you from me.n

While this is not a description of the manner in wh~ch
Joseph S1nith translated the Book of Morn1on, it is, nevertheless, the Lord's description of how another man was to
exercise the gift of translation; and doubtless it is substantialJy the manner in ~hich Joseph Smith did exercise· it, and
the manner in which. he tran~lated the Book of Monnon.
That is, the P·rophet Joseph S1nith looked into the "Interpreters" or "Seer Stone/' S?, \V there by the power of God_and
the gift of God to him the ancient N ephite characters, an<l
by bending every power of his mind to know the meaning
thereof, the interpretation ,vrought out in his mind by this
effort-by studying it out in his mind, to use the Lord's
phrase-was r~flected in the sacred instrument, there to remain i1ntil correctly vvritten by the scribe.
We see so1nething akin to this also in the manner in
which the N ephites used Liahona, their U rim_and Thu1nmim
-the instrument through 1neans of which they wei-e directed
of the Lord upon their journey to the promised land of
·A 1nerica-it worked "according to the faith and diligence
and heed" they gave unto it. ( I. ·N ~phi ~vi: 28.)
In further proo"f that translation was not a 1nerely me·chanical process ,vith the Prophet Joseph, I call attention to
the evident thought and study he bestowed upon the work
'

nDoc. & Cov., Sec. ix.

.
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of translating the rolls of papyrus found with the Egyptian
mummies, purchased ·by the Saints in Kirtland, of Michael
H. Chandler, about the 6th of July, 1835. "Soon after this,"
says the Prophet, ''with W. W. Phelps and Oliver Cowdery
as scribes, I com.menced the translation of some of the characters or hieroglyphics, and much to our joy ·round that one
of t~e rolls contained the writings of Abraham, another the
writings of J o~eph of Egypt," etc. Speaking in his history
of the latter part of July, he says: ''The remainder of. this
month I was continually engaged in translating an alphabet to the Book of Abraham and arranging a gram~ar of
the Egyptian language." In his journal entry for Nov~m-·
ber 26, 183.S, is the following : "Spent the day in translating
the Egyptian characters from the papyrus, though suffering
with a severe cold." Under date of December 15th, this:
"I exhibited and explained the Egyptian characters to them
( Elders M'Lellin· and Young) , and explained many things
cqncemi~g the dealings of God with the ancients, .and the
formation of. the planetary system." Thµs he continued from
time to time to work upon this translation, which was not
published until ~842, in the Times and · Seasons, beginning
in
in number nine of volume three. .It should be remembered
.
connection .with this "preparing an alphabet" and "arrangeing a grammar of the Egyptian language" that the Prophet
still had in his possession the "Seer Stone" ( or at least Oliver Cowdery had it, for on completing the translation of the
Book of Mormon the Proph~t gave the Seer Stone into Oliver_Cowdery's keeping. David Wµitmer's "Address to All
Believers," p. 32), which he ·had used sometimes in the translation of the Book of Mormon, yet it seems from the circu~stances named that he had to bend ·au the energies of
his intellectual powers to obtain a translation of the Egyptian characters.
I
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There can be no doubt, either, that the interpretation
thus obtained · was expressed in such language as the
Proph~t could com1nand, in such phraseology_as he was mas- ~
_ter of and com1non to the time and locality where he lived;
n1,odified, of course, by .the application of that phraseology
to facts and ideas ne,v to hitn in many respects, and above
the ordinary level of the Prophet's thoughts and language,
because of the inspiration of God that _was upon hi~. This
view of the translation of the N ephite record accounts .for
the fact that the Book of Mormon, though a translation of
.
an ancient record, is, nevertheless, given in English idiom of
the period and locality in whic;h the Prophet lived, and in the
fa?lty English, moreover, bo~h as to composition, phraseology, and grammar, of a person of Jo_seph Smith's limited
education; and also accounts fpr t~e sameness of phraseology ·and literary style which runs through·the whole v9lume.
Nor are we without authority of high value in these
views for the verbal styl,e of inspired writers. In "The Annotated Bible," published by the "Religious Tract Society,"
London, 1859, the following occurs in relation to the explanation of the words "prophet" and· "prophecy:"

·-

That the prophets were more than foretellers of things future is apparent from their history as well as from their writings.
It must also be remembered that, although prophecy contains
many very circun1stantial allusions to particular facts and individuals, yet these are referred to chiefly on account of their
revelation of ~hose great, general principles with which it has
to do. ·Prophecy is God's voice, speaking to us respecting that
great struggle which has been and is going on in this world between good and evil.
The divine communications were made to the prophets in
divers manners; God seems sometimes to have ~poken to them
in audible voice; occasionally appearing in human fonn. At
other times he employed th.e minstry of angels, or made known
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his purposes by dreams. But he most frequently revealed his
truth to 'the prophets by producing that supernatural state of the
s~Q.timent, intellectual, and mo~al faculties which the Scriptures
call "vision." Henc~ prophetic announcem.ents are often called
"visions," i. e. things seen; and the prophets themselves are '
called "seers."
Although the visions which'"the prophet beheld and the predictions of the future which he anno~nced w.e re wholly announced by the divine Spirit, yet the form. of the c·ommunication,
the imagery in which it is clothed, the illustration by which it
is cleared up and impressed, the symbols employed to bring it
more graphically before the mind-.i!l short, all that may be
considered as its garb and dress, depends upon t!ie education,
habits, association, feelings and the whole mental, intellectual
a_nd spritual character of ·the prophet. Hence the style of some
is purer, more sententious, more ornate, or more sublime than
others.
J

,,

~

The autho_r of "Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy,"
Frederic\{ Denison Maurice, ~ometime Professor of Casuistry and Modern Philosophy in the Univ,ersity of Ca1nbridge, in discussing the philosophers of the ·last half of the
scve.nteenth century, .has an excellent passage on the views
of Spinoza respecting the Hebrew prophets, · and in what
manner they and their work are to be regarded. The passage is so apropos the matter here discussed that I quote the
essential parts of it :
'

"What do the sacred books impart when tney affirm the
Spirit of God to have been infused into the prophets-that the
prophets spoke by the Spirit of God?" (Spinoza).
The result at which our author ~rrives upon a long examinati9n int.o the different uses of the word "Sp_irit.. ·rs, that these
expressions respecting the infusion of the Spirit "signify nothing
more tha11 that the prophets had a 2 ingul~r and extraordinary
virtue and ~ultivated piety, with very great constancy of mind,
and thereby they had a perception of the mind or judgment of

•
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God ; for ·w e shall find that. the Spirit of God denotes in Hebrew as well t~e mind as the judgment or sentence of God, and
therefore that the law of God, because it unfolded the mind of
God, is call.ed the mind or Spirit of · God; the ref ore the irpagina- tion of the prophets might, with equal ju~tice, be said to be the
1nfnd of God, and the prophets be said to have had the mind of
God, inasmuch as through their imagination the decrees of God
were revealed. * * * The qu.estion how the prophets acquired a sense of certainty· respecting their revelations _gives
rise to a long discussion. Their imagination being the main
instrument of their discoveries, they c·a nnot have the same se:.
curity as we have for those truths which are dis~overed by scientific insight or "n~tural light." "It is," says Spinoza, very characteristically, "a mor~l, not a mathematical security. It is derived (1) from the great strength of thei~ ~hantasy, which brings
objects before them as clearly as we see them when we are awake
(2) From some divine sign. (3,) From their minds being disposed
tQ_Jh~_rig.h~ and jµ_st," Spinoza affirms the last to be the princiP.al
secret of their certainty. * * * _1N evertheless, he ~£firms th.a t
th~ revelations to the prophet depended upon his temperament
and upon his own opinions. These he brought with him-these
varied nut only his style of writing, but his understanding of
any communication that was made to him. His joy, his sorrow,
all the ·different moods of his mind and body, were continually affecting his judgments and his teachings. * * ~Every thoughtful reader will perceiv.e that in these statements Spinoza has an
evident advantage over those who treat_ the personal feelings,
experiences, struggles of the prophets, as if they were nothingwho forget that they were hurnan beings-who look upon them
m.e rely as utterers of certain divine dogmas, or as foretelling
certain _future events. H.e has a right to say that such persons
overlook the letter of the books, while they profess to honor the
letter; that they change their substance, while they think that
they are taking them just as they are. But no real devout reader of the prophets ever forgets that they are men. The_ir human
feelings, sufferings, rejoicings, are parts to him of the divine
revelation. The struggles of the prophet with his own evilthe consciousness and confession that the vile is mixed with the
precious-bet~ more than all formal teaching to show him and us
how the higher mind is distinct from the lower, as well as how
J
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the one is· related to the other. We see how the prophet arrived
at a certainty about ·t he divine will and purpose through the
very doubts and contradictions in hims~lf. 0
{

Also the Reverend Joseph Armitage Robi.nson, D. D .,
dean of W estm;i nister and chaplain of King Edward VII o-f
England, respecting the manner in which the messag~ of the
Old Te1stamenf was receiVied and .com·municated to man, as
late as 1905, said:
The .messag.e of the Old Testament was not written by the
divine hand, nor dictated by an- outward com~ulsion ; it was
planted in the ~earts of men, and made to grow In a fruitful
soil. And then tl}_ey were required to express it in their own
language, after their natural methods, and in accordance with
the stage· of knowledge which their time had reached. Their
human faculties were purified and quickened by the divine Spirit; but ~hey spoke to their time in. the language of their tinie,
they spoke a spiritual me~sage, accommodated to the experience
of their age, a message of faith in God, · and of righteousness
as demanded .by a righteous Go-d.P

I take occasion at this point . to observe that because a
writer or speaker claims to be under the ·inspiration of God
it does not follow that in giving exptiession to what th~ Lord
puts into his heart he will always do so in grammatical terms,
any more-tha; the orthography of an inspired writer will always be accurate. We have many illustrations of this fact
among the inspired men th~t we have known ·in the Church
of Jesus Christ in these last days. Those of us w~o have listened to the utterances of .Prophets and Apostlies cannot
do,ubt of their inspiration, and at the same time som.e of
those who have been most inspired havie been inaccurate in
oMoral ·and Metaphysical Philosophy Vol. II., po. 397-399.
PSt. Louis Globe-Democrat, Sunday, March , 19, 1905-The
discourse is published at length.
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the use of our English language. The same seems true of
the ancient Apostles, also. The writer · of the Acts, at the
conclusion of a synopsis of a discourse which he ascribes to _
Peter, says, "Now, when they [the Jews] saw the boldness
cf Peter and John, and perceived that they were· unlearnea
and ignorant 111en,q they .. marvelled." The commentators
upon this passage say that the listening Jews perceived that
Peter and John were uninstructed in the learning of the
Jewish schools, and were of the common sort of men, un-.
trained in teaching.r And again, "Their langu.9-ge. and argu111ents prove that they were untaught in the Rabbinical
l~arning of the Jewish scpools."s But in what way could
the Jews have discerned the ignorance and absenoe of learning in Peter and John ' except through the imperfections of
thtir _lanuage ? And yet those imperfections in language
may not-be urged in evidence of the absience of inspiration
in the two apostles. Surely with God it must be that the
~atter i~ of more consequence than the form in which it is
expressed; the thought of m_o~e. mom,e nt than the word; it
/ I is the Spirit that giveth life, not the letter. "He that hathmy word, let hit? spe3:k m,y word faithfully. What is the
cha£ f to the wheat? saith the Lord."t
The view of_the manner o~ translating the Book of
Mormon here set forth furnishes the basis of justification
for thosie verbal changes and grammatical corrections which
have been made sin~e the first editio~ issued from the press;
and would furnish justification for l!laking many more verbal and grammatical corrections in the book; for, if, as her~
set forth, the meaning of the N ephite characters was given
to-] oseph Smith in such faulty English as he, an uneducated
-~~

-

•

I

I

-

'
qActs iv: 13.
rJ amieson, Fausset and Brown, Commentary, Acts iv: 13.
sinternational Commentary of the New Testament, Acts iv.
tJ eremiah xxiii: 28.
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man, could command, while every detail and shade of
thought should be, strictly preserved, the.re can be no reasonable ground for objection. to the correction of mere verbal
errors and grammatical construction. There can be no
reasonable doubt that had Joseph _S mith been a finished
English scholar and the .facts .and ideas represented by the
N ephite characters upon the plates haq been giv,en him by the
inspiration of God through the U rim and Thum,m.im, those
ideas would have been expressed in correcr ·E nglish; but as
he was not a finished English scholar, he had to give expression to those facts ~nd ideas in such language as he could
command, and . that .was· faulty English, whi~h the Prophet
himself and those who have succeeded him. as custodians of
the word of God have had ·and now haye a perfect right to
correct.u
uThe manner of translating the Book of Mormon above set
forth, gave rise to considerable discussion within the Church,
and led. to the publication of a number of papers 1n the Improvement Era, a monthly magazine published in Utan, In defense of
the views here advocated. These papers· were finally collected
and published in the Author's "Defense of the Faith and the
Saints," Vol. I., pp. 255-311, to which the reader is r,eferred for a
more exhaustive consideratio~ of the· question above discussed.

/"

CHAPTER VIII.
PUBLICATION OF THE RECORD.

The exact time when the translation of the Book of
Mormon was .completed cannot be ascertained. According
to the history of the Prophet it was early in June, 1829,' when
David Whitmer, took Joseph and his wif1e and Oliver Cowdery to his father's home near Waterloo, at the north en·d of
Seneca Lake, to the neighborhood · called Fa)'iette.a There
the Prophet remained until . the translation was completed
and the copyright ~ecuried. Since David Whitmer arrived
at. Harmony "in the· beginning of June," to take the Prophet
and his wife and Oliver Cowdery to his father's home, and
as Mr. John S .. Gilbert ( the chief_ compositer on the Book of
Mormon), says in a signed statementb that he commenced
the work of setting type for the B-ook, of Mormon i~
August, 1829, the translation was completed between those
dates, that is, between the early part of June, 1829, and
•

aHistory of the Church, Vol. I., pp. 48, 49.
bThe Statement referred to was given to Elder Francis M.
Lyman, of the Council of the Twelve Apostles,. who called upon ·
Mr. Gilbert at Palmyra on October 23rd, 1897. Mr. tiilbert wrote
with his own hand in Elder Lyman's Journal, and signed the
following: '
·
.
Palmyra~ N. Y., ' Oct. 23, 1897.
At the request of Elder F. M. Lyman of Utah, I make the
followng certificate: I was born in the town of Richmond, Ontario county, April 13th, 1802. I assisted E . B. Grandin in
.estimating the expense of printing 5,(00 copies of the M·?rt?on
Bible, and the price ag-reed upon-$3,000. I was the principal
compositor of said Bible, commencing on the same in August,
1829, and finishing the sarn~ in March, 1830.
(Signed)
JOHN H. GILBERT
I am indebted to Elder Lyman for access to his Journal for
the abov.e statement.
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August of the same year, as the work of translation was
completed be£ore the work of printing began.
The contract for printing was made with Mr. E~bert
B. Grandin, of Palmyra, the edition to be five thou.sand
copies, and the price $3,000.00, Martin Harris guaranteeing
the payment of that sum to the·.publisher.
· As soon as arrangements were completed for publishing
the· Book· of Mormon, ~he Prophet Joseph started for Har·mony, Pennsylvania, but be£ ore his departure he left the following directions to b~ fallowed respecting the work of .
printing:
First, that Oliver Cowdery should transcribe the whole ·
manuscript.
Second, that he should take but one copy at a time to the
off_ice, so
if one copy should g~t destroyed there wo~ld be a
copy rema1n1ng.
Third, that- in going to and -from the [printing] office, he
..should always have a guard to attend him, for the purpose of
protecting the manuscrip-t.
Fourth, that ·a guard should be kept coristantly on the watch,
botb night and day, about the house to prqtect the manuscript
from malicious persons who would infest the house for the purpose of destroyi~g the J?anuscript. tAU these things were strictly attended to a.s the Lord had commanded J oseph.c

t?~t

These precautions, at first glance, may seem excessive,
and under ordinary circumstances would be totally unnecessary; yet the following communication to the "Signs of
the Tim,es,'' by-J. N. T ..Tucker, who was employed in. the·
printing es~ablishment of the "Way_ne SeJltinel," in the establishment at which the Book of Mormon w.as printed, in
Palmyra, wit.I demonstrate that the precaution in this case
was neoessary; and incidentally tends to prove true the
statement of the revelation in which the Prophet Joseph is
eHistory of the Prophet Joseph, by his mother, Chap. xxx.i.
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warned that_ the- 1-16 pages of manuscript stolen from Marti~ Harris wer~ changed by those into whose. hands they had
fallen, with the intention to make them· conflict with the,
reproduction of them should the Prophet again translate that
part nf the work. With these preliminary remarks the following letter will be self-explanatory:

-

MOR110NISM-SOME CURIOUS FACTS.
Messrs. Editors :
- Having noticed in a late number of the ~'Signs of the_Times,''
a notice of a work, entitled "M·ormon Delusions and Monstrosities," it occurred to me that it might, Berhaps, be a service to
the cause of _truth, to state one circumstance in relation to the
authenticity of the Book of Mormon, which occurred during its
publication, at which time I was a .practical
printer and engaged
,
in the office where it was .Printed, and becam.e familiar with the
men and their principles, through whose agency it was "got up."
The 'circumstances alluded to was as follows: We had heard .
n1uch said by Martin H·a rris, the man who paid for the printing;
and the only one in the .concern worth any property, about the
wondedul wisdom :of the translators of the mysterious plates,
and r.esolved to test their wisdom. Accordingly, after putting
one sheet in type, we laid it' aside, and told Martin flarris it was
lost, and there . ~ ould b_e serious defection in the book in conse·
quence, unless another sheet like the original could be produced.
The announcement threw the old gentleman iiuo quite an excitement. But after a few moments' reflection, he said he wotild
try to obtain another. · After two or three weeks, another sheet
was· produced, but no more like the original than any other sheet
of paper would have been, written over by a common s choolboy, after having read, as they did, the manuscript preceding
and succeeding the lost sheet.
As might be expected, the disclosure of the ptan greatly annoyed the authors, ·and caused no little merriment among those
who· were acquainted with the circumstances. As we were none
of us Christians, and only labored for the "gold that perisheth,"
I

•

-

•
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we did not care for the delusion, only so far as to be careful to
avoid~it ourselves, and .e njoy the hoax. Not one of the hands
in the office where the wonderful book was printed ever became
a convert· to the system, although the writer of tliis was often
assured by Martin Harris, if he did not he would be destroyed
in 1832.
Yours in the gospel of Cfirrst,
. I •
J. N. TUCKER.
"Gorton, May 23, 1842."
"Signs of the T'imes, June 8, 1842."

The description in this letter of Martin Har'ris's excitement from the loss of the sheet mentioned, and the claim
that the reproduced manuscript did not fill the blank created
through their hiding that one sheet of type set matter, will
appear at once as a fabrication when it is remembered that
Martin.Harris must have known that the original manuscript
of the Book of Mormon had never left the hands of those
having the work in charge, and they were by_that precaution prepared against just such emerg,encies as this whether
practiced playfully or in dead earnest to bring the work into
disrepute. c
These several precautions relative to ·the manuscript of
the Book of Mormon stated by Lucy Smith in the work
quot~d, account for several circumstances regarded as peculiar in connection with the publication of the Book of
Mormon: The almost entire absence of Joseph Smith the
. prophet from the printing establishment of Mr. Grandin
while the book was being set up and printed; the presence
of two persons always when a portion of manuscript was
carri,ed to the printers, one of whom· was always Hyrum
Smith; the guard constantly upon the watch at the Smith
I

cTucker's letter is produced in Bennett's "Mormonis_:1 Exposed," (1842), pages 112, 123.
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homestead ; and the existence of two manuscript copies of
the Book of Mormon. Oliver Cowdery dunng the time
that the type setting and printing was going on made a
copy from the original manuscript for the use of the printer ;
carefully keeping the original ( which, too, in the main, he
had written as the prophet Joseph translated from the Nephite plates) in his possession at the home of the S_miths, ·
that if peradventure the copy sent to the printer should be de-·
stroyed or stolen it could be copied again from the original.
It is said by Mr. Gilbert that the mai:iuscript as sent to
him was neither capitalized ·nor punctuated, and that the ~apitalization and punctuation in the first edition wasr done -by
him. This statement, however; can only be true in part, as an
examination of the printer!s manuscript will prove; for that
manuscript is very well capitalized and in the main in the
handwriting of Oliver Cowdery. Mr. Gilbert may have
capitalized and punctuated to some extent, but it is cl.e ar
that he did not do all of it, or even the main part of it.d The
printer's manuscript, after it had se~ve4 its purpose, was evidently taken possession of by Oliver Cowdery, while the ·
) original manuscript remained in the possession of the prophet Joseph.
-In 1850 Oliv~x Cowdery, a JittJ_e_before· his death, which
1
occurred at Richmond, Ray County, Missouri, on the 3rd
, of March of that year-g~v~ _ipto the possession of _David
Whitmer, his brother-in-law and fellow witness of the truth
of the Book of Mormon, his printer's manuscript of that
book, and the ·descendants of David Whitm·e r have it in their
po~se;sion to this day ( 1903) ; regarding it, though in that
dThe writer saw and examined the printer's manuscript in the
possession of David Whitm.er in 1884, and speaks from personal
knowledge on th_is point in the text.
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they are mistaken, as the original manuscript.C The original ,
manuscript having been preserved by the Prophet Joseph, it
was, on the 2nd of October, 1841, in the prese·nce of a number of Elders, deposited by hi~ in the northwest cornerstone of the Nauvoo House, with a number ot coins, papers
and books, in
. a cavity n1ade in the corner s~gne for that purpose. Among those who w·ere present at the time the original manuscript of the ,Book .of Mormon ·was thus deposited
in the corner stone of the Nauvoo House, was Elder Warren Foote, of Glendale, Kane county, Utah, w~o quotes frorri
his j oumal as follows :
October 2, 1841. The semi-annual conference commenced
today. After meeting was dismissed a deposit was made in the
southeast corner· of the Nauvoo house. A square hole had been
chisseled in the large corner stone like a box.
invitation was
given for any wlio wished to put in any little mement? they
desired to. I was standing very near the corner stone, when
Joseph Smith came uPi with the ~an~script of .the Book of Mor:mon, and said he wanted to put that in there, as he had had
trouble enough with it. It appeared to be written on fools> cap
paper, and was about three inches in thick_n e_ss. There was alsodeposited a Book of Doctrine and Covenants, five cents, ten
cents, twenty-five cents, fifty ' cents, and one dollar piece·s of
American coin, besides other articles. A close fitting stone cover
w~s laid n cement, and the wall biti~t over it. I was standing within three feet of the Prop_h et when he handed in the manuscript
and saw it very plainly. He intima~ed in nis _r_cmarks, that in
after generations 'the walls -m[g~t be thrown down, and these
things discovered, .f rom which the people ~co_µld learn the doctrines and principles and faith of the Latter.:.day Saints.f

An

eJ t has since been deposited with the ·President of the "Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints," son of
the Prophet Joseph, by the grand son of David Whitmer, George
Schwiech.
'
·
fThe above .excerpt from Elder Foote's Journal is published
by George Reyo·n lds in a series of articles under the title "History of the Book of Mormon," in the "Contributor," for 1884..
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In a rather curious manner a p(?rtion of this original
manuscript.'came into·the possession of Joseph J:. S!llith, late
President of the Church, an_i ~p~~- of the P.rophet J Qseph. ,
The N:a1::1vo9 _tI9use, begun in the days of the Prop he~, was
never completed. Mr. Lewis C. Bidamon, ·who married .
Emma Sn1ith, widow of the Prophet, cam,e intQ po~session
of the unfinished N anvoo House, and tore down. the walls
and took up the extensive foundations of the house in order
to sell the building stone in· them. In the course of tearing
out the foundations the southeast corner stone was taken
out and the treasures it contained discovered and , taken
~n charge by Mr. Bidamon. Some years later, namely, in the
summer
of 1884, Mrs ..Sarah ·M, ... Kimball visited Nauvoo, and
.
among other landmarks· went to the site of the ·Nauvoo
House, the walls and foundation of which were not yet' all
taken away. She called upon Mr. Bida1non, then living in
a temporary four-roomed building erected on th~ southwest corner of the foundation laid for the Nauvoo Housie.
·A nd .now Mrs. Kimball's story, as related in her letter to
Elder George Reyonlds, dated 19th July, 1884:

.
I asked why the heavy and extensive foundations around
him were being torn up, he [Mr. Bidamon] replied that he had
bought the premises, and the rock was torn up to sell, as he was
poor and otherwise would not have been able to build. I said,
I am interested in this foundation, becaus~ I remember there
were treasures deposited under the chief corner stone. He said,
yes, I took up the stone box and sold it to Mr. - - ( I do not
remember the · name.) It had b.een so ' long exposed to the wet
and weather that its contents were nearly ruined, I gave the coin
to Joe [J oseph]g and told him he could' have tlie pile of paper.
He said it was the manuscript of the Book of M ormon; but it
. was so much injured that he did not car.e for it. While we
were talking, Mr. Bidamon's- wife brought a large pasteboard
1

gi, e. Joseph Smith, son of the Prophet.
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box and placed it on my lap. It contained a stack of faded and
fast decaying pap.e r, the bottom layers for several ·inches were
uniform in size, they seemed to ~e larger than corpmon fools'
cap, . the paper was coarse in texture and had the appearance
of having lain a long time in water, as the ink seemed almost entirely soaked into the paper. When I handled it, it would fall to
•
pieces. I could only read a few words here a·nd there, just
.enough to learn that it was the language of the Book of Mormon.
Above this were some sheets of finer texture folded and sewed
tog.ether, this was better preserved and more easily read. I held
it up, and said : "Mr. B., how much for this relic?" He said:
"Nothing from you, you are welcome to anything you like from
the ho~." I appreciated the kindness, took the leaves that were
fold.ed and sewed toge~her, also took two fragments of the Times
and Seasons, published by Don Carlos Smith.h I send with this
a fragment dated January, 1840, for your acceptanc.e, containing
th~ prophetic lamentation of P. P. Pra.t t, while chained in _p_rison.
Very respectfully,
(Signed)
SARAH M. KIMBALL.i

This f rag1nent of the manuscript, now in the possession

of President Joseph F. Smith, is thus described by Elder
G~orge Reynolds, in his History of the Book of Mormon :

.

'

It consists of twenty-two pages of somewhat rough, unruled
writing paper, more resembling narrow bill-cap than any oti1er
size of paper now made, ·being a little less than fitteen and a. half
inches long and full six and a half inches wide. The paper is now
tinged brown or yellow by time and damp, and the 'writing in
some places is undecipherable. The pages are numbered 3 to 22,
pages 1 and 2 having been lost. The manuscript commences
at
.,
the second verse of the second chapter of the First Book of Nephi, and continues to the thirty-fifth verse of the thirteenth
chapter of the same book. .* * * ~ The manuscrip_t is in
~

hThe Prophet's brother and for a time editor of the "Times
and Seasons."
.
•Mrs. Kimball's letter is published by Elder Geo. Reynolds
in his articles. on the "History of the Book of Mormon" Con- ·
tributor, Vol. V., No. 10.
·
'
II-10
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two if not three, handwritings. Page s 7 to 18, inclusive, appear
'
.
to have been written by Oliver Cowdery. Pages 3 to 6 are written in what looks like a wo1nan's hand, possibly that of Emma
Smith· while the handwriting on pages 19 to 22, if not the same,
'
.
very much resembles that of pages 3 to 6. The only division
made in the manuscript is into chapters; the sentences are not
divided by ~unctuation marks and are seldom commenced with
capital letters.

It may be thought that the care of the manuscript during the process of printing was not only extraordin'ary but
unnecessary. The experiences of the prophet, however, in the
matter of keeping possession of the plates of t~e Book of
Mormon, and the efforts that were made to take them from
him, together with the loss of the one hundred and sixteen
pages of manuscript he had for a short time entrusted to the
care of Martin Harris, taught him caution. It is well it did,
for having failed in their efforts to wrest the plates fr.01n
him, several conspiracies were formed by his enemies to obtain the 1nanuscript of the book and prevent its publicationJ
And notwithstanding all ·! he_ pr.~cautions taken an enemy
n_early succeeded in. publishing the Book of Morm1on in garbled form before the printing of the book ,vas completed. An
ex-justice of the peace by the name of Cole·started to publish
a ·weekly peri.odical which he called "Dogberry Paper on
Winter Hill.',- In his prospectus he promised his subscribers to pu_blish one form of "Joe Smith's Gold Bible" each
week, and tht,.ts furnish them with the principal part · of the
book without their being obliged to purchase it from the
Smiths. The "Dogberry Paper" was printed at Mr. Grandin's establishment, where the Book of Mormon was being
printed, and as the press was en1ployed all the time except
jHistory of the Prophet Joseph;
xxxii. and xxxiii.

by

Lucy Smith, Chaps.
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at night and on Sundays, Mr. Cole printed his paper at
those times. The arrangement also enabled him to keep
what he was doing from the knowledge 'of the Prophet and .
his ~ssociates; and it is said that several · numibers of his
paper containing portions from the Book of Mormon which
he had pilfered, were published before his rascality . was
found out. Joseph, who was at Harmony, in Pennsylvania,
was sent -for, and on arriving at Palmyrc1; quietly but firmly
·a sserted his copyrights which he had been careful to secure,
and Mr. Cole gave up his attem·p t to publish the book or
any portion of it. After settling this difficulty Joseph again
returned to Pennsylvania, only to be again summoned JO
Palmyra to quiet the fears of his publisher, Mr. Grandin,
who had been made fearful that the Prophet would not be
able to meet his obligations for printing the book. Th_e_peo. ple in the vicinity of Palmyra had held public meetings and
passed resolutions not to purchase the Book of Mormon if
it. ever issued from the press. They appointed a committee
to wait upon Mr. Grandin and explain to ·him th~ evil consequences which would result to him_because of the resolutions they had passed not to buy the books when publish~d, which would render it i~possible for the "Smiths" to
meet their obligations to him·. · They persuaded him to stop
printing and Joseph was again sent for. On the Prophet's
arrival he called upon Mr. Grandin in company with Martin
Harris, and together they gave the frightened publisher
such assurance of their ability to meet their obligation to
him that'printing was resumed ;k and finally, in the spring of
1830, the book issued from the press.
Thus, from start ,t o finish, difficulty and danger beset
the co~ing forth of the Book of Mormon. But at last every
obstacle .was surmounted ; every difficulty overcome; every

.

kHistory of the Prophet Joseph, by Lucy Smith, Chap. xxxiii.
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'
device of the enemy thwarted; e~ y qanger__ to the record
of_t.!ie 1'feph_it~s past. It was published-a five thousand edition of it. Henceforth, thanks to the great art preservativeprinting-it would .be indestructible. To the world was given
,the testimony of..sle~pi_~ g nations.J pat the Lord is God; that
Jesus is the Christ, the Redeemer of the world; that the gospel is the power of God unto salvation. The fervent pray~rs
of the prophets and other righteous men among the ·ancient
inhabitants of America were answered. The Gentile nations
\ whi,ch, by the spirit of prophecy, they knew would at some
J time occupy their Ian~, would become informed as to them;
of their origin; of the P.romises of God to the remnant o~
'their seed, which the Gentiles would find upon the land.- So. ·
too, would the· Je ws know of the ancient inhabitants of the
land; and woulc(know of the decrees of God respecting the
land and the inhabitants thereof; and would have the testi-.
mo_gy_ _of these ancient nations of Israelites in America that
Jesus of Nazareth, whom the Jews had crucified, wa·s indeed
the Messiah, the hope of Israel, and the world's Savior. But
what was of more immediate interest to these ancient worthies of the western hemisphere, th..eir ,d~§-~endants remaining ·
in the lanq would, through -their record, be brought to a
...__
-- .
knowledge of their forefathers, and of the goodness and
favor and s~verity of God towards them. They would be
brought to a knowledge of how their fathers had departed
from the ways of the Lord; .w hy this disfavor of God was
upon them; and how they m•ight return into His favor
through obedience to that Gospel which their fathers had rejected. For these several things righteous men among the
N ephites earnestly prayed; and obtained, a promise from the
Lord that He would preserve their records and at the last
bring them to the remnant of their seed, to the Jews and to
the Gentiles that their testimonies to the truth of God might
'

------
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not be lost to the world'.1 And now the hopes and promises were fulfilled. Their record was published and was destined to be read in all the languages spoken by the children
of men, and stand as a Witness for. God to. all the world.
1

ZSee Book of Mormon, Book of Enos, Chap. i; 12-18; Mor
mon viii; 24-26; and ix; 36, 37, and v; 9-24; I. ' Nephi xiii; 30-42.

•
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CHAPTER IX.
AN A NALYSIS OF THE BooK OF MoRMON .

With reference to its construction the Book o~ Morn1on separates into three divisions:
1. The small plates of Nephi, a record kept up~n gold
plates made by the first Nephi, upon which he purposed to
record and have recorded more especially the wor·k of the
holy miuistry among the N ephites, the prophecies of the
comiri°g of the Messiah in the flesh, and the exhortations to
righteousness by the prophets who should arise among His·
people. As compared with his plates on which he designed to
have recorded the secular history of his people, they were
small, and doubtless comparatively few in number, hence
their name-"The Smaller· Plates of Nephi." The historical
data contained in these small plates of Nephi extends over
a period of about four hundred years, or from the depart~re
of Lehi f_rom JerusalemJ to the reign of King Benjamin, the
.second king of the N ephite-Zarahemla nation. But chiefly
these plates were filled with prophecies and exhortations tp
righteousness, and many transcriptions from the writings
of Isaiah, and other prophets, while historical data-though
sufficient to give a general idea of the movement of Lehi's
colony, and the subsequent march of events among the peoples that sprang from that colony-are meager.
The translation of these small plates, in current editions,
occupies the first one hundred and fifty-s_even" pages qf the
Book· of Mormon. The books of this first division of the
Book of Mormon ~re six in number, viz: I..Nephi, II. Nephi,
aQne Hundred and fifty-one in the first edition.
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Book of Jacob, Book of Enos, Book of J arom, Book of
Omni. Thoµgh there are but six ·books in this division,
there are .nine writers, as follows:
The first Nephi, who writes one hundred and twentyseven and a half pagesb of th~ one hundred and fifty-sev~n
in this division.
J aco'b, brother of Nephi, twenty-one and a half pages.
~
'
Zenos, so~ of the above Jacob, two and one-half page.s.
J arom, son of the above Zenos, two pag~s.
In the Book of Omni there are but three and one-half
pages, but there are five writers, each of whom records
merely a few lines :
Omni, son of the above J arom ;
Amaron, son of the above Omni;
Chemish, brother of the above f\maron;
Atbinadom, son of Chemish;
Amaleki, son of the a•bove Abinadom.
Amaleki writes about two and a half pages out of the
three pages and a half comprising the Book of Omni, and
gives the important information ;concerning the isecond
h.C::gira of the righteous N ephites, their union with ·the people of Zarahemla and the formation of . the N ephite-Zarahemla nation.
Although there are nine writers in t.his division of the
Book of Mormon, the writing is chiefly done by the fir..;;t
hvo, Nephi and Jacob, of which the first writes 127112 pages;
and the second 211h pag.es, ·l eaving but eight pages to be
written by the, other seven writers.
2. Mormon's abridgment of the Large Plates of Nephi comprises .the second division of the Book of Mormon.
This is a ·condensed record made from the various books
I

.

'

bThat is of the current ·editions of the book. The references
in the analysis throughout are to current editions.

'
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written o~ engraved upon the Large Plates '. of Nephi, which
plates, it will be ·reme1nbered, were made by the first Nephi,
as well as the Smaller Plates of Nephi, that upon them might
be recorded the secular
of .. the peo2le, their wars and
-...----.----- -history
.
contentions, their affairs of government and the migrations
of their people. This part of the Book of Mormon is 'the
work of. one n1an,
-~--Mormon,
.. ...___..from whom this whole record
.
of the N)ephites takes i~s name, and yet the a:bridgment of
M.o rmon occupies but 3901/2 out of the 623 pages; his owi1
book, bearing his own nam·e, makes 151/2 pages-making ·in
all 406 out .o f the 623 pages which comprise the whole book.
. The style of Mormon's abridgment is very complicated.
It consists mainly of his condensation of the various books
which he £ound engraven upon the Larger Plates of Nephi
-the Book of Mosiah, Book of Alma, Helaman, III. Nephi,
IV. Nephi, etc. B~5=ause. M0:(mon. _retained the names of
these re.$P.~f!iv.e. ~99..t~ !9 h~~ ~ogge~~atipn or abridgment ·of
ther:n, many_ readers of the Book. of M·9 rmon have been led
to supR9se th_a.t there was a s.eRarate w~iter for each, overlooking the fact that these books, so-called in the Book of
Mo!~on,, are but bri~f a~rjdgm~nts of the original_books
bearing th9s~ natl}es. Occasionally, however, Mormon came
upon passages in the original annals that pleased him so well
v.erbatim in. the record.
he was writthat he transcribed.Jhem
.
-.
ing. An example of this ·is to be found beginning at page
163 ( current edition.) , in the second lin~ of the ninth 'paragraph, and ending with page 169-the word~ of King .Benjamin to his people.
' · The mod~rn met~od .(?f -yvritL11_
g would be, of course, to
make the abridgement of Mormon the regular text ·of the
book, put the verbatim quotations from the old Nephite
books that were being abridged within quotation marks, and
throw the occasional remarks or comments of the abridger
...

.. - - -
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into foot notes. But these devices in literarv
., work were not
known, apparently, among the N ephites.
After completing his abridgment of the books written
upon the Larger Plates of Nephi, down to this own day,Morrnon made a record of the things which came under his own
observation, and engraved them upon the Larger Plates of
Nephi, and ·called that the l?ook of Mo:rtpon; but upon . the
plates ,on which he had engraven his abi·idgment of all
the books found in the Larger ·Plates of Nephi, and which
he had made with his own hands, he recorded but a brief
account of the things which he had · witnessed among· his
people, and that, _too, -he called the :$ook_of_Mormon. d It
occupies fourteen and a half pages; which, with the other
. three hundred and ninety and one half pages, as abov~ stated, makes four hundred and five pages of the Book of!Mormon ~ritten· by the hand of Mormon.
3. The third division of the Book of M.o rmon is made
up of writings of Moroni, the son of Mormon. He finishes
the record of his father, Mormon, in which he occupies seven
and a half pages. After that he :abridges the history of the
people of Jared, who were led from the Tower of Babel to
the no~th conti~~nt_ of the western hemisphere, and whose '
record was found by a branch of the N ephite people.e This
abridged history of the J aredites occupies thirty-eight pages.
and in character of <;omposition is much like the complex
style of Mormon's abridgment of the Nephite records. It
was modeled doubtless after that work.
Then f~llo,vs his own book, the Book of Moroni, which
occupies fifteen and a half pages, making in all sixty-one
pages written by Moroni.
dMormon was born about the year 311 A. D., and was killed
by the Lamanites after deliv.ering his writings to his son Moroni, about 385 A. D.
·
eSee p. 142.
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The following is a summary of the three divisions :
I

I.

Direct translation from the Small Plates of Nephi, nine writers, ( of whom two write 149 of the
157 pages) . .. .. .... .. .. . ................ . ... . 157 pages
II. Mormon's abridgm.e nt of the various books
written upon the Large ·Plates of Nephi ..... . 390! "
III. . Mormon's personal acount of .e vents that oc14! "
curred in his ow n day .... .. . . .............. .
IV. Moroni's writings-completion of his father's
record, abridgment of the Jaredite History, his
own book, called the Book of Moroni ....... .
61
"

Total . .... . .................................... 623

I

I

"

The total number of wrters in the Book of Mormon b
eleven, of whom four do the principal .part of the writing,
these are the First Nephi, Jacob, Mormon and Moroni.
Of these four, Mormon does the major part. For purposes of refernce I make the following summary:
I

Mormon writes .. .. .. .. .... .. ...... . ............. . 405 pages
Moroni ............... .. ... ,....................... .
61 "
Nephi ... . ... .. ... . .. .. ...... . ........ . .. . ...... . . . 127! ,,
Jacob .. ..... ... ..... .. .... . .. . ... .. ....... .. .... . .
21! "
The other seven writers . . ..... . ...... ; ........... .
8
",.

--- "'

Total ...... . ... . .... ............. . .. . ....... . .. . 623

"

Such is the Book of Mormon as to its constructionthe number of its wri.ters, and the style employed in the parts
that are abridgments from the larger records of the Nephites and J aredites. All this may now seem unimportant
to the re:1.der, but he will find when I come to the argu1nent
for the truth of the Book of Mormon, and the consideration
of the objections urged against it, this analysis will become
an important factor in that work.

I

CHAPTER X.
MIGRATIONS TO THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE AND THE NATIONS THAT AROSE FROM THEM.~

According to the Book of Mormon there. have been
three migrations from the old world to the new. These, in
their ch;onological order, art( first, the colony of Jared ; second, the coiony of Lehi; and third, the colony of Mulek. It
is necessary to the completeness of this work to give a brief
account of each of these colonies, together with their development into great nations in the western world, a summary of their history, and a brief description of their civilization.
I.

THE

J AREDITES.

Migration and Place-of Landing.
The colony of Jared, according to the Book of Mormon, departed from the Towel of Babel about the time of
the confusion of languages; which, if the Hebrew
chronology of the
. Bible be accepted, was an event that .
took place 2,247 B. C. Through a special favor to the family of Jared and his brother, M..9rJaES~mer,b· the language of
·these families, ,and that of a few of their friends was not '
confounded. Under divine direction they departed fron1
'

• ait is to be understood that in this chapter I deal merely
with the migrations spoken of in tqe Book of Mormon; and by no
means enter up'on consideration of the migrations to . the western
hemisphere during the last two thousand years.
_.
bSee 6th Letter of Oliver Cowdery on "Early Scenes and
Incidents in the Church," "-Messenger and Advocate," Vol I.,
p. 112, 1835, where the above name is giv..en as the name of the
"Brother of Jared:"
·
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Babel northward into a valley called Nimrod, and thence
were led by the Lord across the continent of Asiac eastward
until they came to the shore of the great sea-Pacific Ocean
-which divided the lands. Here they remained four years;
and then by divine appointment constructed' e_tg!i_t barges in
which to cross the mighty ocean to a land -of promise, to
which God had covenanted to bring them; to a land "which
was .choice above all other lands, :·w hich the Lord God had
reserved for a righteous people." After a severely stormy
passage-continuing for 344 days, the colony landed on the
western coast of North Aimerica, "probably south of the
Gulf of California."a
Soon after their arrival the people of the colony began
to scatter out upon the face of the land, and multiply, and
till the earth; "and they d.id wax strong in the land."e Previous to the demise of Moriancumer and Jared, the peopie
founded, Ori~
were. called together and a kingly government
'
hah, the youngest son of Jared, being anointed king.
r

Capitri,l and Centres of Civilization.

)
'

The capital of the kind:Om was doU'btless the city of
Moron, in a province
or "land" of the same
.
. name, the location of which ·is unknown except that it was near t~e land
cSuch is the theory! of the late Orson Pratt. See foot not~
"h" ·Book of ,Ether,. Chap. 2. There is nothing in the Book of
Ether which positively detennines the course of their travels, but
as there is some reason for believing that the Jaredite colony
landed on the western shores of North America, there seems· to
be some grounds for the belief that they were led eastward
across the continent of Asia to the shores of what is to us the
Pacific Ocean.
dAccording to Orson Pratt. See foot note "h," Book of
Ether, Chap. VI :12. Also Book of Ether, Chap. vii :6.
eEther vi; 19.
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called by the Nephites "Desolation." "Now," says Moroni,
"the land of Moron, where the king dwelt, ~as near the land
which is called 'Desolation' by the N ephites ;"f and later he
informs us that this "land of Moron" was the land of the
"first inheritance" of the Jaredites.c This locates the land
of Moron near the land called by the N ephites '';Desolation,.,
anq the land of Desolation, according to the N ephite records,
bordered on the north of the land Bountiful, at that point
where it ,vas but a day and a half's journey for a Nephite
f roni th~ sea east to the sea we~t. "h This would bring the
southern borders of the land Desolation well down tow~rds
the continent of South America, perhaps to some point on
that _narrow .neck ~of land known to us as the Isthmfus of
Panama. The northern limits of what the N.ephites. called
the land Desolation may not be so easily ascertained. W)hether if extended_north and westward beyond the peninsula of
Yucatan or ended south and east of that peninsula may not
be definitely deter.mined; but from the general tenor of the
references to it in the l?·ook of Mormon, it was, "Yhen compared with the whole country, occupied by the Nephites, a
small division of tthe country, a· local province, and bounded·
on the north by what the Jaredites called the land <Jf Moron,
the land of the Jaredites' first inh~ritance.i
According t? the late Elder Orson ·Pratt the place of
the Jaredite's "fir~t inheritance,' 'or landing, was "on the
western coast, and probably south of the Gulf of California,"i though he gives no reason or his statement. Elder
George Reynolds, speaking. of the land of Moron, "where
1

fEther vii; 6.
gEther vii; (5.
hAlma xxii; 32.
· iEther vii; 6, 16, 17.
·
iNote "h" on Ether vi:12.
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the Jaredites made their first settlement," says: "It was
north of the
by the N ephites, and con, land called Desolation
.
sequently in some part of the region w~ich we know
as Cen- __
......
tral · America."k This conclusion, of course., is based upon
the idea that the land Desolation was comparatively but a
small N ephite province, an idea that, as already remarked,
is forced upon the mind fron1 the general tenor of the Book
of Mormon references to it.
This land "Desolation," so named by the N ephites be- .
. cause of the evidence of ruin and destruction that everywhere abounded in it when first discovered by them, not because its lands were not fertile, was e_yidently _a .great centre
of~.P~~ti~ in Jq.r_edite_thnes. About 123 B. C. a company
of N ephites-f orty-three in number-sent out by one Limhi,
came into the land afterwards called "Desolation" and described it as "a land which was covered with dry bones, yea,
a land which had been peopled, and which had betn destroyed."1 Another description of the land found by Limhi's expedition is that they "discovered a land which was
covered with bones of men, and of beasts, and was also covr->rPrl "" 1th the ruins of buildings of every kind:
* * * *
~ _ _ . , - . - ·~
a land which had been peopled with ·a ·people who were as
numerous ~§J:.h~J19~!2. of Israel."i And for :a testimony that
the things they said w~re true, they brought from the land
t~enJ:y:fQ_ur p]~tes w_hich_.w.er.e_fjlled with engravings, and
~h~ plat_~s w~re of p1=1re gold. And behold, ·also, they brought
breast plates, which were large, and they were of ·b rass and
of copper, and1 perfectly sound. And again, they brought
swords, the· hilts of which had perished, and the blades were

·-

'

7

~

~

,

I

kDictionary of the Book of M[ormon, Art. Mormon, p. 245.
lMosiah xxi; 25, 26.
iMosiah viii :8-11, also I-Ielaman iii :6.
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cankered with rust; but ·no, one in the land could interpret
the language ·Or the engravings that were on the plates.''"
It is evident that the land of Moron, north of Desolation, was the chief centre of Jaredite civilization, and
the principal seat of government from··the time of their first
landing in America-some twenty-two centuries B. C.-to
the last civil war which ended in the destruction of the nation, in the sixth ·century B. C. The· e~idence of the foregoing statement is seen in the fact that Moron is the land of
their first inheritance; and also that nearly all their great
civil wars throughout their national existence, down to and
including the last, raged in and· about the land of Moronr
-except the last great battles of the last war which were
fought about the Hil! ~a.mah, the ~ill Cu~or~h of the Nephites. This fixes the centre of Jaredite civilization for a
period of some sixteen centuries in Central America. 1)::ue,
there is evidence that t~e Jaredites ·OCCUpid at one time very.
much o-f - th~ north .· continent ;s but the land Moron,
in Central America, was the seat of gqvernment
and the c~ntre of civilization of the great e1111Pire. In the
reign of the fourth king of the Jaredites, Omer, a conspiracy overthrew his authority; and w-ould doubtless have
ended in his assassination; but ·warned of God in a drean1,
nMosiah vii :8-11. These plates. were afterwards translated
by the Nephite King, Mosiah, who was a seer; that is,' one who
could use Urim and Thummim. The record which he translated
gave an account of the people who were destroyed from the
time· "they were destroyed back · to the building of the great
Tower at the time the Lord confounded the language of the
people. * * * * * Yea, and even from that tim.e until the
creation of Adam." (Mosiah xxviii; 11, 17) . Subsequently Moroni gave arl abridged translation of the sam.e record which he
called the "Book of Ether," Ether being the name of the prophet
who wrote the book so translated .
.,.See the whole Book of Ether.
-'Ether x :21.

~
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he departered out of the land with his family, and "traveled
many days," and "came over by the place where the N ephites
were destroyed"-that is, by the Hill Cumorah, south of
Lake Ontario, in the state of New Y ork-"and from thence
eastward, and came to a place that was called Ablom, by the
sea shore, and ther~ he pitched his tent."t Here he was
joined later by others who fled from the tyranny of those
who had usu1 ped the kingdom.u ~h.Ltl~nd_of '~blom," th~ (
late Elder Orsqn Pratt suggested, was "probably on the
shore:o f-t 1)~ New E;ngland states."v So far as known this
marks the northern limits of Jaredite o~cupancy of the north
continent.
In the reign of the sixteenth king-in whose days "the
whole face of the land northward was covered with inhabitants,"w a "great city was founded at the narrow neck of
land," that is, at some point on the Isthmus of Panama. That
city marked the so~tthern limits of the Jaredite empii:e. They
never entered South America for the purpose of colonization, but preserved it "for a wilderness," in ·which "to get
game."x
The width of the empire eas·t and west, north of the
Gulf of Mexico, may not be deter.mined. Whether it extended from ocean to ocean, or was confined to the MissouriMississippi valleys, and thence eastward south of the great
lakes to the Atlantic, ·may not be positively asserted; but personally I incline to the latter opinion, notwithstanding the
statem·e nt of the Book of Mormon to the effect that "the
whole face of the land northward was covered with inhabitants." This ,I believe to be merely a general expression
1

tEther ix: 1-3.
uEther ix: 9.
vSee foot note to Ether ix: 3.
wEther x: 21.
xEther x: 20.

\
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meant to convey the idea of a very extensive occupancy of
the north continent by the J aredites; but as it does not con1pel us to believe that the writer had in mind Labrador, the
regions of Hudson's Bay and Alaska, so I do not think it
require~ us to believe that the J aredites occupied the Rocky
mountains, and regions westvvard of them. M:r_ principal
reason for thinking that . the J ~re_dite ~mpire was limited
northward to the great !akes, eastward fromi the Rocky
mountain slopes-northward of the Gulf of Mexico-to the
Atlantic, and southward to the Isthmus of Panama, is because-as will appear later-·to that territory, .maginficent
in its extent, are more ·s trictly confined what I regard as the
evidences of Jaredite occupancy.
Extent a.n,·d Nature of Civilization.
I

The extent of J aredite civilization would be co-extensive with the territory they occupied, the limits of which
have already been considered. Of its nature one may judge
somewhat when it is remembered that they were colonists
from the Euphrates valley, shortly after the flood; and very
likely the nc1:ture of their buildings, especially of their public buildings, temples an·d other places of worship, would
take on the general features of the buildings in ancient Babel
modified in ·time, of course, by their own advancement in
architecture.
That they were a prosperous and civilized race in their
new home in the western hemisphere is quite clear. In the
reign of the fifth monarch, Erner, the people had become
strong and prosperous, "insomuch that they be~ame exceedingly. rich, having all manner of fruit and of grain and of
silks and of: fine linen, a~d of gol4 and of silver and of pre·cious things; and also all manner of cattle arid of oxen anrl
•

ll- 11

I
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of cows and of sheep and of swine _a nd· of goats and also
1nany other kind· of animals which were usefur for the food
of n1an ; and they also had horses and asses, and there were
elephants, and cureloms and cum·oms, all of which were useful unto man; * * * and thus the Lord. did pour out
his blessings upon this land [North America J, \vhich was
choice above all other lands."x
In the reigns of Riplakish and' Morianton, their tenth
and eleventh monarchs;.J11espectively-there were twenty-:ight
legitimate kings in all, besides a number of usurpers· \vho
held authority for a season in the J aredite nation-many
spacious buildi_ngs . were erected and many cities were built;
and the people "became exceeding ri~h" under those reigns;
,vhile in the reign of" the sixteenth monarch, Lib, they
seemd to have reached;a very high state of civilization, which
extended over the "whole face of the land northward" :
They were ~xce.e dingly ·industrious, and they did buy and
s.e ll, and traffic one with another, that they might get gain. ·
And they did work in all manner of ore, and they did make gold,
and silver, and iron, and br~ss, and all manner of metals; and
tney did dig it out of the earth; wher.efore they did cas~ up
mighty heaps of earth to get ore, of gold, and silver, and of
iron, and of copper. And they did work all manner of fine work.
And they did hav e silks, and fine twined linen; and they did work
all manner of · cloth, · that they might clothe themselves from
their nakedness. And they did make all manner of tools to till
the earth, * * * And they did make all manner of tools with
which they did work their bea~ts. And they did make atl 1nanner
of weapons of war. And they did work all manner of work of
exceeding curious workmanship. And never could be a people
more blessed than were they, and 1nore prospered by the hand
of the Lord.Y
xEther ix: 16-20.
YEther x: 22-28.

•
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This represents a people far advanced in civilization,
in agriculture, in mining, in manufactures, and · in the arts.
This blessed condition was in fulfillment of the promise of
the Lord; for when he called out of Ba:bel Jared and his
brother, Moriancumer, the Lord promised the latter that he
would lead them "into a land which is choice above-all the
lands of the earth." "And there will I bless . thee and thy
seed," said the Lord, "and raise up unto me of thy seed, and
of the seed of thy brother, and of them who shall go ,vith
thee, a great nation. And there shall be non~ greater than
• the nation which I shall raise up unto me of thy seed, upon
aU the face of the earth."z ·
·
If we take this brief glimpse of the civilization of the
J aredite nation quoted above, and couple it with the promise
of God to Moriancun1er, we have every reason to believe that
the Jaredites ·became a very great, prosperous, and powerful
people. Their occupancy of the western world, however, was
confined to the northern continent. Here their civilization
rose, and here it fell, after enduring between fifteen 'a nd sixteen h~ndred years, if we accept the Hebrew chronology for
the date of the confounding of language at Babel.

Numbers.
The num1ber of Jaredites, of course, varied at different
periods of their long national existence. In the reign of
the fourth king, Omer, a grievous civil war broke out among
thetl) which "lasted for the space of many lyears," ancf led
to "the destruction of_nearly all th~ people of the kingdoni."a
From time to time they were subject to these civil war~
which very naturally checked the increase in their populazEth.er i: 42, 43.
aEther ix.
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tion. Still they became very numerous, sufficiently so, as
already shown, to occupy an immense empire of country,
extending from the Isthmus of Panama northward, includ- _
ing Central America, Mexico, thence norhtward to the great
lakes, and from the eastern slopes of the Rocky mountains
to the Atlantic Ocean. In their last great civil war, after it
had raged many years, we are informed by the sacred historian that there had been slain by the sword "two millions
of mighty men, and also their wives and their children."b
Upon which the late Ors·on Pratt remarks, in a foot note on
the passage, that including the ,wives and children of the •
two millions of men ,vho were slain, "the numbers would
prabably have been from ten to fifteen millions." Their numL
hers may have been even greater than this at other periods
of their history.
Literature.

The J aredites also had a literature. When the Nephite king Mosiah translated some of their records-the
twenty-four plates of Ether, brought by Li!t!.hi's expedition
from the land Desolation-·i t is stated that they gave an account not only of the people who were destroyed ( the Jaredites) from the time they, were destroyed back to the building of the great Tower at the time the Lord confounded the
language of the peopl,e and scattered them at>road upon the
face of the earth, qut they also gave an account of events
beyond that time "even up lto the creatio1! of Adam." · It is
only reasonable to concl~dethat the record engraven on 'gold
plates by the last J aredite historian, the ·prophet Ether, was
.'
but one of many such records among the Jaredites; for since
they came from the E;_~phr_ate~ valley with a knowledge of
bEther xv. and foot note ''b" p. 606.-
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letters, there is nothing in their history which would lead us
to suppose they lost that know ledge; .but on the contrary everything to establish the fact-that they continued in posse~sion thereof; for not only was Ether, the last of their prophets, able to keep a record, but the last of their kings, Corian, tum1r, was able to write; for in the days of the N ephite king,
M~siah I., a large stone was prought to him v;ith engravings
on it which he interpreted by means of Urim and Thummim;
and the record on the stone gave an account of Coriantumr,
written by himself, and the slain of his people; and it also
recorded a few words concerning his fathers and how his
first parents came out from
. the Tower at the time the Lord
confounded the language of the people. So that, from first
to last, the J aredites had a literature.

Government.
Before the demJise ·of the twp brothers, Moriancumer
and Jared·, who. led the J aredite colony to the western hemisphere, the people were called together and a kingly government founded. Monarchical government was not established without remonsti:ance from :Moriancumer, wno declared that s~ch goverl).ment would. lead to the destruction
of liberty.' But Jared pleaded that the people might have
- .. - --··
the kind of g<?vernment they desired, and proposed that they
choose from among his ~wn or his brother's sons the man
they would have for king. The fii;st choice of the people was
Pagag the eldest son of Moriancumter; but influenced, doubtless by the desire of his father that some other form of government should be established, Pagag declined the kingly
honor. So also several of the sons of Jar~d declined to serve
in that office, perhaps for the same reason. Finally, how·-

.

cEther vi: 23.
•
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ever, one of ~he sons of Jared, Orihah, accepted and was
anointed king. The choice see1ns to have !been a fortunate .
one, for .it is said that Orihah walked hum?lY before the Lord
and he remem'bered the great things the Lord had done for
his fathers, as also did his people; and he executed judgment upon the land in righteousness all his days, and' his
days were many.d Orihah was succeeded by his son .Kib, in
whose reign the first rebellion itook place; for the son of Kib
rebelled against him, and even imprisoned the king until another son born in the old age of the captive monarch gathered sufficient strength to reinstate his father upon ~is
throne. This was the con1mencem~nt of a long series of such
rebellions in the J aredite dynasty.
Of the nature of Jaredite government little can be
learned beyond the fact that after the election of the first
king, Orihah, the hereditary principle was recognized ; and
although there were frequent contestants for the throne, and
occasional usurpations of the kingly authority, the legitimate
line of hereditary monarchs seems to have been reasonably
well maintained. It appears not_to hav~ been part of the
const~tution of the government, however, th:at the rights of
heredity in the royal hous~ should descend to the eldest son:
It frequently happene·d that the son born in the old age of
the reigning monarch succeeded to - the ', kingly power, :1
course, which perhaps accounts for the occasional rebellions
of their brothers, though the . rights of the first born are
never urged as the cause of the quarrels.
Of the subordinate officers 0£ th~ kingdom nothing is
said; by what means jud'icial powers were exercised we are
not informed; what the nature of the military organization
was, or what system of taxation was adopted, ~e do not
dEther vi and vii.
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know. On all these matters Moroni's abridgment of the record of Ether is silent.

Religion.

-

Relative to the religion that obtained an1·o ng the Jaredites, we are left in well-nigh as much ignorance as we are
concerning the nature of the subordinate feature of their
government. The t~o brothers, Moriancumer and Jared,
seem to have been among the righteous people of Babel ; so
much so in fact that Moriancumer was a very great prophet
of God, and had direct access to the source of revelation; for
by revelation he learned of God's intention to confound the
language of the people, and thus stop the Lmpiou.s work in
which they were engaged, when building the city of Babel
an.d its tower. It is in consequence of their high favor with
God that tlie language of these brothers and that of their
friends was preserved; and they with their families and
friends, led away to "a ~and which was choice above all oth~rlands," where God fulfilled his promise to make of them a
great nation. It is doubtful if a prophet ever lived in ancient
.tinies- who held more direct communion with God that did
this prophet Moriancumer. It will be reme1nbered that ·he
took into the mountain sixteen tran~parent stones, which he
had prepared, and asked God to make them l1:1mino1:1s; that
in the journey of the colony across the great deep in the
eight barges that. had , been prepared, they mjght not be in
darkness. As the Lord stretched forth his hand to touch the
stones, in compliance with the prophet's request, the veil was
taken from! the eyes of Moriancumer, and he saw the finger
of God, and fell prostrate before him in fear. But .even his
fear could not crush his faith_. He ·so fa! prevailed with
God through faith that he beheld him face to face, and talked
with him as a man speaks with his friend. That is, he saw

'
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and talked with _the pi;~:~existent spiritoLthe_Lord. Jesus, for
the Lorsl' said t9_4i1n: "This body which ye now behold is
the body of my spirit. * *. *and even as I appear unto
thee to be in the spirit, will I appear unto my people in the
flesh." A greater revelation of God than this, previous to
the coming of the Lord Jesus in the flesh, no ·other prophet
ever received. Moreover Jesus said to ·him: "Because o-f
thy faith, thou hast seen that I shall take upon me flesh and
blood. * * * Behold, I am he who was prepared from
the foundation of the world to redeem my people; behold, I
an1~Je?us Christ. In me shall all mankind have light, and
that eternally, even those who believe on my name; and they
shall become my sons and my daughters. * * * Seest
thou that thou art created after mine image, yea, all men
were created in the beginning after mine own image."e
Moriancumer was commanded not to suffer the ~hings he
had seen and heard to be revealed to the world until the Lord'
J ~sus should have lived in the flesh. , ~He was commanded,
however, to write what he had both seen and heard, and seal
it up that it might be preserved to come forth in due time to
the children of men. In addition to · the revelation of His
own person,to him, the Lord revealed to the prophet Moriancumer "all the inhabitants of the earth which had been, and
also all that would be; and he withheld them. not from his
sight, even unto the ends of the earth." While Moriancumer
was prohibited from making known to his people the great
things thus revealed to him, his knowledge of the -things· of
God must have given him wonderful power and influence in
teaching his people the righteous truths ·which are fundamental and universal. This confidence and strength must
also have been imparted to others, for certain it is that the
J aredites had prophets of great power · sent to them f ron1
eEther iii.
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time to time to teach and reprove them ; and even some of
their 1nonarchs were shining examples of "p.iritual po-wer
and righteousness. The fifth monarch, Erner., possessed such
faith that he, like Moriancumer, had the blessed privilege of
seeing "the Son of Righteousness, and did rejoice and glory.
in his day."f And of the whole people it is said, "never could
[there] be a people more blessed than were they, and more
prospered by the hand of the Lord."g All of which is good
evidence that the Jaredites at this"time (in the reign of Lib,
the sixteenth 111onarch) were a righteous people; and this
rightousness was doubtless ·brought about by the preaching
of- faith in God and his laws as only Moriancumer an~ other
prophets whom God raised up to the Jaredite nation could .
•
preach it. But it was with the Jaredites as with othervnations~ Thefr righteousness was not continuous, and it is
more than lik~y that their ,faith ebbed and flowed as the
'
faith of all people seems to ebb and flow. There were time~
when the prophets of God were rejected; when their severest
warnings of coining calamities seemed to produce ' no effect.
In tl:re reign of Com and Shiblom,h the twenty-first and
twenty-second monarchs of the Jaredites, respectively, -a
great calamity befell the people, and the prophets seized
upon this circustance to declare that even greater destruction should befall them, and predicted that "the bones of
the J aredites should become a heap of earth upon the face
of the land except they should repent of their wickedness."
This declaration, so far from bringing the people to repentance, filled them with rage against the prophets, and they
sought to destroy them. Even the priesthood itself seems at
/

fEther ix: 22.
gJbid. X : 28.
hThe orthography of the word cannot be determined, 1t 1s
spelled "Shiblom" in the passage above and Shiblon in another.
1
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tin]es to have become corrupted; for in the closing years of
the monarchy, in the reign of Coriantumr, the high priest is
charged with murdering one Gilead as the latter sat uport histhrone.
Beyon·d these few facts nothing can be learned from
the abridged record of the J aredites concerning the religion
of that people, except that unto some of their prophets, just
previous to the destruction of both the nation and the people-,
was revealed the fact, that, unless the J aredites repented,
"the Lord God would execute· judgment against· them to
their utter destruction, and _that he would bring forth another
. people to possess the land, after the manner in which he had
brought forth ·their fathers from Babel. lJnto Ether, the
la~t of the Jaredite prophets, the son of Coriantor, the last
king but one of the J aredites, the same truth· was . revealed'.
To him, also, was shown the days of Christ; and lt was revealed to him that upon this bles.;ed land of t~e western _
hemisphere would be built up to the remnant of the house of
Joseph, a Holy City, to be. called N1ew Jerusalem,1 or Zion;
a city of refuge for the righteous in the last days. These
prophecies,! am aware,throw no ligbt upon the nature of the
Jaredite religion, but they do establish the fact that God sent
forth inspired men among them, to warn them of the calamities that were decreed against them because of therr decline from righteousness; and that fact is a11 important religious truth. ,

History.
We have in the Book of Mormon but the merest outline of the history of the Jaredites ; and this outline is learned
from the abridgment made by Moroni, of the Book of Ether.
iEther xiii.
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Ether was the last of the J aredite prophets, and witnessed
the destruction of the race. His record, the Book of Ether,
was engraven upon t\venty-f our plates of gold, found by the
Nephites in the second century B. C., and finally abridged by
Moroni, and made a part of · the ~ook of Mormon, which
abridgment · Joseph Smith translated into the English language. It stands to reason that the record of E!her, even
if we had it in fun: since it consisted of but twenty-four
plates, could be but a very incomplete and imperfect history
of so great a people and ·of sq long a period of time-extending through sixte_en centuries. Yet in the B_o ok of Mormon ther~ is but an abridgment of Ether's record; and that
abridgment so brief that Moroni, in speaking of it, says
that he had not written an hundredth part of it} So it is not
to be wondered at that .the description of the Jaredite government and-civilization is so very unsatisfactory. But while
all this is· admitted, the fact is revealed, in Moroni's abr~dgment of Ether's record, that from something like twenty-two
hundred years before Christ, to som·e six hundred years before Christ, the North continent of the western world was
occupied by a civilized race of people, and that a mighty nation dwell upon that land through al~ these centuries; a nation at times highly favored of God, and this because of their
righteousness; and then again reduced well nigh to. anarchy,
with their civilization bordering upon dissolutio~ in consequence of great . wickedness and misrule; emphasizing the
great truth, to which the history of all nations bears witness,
that "righteousnes_s exalteth a nation, whit~ sin is a reproach
to any people." And this is much, and perhaps the sum-total
. to be learned from the history of nations.
Naturally one is tempted to draw a parallel between this
old American nation and various other nations in the old
iEther xv: 33.
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world which paralleled its existence. Surely it is interesting
to think that while empires were founding in Assyria and
Egypt and Babylon; that" while Greece was passing through
her heroic ages, in the western world also an enlightened
race was building up a national existence al}d struggling
with those problems which through all times and_among all
people engage the intelligent attention of mankind. · Also
it would be interesting to note that about the time of the capture of Nineveh, ·which marked the fall of the Assyrian
empire, and but a little before the destruction of the kingdo1n
of Judah, here in our western world an empire which ha·1'
endured the storms of ages was passing away. Still the
main fact to be kept in mind in this work is that such a nation, coeval with the old empires of the eastern world, and.
wtth a civilization no less magnificent, existed according~to
the Book of Mormon in our great northern contin.ent, with
its centre of civilization in that part of the ·continent we call
Central .America. Proof of the existence_of such an eil11J?ire, .
of sue~ . a civilization, and ' ~having such a locati~n will be
strong collateral evidence for the truth of the Book of Mor-" ·
mon.
II.

THE NEPHITES.

Lehi's Colony.
I

'

Lehi was one of the many prophets at Jerusalem who
predicted the calamities which befell the )ew,ish nation on
the second invasion of Jud'ea by King Nebuchadnezzar, early
•
in the sixth century B. C.k Lehi incurred the wrath of that
kThe story of Zedekiah's r.eign in Jerusalem, the conditions

that obtained among the people, and the warnings which God
sent by many prophets (Lehi among the rest) is thus old in II.
Chonicles, chapter xxxvi; "Zedekiah was one and twenty years
old when he began to reign; and reigned eleven years in Jerusa-
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ungodly people and was warned of God in a vision to depart from Jerusalem with his. family, and was also promised
that inasmuch as he would keep the commandments of God
he should he led to a land of proinise. 1 From the wilderness wher.e Lehi temporarily dwelt, two .expeditions to the
fated ·city were made by his sons: one to obtain a genealogy
of his fathers, and the Jewish scriptures ( which result~d also
in adding one more to the colony in the person of Zqram, a
servant of Laban, a ke~per of the Jewish records) ~ the second, to induce on_e Ishmael and his family to join Lehi's colony · in their exodus from Jerusalem and journey to the
promised land. In both of these expeditions they were successful in achieying their object. The colony now consisted
of some eighteen .adult persons and a number of children.
From the Book of Mormon and the word of the Lord to
the Prophet Joseph Smith it is learned that Lehi's colony
traversed from Jerusalem, nearly a southeast direction, until ·
they came to the nine~~enth degree north latitude; thence
nearly east to the sea of ·Ara:bia:. Here the colony built a
ship in_ which to cross the great waters, which seplem. And he did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord his
God, and humbled not himself before Jeremiah the prophet,
speaking from the mouth of the Lord. And he also rebelled
against king N.e buchadnezzar, who had made him swear by God;
but he stiffened his neck, and hardened his heart from turning
unto the Lord God of Israel. Moreover, all the chief of the
priests, and the people, transgressed very much, after all the
c:1.bominations of the heathen and polluted the house of the LrJrd
which he had hallowed in Jerusalem. And the Lord God of their
fathers sent to them , by his meseng.ers, rising up betimes, and
sending; because he had compassion on his people, and on his
dwelling places: But they mocked the mesengers of God, and
despised his words, and, misused his prophets, until the wrath
of the Lord aros.e against his people, till there was no r.emedy."
II. Nephi ii: 20.
oSee synopsis First Book Nephi, Heading Chapter i.
mRichards' and Little's Compendium, p. 289; I Nephi xvi: 13
14, 43. Also chapter xvii: 1.
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J
arated them from the land of promise. They sailed in a
southeasterly direction, and landed on the continent of South
America, in about th~rty degrees _so_u_th_ latitude .
. From Jerusalem their journey to the prmised land is
supposed to have occupied about twelve years.n On their
arrival at the land of promise, the colony went forth upon it~
and began to till the earth. The seeds brought from _the land
of Jerusalem were planted and' thrived exceedingly well.
The colony also found the land of .promise well ' furnishe<l
with beasts of every kind; with the cow, the ass, the horse,
the goat, and all manner of wild animals which were for the
'
.
use of man. They also found all manner of ore, especially
gold, silver, and copper. ~ Here they dwelt for some time in
prosperity, but scarcely in peace; for there were dissensions
~n the colony. The .e lder sons of Lehi, Laman and Lemuel,
vvere of a jealous and skeptical turn of m.i nd; and from the
beginning had little faith .in the visions of their father, and
the prophecies concer~ing the destruction of Jerusalem. Nephi, the younger brother, on the other hand, was a man of
profound faith in his father's revelations, and in the things
of God, and sought for a personal knowledge of the things
revealed. This knowledge he received' through the revelations of God, which, coupled with the native qualities that go
to the making of a leader of men, he became, even before the
d_eath of his father, the real head of the co111munity. This
aroused the displeasure and even hatred of the elder brothers, who, on various occasions sought his overthrow and
even his life. This division between the sons of Lehi extend~
ed also to the community, and made ,a division of the colony
ultimately inevitable.' Accordingly, c1:fter some years· spent
. qRichards· and Little"s Compendium, o. 289.
nReynolds, B. M. Chronology, Richards and Little's Compendium, p. 289.
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upon the proµiised land, Nephi was ,varned ·by the Lord to
depart from his elder brothers into ,the wilderness, with all
those whom he could persuade to go with him. Neither the
distance nor the direction of this first remove of the righteous part of the colony from; the more wicked part, can be
definitely determined from th~ Book of Mormon, .except
fron1 the location of the people of Nephi in subsequent times;
and as this location was far northward from their first place
of landing, it is generally supposed that this first remove was
northward. Perhaps at the first the partisans of the elder
brothers were well contented to be relieved of the presence
of the younger brother and his following; but for no great
length of time; for they followed in their wake, and before
forty years.had passed away ( supposedly from the time that
Lehi's colony left Jerusalem; and if so then twenty-eight
years
from their. landing in the western hemisphere) the
.
two divisions of the colony had wars and contentions with
each other ... '
Nephi, as would reasonably be expected, took with hin1
the Jewish scriptures which had been brought from Jerusalem, the genealogy of his fathers, together with all the records kept upon the journey to the promi~ed land. N ephi's
po,icy _tended to civilization; for he taught his people to
erect buildings, "and to work all manner of wood and of iron
and of copper and of brass and of steel and of gold and of
silver aJ:!d of precious ores, ·_which ~ere in great abundance."
He also built a temple, somewhat after the pattern of the
temple of Solomon, and ordained as priests his two younger
brothers, Jacob and Joseph, born to Lehi in the -wilderness,
after the departure of the colony fro1n Jerusalem. ·
Notwithstanding the protests of Nephi against such a
proceeding his people insisted upon his becoming their king,
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an offi~e he discharge~ all l!is days purely in the interest of
, hi;- ~9ple. His policy inculcated industry and encouragement of arts and civilization. Knowing, however, the in1-placable hatred of his elder brothers, Nephi did not fail to
make preparations for vigorous d~fense in the event of war,
and accordtngly manufactured both arpls and armor for his
people. In consequence of the high esteem in which Nephi
was held, the kings of the N ephites thereafter took the name
of Nephi, as their official or regal_ name, and were distinguished by being called II. 1:'J ephi, III. Nephi, IV. N·ephi,
and. so following.
·~·.· .
While the course of Nephi'··.,cJ:n4. his people tended to the
establishment of civilization, the course of the elder brothers and their following tended to barbarism. rfhey delighted
in idleness; and as they did not like to retain God in their
knowledge, ·Gpd .gave them ov.e r~.t~.... <A. r_eprobate mind ; and
a curs,e fell upon them, even the c;urse of a dark skin, so that
they became loathsome in apl?earance as in habits. As the
followers of Nephi took upo:q ·1:hem the name of their leader
and were called N ephites, so,' in course of time, the followers
of the older brothers took the name of their leader and were
called Lamanites, after Laman, the ~ldest son of Lehi ; hence
two people from ~ehi's colony, N ephites and Lamanite5.
The Lamanites lived upon the fruits of the chase, hence
were p.omad~~ and predatory in their habits. They were full
of envy, strif~ n1ali.9e; ~hey were {ierce, warlike, murderous.
Behveen these two peoples there was almost constant warfare. The . Lam'.anites the more fierce and numerous; th~
Nephites fewer · in number, but better armed, and protected
by armor; the former were the aggressors, the latter acted
on the defensive, and usually ·were conscious of the bette:
cause. At times, however, the N ephites lapsed into wickedness and on such occasion th~ Lamanites .truly were a scourge
1

•

•

•
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unto them, in fulfillment of God's word to that eifect.q A
particularly severe judgment is said to have overtaken the
N ephites in the .first quarter of the fourth century from the
time Lehi left Jerusalem, in which the· more wicked' part of
the people were destroye~l. Some time in the fourth century from the time Lehi left Jerusalemi occurred also a second great removal of righteous N ephites f r9m the mi.dst of
their brethren and the Lamanites. The first separation in ,
Lehi's colony, it will he remembered, was made under the I.
Nephi. The second was made under the prophet-king known
as I. Mosiah, and resulted in the N ephites finding the people
of Zarahemla, of which moie hereafter.
It is supposed that the first remove· of the N ephites fro111
their ·brethren covered no great clistance; as only a few years
passed before they .were in· contact with each other again, a_t
least in warfare. Indeed Elder George Reynolds, .in his Dictionary of the Book of Mormon, holds to the theory that ·
there may have been several removals of the N ephites between their first separation from/ the Lamanites under the
First Nephi, and the very noted hegir_a under Mosiah I.,
about the fourth century of the N ephite annals. The author
of the Dictionary urges as the reasons for his theory that it
would be inconsistent with the story of the record ( Book of
Mormon), and with good judgment, to believe that in their
first journey the N ephites traveled as' far north. as they ,vere
found four .hundred years later/ when the ve'.r y noted ren1ove was made under Mosjah I. I believe the reasons of
Elder Reynolds are quite sufficient for his th.eory. The 1novements of the N ephites were most probably as follows : Whatl

.

PII. Nephi v: 22-25.
qBook of Omni iv: 7. .
rThat is, four hundred years .from the time Lehi left Jeru
salem the latter event ·being 600 B. C.
·
sDict. of B. of M., Art. Nephi,. Land of p. 295.
~
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ever of conquest \Vas n1ade by the Lan1anites upon N ephite
possessions, ditring the first four centuries of · their occupancy of the pron1ised land, was n1ade upon their southern
borders. On the other hand the N ephite settlements were extended on that side of their possessions least likely to ·be assailed by their enen1ies, ·where there was least .danger, that
is, on the north. These two circumstances con1bined to give
their colonization moventent a northerly direction; until
about the close of the fourth N eph~te century they_ are supuosd to have been in possession .of that part of the condinent of South A merica corresponding to the country now
called, Ecuador .t This country that the N ephites occupied
at the close of the fourth century of their annals, as also that
which they had slowly colonized, and from tin1e to time
abandoned to . their enen1ies-the whole distance f rd111 the
place sele~ted by the First Nephi after separating fro1:1 his
· brothers to the place they occupied at the close of the fourth
century of their annals-this whole country-·the N ephites
called the Land of Nephi, or the Land of their father's first
inheritance.it
The story of the second great hegira of righteous .Nephites from their less righteous brethre~ -is a very brief one.
It was undertaken in response to a warning and comn1anclment of God to one l\tfosiah, who is celebrated in N ephite
history as the first king of what I shall call the N ephiteZarahemla nation-Mosiah I. How great the distance covered in ~his se~ond great hegira of the N ephites n1ay not be
definitely determined ; but later a colony under conditions
son1ewhat similar, that is, encumbered with women and
<,

tSuch is the theorv of Orson Pratt-see note "g," Book of
Omni.
uJI. Nephi v: 8, Omni. i: 12, 27. Mos. vii. Mof'-. ix:L See
collection of ref. under "b." II. Nephi v.

~
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chidren, flocks, herds, and quantities of grain, etc., covere(f
practically the same journey in about twenty-two days, in
two separate stages; one of eight and the other of fourteen
days.~
.
·
Mosiah's people, when they reached the great and beautiful valley drained by what was subsequently called among
the Nephites the river Sidon,w found·it inhabited by a numerous people, whose chief city was na1ned ( at least from that
tin1e forth) Zarahemla. At this point it becomes necessary to
suspend ·the account of Mosia~'s people in order to say a
word of the people inhabiting the valley of the Sidon, for
they are the descendants of the third: colony which, according to the Book of Mormon, came to the land of promise .

. Mulek's Colony.
According to the Bible narrative of King Zedekiah's
reign, when Jerusalem fell into the hands of the king of
Babylon ( 588 B. C.), King Z:edekiah himself well-nigh made
his escape. For when the city was broken up, and aU the
men of wc3:r fled by night, by the way .o f the gate bet\\-ecn
two walls, which is by the king's gardef!, the king went the
way toward the plain. But his flight being betrayed by an
enemy ampng his own people/ the arn1y of the Chaldeans
pursueq Zedekiah early in the morning and overtook him in
the plain near Jericho. 'T he king's army was scattered from
vSee Mosiah xxiii: 1-·S, 19. Also Mos. xxiv: 20, 24. Also
foot note "t" in ch. xxiv, by Orson Pratt; and Diet. of B. of M.
pp. 198, 199. ·
wI t is generally suppos.e d that this River Sidon is identical
with the River Magdalena in the northern part of South America.
(Se.e Dictionary of Book of Mormon, p. 339, c>:nd Orson Pratt's
note "g," Alma ii; 15).
·
xJ osephus, Antiq. Bk. X, viii.

}
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him at the tin1e _he was capt1:1red ; for "those friends ~nd cap-'
tains of Zedekiah who h~d fled out of the city with hi1n,
when they saw their enemies near them, they left him, and
dispersed themselves, some one way and some another, and
every one resolved to save himself; ·SO the 'enemy to~ Zedekiah alive, when he was deserted by all but a few, with his
childrn and his wives."Y The unfortunate king was taken
before the king of Babylon, ~hose headquarters were then
at Riblah~ in Syria, where "they gave ju_dgment upon him,. ''
T_h e sons of Zedekiah were slain in his presence; after
~hich his eyes were put out.; he ·was bound in fetters and
carried to Babylon, where subsequently he died. But among
the king's friends who escaped were a number who carried
with them one of Zedekiah's
sons,
,
. named Mulek;. and according to the Book of Mormon, this company "journeyed
in the wilderness and were brought by the hand of .the Lord
across the great waters,"z into the western hemisphere. It is
learned by an incidental .remark in the Book of Mormon that
the colony of Mulek landed somewhere in the north continent of the western hemisphere; · a~-a..··for · that ;eason the
north conti~~n..t .yv.~;-~lled M ulek, by the N ephites; and the
south. continent, Lehi; and this for the' reason that the Lord
brought the colonies bearing these nan1es to the north and
south landa respectively. How many years the colony of
Mulek traveled, and in what direction, cannot be ' learned
_from th~ Book of Bormon. But it is quite evident that they
lande4 in the north continent of the western world, most
likely in the southern part of that continent, say in the region
I

_...

- -.

. YJ osephus, Antiq., Bk. X, Ch. viii. See also II. Kings, Ch.
XXV.

zQmni i: 14-17.
aHelaman vi: 10.

.,._
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of what is known in modern times ~s Central America.b
Thence they drifted southward to the valley of the · Sidon,
where they were found by the .migrating hosts of N ephites
·
under Mosiah.
It was a Nephite custom to call their cities .and even
their villages after the name of him who founded them.'
Thus the first cf ty founded by the fir~t Nephi, was called
"Nephi," or "the City of N:ephi ;" the city founded by Melek
was called "the City of Melek ;" and so following. From
this custom arose another, that of naming large districts of
country after the chief city therein: thus the country in
wthich the city ·of Nephi was located was called "tpe land of
Nephi;'' the country surrounding the city of Melek was
called the land of Melek; see also "the land of Gideon;" the
"land of An1monihah," etc. Following this custom, when the
migrating Nephites under Mosiah came into the valley of
Sidon, and found the chief man of its principal city to be
named Zarahemla, they straightway called' the city "The
City of Zarahemla ;" and ever afterwards among them the
surrounding. country was "the land of Zarahemla."
Mulek's colony-the nam~ is derived from that of the
young prince it carried with it, not because he was really the
loyalty
leader of the colony, but doubtless out of a sense
and !}ational pride on the _part of those -who would regard
themselves as being entrusted by Providence with the fortunes of a prin~e of Israel-Mulek's colony, I repeat, in
their hurried flight from Judea brought no records with
(

I

of

0This

is upon the supposition that what is known among
the N ephites especially as the land "Desolation," in contradistinction to the N ephitt land "Bountiful," is identical with the re- .
gion known to· moderns as Central America; and the consid.eration of Alma xxii; 29-33. · See also Diet. B. of M., p. 110.
cAJma viii :7.
·
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them, no script1:.i:.es, no gen~~logies. The circumstances under which they made their escape· from the Babylonians considered, iJ_is no_!_d.ifficult to_understand ·that records, scriptures, co.ncerned them not at all. Flight, escape alone occu-·
pied their thoughts. In consequence of having no records,
no written language of any kind, t~~~ngu.age was much
changed in
...the c;_oui:se of the centuries that ha_d_elap·sed since
their departur~. fron;i,. Judea. So much so, iri fact, that the
N eiphit~sl could not understand them ; neither could.the people of Zarahemla µnderstand the N ephites, until instructed
by the 1atter in the N ephit~ tongue. Moreover; having been
without ·both written scriptures and a living priesthood for
centuries, Zarahemla-'s people not only no longer believed in
God, but deni~d even ~h~ existeµce of a Creator. In a word,
through ignorance and the demoralizing influence to contentions and in.fer:necine ·w ars, they had deteriorated .to semicivilized and i~religious conditions. All this, however, in the
course of time was changed. The people of Zarahemla soon
learned the Nephite language, it being a language akin, of
course, to their own. They wer'e also taught in the Ne~
phite faith; and instructed in the scriptures which Lehi's colony had brought with them f roni Jerusalem, and which Mosiah had brought with him. in his northward
. journey. The
haippiest results followed this union of the two peoples. The
people of Mosiah were so augmented in numbers by the addition o'f their new found' friends that they could feel secure
from aggressions of the Lamanites, who, in time, might f allow them; and on the other hand, to the people of ZarafiemJa the N ephites brought the knowledge of God; a true
priesthood; the scriptures of their forefathers; government;
c~vilizc!,t_i9n. Thes·e two peoples, really of the _same race, be
it remembered, readily united unqer the N ephite form of
government, a limited, and at times elective, monarchy;
I
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Mosiah, the N ephit~ leader, notwithstanding the ·people of
Zarahelrna \vere the 111ore numerous, .being chosen king.
,.,.. ....
The colony of 1\1 ulek previous to their ren1oval south,varcl from the place of t.heir first lap ding, ·were visited by
the sole survivor of the J aredite race, Coriantun1r, who resided so1ne nine months \ivith then1 before his demise.
Shortly after the arrival of the N ephites under Mosiah
in Zarahemla, a large stone with engravings upon it was
brought to ~he king; and Mosiah I., being a Seer, translated
the engravings upon the stone an~ learned that they gave
an account of Coriantu111r, whom Mulek's colony found; and
of his forefathers ·who came from the tower of Babel, at the
confusion of languages; and of the goodness and severity of
God upon them; and of the destruction that befell them because of thei_r ·wickedness. d A~t<:_rwards a moi:e perfect
knowle~ge of !the J aredites ,vas obtained through the
twenty-four plates of Ether, found by Lin1hi's ex:pedition into the north land ( noted before) ;e and which were- translated by King l\1osiah II., who was alsC? a seer.I
The colony of Mulek was touched by the other two
peoples \vho had been brought by the providences of God to
the western hemisphere; the Jaredite race through its sole
survivor, Coriantumr; and the N1ephite race through the
people of Mosiah I. It should be remarked of these three
- -- -- ... ., . .. .. . p~9gLe .that . they wer~ really of a co11).mon race. Th~.t.wo
brothers ,vho had led the colony from the To\ver of Babel,
Jared and Moriancumr, ,vere ,4..2;trbtless descendants of Shen1,
the son of N oah.K . The colo-fi'y of Mulek was unquestionably
made up of Jews, hence descendants of Shen1; Lehi's colony
~

dQmni i: 20-22.

eMosiah viii: 7-14; and Mosiah xxviii.
fSee p~ge 118.
~See Dictionary of B. ·of 1\1. (Reynolds), p. 165 et seq.
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was rriad.~ up qJ descendants of ~a1_?.a§.S~~ and. Ephraim,Z
-·....
sons of Joseph, the son of J a.coR, the son of. Isaac, the
son of Abraham, who was a direct. descendant of. Shem.i
Thus eventually the races -which, according to the Book
of Monnon, have been 'brought to the western hemisphere
under the providences of ,God, ai:~ !r.aceabJe _to_Q.:ti~~.!lr<;..e,
to ,_one £.~~e; a~d m.~Y__~e. .expect~d to posses~ certain qualities which will be in hartTI<?f!Y~,wi~!:i_Jh_e £?-ct of !c!~i~l unity.

---

(

•
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'

hLehi is plainly declared to be of the stock of Mannasseh,
· (Alma x; 3); and it is supposed that Ishmael and his family ·
who joined Lehi and his family in the journey to the promised
land were of the trib.e of Ephraim (See Diet. Book of Mormon,
p. ' 155, Art. Ishmael). There are promises respecting Ephraim
which cannot be realized except through the seed of Ephraim
dwelling upon the land of. America. See Orson Pratt's Works,
"Prophetic Evidences of the Book of Mormon.")
iSee Gen. xi. ·

'

\

CHAPTER XI.
.

BooK

OF MORMON LANDS .a

The location _o f 111any cities 1nentioned in the BooJk of
l\1orn1on, and the districts of N ephite lands that ,vould correspond to departi11ents and provinces in the political non1enclature of modern times, may not now be definitely fixed
upon. This circtu11stance arises largely out of the fact that
the N ephite historians have said nothing explicitly as to the
extent of those mighty changes whi_ch ,vere wrought in the
form of Book of Mormon countries by the awful convulsions
of nature at the time of Messiah's crucifixion. That the
changes wer~ considerable no one c.ai1 quesfion; for while
certain allowances 1nust always be made for language used
in describing such events as then took place, the very definite
staten1ents of the Book of Mormon w~th reference to these
events leave no room for doubt as t9 the great transformations wrought in the physical aspects of the land by those
great cataclysms. Three different w_riters make mention of
the physical changes wrot1ght at Messiah's crucifixion, two
prophetically, and one gives two descriptions of the physical
.
'
aMy treatment of the subject here has simply to do with the
physical character of the great divisions of the western hemisphere in Book of Mormon times. I make no attempt to definitely
locate particular lands mentioned in the Book of Mormon, for
the reason that the plan of my treatise does not require the consideration of that subject, except in a very geueral way; and
however interesting it might be to know definitely the location
of particular J aredite and N ephite lclnds-the extent of their
kingdoms, e1npires and republics; the location of special provinces and other political districts or divisions therein, togetner
with a knowledge of the exact location of their capitals, and 111etropolises, I do i:iot believ.e those things can be learned with any
degree of certainty, for reasons set forth in the text of this chapter.
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changes that to~k place through the convulsions of nature. I
ren1ark, in passing, that it 1nust be remembered that the
prophetic descriptions n1ust be accounted as real as the historical descriptions; for as the prophets saw it, so indeed it'
can1e to pass. The first Nephi, in his description of the
great cataclysn1s, says:

I ~, . · . "

•

I

· ~ . ·-

.

.

.

I saw a 1nist of darkness on the face of the land of pron1ise; and I saw lightnings, and I heard thunderings, and earthquakes, and all manner of tumultuous. noises; and I saw the earth
and the rocks that they rent; and I saw th~ mountains tumbling
into pieces; and I saw the plains of- the earth, that they were
broken up; and I saw many cities that they w.e re sunk; and I
saw many that they were burned with fire; and I saw many that
did tumble. to the earth, because of the quaking thereof.b

The following is the prophet Samuel's description of
the physical changes in the western hemisphere at the crucifix ion of Christ :
Behold, in that day that he shall suffer death, the sun shall
he darkened and refuse to give his· light unto you; and also the
moon, and the stars; and there shall be no light upon the face
of the land even from the time that he shall suffer death, for the
space of three days, to the time that he shall rise again from the
dead; y.ea, at the time that he shall yield up the ghost, _there shall
be thunderings and lightnings, for the space of many hours, and
the earth shall shake and tremble, and the rocks which are upon
the face of this earth; which are both above the earth [surfar.e]
and beneath, which ye _know at this time are solid, or the more
part of it i? one solid mass, shall be broken up; yea, they shall
be rent in twain, and shall ever after 1be found in seams and
cracks, and in broken fragments upon the face of the whole earth
yea, both abov.e the earth and beneath. And behold there shall be ·
great tempests and there shall be many mountains laid· \ow, like
unto a valley, and there . shall be many- places, which are now
•

bI Nephi xii: 4.

•

I
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called valleys, which shall ?become mountains, whose height is
great. And many highways shalLbe broken up, and many cities
shall becom.e desolate. * * And behold thus hath the angel
spoken unf~ me; for he said unto me, that there should be thunderings and lightnings for the space of many hours; and he said
unto me, that ·while the thunder and the lightning lasted, and
the tempests, that these things should be, and that darkness
should cover the face of the whole earth for the space ' of three
days.c

Mormon's abridged description of the great cataclysms,
after they had occurred, taken from the book of III. Nepht,
is as fallows:
>
And it came to pass in the thirty arid fourth year, in the first
month, in the fourth ·day of the month, there arose a great storm,
such an one as _never had been known in all the' land; and there
v.·as also a great and terrible tempest; and there .w as terrible
thunder, insomuch, that it did shake the whole earth as if it was
a:bout to divide asuader; * * * And the city of Zarahemla
did take fire; and the city of Moroni did sink into the depths of
the sea, and the inhabitants thereof were drowned; and the earth
was carried up upon the city of Moronihah, that in the place of
the city, there became a great· mountain; and there was a
great and terrible destruction in the land southward. But behold, there was a more great and terrible destruction in the
land northward; for · behold, the whole face of the· land w23
changed, because of the tempest, and the whirlwinds, anrl the
thunderings, and the lightnings, and the exceeding g~eat quaking
of the whole earth; and the highways were broken up, and the
level roads were spoiled, and many smooth places became rough,
and many great and notaible cities were sunk, and many were
burned, and many were shook till the buildings thereof had fallen
to the earth, and the inhabitants thereof were slain, and the
places were left desolate; and there were some cities which remained; but the damage thereof was exceeding great, and there
were many in them~ who were slain; * * * And thus the
cHelaman xiv; 20-27.
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face of the whole earth became deformed, because of the tempests, and the thunderings, and the lightnings, and the quaking
of the earth. Arid behold, the rocks were rent in twain; they
were broken up upon the face of the whole earth, ins·omuch that
they were fou~d in broken fragments, and . in seams, and in
cracks, upon all the face of- the land.d

The second description of these truly awful occurrences
in III Nephi is one that is ·attributed to the voice of God
heard throughout the land by the survivors o~ that dreadful
time:
And it came to pass that there ·was a voice heard among all
the inha:bitants of the ear_th: upon all the face of this land, crying, Wo, wo, wo unto .this p~ople; wo unto the inhabitants of the
whole earth, exc.ept they shall repent, for the devil laugheth,
and his angels rejoice, because of the slain of the fair sons anci
daughters of. my people; and it is because of their iniquity and
abominations that they are fallen. Behold that grec:1t city of
Zarahemla have I burned with fire, and the inhabitants thereof.
And behold, that great city of Moroni have .r caused to be sunk
· in the depths of the sea, .and the inhabitants thereof to be
drowned. And behold that -great city of Moi-onihah have I covered with earth, and the inhabitants thereof, to hide their iniquities and their abominations from beJore my face, that the
bloo4 of the prophets and the saints shall not come any more
unto .me against them. And behold, the city of Gilgal have I
C'aused to be sunk, and the inhabitants thereof to be buried up in
the depths of the earth; yea, and the city. of Onihah, and ,the inhabitants thereof, and the city of Mbcum, and the inhabitants
thereof, and the city of Jerusalem, and the inhabitants thereat, .
and waters have I caused to cpme up in the stead thereof, to hide
their wickedness and abominations from before my face, that the
blood of the prophets and the saints shall not come up, any more
unto me against them. And behold, the city of Gadiandi, and
the city of Gadiomnah, and the city of Jacob, and the city of
Gimgimno, atl thes.e have I caused to be sunk, and made hills
and valleys in the places ther~of, and the inhabitants thereof

dJIJ. Nephi viii; 5-18.

,,
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have I buried up in the depths of the ~arth, to hide their wickedness and abominations from b.~ fore my face, that the blo,)d
of the prophets and the saints should not come up any more
against 'them; * * . * a'nd many great destructions have I
caused to come upon this land, and upon this people, because
of their wickedness and their abominations.e

. But notwithstanding all that is said in these passages
about the mighty changes which took place in the_land, 'noth- '
ing is set down that helps us to determine definitely the nature of the physical changes a~ affecting N·e phite lands. I
believe, however, those changes we.re considerable; enough,
at least to render worthle.ss, except in a ·very general way,
the conjectures sometimes made respecting N ephite lands
and cities.
I am aware that the science of geology, which clearly
grantjng the instability of our earth's crust, quite generally
insists that the uplifting of continents and mountain ranges
from the ocean's bed, and the subsidence of islands and continents into the ocean bottom is accomplished so slowly that
long geological periods are required for the changes effected ; and that the periods of time are so great that it is useless
to m~asure t~em in time of which years shall be reared
as units.k But notwithstanding the very sound reasons, in
eJII. Nephi ix:1-8, 12.
k"With ~egard to the ages necessary· for the accomplishment of the immense geological processes, the history of which
is disclosed to us in the earth's strata, they certainly must have
been of prodigious duration; for all the annals of humanity c!re
but as a passing moment compared with the cycles of the globe.
* * * * * Professor Haughton, a mathematician, has endeavored to establish, according to the formula of Dulong and
Petit. that the mere fall in the temperature of 25°, occurring
previously to the present epoch of our planet, would require
about 18 million of years. In the same way, the formation of
each of the strata, which constitutes the sum-total of the geological records of the .earth's surface must have taken up a long
series of centuries before which the mind recoils in perplexity.
("The Earth" Redus, Vol. I., p. 32).
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the main, which are acl_vanced for the slowpe$S of this work,
there is evidence of the fact, and also respectable authority
for it, that sometimes very great changes of wide extent are
111ade quite suddenly.
Sir Charles Lyell says:
I

While these. proofs of continental elevation and subsidence,
by slovv and •insensible n1ovements, have been recently brought
to light, the evidence has been daily strengthened of continued
changes o.f level effected by violent convulsions in countries
where earthquakes are frequent. There the rocks are rent from
time to time, and heaved up or throw n down several feet at once,
and disturbed in such a manner, that the _original position of
$trata may, in the course of centuries; be modified to any
amount.l
,

Our modern world is fast ·coming to recognize Plato ·s
story of the subsidence of the island-continent of Atlantis as
something more than a fable. The ·story of that so-called
island which by the Egyptian priest who related the tradition to Solon was represented as larger than "Lybia and
Asia put together," is told in Plato's Timaeus,m as follows:
'

In, those days the Atlantic was navigable; arid there was an
island situated in front of the straits which you call the columns
of Her.acles; the island was larger than Lybia and Asia put together, and was the way to other islands, and from the islands
you might pass through the _w hole of the opposite continent
which surrounded the true ocean; for this sea which is within
the straifs o.f Heracles is only a harbor, having a narrow en- ·
trance, but the other is a real sea, and the surrounding land. may
be most truly called a continent.n
. /Manual of Elementary Geology, p. 46, 1852 edition. ·
mReference is also made to Atlantis in his Critias. (J owett's Trans. Vol. II.)
.
nDialogues of Plato (J owett's translation), Vol. II:, p. 520.

•
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Plato represents that in this land' there was a great and
\vonderful e1npire ,vhich had dominion over the ,vhole island, and its armies attempted to Sl!bjugate Egypt and Europe tq its authority. In this conflict the very ancient Greeks
won the c_1.pplause of Europe and Egypt by wi~hstanding well
night alone the aggressions of the Atlantic empire. The
Greefks are represented as having defeated and triumphed
over the invaders, and now Plato :
But afterwards there occurred violent ;earthquakes and
floods_; and in a single day and night of rain all your warlike men
in a body sank into the earth, and the island of Atlantis in like
manner disappeared, and was sunk beneath the sea. And that
is the reason ,vhy the sea in those parts is impassible and impenetrable, because there is such a quantity of shallow mud in
the way; and this was caused by the subsidence of the island. 0

-

On the acceptance of Plato's story of Atlantis, both by
ancient and 111odern ,vriters, P. De Roo, in his "History of
A1nerica Before Colu1nbus," has an interesting chapter, from
,vhich I quote _the following:
Not to speak of other ancient authors to whom we shall refer
in the sequel, we may remark that the Jewish writer Philo (20
B. C.-54 A. D .), and . the Platonist Crantor, were inclined to
ad1nit the literal interpretation of Plato's Atlantidic description.
Tertullian (second century A. D .) and Arnobius (fourth century
A. D.) agreed with the pagan savant Ammianus of Plato' s
island, Atlantis; and we have noticed that Cosmas Indicopleustes
believed our continent [America] to be the cradle of.th e human
race. It would not be difficult to find several authors of the first
.Christian centuries and of the middle ages w ho relied on Plato\ ;
narrative in their ~rophecies of discoveries in the mysterious
west, and Christopher Columbus himself w as undoubtedly encouraged by his belief in the objectiye truth of Plato's "Timaeus"
oJbid., p. 521.

•
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and "Critias;" b.ut after our continent was again discovered at
the end of the fifteenth century, almost every European scientist
accepted the. literal interpretation of. the Athenian philosopher's
description of countries in and beyond the Atlantic Ocean.I>

.

I

This passage is followed by a number of pages on the
sa1ne subject, and many authorities are quoted in the margin,
to which I con;_imend the reader.
Elisee Reculs, author of "The Earth, a Descriptive History of the Phenomena of the Life of the Globe," and on~ of
in speaking
of
the highest authorities ori physical geography,
.
.
an isthmus which once connected "the few clumps ·of mountains w~ich formed, as it were, the rudiments of our Europe," with the American coast also says:
This isthmus was the Atlantis, and the traditions which
Plato speaks of abput this vanished land, were perhaps based up.on authentic testimony. It- is possible that man may. have witnessed · the sutbmergence of this. ancient continent, and that the
Gunches of the Canary Islands· were the direct descendants of
the earliest inhabitants , of this primeval land.q
I

•

I also commend to the reader a recent volume on the
subject by Ignatius Donnelly, published by Harpers, 1898,
,under the title '~Atlantis ;""a~d while I do not accept all the
theories advanced by the author with reference to Atlantis,
•
I recognize the fact that he has collected a great a1nount of
evidence tending to establish the existence and the subsidence of Plato's island-continent. Of course for many ages
Plato's story has been regarded as a fable, but, as Donnelly
remarks, "there is an unbelief which gro,vs out of ignorance,
as well as a skepticisn1 which is born of intelligence," and
then he adds :
'
,

PHistory .of America before Columbus, Vol. p. 127, (Lippincott Co., Pubs., 1900.)
q"The Earth," Vol. I., p. 36.

-
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For a thousand years it was believed that the legends 9£ the
buried cities o.f Pompeii and Herculaneum were myths: they
were spoken of as "the fabulous cities." For a thousand years
the educated world did not credit the accounts given by Herodotus of the wonders of the ancient civilizations of the Nile and the
Chaldae. He was called ".the father of liars." Even Plutarch
sneered at him. Now, in the language of Frederick Sch legal, "the
d~eper and more com.p rehensive the researches of the moderns
have been the more their regard and esteem for !lerodotus has
increased." ,Buckle says. "IIis minute information about Egypt
and Asia Minor is admitted by all geographers." .There was a
time when the expedition sent out by Pharaoh N echo to cir- ·
cumnavigate Africa was doubted, because the sun was north · of
them; this circumstance, which then . aroused suspicion, now
pr.ov·es to us that the Egyptian navigators had really passed the
equator, and anticipated by 2,100 years Vasquez de Gama in his
discovery of the Cape of Good Hope."

It' is not: however, upon the pr~bability of the elevation
and stibsid'ence of this island-continent that I depend for support of my yiews with reference to the changes, being considerable, that have taken place in the western co.ntinents
in comparatively modern times. There is enough evidence
that is matter of record vvitnin recent years to establish the
possibility of such changes having taken place. Le Conte,
in his Compendium of Geology, says:
..
1

· But great earthquakes are oftener associated with bodily
movements of extensive areas of earth-crust. Thus, for example, in 1835, after a severe _earthquake on the western coast
of South America, it was found that the whole coast-line of
Chili ·and Patagonia was raised from two to ten feet abov.e
sea-level. Again, in 1822, the same phenomenon was observed
in the same region after a great earthquake. Again, in 1819,
after a severe earthquake which shook the delta of the Idus, a
tract of land fifty miles lqng and sixteen miles wioe was raised
rAtlantis, Donnelly, P: 3.
Il-13
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ten feet, and an adjacent area of 2,000 square miles was sunk,
and becan1e a lagoon. In commemoration of the wonderful
event the elevated tract was called "Ullah Bund," ot "mound of
God." Again, in 1811, a severe earthquake-perhaps the sev·e rest
ever felt in the United States-shook the valley of the Mississippi. Coincidently with the shock, large areas of the riverswamp sank bodily, and have ev.er sinc.e been covered with water:In comme1noration of the event, this area is still called·the sunken country. In- all these cases, probably, and in the last two
certainly, there was a great fissure of the earth-crust, and a slipping of one side on the other.s

Passing a number of descriptions of. land elevations and
subsidences w;hich Sir Charles ~yell relates as occurring in
Chili, in the nineteenth century, in order that I may. give
1nore _attention to the lands supposed to have been occupied
by the N ephites, I quote the following statement of this eminent geologist concerning the earthquake at Bogota, in
1827 ':
On the 16th of November, 1827, the plain of Bogota, in New
Granada, or Colon1bia, was convulsed by an earthquake, and a
great number of towns were thrown down. Torrents of rain
sw.ell.ed the Magdalena, sweeping along vast quantities of mud
and other substances,
which emitted a sulphur·
o us vapor and
.
'
destroyed the fish. Popayan, which is distant two hundred geographical miles sou!h-southwest of Bogota, suffered greatly. ,
Wide crevices appeared in the road of Guanacas, leaving no
doubt that the whole of the cordilleras sustained a powerful
shock. Other fissur.e s opened near Costa in the plains of Bogota,
into which the river Tunza immediately began to flow. It is
worthy of remark, that in all, such cases the ancient gravel bed
\

sCompend. of Geology, Joseph Le Conte, pp. 145 and 146. See
also p. 153. The disturbance in the Mississippi valley is also mer(
tion by Lyell (Pr.inciples of Geology," 1856 Edition p. 446.) He
adds, that the ground on which · New Madrid stood and the ·
river bank for fiiteen miles above, sank eight feet below their
former level.

-
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of a river is deserted and a new one formed at a lower level; so
that a want of relation in the position of alluvial beds of the existing wate'I'-courses may be no ·test of the high antiquity of such
deposits at least in countries habitually convulsed by earthquakes. Extraordinary rain accomP.at?ied the shotM<s before mentioned; and two volcanoes are · said to have been in eruption in
the mountain chain nearest to Bogota.t
•

The Encycloped'i a Britannica, referring to the geographical formation of Colombia, also says:
J'he fundamental formations throughout Columbia are igneous and metamorphic, the great mass of the cordilleras consisting of gneiss, granite, porphyry and basalt. In many places
the ~arboniferous strata have attained considerable development,
though they have been thrown· into strange confusion by some
unknown aisturbance.u
I

r

T.he ,vriter in Chamber's Encyclopedia, in speaking of'
.Colombia, also says:
'

I

The geology of the country is very extraordinary. Everywhere, we are told are found· traces of stupendous cataclysms
and a disarrangement and intermixture of primitive and sedimentary rocks, which assume to· put all classification at defi- ·
ance.v

Professor Winchell says :
We are in the midst of great changes, and are scarcely conscious of it. We have seen worlds in flames, and have felt a
comet strike the earth. We have seen the whole coast of South
America lifted up bodily ten or fifteen feet and let down aoain in
an hour. We have seen the Andes sink 220 feet in seventy years
* * * * Vast transpos~tions have taken place in the coast•

J

tPrinciples of Geology, Lyell, p; 457, 1856 edition.
uArt. Colom,bia.
.
vChamber's Ency., Art. Colombia.

~
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line of China. The anc~ent capital, located, in all probability, in
an accessifile position ~ear the centre of the empire, has now ~
become nearly surrounded by water, and. its site is on the peninsula of Corea. * * * There was a time when the 'rocky
barriers of the-rhracfan Bosphorus g~ve way and the Black Sea
subsided. It had covered a vast area in the north and east. Now
this area became drained and was known as . the ancient Leetonia: it is now the prairie region of Russia, and the granary of
Europe.w

Ref erring to Donnell~ again:
.
The earthquake of 1783 in Iceland destroyed 9,000 people out
of a population of 50,000; twenty villa,ges were consumed by fire
or inundated by water, and a mass of lava thrown out "greater·
than the bulk of M'.ont Blanc."x ·

Professor Lyell, referring to the great earthq~ake which
occurred on the island of Java, near the mountain of Galung Gung, on the 8th of October,. 1822, says: .
I

A loud explosion was heard, the earth shook, and immense
columns o.f hot water. and boiling mud, mixed with burning brimstone, ashes, and. lapilli, of the size of nuts, were projected from
the mountain like a water-spout, with such prodigious violence
that large quantities fell beyond the river Tandoi, which is fo.rty
miles distant. * * ~ * The first eruption lasted nearly five
hours; and on the following days the rain fell in torrents, and· the
rivers den_sely charged with mud, deluged the country far and
wide. At the end of four days (October 12th), a second eruption occurr.ed, more violent than the .first, in which hot water
and mud were again vomited, and great blocks of basalt were
thrown to the distance of seven 1niles from the Volcano. There
was at the. same time a violent earthquake, the face of the mountain was utterly changed,. its summits broken down, and one
side, which had been covered with trees, b.e came an ,enormous
1

wThe pre-Adamites, p. 437.
xAtlantis, p. 35.
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gulf in the form of a semicircle. 0.ver 4,000 persons were killed
and 114 villages destroyed.Y

The following account of seis~ic disturbances is taken
fro1n Donnelley's work, "Atlantis:"
The Gulf of Santorin, in the . Grecian Archipelago, has been
for two thousand years a- scene of active volcanic operations.
,Pliny informs us that in the y.ear 186 B. C. the island of "Old
Kaimeni," ·or the Sacred Isle, was lifted up from the .sea; and in
A. D. 19 the island of "Thia'' (the Divine) made its appearance.
In A. D. 1573 another isl~d was created, called "the ·s'm all sunburnt island." * * A recent examination of these islands
shows that the whole mass of Santorin has sunk, since its project.i on from the sea, ov.e r 1,200 feet.z
The fort and villages of Sindree, on the eastern arm of the
Indus, above Luckput, was· submerged in 1819 by an earthquake,
together with a __tract of country 2,000 square miles in extent.a
In Apri~, 1815, one of the most frightful eru~tions recorded
in history occurred in the province of Tomboro, in the island of
Sumbawa, about two hundred miles from · the eastern extremity
of Java. It lasted from April 5th to July of that year ; but was
most yiolen:t on tlie ·11th and 12th of July. The sound of the
explosion was heard .nearly one thousand miles. Out of a population of 12,000 in the ~rovince of Tombo~o, only twenty-six.
individuals escaped. "Violent whirlwinds carried up men, horses,
and cattle into the air, tore up the large~st tre.es· by the roots, and
covered the whole sea with floating timber." (Raffles's "History
of Java," Vol. I., 38.) The ashes darkened the air; ."the floating
cipders to the westward of Sumatra formed, on the 12th of April,
a ,mass two fe.et thick and sev.eraf miles in extent, through which
ships with difficulty forced their way." The darkness in day time was more profound than the blackest night. "The town
called Tomboro, on the _west side·· of Sumbawa, was overflowed
by the sea, which encroached upon the shore, so that the water
remained permanently eighteen feet deep in p_laces where there
,"Principles of Geology/' p . 430.
zAtlantis p. 37.
ap. 38.
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was land before. The area covered by the convulsion was 1,000
En'glish miles in circumfer.ence. "In the island of Amboyna, in the same month ·and year, the ground opened, threw out water,
arid then clos.ed again." (Raffles's ."History of Java," Vol. I., p.
52.)
But it is at the p·oint of the ~uro£ean coast near.e st to the site
of Atlantis at Lisbon that the most tremendous earthquake of
modern times has occurred. On the 1st of November, 1775, ~
sound was heard underground, and immediately after.ward a violent shock thr.ew down the greater part of the city. -In. six r_ninutes GO,QOO persons perished. A great- concourse of people had
coll~cted for safety upon a· new quay, built entirely of marble;
but suddenly it sank down ·with all the people on it, and not one
of the dead bodies ever floated to the surface. * * ·* The
water where the quay went. down is now 600 feet deep. The area
covered by this earthquake was very great. Rumbold~ says that
a portion of t~,e earth's surface•, four times as great as the· size
of Europe, was simultaneously shaken. It extended fr~m the
Baltic to the West Indies, and from Canada to Algiers. At eigh. ty leagues from Morocco the ground opened and swallowed a
village of 10,000 inhabitants, and closed again over them ..b
,
,

•

V

Although Mr. Charles D:a rwin, on~ of\ the most conservative of scientists, usual.l y insists t.h at the elevation and
subsidence of the, earth's crust is accomplished by slow degrees and continues through long geological periods of time,
yet in the report of his '~Geological Observations," he records
some very important evidences of recent elevations and stib.sidences as having taken place quite suddenly. One instance
is in connection with an elevation on the Island of San Lorenzo, off the coast of Peru near Lima, in which he reache.s
the ·conclusion that the beach on that island has been raised
85 feet since Indian men inhabited Peru.C He gives another
instance of a recent elevation of land ·on the Island of ChibAtlantis p. 40.
c"Geological Observations," third Edition, pp. 268, 269.
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loe ;d and. still another on the -Island of Lemus/ In speaking
in a general way of the elevation on the western side of the
South An1erican continent, Mr. Darwin also says: '
O.n the shores of the Pacific, upraised shells of recent species, generally, though not always, in the same proportional numbers as in the adjoining sea, have actually been found over a
north and south space of 2,075 miles, and -t}:iere is reason to be.:
lieve that they occur over a space of 2,480 miles. The elevation
on this western side of the continent has not been equable; • at
Valparaiso, within the period during which upraised shells have
remained undecayed on 'the surface; it has been 1,300 feet, whilst
at Coquimbo, 200 miles northward, it has been within thi·s same
period only 252 feet. At Lim.a, the land has been uplifted at least
eighty feet since Indian man inhabited that district; but the level
within historical times apparently ha·s subsid.ed.f

-

Coining to more recent seismic disturbances, I call attention to the one which occurred in 1883 on an island in the
straits of Sunda:
A great cloud was seen to rise above the island, and spreading out obscur.ed the sun, while ash fell from the air. Upon the
neighboring land the ground was shaken, while upon the low
coasts, a great water wave rushed, destroying thousands of lives.
"Krakatoa, which had nof been in eruption in this century, had
again broken forth, with the most terrific explosion that man had
recorded. Ash rose miles in the air, and s·p reading out, fell on
the surrounding land and water, and for a while it was so thick
upon the surface of the sea, in the Straits of Sunda, that the progress .of vess.e ls was impeded. So high did it rise that the light
·ash, floating about by the upper winds, staid suspended in the
air for 1nonths, son1e of it falling in America and Europe. A
great water wave, generated by the explosion, crossed the Pacific - tq the California coast, and it was observed on the shores
of Africa and Australia. Wh~ the eru~tion had ce~sed it was
~

I

d"Geological Observations," p. 233.
eibid. pp. 232, 233.
/Ibid. p. 599. Also -"The Earth," Vol. II., pp. 646, 647
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:
found that Krakatoa had been split into two parts, one of which
had disappeared into the air, leaving ocean water where there
had been dry land The part of the island that remained was
covered with a deep coating of ash, and not a living thing was
left, neither plant' nor animal.g

Spealking of the same event W. J. McGee, vice-president of the National Geographical Society, and ethnologist
in charge of the Bure·au of Am~rican Ethnology, says:
'This stupendous outburst cast up a cloud of gas and dust
to a height o.f seventeen miles or more which darkened the sun
for. 150 miles in every direction, raised a sea wave reaching 135
feet in neight on adjacent coasts, resounded in every direction
for a thousand miles, and in one dir.ectio~ for 2,968 miles (if not
indeed to the Antipodes), and sent out a series of great atmospheric waves rolling in both directions three times around the
globe.Ii

. The authority last quoted also says that the New Madrid .e arthquake of 1811-12 shook an area of a million and ·
a quarter square miles ; and that the Charleston earthquake ,
of 1886 was felt over nearly one-half ·million square miles
of land, and ·far out at sea. He gives at length also a description of the recent earthquake in the island of St. Vincent, West Indies, which shoo~ all Martinique by the force
of-its explosion. The magnetic disturbances swept in swift
undulations for thousands of miles, passed Maryland and
Kansas in a few secon_ds, and reached Honolulu a minute
or two later; while the ensuing rain of rock-d~s·t stretched
eastward a hundred miles beyond Barbadoes, westward to
Jamaica, northward to Texas, and to the South American
continent.i
I

___ ..

gFirst Book of Physical Geography, R. S. Tarr, pp. 347, 348.
h"The World Today," (Magazine), Vol. II., No. l, July, 1902.
iFor full description see the magazine entitled "The World
Today," Vol. III., No. 1, July, 1902.
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The conclusions to be reach'ed' from the facts here presented are, first, that while elevations and subsidences of
the earth's crust are usually accomplished by slow degrees
and through long periods of time, it is also true that very
extensive changes are effected by internal forces of the
earth in a very short period of time; and second, that there
is reason for the belief that the seismic disturbances described in the Book of Mormon as taking place at the crucifixion of Messiah, effected very great changes in the physical character of the land' occupied by the Nephites. If it
should be ;ontended that while the cases of earthquake disturbances cited in this chapter tell of widespread areas of
country being suddenly and great effected, yet . nowhere
( except in the case of Atlantis) do those changes approach
the magnitude of the physical changes called for in the views
here set forth, the answer would be that nowhere else in the
records kept by men is there an account of such terrible, such
long-continued, and such widespread cataclysms in the ·earth
as those described in the Book of Mormon. -The terrible
seismic disturbances which at the time of ~Messiah's crucifixion todk place in the western hemisphere\ continued
through three hours of time ( instead of a few minutes, as
in the case of some of the most noted earthquake instances
cited above) ; and effected the w~stern continents from end
to end, and were followed by three days of total darkness/
And as the forces then operative surpass in their magnitude
and ti1ne of continuance all other known instances of the
kind, so too, may it be reasonably argued that the changes
would be correspondingly greater than those effected by simiit should be noted that the darkness accompanied some of
the seismic disturbances cited in the foregoing accounts of earthquakes, notably · in that of April, 1815, in the island of Sumbowa, see page 181, where "the darkness in the day time" is described as being more profound than the blackest night.
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ilar instances of less magnitude and continued through briefer periods of time.
In concluding this chapter-even though I have not yet
arrived at the argu~entative stage of my treatise-I would
suggest that the cases of seismic disturbances here cited are
sufficient both in their character and extent to warrant belief
.
in"the possibility of the terrible cataclysms described in the
Book of Mormon, and that they effected great physical
changes in the continents of America..
;

. ,,
\

I

CHAPTER XII.
INTER-CONTINENTAL MovEMENTS OF BooK oF MORMON
PEOPLE.
The inter-continental moven1ents of the Book of Mormon peoples must next be considered.
Of the movements of the Jare~ites and the people of
Mulek but little can be learned. The center of J aredite civilization ·and national power was in that part of the north
continent known to the N ephites as the land "D·e_solation," a
country which corresponds, as we have seen, to modern Central America,a and of which Moron was the capital. From
this point the: Jaredites evidently colonized in great part the
north ~ontinent ; for it is said in the reign of King Lib that
"1the whole face of the land northward was covered with inhabitants."b But this is the widest extent of their colonization, as they confined themselves to occupancy of the north
continent, and nothing more than h~nting excursions ever
c~rried them into the south continerlt.
Of the movements of M ulek' s colony we have nothing
more defi~ite than that having landed first at some point in
the south part of the north continent, they afterwards removed into the north part of the south continent-to the valley of the Sidon, and were . permanently settled there when
they were found by the migrating N ephites under Mosiah I.
As for the movements of the N ephites we have already
traced them from Lehi's landing place in thirty degrees
south latitu.de to the valley of the Sidon, where •t hey joined
1

.

See p.-And Ether vii; 6, and Diet. B. of M., Art. Desolation.
bEther x: 21.
0
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the people of Zarahemla, the d~scendants of Mulek's colony,
and formed the _Nephite-Zarahemla .monarchy under Mosiah I.
Hereafter we shal find their movements tending chiefly in two directions: to the southward, and i~to the north
continent.
NEPHITE MOVEMEN·T S SOUTHWARD.

The movements of .the N;ephites "southward were
prpmpted by two chief incentives : first, by a desire on_the ,
part of some restless, over-zealous spirits, who came with
Mosiah to the valley of the S}don, to regain posses:'ion of th~
Land of Nephi-the land of their forefathers; a choice land
in itself, and made dear to some· of them, doubtle~s, by many
· tender and sacred recollections ; second, by a pious desire on
the part of zealous missionaries to convert their brethren,
the Lamap.ites, to the truth· of their fathers' faith in God,
and the truth of their fathers' traditions concern~ng the future coming of the Christ to br1ng to pass the redemption of
the world.
•
T·he first, and perhaps the largest of these movements,
having in conte1nplation the _re-occupancy of the land of
Nephi, was made under Zeni ff, a man who describes himself
as "overzealous" to inherit the land of his fathers.C This expe9ition was most likely undertc!ken during the reign of the
second king of the N ephite-Zarahemla nation, viz., King
Benjamin, who succeeded Mosiah I. In King Benjamin's
reign there was a serious war between the Lamanites and the
newly formed N ephite-Z~rahemla nation. The Lamanites
invaded the land of Zarahemla bent on ravaging the country,
and the subjugation of the people. )'hey were repulsed and'
I

cMosiah ix; 1-4.
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driven back to their own lands, but not without much bloodshed.d During the war, but likely after the repulse of the
Lamanites, Zeni ff, with others, was sent among the Lamanites to locate their forces and ascertain their strength, that
the Nephite-Zarahemla army might destroy them. But ·Zeniff, impressed with the many virtues of the Lamanites, desired that they might not be destroyed, and urged upon the
leader on the N ephite expedition to enter into a friendly
treaty with them. This, ho~ver· was so far from the mind
of the N ephite leader that he ordered Zeni£ f to be slain,
doubtless upon the charge ·of trea$on, or insubordination;
whereupon there wa~ a rev(?lt in the expedition. The leader
himself was killed; and Zeni££ was rescued after much
·bloodshed. fifty of the expedition-all that survived the un-·
happy conflict-returned to ~arahemla to relate the sad
event that had befa}len them. ·Zeni£ f now gathered a company about him who were desirous of repossessing the land
of their. forefathers, and with them he d~parted _from Zarahemla. On the journey they suffered from famine, which
much reduced their numbers; but finally they ·reached the
land of Lehi-Nephi, and of Shilom, wihich was the place
from which the N ephites under Mosiah <;leparted northward
in their second great hegira. e
The Lamanites received the expedition of Zeni££ with
favor, entered into treaty relations with them, and vacated
the land of Lehi-Nephi and Shilon, that Zeni££ and his people might possess it. It must not be thought, ho,vever, that
the action of the king of the Lamanites was altogether disinterested; his ulterior mot~ve was plunder of the N ephites

•

dOmni i; 24.
eFor the authority of the foregoing narrative compare Omni
i: 26-30, Mosiah ix: 1-6, and "Words of Mormon" between the
Books of Omni and Mosiah. Also Mosiah xi; 13.
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as soon as their well-known industry ·should bear fruit. He
allowed them to take possession of the cities and lands of
their fathers only tha.t · he might. bring them into . bondage,
and make their industry a source of revenue to himself ·and
people.
.
The people of Zeniff_rebuilt the walls of the ancient Nephite cities in the l~nd of Nephi, as also the cities themselves,
arid bJQught_the fruitful lands of their fathers again under
cultivaition;
for under
Lamanite occupancy they had been
.. ,.
.
neglected. The cities also had fallen into decay, and the
· ~alls thereof had partly crumbled into ruins. As soon, how:evcr, ·as N ephite industry began to redeem the waste places
and produce, prosperity iii the la!]d, th~ Lamanites attempted .their subjugation; but though they suffered s9me from
their conflicts. with the Lamanites, the N ephites, so long as
Zeniff lived,- maintained their independence~ So also they
did during part of the reign of their second king, }foah, son
of Zen if f. During the reign of this second kit1;g,,. though he
him~elf was a d~ssolute, unrighteous man, he greatly.. beautified the city of Lehi-Nephi, embellished the temple, and also
built for himself a magnificent palace. He also erected many
and magnificent ·buildings in the land of Shilom.f -To cai;ry
out these improvements King No.a h taxed his people to the
extent ,of ' one-fifth of all their possessions, and of their income. He surrounded his dissolute court with a corrupt
priesthood, and in every way demoralized his people and
made. his reign infamous. Still he successfully expelled the
predatory bc!nds of Lamanites whicl?, invaded his territory
from the south, and \Vno had for a time preyed upon ·his
people.
_
'
•
About this time God sent a prophet among·King Noah's
Him they
people to warn them of impending calamity.
fMosiah xi.
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.
burned, not heeding his warning. But the mission of Abinadi, for such was the prophet's naine, w,as not wholly in vain,
for the heart of one priest, Alma, was touched; and he, repenting of his own wickedness, brought others to repentance. As might be expe.cted, this course displea?ed King
Noah, and he sought to destroy young Alma and his people. But Alma being warned of God of the king's intentions, fled with his people ( numbering about four hundred
and fifty souls) into the wilderness, some eight days' journey, where they founded' a city which they called Helam.g
Here they dwelt in security for anumber of years. Finally,
ho\vever, they ,vere discovered ,b y the Lamanites, w;ho placed
them under bondage, and appointed task masters over them.
From this thraldom they were finally released hy the interposition of the-Lord, who directed Alma to take his flight iu
the direction of Zarahe1nla, which is reached in fwelve days
from Helam, where he ,vas most heartily re~ei~ed by King
Mosiah II., wlho made him High Priest over the Church
throughout
. Zarahemla.
.
Meantime a large army of Lamanites invaded the land
of Lehi-Nephi, before which King Noah and his people fled;
but being encumbered with their wives and .children they
were soon o'vertaken. Noah ordered·. an ab~ndonment of the
women and children; but this order part of the men of his
army refused to qbey, choosipg rather to die with their wives
and children. The remainder followed the king. When the
Lamanites sa,v the helplessness of the Nephites, and being
moved with ·con1passion by the pleading of their women, they
abandoned the slaughter of them, and permitted them to recThe city of Helam and the surrounding country which was
called "the land of Helam," was doubtless named from Helam,
w~?. was the first to receive baptism at the hands of Alma. · ]\,Jos.
XVlll.

;
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turn to their -cities, under covenant that they would deliver
up one-half of their property, and thereafter pay annually
one-half of the products of their labors. These hard conditions were accepted ; and the people returned to their possessions ;. one Limhi,
son of N1oah, was chosen to be their
.
ruler-their kjng, if .such a title, un1er the circumstances, be
not mock~ry. ·
·
The N ephite men who obeyed the orders qf King Noah
in the matter of abandoning their wives and ch~ldren soon
repented of their cowardice, and resolved to return and share
: their fate or avenge their death; and when King Noah opposed their manly resolutions they burned him at the stake. .
On returning to Lehi-Nephi it was to find, of course, that
their people had gone into bondage to the Lamanites, under
the circumstances already detail~d-a bondage these returning fugitives readily shared.
Hard, indeed, was the fate ·of the N ephites under Lan1anite bondage. The treaty stipulation prevented the Lamanites from making open war upon them; but the one-ha:lf
of the products of their labor d~e their masters under the
treaty they had- formed ,vas collected. under eyery circumstance of cruelty and the La1nanites themselves directe"d the
labors of the unfortunate N ephites, placing ta~k n1asters
over them, who~in every way insulted· and oppressed then1,
even to the binding of heavy burdens upon their .backs, and
the application ·of the·lash on the slightest provocation.
Under these circumstan~es it can be easily understood
that ·t he Nephites were restive and anxious for de.liverance.
Naturally their eyes and hearts turned to Zarahemla, where
the great body of their brethren dwelt in security. Once
King Limhi fitted out a small expedition of forty-three men
and s~nt them to find Zarahemla, and bring deliverance. The
expedition was .a failure as far as its in1mediate object was
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concerned. It was lost in the w~lderness, passed by the lan_d
of Zarahemla-evidently on the west of it, and went into the
land northward, where it found the ruins of the Jaredite race
-destroyed cities, ruined temples, fallen walls, .a land covered with the bone·s of men and beasts. They also found
breast-plates of brass and copper; swords, the hilts of which
had perished; and the blades of which were cankered with
rust. But w;hat was of more importance they found what
afterwards proved to be the record of Ether, consisting of
1:wenty-four plates of gold, on which the last prophet of the
Jaredite race_. had engraved an outline history of his people,
and which subsequently King Mosiah, by.use of the Urim
and Thummim, translated into the N:ephite lang~age; so that
the N ephites at Zarahemla were acquainted with the history
of the ·people. . who had preceded them in the occupancy of
the western heni.isphere.h
lt would naturally be expected that the people of Zarahemla would feel an interest in their brethren who went
up to re-occupy the land of Nephi; and wihen, year after
year passed away and no word came of their fate or fortunes,
there were those ,vho petitioned the king of Zarahemla to
send an expedition in search of them. The repeated petitions
at last met with favorable action, and one Ammon, a descendant of Zarahemla, with fifteen others started for the
land of N!ephi. · -After forty days' journey they reached
Shilom, at which place King Limhi was sojourning at the
time of their arrival. The joy of the meeting was mutual.
Ammon and his associates rejoiced that their mission had
such a happy termination; Limhi and his people, that they
could now hope for deliverance from Lamanite bondage;
• and also they had joy in the proof w,hich Ammon brought
•them that the N ephites of Zarahemla were not destroyed;
I

hCompare Mosiah viii, with _Mosiah xxi; and Mosiah xxviii.
Il-14
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for when Limhi's expedition returned from the land northwa·rd, where they found the · ruins and' bones of an extinct __
people, they supposed they had found Zarahe.mla, but that
the Lamanites had destroyed th4t people. ·~
Soon after the arrival of A1nmon in· th~ land of Nephi
the people of Limhi devised plans for their e~cape from their
Lamanite
oppressors. The plans' were 's.uccessfully carried
..
into effect, and Limhi and his people were. welcomed to
Zarahemla by King Mosiah II.' T:hus end~d the most notable effort of the N eph1tes to repossess the land of their
fathers' first inheritance, the land of Nephi. The occupancy of that Jarid by Zeniff's people extended over a period of about eighty years.
Of the missionary expeditions that ventured into . the
land of Nephi for the conversiqn of the Lamanites, one of
the most notable, as also one of the .most successful, was
begun and carried to its successful termination under the
leadership of the 'four sons of King Mosiah II, named reThese
spectively, Ammon, · Aaron, O~ner, and Himni.
young men, and Alma, son of the High Priest of the same
name, in their youthful days were unbelievers in the tradition? of their fathers; and they sought to destroy the Church
of God which ·the elder Alma with so ,much toil had estabIished through a faithful ministry. No parental authority,
no' persuasion of preaching prevailed against the pride and
scepticism .of these young princes . and the younger Alma.
Gifted w(ith eloquence, politic, large-minded, generous in
W?rd and deed, gracious and condescending to the people,
Absalom-like he was rapidly stealing the hearts of the Nephites, threatening the very existence of thg Church of God.
At this juncture, out of respect for· the prayers of the 'elder •
Alma, God' visited these young men ·by sepding an angel to
reprove them, and warn them of impending calamities. The
•

•

.
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manifestation of God's power in this visitation was such that
the young men were overwhelmed. Their conviction of sin
was such that they repented thoroughly; and, Paul-l~ke, from
being persecutors of those who served God, .they beca~e
zealous teachers of the truth, and sought with all their power
to undo the w;retched mischief they had done in seeking the
destruction of the Church. This accomplished, so far as was
possible, in the land of Zarahemla; their thoughts tu.rned t0
the hosts of unbelieving Lamanites in the land of Nephi,
more numerous than the N ephites and the people of Zarahemla combined. A ·holy desire took possession of them to
preach salvation through the. Gospel to those hosts of Lamanites. Renouncing, therefore; all their claims as princes,
and abdicating all rights of succession to the throne of their
father, Mosiah II, these princes , headed the aforesaid missionary expedition to the ·Lamanites. In the midst of many
aflictions, attended with much persecution, the sons Qf Mosiah and their companions preached the gospel extensively
throughout Lamanite ·lands, and had a rich harvest of souls
for their hire·. They established a church among the Lamanites; but such was the oppression practiced by the unconverted Lamanites upon those who accepted the teachings of
the N ephites, that, under divine dtrection- and to preserve
the.ir people frqm destruction, the young princes conrlucted
ari exodus of the Church from the land of Nephi, then in
possession of the Lamanites, to Zai-ahemla, where they were
welcomed by the Nephites, especially by Alma the High
Priest; and a land-the land of Jershon, north of Zarahemla
-was set apart for the homei of this body of Lamanite
converts.
iElder Reynolds suggests that this land north of Zarahemla
was set apart to them because it ·would place Zarahamela
between them and the Lam.anites who might attempt pursuit.Diet. Book of Mormon, p. 172.
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The N ephites in the land of Zarahemla early appreciated the strategic importance ,o f holding possession of the
narrow nec\k of land-the isthmus which connected the
southland with the northland. They perceived that if hardpressed by thefr Lamanite enmies, who out-numbered then1
to the extent of two for one/ the. narrow neck of. land afforded them a means of escape into the great land northward, while by fortifying the narrow passage their enemies,
however numerous, could be held in check,, while they themselves would have a whole continent behind them in which
to expand. The Lamanites also saw the strategic importance of this .isthmus, and in some of the great wars in the
last half of the century immediately preceding the coming
of the Messiah, they sought to possess it, and ·the N ephites
as strenuously sought to prevent them from taking possession of it.k
The first extensive migration of N ephites ir1to the north
continent occurred in the thirty-seventh and thirty-eighth
year of the reign of the N ephite judges, a period w:hich corresponds to fifty-five B. C. That year five thousand four
hundred men, together
with their wives and children, left
,
the land of Zarahemla for the northland. That same year
one Hagoth, spoken . of in N ephite annals as a "curious
man," established ship-building yards on the borders of the
land Bountjful, on the west . side of the isthmus connecting
the two continents. Here he constructed a number of large
vessels, in which great bodies of immigrants were
carried northward, to found new homes.· Two of Hagoth's
vessels that started northward never retµrned, nor was any;

---'

iMosiah xxv: 2, 3.
kAlma li, lii. Helaman i.

.
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thing ever afterwards heard of them. The N ephites believed
them to have been wrecked at sea. It is supposed by some
that these N ephite vessels may have drifted westward and
that their occupants may have peopled some of the islands
of the Pacific.
.
About ten years after this first great migration northward the movement of population in that direction received
a fresh impetus; for great numbers went from Zarahemla
and extended their journey farther northward than heretofore. Contentions in the land of Zarahemla-contention5
born of pride, seem to have been responsible in some way
for this movement. Doubtless iri the old ,centres of N ephite
civilization the possession of large wealth led to class distinctions, and· inequalities, most distasteful to a people who
from the first arrival of their fathers on the promised land
had -been -taught to look upon each other as equals. Migration f ram the land where distinctions based upon the possession of wealth, and the pride it fosters, presented itself
perhaps as the easiest solution of the difficulty, and hence
. the impetus to the northward movement in this year 46 B. C.
The N ephite
historian, Mormon, in speaking of condi.
.
tions that obtained about this time, gives one of those rare
glimpses of N ephite civilization that I consider of sufficient
importance to quote at length:
l

~

And it came to pass in the forty and sixth year,Z * * there
was much contention, and many dissensions; in the which there
were an exceeding great many who departed out of the land of
Zarahemla, and went forth unto the la.nd' northward, to inherit
the land; and they did travel to an exceeding great distance,
lForty and sixth year of the reign of the judges; correspond-

ing to the year forty-six B. C. (Reynolds' B. of M. Chronology,
Richards' Compendium, p. 195.)
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insomuch that they cam.e to large bodies of water, and many
rivers; yea,, and even they did spread forth unto al] parts of tht
land, into whatever parts it had been rendered desolate and without timber, because of the many inhabitant~ who had before inherited the land. And now no part of the land was desolate,. save
it were for timl:?er, &c.; but becaus.e of the greatness of the des ..
tructiqn of the people who had before inhabited' the land it was
called desolate. · And there being but little timber upon the face
of the land, nevertheless the people w.ho went forth, became e'Cceedingly expert in the working of cement; therefore they did
build houses of cement, in the which they did dwell. And it
came to pass that there were many of the people of Ammon,
from the land southward to the land northward, and did ~pread
insomuch that they began to cover the face of the whole earth,
from the sea south to the, sea north, from the sea west to the
sea east. And the people who were in the land northward, .did
dw,ell in tents, . and the houses of cement, and they did suffer
whatsoever tree should spring .up. upon the face of the land, that
it should grow up, that in time 't hey might have tim-b er. to build
houses, yea, their cities, and their temples, a.nd their synagogues,
and the•ir sactuaries arid all ·m anner of their buildings. And it
came t(? pass as timber was exceedingly scarce in the land northward, they did send forth much .by the way of shipping; and
thus they did en.able the people in the land N Qrthward, that they.
might build many cities, both of wood and of cement. And it
came to pass that there were many of the people of Ammon.
who w,ere. Lamanites by ~irth, did- also go fo~th into this land.
And ,now there are many records kept of the proceedings of
this people, by many of this people, which are. particular and
very large, concerning them; but behold a hundredth part of
the proceedings of this people, yea, the account of. the Lamanites,
and of the N ephites, and t~eir wars, and contentions, and di~sensions, and their preaching, and their prophecies, and their
shipping and their building of ships, and the building of temples,
and of synagogues, and their sanctuaries, and their · righteousness, and their wickedness, and their murders, and thei~ robbings
and their plunderings, and all mann.er of .abominations and
whoredoms, cannot be contained in this work.m
I

i

mBook of Helaman, Chap,.. iii :I-JS.
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Here it will be proper to dispel what I regard as a misapprehension of the extent of N ephite occupancy of the north
continent, at this period of N ephite history. From the fact
that in the foregoing quotation it is said that the N ephites
removing from Zarahe1nla traveled "to an exceeding great
distance, insomuch that they came to large bodies of water,
and many rivers," some have supposed that the N ephites at
this ti1ne extended their colonization movements as far
north as the great lakes in the eastern part of North America ;n and from the fact that it is also said' that "they began
to ,cover the face of the whole earth, from the sea south, to
the sea north, from the. sea west to the sea east;" it has been
supposed that these expressions meant to convey the idea
that the N eJ?hites
at this time had extended their settlements
.....
over both continents; and that "from the sea south of the sea
north" meant from the sea at the southern extermity of
South America ( south of Cape Hor1!), to the Arctic Ocean,
north of North An1erica.O T!'tere is no evidence, however, in
the Book of Mormon that warrants such a conclusion as to the extent of N ephite· occupancy of the western hemisphere
in 46 B. C. Allowance for hyperbole must be made in the
expression, "They began to cover the face of the whole
earth," since th~ facts set forth in the whole history of the
N ephites in the Book of Mormon are against the reasonable_ness of such an expression if taken literally. From the
landing of Lehi's colony early in the sixth century B. C., to
the date corresponding'tJO ~he year 55 B:.c .:,when the first considerable migration into the north land took place, N ephite
occupancy of the promised land was confined to portions of
the·west and the extreme north part of what is novv the south
continent of An1erica ;and as compared with the rest of South
America, as now known to us, the extent of country occuI

')

nTo Lakes Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, Ontario.
0 See Orson ,Pratt's notes "i" and "j" Helaman iii.
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pied was but a very small part of the continent. The migrations from Zarahemla, from the year 55 B. C., to 46 B. C.,
though considerable, are not sufficient to warrant the belief
that the Nephites spread over and occupied the ·whole face
of the north continent. By reference to the map the reader, if
he will consider the parts of the co~ntry now known as the
south part of Mexico and .Central America, ·will there fin9
all the conditions that answer to the terms of the descri_p- ·
tion in the passage quoted complied with as to "the sea south,
and .the sea north; the sea east and the sea wiest ;" whil~ the
physical character of the same land, even now, will answer
the requirements of thJ description of its being a land of
"large bodies of water and many· rivers ;"P and mqre abund-·
antly may, have been so before the ~onvlusions of nature .
'W/hich todk place in Nephite lands at Messiah's crucifixion.
I co.nclude, therefore, that this migration of N ephites at
this time extended no further northward than southern parts
of Me~ico, say about the twenty-second degree north latitude; in other words, the Nephites were occupying the old
seat of Jaredite empire and civilization, and the land of Moron which the Nephites called "desolate," not because of it5
barrenness-save for the absence 'of forests of timber-"but
because of the greatness of th~ destruction of the people
who had :before inhabited the land;" that is, the Jaredites.
The next important event affecting the movement of
population and the possession of the land north . and south
was a war between the N ephites and Laman it es, that began
with the invasion of N ephite lands by · the Lamanites in 35
B. C. Owing to dissensions among the N ephites, m~ny of
that peopl~ had deserted to the Lamanites. It is quite pos/>The land _visited by Limhi's exp.e ditions in search of Zarahemla, and who went to the land desolation, on their return
described that as a land "among many waters." Mosiah viii:8.
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sible that this was owing ~o the resentment felt by the dissenting N ephites because of the class distinctions which arose
on account of wealth and pride; and instead of the dissatisfied joining in the movement northward,as many did, some
of them went southward, joined their fortunes with the ~arbarous Lamanites, and fomented the spirit of war against
their brethren. In this war the N ephites were destined to
meet Wtith a new experience. Hitherto in their wars with
the Lamanites, since uniting with the people of Zarahemla,
at least, the N ephites had oeen able to hold their lands
against the Lamanite invasion; and though they had lost
here and there a :battle, they were uniformly successful in
their wars. In the year of 35-32 B. C., however, the Lamanites drove the_N ephites from all their .}ands in the south continent. Even Zarahemla was taken, and the cities in the land
Bountiful, extending, be it remembered, northward from the
land of Zarahemla to the isthmus ,conneGting the two continents. The N ephites were thrown wholly on the defensive.
Then concentrated their forces at the ~arrow neck of land;
hastily fortified it, and by that means prevented the invasion
of the north continent. q
In the year 32-31 B. C. the fortunes of war changed
somewhat and the invading hosts of Lamanites were forced
out of the most northe~n cities of the N ephites in the land
Bountiful and Zarahemla; but the city Zarahe'mla, so long
the capital of the Nephite-Zarahemla nation, remained. in
possession of the Lamanites ; nor could the N ephites further
prevail by f or-ce of arms than to win back and hold about
one-half of their possessions in the south. At this point still
another event important in_N ephite history occurred. The
Chief Judge of the land, whose name was N ei:fl1i, resigned
his office in order to j~in his younger brother, Lehi, in the
~

qHelaman iv.
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work of preaching the gospel. Unrighteousness is assigned
as the cause of N ephite failure in the war of 35-32 B. C. ;
wealth, love of luxury, pride, injustice to the poor, internal
dissensions, manifold treasons, and civil strife are enumerated as among ,N ephite sins and afflictions. If unrighteousness_was ·the cause of N ephite weakness and failure-and it
was· then clearly t~e logical thing to do was to bring the
f)eople to repentance, re-establish them in righteousness, and
by these steps restore them to. the favor of God. Evidently
so , reasoned these two pri~sts · and prophets of God, Nephi ·
, ,a nd Lehi ; and to the a·chievem:ent of this end they bent their
energies. They wjere successful; hut successful in a direction least to . be. expected, viz., successful in converting the
Lamanites. . Partially successful in converting the N ephites,
in tpe northern cities of the southland, they went into the
land . of Zarahemla, still held by the. Lamanites, and
so far convinced the Lamanites of the error and· wickedness of the traditions of their fathers that eight thousand were baptized in the land of Zarahemla and the regions
rount about. Thence the· two prophets went f11;rther southward into the land of Nephi; and though they met with
some persecutions, such was the marvelous display of God's
power in their delive!ance, that the greater part of the Lamanites were converted; and restored t_o the N ephites the
cities and lands they had taken- in the recent war. Many of
'
the Lamanites themselves engaged in the wJork of the ministry, and preached to the N ephites both in Zarahemla and
in the north continent. Nephi and Lehi also preached in the
northland, but with no great success. Still peace . prevailed;
and for the first time since the separation of the N ephites
from the l,amanites, in the first half of the sixth century B.
C., th~re was unrestricted intercourse between the two
peoples:.
~

•
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And behold, the r.e was peace in all' the land, insomuch that
the Nephites did go into whatsoever part of the .land they would,
whether among the N ephites or the Lamanites. And it came
to pass that the Lamanites did also go whithersoever they would,
wh~ther they were among th.e Lamaniteis or arnong the N ephites,
and thus they did have free intercourse one with another, to buy
' and sell, and to get gain, according to their desire. And it -can1e
to pass that they became exceedingly rich, both the Lamanites
and the N ephites; and they did hav.e ·an exceeding plenty of gold
and of all manner of precious metals, both
in the land south, and
,.
in the land north. Now the land south was called Lehi, and the
land north was called Mulek, which was after the son of Zedekiah; for the Lord did bring Mulek into the land north, and
Lehi into the land south. And behold, there was all manner of
gold in both these lands, and of silver; and of precious ore of
every .kind: and there were also curious workmen, who dici work
all kinds _of ore, and did refine it; and thus. they did become rich.
They did raise grain in abundance, both in the north and in the
south; and they did flourish ex_ceedingly, both in the .north and
in the south. And they did multiply and wax exceeding strong
in· the land. And they did raise many flocks and herds, yea,
many fatlings. Behold their women did toil and spin, and did
make all m~nner of cloth, of fine twined linen, and cloth of every kind, to clothe their nakedness.
1

The next event which affected Nephite occupancy of
the north and south continent was one of their many robber
~rars. By the sixteenth year f ram the time the signP of the
PA Lamanite prophet .five years B. C., declared that a sign
of Messiah's birth ,vould be given to the people of the western
hemisphere, which he descri,bed as follows: "This w ill I give
unto you for a sign at the time of his (Messiah's) con1ing; for
behold there shall be great lights in heaven, insonu1ch that in
the night before he cometh, there shall be no darkness, insomuch
that it shall appear unto men as if it was day. Therefore the·re
shall be one day and a night and a day, as if it were one day,
and ther-! were no night ; a.n d this shall be unto yon a sign. * *
And behold there shall a new star arise, such a one as ye never
have beheld; and this also shall be a sjgn unto you" ( of Messiah's ·b irth). All of which ca1ne to pass as predicted. (See Hclaman xiv: 1-6; also I II. N.ephi i : 15-21.)
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birth of Christq 'had been given ( therefore 16 A. D.) wickedness had so far increased among the people of the western
world, and there had been so many disse~sions from those
who once had favored law and order, that the. robber bands
which infested .the country considered- themselves so powerful that they called u pon the Chief Judge of the land to ab- ·
dicate governn1ent ~nd ~ccept the order of things t~at obtained in their societies. This demand led to a serious war
between the supporters of the government on t~e one hand,
and the outlaws on the other. The Nephite leaders gathered
their people both from the· north and the south into th.e central part of their country-into the land Bountiful; and the
land Zarahemla; and the cities of these lands the N ephites
and the Lamanites standing for law, order, and the-n:iainteriance of government, f ortifieq and stocked with an ~bun dance of provisions against the opening of the impending war.
The war began in the year 1~ A.D., and lasted for more than
two years. In it the robber bands were not only defeated,
but annihilated, by being .destroyed in -battle, executed u11der
the provisions . of the law, or by 1being comp~lled to enter
into covenant to abandon their robberies and. murders. This
w;ar, in some ·respects the most terrible in N ephite history,
was fallowed by an era of prosperity. In the course of a
.few years the N ephites had moved back upon their land's
whence they had been called ·by the exigencies of the recent
war. "And it came to pass that there were many cities built
anew, and there were many old cities repaired; and there
were many highways cast up, and many roads made, which
led from city to city, and from land to land."r ·
No sooner wer~ the terrors of war removed, however,
'

I

qThe Nephites began to reckon their time from the sign of
Messiah's birth iri the ninth year from that event. See. III. Nephi ii. Compare verses 3-7 with verses 8-10.
·
r~II. Nephi vi.
,
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than the people who had -been so marvelously delivered from
their enemies lapsed again into unrighteousness.
For there were many merchants in the land, and also many
lawyers, and many officers. And the people began to be• distin_guished by ranks; according to their riches, and their chances
for learning; yea, som.e were ignorant because of their pov.eirty,
and others did receive great learning because of their riches;
some were lifted up in prid.e, and others we•re exceeding humble;
some did return railing for railing, while others would receive
railing and p.e rsecution, and all manner of afflictions, and would
not turn and revile again, but were humble and penitent before
God; and thus there became a great inequality in all the land,
insomuch that the church began to be broken up; yea, insomuch
that in . the thirtieth year the church was broken up in all the
land, save it 'Yere among a few of the Lamanites, who were
converted unto the true faith; and they would not depart from it,
for they were firm, and steadfast, and immovable, willing with
all diligence to ke.ep the commandm.ents of the Lord. Now the
c~use of this iniquity of the people was this, satan had great
power, unto the stirring up of the people to do all manner of
iniquity, and ~o the puffing .t.hem up with pride, tempting them to
se.ek for power, and authority, and riches~ 'and the vain things of
the ~orld. * * * Now they did not sin ignorantly, for they
knew the wilt of God concern1ng them, for it had been taught unto 'them; therefore they did willfully rebel against God ..s
'

. The people of the western world, in brief, had entered
upon that final stage of their wickedness which was to terminate in those , awful convlusions of nature that should
make their lands desolate, and well-nigh destroy the inhabitants thereof. The government itself had become corrupt;
so, too, had the priesthood, save a few. faithful ones-men of
God, who testified that the Messiah had come, and that the
time of his passion and resurrection approached. These were
.sJII. Nephi vi: 11-15, 18.
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secretly haled before the- judges, and both priests and la Wyers leagued against them for their destruction. When it
was feared that the Chief Judge ·would not sign their death
,varrants-a thing needful under the Nephite law to inake
executions legal-they privily put them to d~ath, and thus
were guilty of_judicial 1nurders. An attempt . to overthrow
the commonwealth, now perpetuated through .more than a
hundred an1 twenty years, ended in anarchy; and . thence
to the establishment of a sort of tribal government, which
maintained an uncertain peace by means of .mutual fears
rather than by any inherent strength iri the system-if system, indeed, it ·could be called. Such were the conditions
that obtained among the people of the western world when
those mighty cataclysms occurred which destroyed so many N ephite cities, effaced s9 much of N,e phite civilization, and
so greatly changed in sortie places the physical •c haracter of
the continents of the western hemisphere, of which the Book
of Mormon account has been already given.
Shortly after these great cataclysms the Savior made
his appearance among the N ephites and established his
Church, which eveJJt was followed by a long period of righte,ousness and the loss of all ra·ce and party distinction, such
as "N ephite" and "Lamanite," etc. ; and the people occupied the lands north and south withou.t restraint according
to their good pleasure. True, in the year 350, A. D., when
wickedness had again made its appearance an1ong the people, and old distinctions were revived, a treaty ·was mad'e in
v0hich it was stipulated that those calling themselves La_manites and Gadianton robbers would possess the south· ~qntinent. T·~e treaty, 'however, was not long respected by the
Lama~ites, for at the end of ten years they violated it by attempting to invade the north continent and war was renewed.
Back and forth surged the tide of armed conflict, but raged
\

I
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chiefly in what was known to the Nephites as the land of
Desolation, the old seat of Jaredite empire and civilization.
T.he N ephites at last having been driven from their southern
strongholds in the north continent, proposed through their
leader, Mormon/ that they be pern1itted to gather their people at Cumorah-the Ramah of the Jaredites-that they
m.ight trust their fate to the dreadful arbitrament of one
great battle. The request was· granted; the hosts were gathered, the armies which fought under the N ephite name were
destroyed, save such as were mingled with the Lamanites.
Anarchy followed, and then savagery for ages claimed the
western hemisphere as its own. YMormon was born in the north continent, about 311 A. D.
To him was entrusted the Nephite, records by one Ammaron;
a.nd while they- were in his possession he made the abridgment which bears his name, "The Book of Mormon." All the
sacred Nephite records he hid away except his abridgment of
those r.e cords; and that he deliver.ed to his son Moroni.

-CHAPTER XIII.
GOVERNMEN T A ND RELIGION AMONG THE NEPHITES.

Nephite Government.
So1ne t\velve or
fifteen years
.
. after Lehi's. colony arrived
ia the new world, Nephi with that part of the colony which
he could influence-the more righteous part, py the wayseparated from the elder sons of Lehi and their following,.
and established a separate community. Such w:as the estee1n
in which Nephi was held by his following that his people besought him to be their king. Nephi appears not to have fa-vored the establishment of this kind of government, but
yielded to the desire of his people.z Perhaps he had inherited the prejudices of the Hebrew prophts against the kingly
form of government, a and would gladly have seen his people
live under an ·administration of government by judges, as in
ancient Israel. This, however, is but an inference drawn
from the fact of Nephi's expressed desire that his people . .
would have no king.
,
Succession to the king~y dignity was n1ade hereditary
in Nephi's family,b and the kings on their accession to the
kingly power took the title of Nephi' I., Nephi II., Nephi III.>
Nephi IV., etc.' What the nature of this kingly government
was, what secondary officers existed in· it, and what means
were employed for the administration of its laws cannot be
learned fr<?m the N ephite record. For some time the community over which the established governr11ent held sway
zII. Nephi v: 17, 18.

aI. Samuel viii: 1-9 and 19-22.
bMosiah xxv : 13.
cBook of Jacob i :9-11.
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was but a small one, hence the kingly office had no such dignity as attaches to it in more extensive governments; but was
most likely a/kin to the petty kingdoms which existed in
J udead at various times and with which Nephi and some few
of those who had accompani~d him from Jerusalem w,ere
acquainted. The N ephites had the scriptures containing the
law of Moses,. and were taught to somt extent in some of
th customs of the_Jews, but not in all of th~m. e And. these
customs, and the law of. Moses admin\stered with no very
great amount of ma·chinery, I apprehend, constituted the
character of the Nephite government. Under it the Nephites lived for a period of more than four hundred and
fifty years.
The transition from a kingly form of government to
what may be called a democracy was made at the death of
Mosiah II., 509 years from the time Lehi left J erusaleni, or
91 years B. C. The Israelitish genius in matters of govern1nent inclines them to the acceptance of what men commonly
call a theocracy, which · is defined as meaning literally "a
state governed in the name of God." The election of this
form of government ·by Israelites as most desirable; grows
out of the fact of the Mosaic leg~slation; for Moses received
the law :by w:hich Israel was governed direct from Jehovah;
its regulations were carried out in Jehovah's name, by the ad:ninistration of judges, both during the lifetime of Israei= s
great prophet and also after his demise. Living thus under
the divine law, admini_stered in the name of Jehovah by
judges divinely appointed, was to be governed of God. And
so completely was this form of government recognized as the
government of God, that to reject it was held to be rejecting
dGen. xiv. I.n many · cases these Judean "kings" ruleci but a
single city.
eII. Nephi xxv: 2.
II-15
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God as the ruler of the state, as witness the words of the
Lord himself in the closing years of the prophet Samuel's
life when Israel clamored for a king. The Lord \said unto
Samuel: "Hearken unto the voice of the people in all that
they say unto thee: for they have not rejected thee, but they
have rejected ~e, that I should not reign over them."f
No one, it appears to me, could have a clearer conception
of the ·evils that groWi out of kingly government than the
N ephite king, Mosiah IL Nor a clearer concep~ion of the
strength and advantages of that form of gov~rnl?-rent. I give
a summary of his reasoning upon two sides of this question:
"It is better that a man be judged of God than of man; for
the judgments of God are always just, but the judgments of
men are not alw/ays just." This is said in support of the
old Israelitish idea of government-a theocracy: "If it were
possible that you could have just men·to be your kings, who
• would establish the laws of ,God and judge this people according · to his commandments, * * * then it would
be expedient that·you always have kings to rule over you;"
but "because all. men are not just, it is not expedient that you
should have a king or kings to rule over you. * * * *
Behold, how much iniquity ·doth one wicked !king cause to be
committed, yea and what destruction!" Moreover Mosiah
understood the s~rength of those forces behind which an ungodly king could intrench himself. "Behold, * * * *
ye cannot dethrone an iniquitous king, save . it be through
much contention, and the shedding of much blood; for behold, he has his friends in iniquity, and keepeth ~is guards
about him, * * ~ * and he enacteth laws, .and sencleth them forth among his people; yea, laws after the. manner
of his owp ~ickedness; and whosoever does not obey his
laws, he causeth to be destroyed; a~d whosoever doth rebel
fI. Samuel viii: 7.

I
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ag~inst hiin, he will send his armies against them to vvar, and
if he can, he will destroy them: and thus an unrighteous
king doth per~ert the ·ways of all righteousness." "Behold
I say unto you the sins of many people have been caused by
the iniquities of their kings."
These were the considerations which led him to recommend the· abandon1nent of kingly government and esta·blish
a reign of judges chosen by the voice of the people. By this
arrangen1ent Mosiah held that the people would bear the responsibility of the government. "It is not common," he reasons, "that the voice of the pe_ople desireth anything contrary
to that which is right; but it is common for the smaller part
of the people to desire that which is not right; therefore
this shall ye observe, and make it your law, to do your business by the voice of the people; and if the time comes that
the voice of the people doth choose iniquity, then is the time
that the judgment of God will come upon you; yea, then is
the time he will visit you with great destruction, even as he
~. has hitherto visited this land." All of which is a clear setting forth of the responsibilities of self-governing communities.
It should be pointed out, however, that there were some
other events which led to the consideration of the propriety
of changing ·the form of the N ephrte government at this
tin1e. The sons of Mosiah, vvho were heirs to the N ephitc
throne, were miraculously converted to the gospel, and so
thoroughly imbued had they become with the importance of
the work of the ministry of the Church
that they aban,
doned their rights of succession to the kingly dignity, and
departed from the land of Zarahemla to perform n1issions
among the Lamanites. In consequence of the a~tion of these
young· princes, Mosiah II. was con£ ronted with the problen1
of succession to the N ephite throne, since those to whom beI

•
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longed the right refused to accept the honor. He feared that
if another were appointed instead of one who had constitutional claims to the throne, there might arise contentio.n s
over the question of succession: "And who. lknoweth," said
he, "but w~at D)Y son to whom the kingdom doth belong,
shall turn to be angry, and draw part of this people after
him, which would cause wars and contentions among you,
which would be the cause of shedding much blood?" He
-therefore recommended the election of a chief judge or president of the theocratic-democracy, who wpuld be possessed
of both administrative and judicial powers, Jn the hope that
such action, .t aken by the people themselves, would obviate
.all . difficulty or question a:bout the Jegitimacy of the government about to be established.
It is difficult to determine with precision the entire character of the constitution of the Nephite democracy. But
from what is Wfitten in the Book of Mormon this much may
be learned: The chief judge, elected by the people, was the
supreme governor of the land, the chief executive.g His 9ath
of office bound him "to judge righteously, and to keep the
peace and the freedom of the people,and g,ra,nt unto them tbe
s~cred privileges to worship the Lord their God; to support
and_n1aintain the laws of God all his days, and to bring the
wicked to justice, according to tl).eir crin1es."h A similar
oath was doubtless adminis~ered to the inferior judges. To
a limited extent also legislative powers were granted to the
chief judge/ but these powers appear to have been li1nited to
framing laws, which ,¥ere not of force until ratified by the
limit seems to have been set to the ,
voice of the people.
term of ·office ~f the chief judge, ·b ut as the voice of the people placed him in office, the same power. could also dismiss
~

I

No

·gMosiah xxix. Alma iv: 16. Alma xxx: 29.
kAlma 1: 39.
iAima iv: 16.
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him from it; and it may be that the power of impeachment,
vested in a certain number of inferior judges-as explained
later-extended to 'deposing even the chief judge. In any
event it may be concluded that he held his position only during. good behavior.
Just how the inferior judges were graded cannot be as ·
certained, ·b ut that they were graded is evident since 1'4osiah
II., in explaining the character of the constitution of the
democracy he proposed to his people, said: "And if ye have
j\udges, and~they do not judge you according to the lavv
which has been given, ye can cause that _they may be judged
of a higher judge; if your higher judges do not judge righteous judgmepts, ye shall cause that a smaller number of your
lower j udes should be gathered together, and they shail
judge your higher judg~s, according to the voice of the people.''i_ · A salutary provision this, for it made all amenable
to the law, but the manner in which the judges were graded
is unknown, as well as what number of inferior judges were
designated to try the superior judges.
These administrators of the law vvere paid for their
services "according to the time vvhich they labored to judge
those who were brought before them to be judged, * * *
a senine of gold for a day," or its equivalent in silver-a
senum of silver.k It is, of course, impossible to determine
the value of these denominations of N ephite coins, and therefore impossible to determine the value of the per diern of the
judges., The nearest approach that can be made to an estimate is that a senine of old or a senum of silver \Vas equal
in value to "a measure 'of barley and also for a measure of
any kind of grain."1 This is again indefinite, · as neither the
iM osiah xxix : 28, 29.
kAlma xi : 1-4.
Zlbid. xi :7.
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bulk nor the weig4t of "a measure of grain" is known; but
it does convey the idea that it · was no very great amount;
and, indeed, .in all that is said upon the subject of compen·sation for public service in the state, it is manifest that the
N ephite government was administered on the strictest lines
of e.conomy .m

!The organization of the rµilitary forces a~ong the Nephites would be a subject of great interest," since, by rec1:_son
of ~he constant aggressions of the Lamanites, they were
often forced into war, an~ would be classed as a defensiveiy
warlike state. Of their mili~ary organization, how.ever, but
little can be definitely known. Twlo itemis, however, connected with the commander-in-chief of the armies, are quite
clear: First, that he was nominated for his position hy the
Chief Judge of the land,nwltich nomination had to be ratified
by the voice of the people; second, that on occasions the people delegated to him absolute power, created him military
"dictator" in fact. This has ever .been the means by which
republics have sought to remedy one of the chief defects of
their system, viz., inef fectiven~ss of administration-a tardiness in executing the law, or meeting an emergency not technically provided for in the constitution or law. In order to
obviate this d'if ficulty democracies have not infrequently
adopted the plan of creating trusted leaders dictators; clothing them with all the authority of an absolute monarch dur- ·
ing periods of special peril to the government. Thus did
the Romans a number of times during the existence of 'their
republic, when occasions arose that required prompt executive action, and by an authority that would be unquestioned.
mThis is true not only with reference to the republic, but
also with reference to the monarchy. Mosiah xxix : 40. M·o siah
ii: 12-14. Compare Alma xxx: 32, 33.
nAlma xlvi: 34, 35. Also Alma Ii: 15-21.
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And such, ·I believe, was the power conferred upon the commander-in-'chief of the N ephite armies, when occasion arose
for it.
Relative to the body of the laws that obtained among
the N ephites, whether under the monarchy or the republic, I
apprehend that it was made up of the Mosaic legislation/'
with some slight modification, and SOf1?.e especial enactments
of their lkings. As for instance it was enacted in the law of
Mosiah (most likely Mosiah II.) that the judges should receive· wages according to the time they devoted to their office.I' So doubtless other special acts obtained, which, with
the general laws of the Mosaic legislation formed the Nephite jurisprudence.q And in the transition from the monarchy to the republic, Mosiah w;as careful to stipulate for
this body of jurisprudence. "Let us appoint judges to judge .
this people according to our law.""-i. e., the law which had
obtained under the monarchy, the law of God. "We will appoint wise men to be judges, that w_ill judge this people according to the commandments of God."s So the body of
the law that obtained under the reign of the kings went over
into the jurisprudence of the republic.
!From the Nephite record it appears that ·murder was
punished with ·d·eath ; robbery, theft, and adultery were also
punished, but with what penalties is not stated. But the law
provided that men should -be judged-and therefore punished-according to their crimes.t One thing stood out
· unique in the N ephite policy: that was the recognition of the
oAlma xxx : 3.,
/>Ibid. xi :1.
qibid. xxx : 3 Nephi v:9.
II. Nephi v :10. II. Nephi xxv :
24, 25. Jacob iv: 4, 5. J arom i :.5. Mos. ii :3. Mos. xiii : 27, 35:
xvi : 14, 15. Alma xxv : 14, 16, et seq.
rMos. xxix: 11.
-'Mos. xxix: 11.
tAlma xxx: JO, 11.
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right of the subj~ct to the enjoyment of relig~ous liberty.
The scripture-"choose ye this day whom ye shall serve"u_
seems to have impressed the N ephites with the idea that the
right of choice in the matter of worship was left with the
individual; and hence "if a man desired to serve God, it was
his privilege ;" ".but if he did not believe in him [God], there
was no law to punish him"v-hence religious liberty.
iT he history of the N ephite republic, was a stormy one,
especially during the first quarter century of its existence. It
was assailed by traitors. from within, who sought to re-establish a monarchy; and by the Lamanites
from without, who
.,
often joined with the royalists to overthrow the republic.
But if traitors a~sailed, patriots defended; and the republic
.was preserved, for about one hundred and" twenty years,
from 91 B. C. to 30 A. D. An attempt then made to displace' the r~public by a monarchy, ended in anarchy for a
time, follow·ed by the establishment of a sort of tribal government, which conditions prevailed at the time the land was
visited with that terrible destruction which took place at the
crucifixion of -Messiah, and well nigh swept out of existence
'
the entire population.
What form of government obtained among the people
of the western hemisphere after the appearance of the risen
Messiah. among them must be left largely to conjecture.
si1 ce the N~phite records now in our hands ~re silent upon
that subject. Neither monarchy nor republic is referred to; .
and the most reasonable conclusion is that the people, after
the . establishment of the Church of Christ among them,
found its institutions and authority sufficient as well in ,secular as in _e<;clesiastical affairs ; for the entire people were
converted to the gospel, and were members of the Church.
'

'

uJoshua xxiv: 15.
v Alma xxx: 7-9.
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A righteous people have small need of government. The necessity for government is born of men's vices and wickedness, that lead to the disorders of society, wihich government
must needs be called upon to regulate, and, if possible, suppr.ess. For two centuries the people of . the western world
were most righteous, prosperous and happy. "There were
no envyings," says their chrdnicler, ''nor strifes, nor tu1!Jults,
nor whoredoms, nor lyings, nor murders, nor any manner of
lasciviousness; and surely there could not ,·be a happier people among all t•he people who had been created by the hand
of God."w
In· consequence of these conditions nothing is said of
government, -and nothing may be learned of its nature beyond what .has been suggested in the foregoing. As to what
was done in· the matter of government \vhen this period of
general righteousness drew to its close, and pride and
\vickedness hastened the disintegration of the Church, and
pushed society headlong into disorders, may not be known,
as our present Nephite records on this subject are again
silent. We only know that secret organizations sapped the
foundations of society; that security of person and property
vanished; that anarchy and tribal relations usurped the place
of orderly government; and that darkness spread over the
land, and gross darkness over the mind's of the people.

Religion
Religion among the ·N ephites consisted in the worship
of the true_and living God, the Jehovah of the Jews, whose
revelations to the children of Israel through Moses and all
the prophets to Jeremiah were brought with then1 into the
new world. They therefore accepted into their faith all the
wIV. Nephi x.
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Bible truths, and in its historical parts they had before them
the valuable lessons which Bible history teaches. It furnished'
also a foundation for literature among them. For not only by
the Bible were their prophets instructed in the law of God,but
copies of som~ parts of it were multiplied and read .by the
people.-~ What is more they ·were possessed -of some other
books not now; in our so-called canon of the Old Testament,
such as the books of the Prophets Zenodk, N eum and Zenos ;
all referred to by the first Nephi, wpo quotes some of their
prophecies -concerning the coming of Messiah in the flesh,
and of three days of darkness to be given unto some of the
inhabitants. of the isles of the sea as a sign of the Christ's
dec3:th.YThe N ephites also had the writings of Ezias referred
' to
one of the N ephite prophets in the Book of Helaman.~
Elder Orson Pratt,' in a foot note on the passage, suggests
that Ezias "may have been identical wi_th E·saias, who lived
contemporary wlith Abrahan1."a These books contained very
precious ·t ruths concerning the coming and mission of the ·Messiah; and when information on this subject was lacking
in the books ·which the N ephites brought with them from
Jerusalem, it was abundaptly made up to them by the things
which the Lord reveal~d directly to their ow.n prophets; for
in the clearest manner possible the Lord made known to
this·. branch of the house of Israel in the western world, the
future coming an_d mission of the Messiah, together with

be

x Alma

xiii: 12. Helaman iii : 13-15. Commenting on this
passage Elder Orson Pratt says: "These numerous copie·s of the
sacred books were -undoubtedly transcribed directly from, or
compared with, the r.eco.rds on the original m.e talic plates/ '
YI. Nephi xix: 10-17.
Reference is made ·to these same
prophets ' in Alma ·xxxiii~ 15, Alma xxxiv: 7. Helaman viii: 20,
III. Nephi x: 16.
zHelaman viii: 20.
aElder -Pratt quotes Doc. & Cov.. Sec., lxxxiv : 11-13 in evidence·.
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the effectiveness of the atonement which he was appointed
to n1ake for mankind. While the N ephites kept the law of
Moses previous to the advent' of Messiah, as to its sacrifices
and ordinances, yet they understood that these things but
shadowed forth the real sacrifice to be made for them by the
Savior of the world; and that these ordinances in which
they administered were only of virtue ·by reason of the
things which were to be done by Messiah afterwards.
In order to offer sacrifices and administer in the other
Moses ( w;hich the N ephites were
ordinances of the law
commanded to observe) ,b it was necessary, of course, that
they have a priesthood, and this they had; but not the priesthood after the order of Aaron ; for that was a priesthood
that could only properly ,be held by Aaron's family and the
tribe of Levi; while Lehi was of the tribe of Manasseh.C
Lehi held the priesthood, however, the hig?ier priesthood,
which was after the order of Melchizedek, and ,vas a prophet
and minister of righteousness. This Lehi conferred upon his
son Nephi; and Nephi, shortly after his separation from his
elder brothers on the land of promise, consecrated his two
younger brothers, Jacob and Joseph, to be priests and teachers unto his people.a Jacob, when explaining his calling to
his brethren, states that he had been called of God, "and ordained after the manner of his -holy order."e What the significance of the phrase "His holy order" means, is learned
very distinctly from other parts of the Bodk of Mormon.
Aln1a, for instance, before giving up the chief judgeship of
the land, _is represented as confining himself ''\vholly to the
priesthood of the holy order ?f God, to the testimony of the

of

bAtma xxx: 3.
cJbid. X: ·3.
<III. Nephi v: 26. .
eJI. Nephi vi: 2.
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word, according to the Spirit of revelation and prophecy."!
Again Alma explains, "I am called * * * according to
'
~
the holy. order of G(?d, which is ·in Christ Jesus, yea, I am
commanded to stand and testify unto this people."K All of
which is made still clearer by what Alma says later. Having
given an explanation of the plan of .redemption which was
laid for man's salvation, and which he represents as having
been under~tood f_rom earliest times; Alma adds : "I woul<l
that ye should remember that the Lord God ordained priests
after this holy order, whi~h was after the order of his Son
[ meaning Jesus Christ] , to teach these things unto the people. :* * * This holy priesthood, being after the order
of his Son, which order was from the foundation of the
world; or in other wiord~, being without beginning of day.;
or end of years, being prepared from eternity to all eternity.
* * * Thus they becoµ-ie the high priests forever after
the order of the Son, the only begotten of the Father, who
is full of grace, equity and truth." Alma then ~dmonishes
his people to be humble, "even as the people in the days of
Melchizedek, who was also a high priest after the same order
[of which he had spoken]. * * * And he was the same
Melchizedek to whom Abraha~ paid tithes." The N ephite
priesthood, then, was not a priesthood after Aaron's order,
but of a higher order, even 'the priesthood after the order of
the Son of G-o d; the same kind of priesthood held by Melchizedek, by Moses, by Lehi, and many other prophets in
Israel.
·
That this higher priesthood was competent to act in administering the ordinances under what is known as the law·
of Moses, is evident from the fact that it so administered before the Aaronic or Levitical priesthood proper was given ;
and the fact that there was given to the household of Aaron
f Alma iv: 20.
tlbid. V: 44.
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and the tribe of Levi a special priesthood, by no means detracts from the right and. power of the higher or Melchizedek
priesthood to ofticiate in the ordinances of the law of Moses;
for certainly the higher order of priesthood may officiate in
the functions of the lower, when ·necessity requires it. All
the sacrifices and ordinances under the law of Moses, administered by the N ephite priesthood, I say again, were observed w.i th due appreciation of the fact that they were of
virtue only as they shadowed forth the things to be done by
Messiah when he should come to earth, in the flesh, on hi~
great i:nission of atonement. And in order that the reader
may see how full N ephite know!ledge was of the Messiah
and ·of his life- on earth, through the prophecies uttered
concerni.ng him-and prophecies, of course, are but history
reve.rsed-I present herewith a statement of the items knovvn
to them, collected by th~ patient labors of Elder George Reynolds, to whom I am indebted for the following passage:
0ne of the most remarkable things connected with the history of the Nephites is the great plainn,ess and detail with which
the coming of the Redeemer and the events of his life in Judea
w.e re revealed to their prophe•ts, who lived before the time of his
advent.
' Am"ong other things connected with his mortal existence
it was declared of him that:
God himself should come down from heaven among the
children of men and should redeen1 his people.
He should take upon him flesh and blood .
. He should be born in the land of Jerusalem, the name given
by the N.ephites to the land of their forefathe~s, whence they
came.
His mother's name should b.e1 11ary.
She should be a virgin of the city of Nazareth; very fair
and beautiful, a precious and chosen v.e·ssel.
· She should be overshadowed and conceive by the power
of the Holy Ghost.
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He should be called Jesus Christ, the Son of God.
At his birth a new star should a~pear in the . heavens.
He should be baptized by John at Bethabara, beyond
Jordan.
John ~hould testify that .he had baptized the Lamb of God,
who should ta.~e away the sins of the world.
'
After his baptism, the Holy Ghost should descend upon hiin
out of heaven, * * * and abide upon him.
He ,should call twelve men as his special witnesses, to administe'r i.n his name .
. He should go forth ·a mong the .P.eople, ministering in power
and _great glory, casting out devils, ·'healing the sick, raising the
dead, and performing many mighty miracles.
He should take upon him the infirmities of his people.
He should suffer temptation, pain of body, hunger, thirst
and fatigue; .blood· should come from every por.e of his body
by reason of his anguish because of the abominations of his
people.
He should be cast out and rejected by the Jews; be taken
and scourged, and be judged of the ·world.
·
He should be lifted upon the cross and slain for the sins of
-·
the world.
'
He should be buried ,in a sepulchre,
where he would remain
three days.
After he was slain he should rise from the dead, and should
make himself manif.e st by the Holy Ghost unto the Gentiles.
H.e should lay down his life according to the flesh and take
it up again by the power of the Spirit, that he might bring to
pass the resurr~ctio.n of the dead, being the first that should rise.
At his resurrection many graves· shoulq. be opened and
should yield up their dead: and many of the saints, who had
beforetime pass.e•d away, should appear unto the living.
He should redeem all mankin( who would believe on his
name.
In the abo,ve we have mentioned the sayings of Isaiah and
other Jewish prophets, which are inserted in the Book of Mormon, but which also appear in the Bible.h
·
1

1

After the resurrection, in fulfilln1ent of many predictions
hDict. B. of M., Reynolds, Art. Jesus Christ, pp. 174-176.
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of N ephite prophets that he would appear among the
people of the western world,i Jesus Christ made his advent
among the N ephites. The great event occurred some time
after those awful cataclysms, which so changed the face of
the western world, had ceased. It appears that a number of
N ephites had gathered together near a temple in the land
Bountiful, and were contemp)ating the ch~nges that had
been wrought in the land ·by the aforesaid cataclysms, and
conversing about the Messiah, the signs of whose death had
been so marvelously given-I quote the account of the appearing of Jesus unto this multitude as it is found in the Nephite record:

-

And it ca1ne to pass that while they were thus conversing
one with another, th.e y heard a voice as if it .came out of heaven;
and they cast their eyes round about, for they understood not
the voice, which they heard; and it ·was not a harsh voice; neither
was it a loud voice; nevertheless and notwithstanding it being
a small voice, it did pierce. them that did hear to the c.e•ntre, insomuch that there was no part of their frame that it did. not caus~
to quake; yea, it did pierce them to the very soul, and did cause
their hearts to burn. · 'And it came' to pass that again. they heard
the voice, and they understood it not; and again the third time
they did hear the voice, and did open their ears to hear it; and
their eyes were towards the sound ther.e of; and they did look
steadfastly towards heaven, from whence the sound ca1ne; and
behold the third time they did understand the• voice which they
. heard; and it said unto them, Behold my beloved son, in who1n
I am well pleased, in who1n I have glorified n1y name : hear ye
him. And it came to pass as they understood, they cast their
eyes up again towards heaven; and behold, they saw a man descending out of heaven ; and he was clothed in a white robe, and
he came down and stood in the midst of them, and the eyes of
the whole m1:ltitude were turned upon him, and they durs t not
open their mouths, even one to another, and wist not w hat it
meant, for they though.t it was an angel that had appeared unto

iJ. Nephi xii: 6. II. Nephi xxvi: 1, 9. Alma xvi : 20.
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them . . And it came to pass that he stretched forth his hand and
spake unto the people, saying, Behold, I am Jesus Christ, whom
the prophets te stified should co~e into the world; -and behold,
I' am the light and the life of the world; and I . have drunk out,
of that bitter cup which the Father hath given me, and have
glorified the Fatner in taking upon me the sins of the world, in
the which I have suffered the will of the Father in all things
from the beginning. And it came to pass that when Jesus had
spoken these words, the whole · multitude fell to the .e arth, for
they ren1embered that it had been prophesied among them that
Christ should shew hims; lf unto them, after his ·ascension into '
heaven.i
1

I

.

.

After thus manifesting himself to the N ephites in this
most. palpable manner, Messiah continued his ministry ~y
teaching them the gospel, and instituting baptism for the
remission of sins, and the sacram•e nt of the Lord's Supper,
as symbolizing the sacrifice and atonement he had mad~. He
also authorized the organization of a Church arrinng themhimself conferring divine au~hority to do all these things
upon twelve disciples, who held powier similar to that of the
twelve whom he had ·chosen at Jerusalem. He also taught
them . the 1noral law of the gospel; informed them of his
work among their brethren, the Jews ; declared' to them also
his intention o'f visiting and ministering to those who are
called the "Lost Tribes of Israel," declaring that in this personal appearing to them ( the N ephites), and to the Lost
Tribes of the house of Israel, he .was but fulfilling his own
words to the twelve at Jerusalem as f9urid in the testimony
of John, wherein he said: "And other sheep I have, which
are no.t of this fold :k the1n also I must bring, and they shall
hear my voice; and· there shall be one fold and one shepherd."'
•
I

t

iIII. Nephi xi: 3-13.
kThat is, not of this fold in Palestine. For an answer to the
contention that the Savior referred to the Gentiles, see note at p.
lJohn x: 16.
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Thus the gospel was p·roclaimed among the N ephites; by
Jesus Christ, in person, and by divine inspired men, directly called and appointed by Jesus to the holy office of the
n1inistry. The Church of Christ was established among the
N ephites, to teach the truth, and perfect the lives qf those
who accepted it-for such is the plission of the Church of
Christ in all ages of the world. How successful it was
through the first two Christian centuries, and how., after the
e~piration o~ that time, the N ephite race began to decline in
righteousness, deny the faith once delivered to them, until
they lost favor with God and were left to d~generate into an.archy and barbarism, has already been stated.

-

THE PEOPLE OF ·M ULEK.

Governnient and · Religion.
Of the governi:nent. and religion of the people of Mulek
in the westem hemisphere we know even less than of the Jaredites or the N·ephites. Mulek him·s elf was of royal lineage,
being the son of King Zedekiah of Jerusalem; but whether
the prerogatives of prince and king were enjoyed and exercised by him in the new world we cannot learn, nor is
there any glimpse afforded us in the Nephite records of the ,
nature o-f government' among .their people. Still governn1ent
of some sort must · have subsisted among then1, for when
found by the N ephites in the valley of the Sidon they lived in
4
associatjon-chiefly in the great city of Zara.hemla-a thing
inconceivable apart from government of some sort. The gregarious instincts of man impel him to live in society, but the
experience of the race.is warrant for the truth of the fact that
government is ne~ssary to the perpetuity of that society.
Hence when society of any permanent character is found ,
t~ere, it may, be taken for granted, government of some sort
II-16
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also exists. Hence the people of Mulek, since it is. evident
that they lived in a permanent society, had a goyernment,
but the nature of it is unknown.
·
The people of Mulek came from the old world without
scriptures or records of any kind. Th'a t is no matter of
surprise; howev~r, since they were fugitives , escaping from
the wrath of the king of. .Babylon:
Their anxiety lodked not
.
to the future, but to the · present. To them was co1nmitted
'
the protection of one of the princes of Judah. To reach :i
place of safety for him would be · their one, absorbing
thought. But the experience of this colony illustrates the
value of the written wo·~d of God. By reason of having no
records or books, and . no opportunity, or inclination, per- haps, to teach-letters, the language they spoke-the language
prevalent in Judea in the. sixth century B. C.-in course of
time very much deterior~ted.m But that was riot the wprst
consequence · of their -being without the written word. -By
the time the descendants of Mulek's colony were discovered
by the migrating hosts of Nephites under Mosiah · I-four
hundred years from the time they left Judea-they were so
far sunk in unbelief as to deny "the being of their Creator."
Their condition of unbelief sustains the views on the value of
the written word expressed by King Benjamin--son of
Mosiah I.-when teaching his people the importance of the·
•
records brought by Lehi's colony from Jerusalem. He held ·
' that had it not be_e n _for these sacred writings; the N ephites
themselves would have been in ignorance· of the mysteries
of .God; that it w:ould hav~ be~n ir~1possible for _Lehi to have .
taught all the things of God, .but for the help he· received
from the written word; that but for this, their fathers would
have dwindled in unbelief,n It may be l:aken for granted also
•

4

mQmni i: 17.
nMosiah i.
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that with a people who had no religion-who "denie~f the being of' their Creator"-their morality was <?f a very low
order; for it is .a truth, attested over, and over again in the
/ history of nations, that national morality cannot prevail, in
exclusion of religion, which teaches the recognition of moral
duties as commandments of God. But these observations are
based upon the universal experience of man, rather than upon anything in the Nephit~ record; fo~ that is silei:it upon the
matters ·of government, religion, and morality of the people
of Mulek, except in so far _as stafe~ in the foregoing.
;

THE LAMANITES.

Civilization, Government, ~eligion.
Civilization, government and religion among the Lamanites should not be overlooked. It is true that they were
id)e; that they loved the wilderness and, for the most part,
idle ; that they loved the w:ilderness and, for the mostp art,
dwelt in tents ; that they depended upon· the fruits of the
chase. and such products of ~he earth as the rich lands they
occupied p_~oduced without the labor of man, as the principal
means of-their sustenance; still they came in contact now and
then with N ephite civilization, which must have modifieu
somewhat their inclination to utter •barbarism. It m~st.be remembered that the Lamanites frequently invaded N epliite .
lands and prospered by the -fruits of war. Moreover, as the
N ephites repeatedly removed from their possession to escape
La~anite aggression, the latter took possession of their des.
erted cities ~nd country, and dwelt in their habitants. When
the righteous N ephites under Mosiah I. departed north\vard
from the "Land of Nephi," in which land was located the
gre3:t cities of Lehi-Nephi, Shilom, and doubtless many other
cities of less importance, these fell into the hands of the
Lamanites. When a colony from Zarahemla returned under
Zeni££ to re-occupy these lands of their fathers, . they were
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tricked into bondage to the Lan1anites, who laid heavy tribute upon their labor, and flourisheo for a period of well nigh
eighty years upon the industry of the practically enslaved
N ephites. This occasional contact with Nephite civilization
must have had a n1odifying ef feet up~n Lamanite life and
Lamanite character.
That there was some systen1 and regularity in La1nanite
government n1ust be appar~nt from the degree of ~f ficie~cy
with which that people conducted the protracted wars
· with the· N ephites. Th~ largeness of their .arn1ies, the
length of the wars, and the extensive scale on which
they were projected and prosecuted, would . indicate the
existence of some strong, central government capable of
malking its authority respected.
That such a government
ex.
....
isted ·among _the Lan1anites is disclosed thr?ugh the facts
that are b~ought to light by the mission of the young N eppite
prin~es, the sons of Mosiah II., in the century preceding ~he
birth of Messiah. It appears that at that time. what I ~hall
venture to' call the Lan1anite empire was divided into ·a number of petty kingdoms whose kings, as -is always the case
among semi-civilized peoples, were possessed of great and
arbitrary power; but these in turn s·een:i to have-been subject
to a central ruler who~e dominion extended over all, and
,vhose power in his large-sph~re was as absolute as that of
the petty kings in the sn1aller states.
.
The religion of the La1nanites is more dif £icult to deter. mine than their government. It is chiefly the absence of
religion and of it., influence that must be spoken of. Taught ..
to believe that the traditions of their fathers respecting God,
the promised Messiah, and the beiief -in .a future life were
untrue; persuaded to believe that their fathers had been i~auced to leave fatherland, and their rich possessions therein
Lehi;. firm in their
because
of the drea1ns of the visionary
.
.
...
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conviction that the elder sons of Lehi had been defrauded of
their right to govern the colony by the younger son, Nephi ;
a~d that through the force of the religious influence he
learned to wield by following the spiritual exampl~ ( to them,
perhaps, the trickery) of his father-it w,as in . t~e spirit of
hatred of religion that the Lamanites waged war upon the
N ephites,to subvert religiorfand rfree men from its restraints.
But the Lamanites were true· to human instincts.n They
free themselves, as they supposed, from one superstition, ·
only to plunge into others that were realty contemptiblethe superstition of idolatry; for they were an idolatrous people. 0 This remark, however, must be understood in a general sense, a'nd as applying to the Lamanites proper,. previous
to the c;oming of Messiah-of the followers, and the descendants of the followers, pf the elder hrot!hers of the first Nephi,
Laman and Lemuel. After the
. coming of Messiah, when in
the third century A. D., the old distinctions of N ephite and
Lamanite were revived, after the long period of peace and
righteousness following the advent of Christ, said distinctions could have no reference to race or family, as they had
when first employed; but were strictly party distinctions ;
used, when adopted ·again· in the period named, to indicate
the Church or religious party,and the anti-religious parjy, ren"W e know, and it is our prid.e to - know, that man by his
constitution is a religious animal; that atheism is against not
only our reason, but our instincts; and that it cannot prevail
long. But if, in the moment of riot, and in a drunken delirium
from ~the hot spirit drawn out of the alemic of hell, * * * *
we should uncover our nakedness by throwing off that Christian
religion which has hitherto been our boast and comfort, and one
great source of civilization amongst us, and among many other
nations, w.e ar.e apprehensive (being well aware that the mind
will not e,ndure a void) that some uncouth, pernicious, and degrading superstition might take the place of it." (Edmund
Burke, Works, Vol. III., p. 351.
oEnos i:20.
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spectively. But even this significance passed away in ti.me,
in the latter phase of the history of the peopie of the western
hemisphere ; for the N\ephites went into _transgression as well
as the Lamanite.: party, and nq longer stood !1-S the champions
of religion and the Church: and hence the names then stood
for the re~pective parties, strangely bent o!1 each other's destruction. It must also be understood that the term "idol~tro1;1s people" does not apply to all the Lamanites previous
to the coming of Messiah through the whole period of their
history; for at times there were very widespread conversions
among them to faith in the true God, as at the time of the
mission of King Mosiah's sons among them, three-quar~ers
of a century B. -C. ; and again as the result of the labors of .
Nephi,. the son of, Helaman, and his brother
. Lehi ( 31 B. C.
to 2 B. C.) In this last named successful ministry, the Lamanites reversed' for a time the historic
relations of the. two
.
parties, the Lamanites more universally accepting the faith
taught ,by the prophets of God than the N ephites; exceeding
them in righteousness of life and in zeal as champions of the
cause of God and .truth. But, speaking broadly, after noting
the foregoing limitations and exceptions, from the first separation of the N ephites from the Lamanites, down to the
coming of Messiah, the Lamanites were an idolatrous people. And again from the time of the destruction of the Nephite ·party, about 400 A . D., to the coming of the Europeans, near the close of the fifteenth century, superstition
and the darkness of idolatry ( enlightened here and' there,
perhaps, with a fragment of truth cherished in the traditions of the people) held the inhabitants of the western
world under its dominion.
B·y way of. recapitulation allow me here to say, in closisg this second division of my treatise, that I have now considereo the value of the Bqok of Mormon as a witness for
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God ; the purposes for V\!hich it was written ; the manner of
its coming forth through the agency of Joseph Smith ; t4e
manner of its translation, and' the account of its publication;
. the migrations of its people !o the western world; the lands
they occupied; the intercontinental movements of its peoples ; their government, literature and religion. 'All this, it
is hoped, sets .forth what the Book of Mormon is, and its
value as a volume of history and scripture; and naturally
leads up to the great questions to ibe considered in this
what. it purports to
treatise, viz. : Is the Book of Mormon
.
he? Is it an abridged history of the ancient people who
inhabited the western-hemisphere? Does it really give an ·
ac~ount of God's hand-dealing with them? Is it the voice
of sleeping nations testifying ,t o the truth of God's existence,
to the verity of Messiah's mission, to the povver of salvatiort
in the gospel of Jesus Christ? Is it verily a volume of ~cripture? Is it true?
These are the solemn questions to ·be considered· in the
next division ; and it is believed by the writ.e r that in the
presentation of the evidence then to be considered, and the
argument there to be mad·e, that the importance of this merely preliminary part of the work will become more apparent.

.

\

'

PART III
'

The Evidences of the Truth of the Book of
Mormon . .
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CHAPTER

xiv.

CLASSIFICATION OF EVIDENCES.

·T_he evidence to be presented for the .truth of the Book
of Mormon naturally separate into two great divisions, each
of which w:ill adn1it of a number of sub~ivisions. · The two
great divisions of the evidence are:
'

.

1.

External Evidences.

Q.

Internal Evidences.

Of ·course, by evidences in general I me~n those. fact~ or
. things which either directly or indirectly, considered separately or collectively, constitute proof of the truth to be contended for in these pages-the truth of the Book of Mormon.
By external evtdences I _mea~ J4o~e facts outside the
book itself, which tend to establish its truth; such as the
testimony of the Special Witnesses whom God raised up and
qualified by · direct revelation tq testify of tne truth of the
book. Also the testimony of those who by reason of seeing
and handling the Nephite plates, were m.ade competent to
testify of their existence and appearance. This evidence will
include the agreement -between the Book of Mormon location
of ancient American centres of civilization and' the existence
of .the ruins of temples, pyrmaids, mounds, works of old
fortifications, roadways and cities-in a word, the evidence
of American archreology. The evidences of the traditions and
customs of the i1:1habitants of .America found in possession of the land at the advent of the Europeans, and
who are in large part the descendants of the enlightened
people of whom the Book of Mormon is an abridged history.
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T~e evidences to be found in the r-eyelations, prophecies, arid
promises of the Hebrew ~criptures-the evidence of the Bible, in other words; to the truth ·of the book. The institutions
to which the book play ,be said to have given birth-the testim.Q_ny which the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints bears ·to its truth.
By Internal Evidence I mean those facts which may be
gathered from the book itself, from its structure, and its consistency ·w ith the theory of its construction; from its doctrines and their agreement with the revelations of God in the
Jewish scriptures; from its _moral tone and spiritual influence ; from the manner in which it interlocks with the history of. the past, and is entwined_wjth the future purposes of
Gop. as made known in the revilations of God to. man; from
the fulfillment of its prophecies ·and promises; from the
general character -of its contents, the truths it emphasizes,
and ,the importance of its message .to mankind.
I shall have occasion to speak·of direct and indirect evidences; of positive and. presumptive evidences; but all this
will be developed as the statement of the evidences and_the .
argument proceed. I would say, however, ,before closing
these preliminary remarlks, that it is not my intention to rely
upon any one branch of the evidence to establish the truth of
the Book of Mormon; it is intended that the evidence shall
be cumulative; and I certainly hope, .by a careful consideration of all the evidence, external and internal, direct and indirect, under each division, to so establish the truth of the
Book of Mormon that all fair-minded people will see reasonable grounds for faith in it as an additional volume of
Holy Scripture, another Witness for the Truth as it is in
Christ Jesus our Lord.
\

.,

,

CHAPTER

xv·..-

DIRECT EXTERNAL EVIDENCES.
THE TESTIMONY OF THE THREE WITNESSES.

In the mouth of two or three Witnesses shall every
1.uord be established.-Paul .
•
I

Of the external evidences to the truth -0f the Book of
Mormon, the testimony of the Three Witnesses is of first
importance. Speaking in the way of prophecy the first Nephi says:
At that day, when the book shall be delivefed' unto the mah
of whom I -have spoken,a the book shall be hid froin the eyes of
the world, that none shall behold it sav.e it be that Three Witnesses shall behold it by the ~ower of God, besides him to whom
the book shall be delivered;b and they shall testify to the truth of
th( book and the things therein. And there is none other which
shall view it, save it be a few according to the will of God, to
bear testimony of his word unto the childr.e n of m.e•n; for the
Lord God hath said, that the words of the faithful shouid
speak as if it were from the dead. Wherefore the Lord God wJil
proceed to bring forth the words of the book; and in the mouth
of as many witness.e•s as seeme th him good, will he establish
his word; and wo be unto him that rejecteth the word of God.c
0

.

~

Moroni, who had in his care the Book of Mormon, who
~s God's messenger to Josep~ ,Smith, and gave into his
possession the gold plates from ·wrich the book was transHaving ref ere nee to .the man who should bring forth the
Nephite Record to the world, that is, to Joseph Smith.
bThat is, Joseph Smith.
cIJ. Nephi ch. xxvii: 12-14.
0

,
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late~i', says, in his abridg1nent of the book of Ether, addressing the one who should be commissioned to translate the Ne'
phite Record : ·
And behold ye may be privileged that y.e may show the
plates unto those who shall assist · to bring forth this work. And
'
unto Three shall they be shown by the power of God; wherefore th'ey shall know ·of a surety that these things are true: And
in the mo.u th of Three Witnesses -shall these things be established; and the testimony of Three, and this work, in the which
•
shall be shown forth the power of ·God, and also his word, of
which the Fa!her, a.nd the Son', and the Holy Ghost beareth
record-and all this shall stand as a testimony_against the world
at the last day.d

.

I

From these passages in the Book of M·or.mon itself; it
appears that there are to be -two classes of special Witnesses
' to its truth,'be.5ides the one who shall bring forth the book:
I. Three Witnesses who shall behold the plates of the
record "by the pow~r of God." . . .
IL A "Few" others, ·according to the will of God, shall
behold them, that they may bear testimony to the word of
God unto the children of men.
There seerris to be indicated this distinction between the·
first and se~ond ·c1ass of these ·witnesses-betw.e en the
"Three" and t~e other "Few:" tJie_!irst -~re t_o see the plates
under some circum~tance att'ended by a demonstration of the .
power of God; wh_ile no pro_mise of such .a demonstration is
given to the s·econd cla_ss.
As these special Witnesses, according to the prophecy,
were to be chosen from arriong those who would assist in
bringing fo.rth the work, meaning the Book of Mormon, it
is not surprising that Oliver Cowdery, David Witmer and ·
Martin Harris desired to be the Three Special Witnesses,
dEther ch. v: 2-4..
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as they were most prominent in assisting t~ bring forth the
work. They besought 'the frophet Joseph Smith, therefore,
to inquire of the Lord if they might attain .unto this honor,
and· for an· answ·~r the following revelation was received for
them:
·
Behold, I say unto you, that you must rely upon my word,
which, if you do with .full purpose of heart, you shall have a view
. '
of the plates, and also the breast plater the sword of Laban.
the U rim and Thummim, which were given to the brother of
J arede 11p~n the mount when he talked ·with the Lord face to
· face, and the miraculous directors! which were given . to Lehi
while in the wi!derness on t~e ·border of the Red Sea; and it is
by your faith t~at you shall obtain a view of them, even ,by tha~
faith which was had by the prophets of old.
And afteT Y<?U have obtain.ed faith, a.nd have seen them with
your· eyes, you sh~ll testify of them by the power of God; and
this you shall do that my servant Joseph Smith may not be destroyed, that I may· bring about my righteous purposes unto the
children of men in this work. -And ye shall testify that you have
seen them, even as my servant Joseph· Smith, Jr., has seen them;
for it is by my power that he has seen them, and it is because
he .had faith; and he has tra.nslafed the . book, even that part
which I have commanded him; and as your Lord and your ·G qd
liveth, it is true.
.
Wheretore, you have received the same power, and the same
~ faith, and the same gift like unto him; ano if you do these last
commandme.nts of mine, which I have given you, ,the gates of
eThe great prophet who led a colony from the Tower of
Babel to the western hemisphere.
.
!This was a curious instrument called by the N ephites
"Liahona." It was found by the prophet Lehi at the door of his
tent one morning, in the wilderness, not long after the departure
of his colony from Jerusalem. It was a round ball of fine brass
with two spindles in it, one of which indicated the course to
be traveled by the colony. But the instrument worked according
to the faith and diligence with which the• colony gav.e heed to it.
From time to time also there appeared upon it written instruction~ or reproofs according as the colony required the one or tpe
other.
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hell shall not preval against you .for !DY gra~e is sufficient for
you and you shall be lifted up at the last da_y. And I; Jesus
Christ, your Lord, an~ your God, hav.e spoken it unto you, that I
m·ight bring about my righteous purposes · unto ·the children
of men.K

' As soon as the translation of the book was con1pletecl
the Prophet Joseph dispatched a n1essenger from the hon1e
of .the Whitmers, at .Fayette, near Waterloo, in Seneca county, to. his parents, still living at Manchester, witl). the pleas,i ng intelligence that the wori<: of translation was completed,
and asked them to come to him. This inforn1ation they con·veyed to Martin Harris, who determined to· acco~pany the
Prophet's parents to. the home. of the Whitmers. Accordingly the little party started the next morning, and before sunset met with the Prophet and Oliver at the residence of Peter
Whitmer, the father of David.It According to the state1nent
of Lucy Smith, 1nother of the· Prophet, it ,vas the day following the arrival of_the above party from Manchester that
the Three Witnesses obtained tlieir view of the plates, but
'
neither in her work nor in
any of our annals is the date of
the occurence given.i Lucy Smith, however, relates the following
connected with Martin Hatris becom- ·
. circumstance
.
ing one of the Three W~tnesses:
The next morning (i. e. following the arrival of the party
from Manchester), after attending to the usual services, namely,
reading from the scriptures, singing, and praying, Joseph arose
from his knees, and ap~roaching Martin Harris with a solemnity
that thrills through my veins to this day, whe.n it occurs .to my
recollection, said:
~artin Harris, you. have• got to humble
yourself before your God this day, that you may obtain a forgive- .

.

gHistory of the Church, Vol. I., p. 53, and also Doc. and ·
Cov., Sec. xvii
· hHistory of the Prophet Joseph (by Lucy Smith) ch. xxxi.
ilbid.
~
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ness of your sins. If you do, it is the will of God that you should
look upon the -plates, in company with Oliver Cowdery a,n d
David Whitmer.i

When the pride, egotism, and stubbornness of Mai:tin
Harrii is taken into account, this preliminary adi:nonition of
the Prophet to him is eminently fitting and necessary and fn
harmO!}Y with all the circumstances ·of Martin's character
and the subsequent facts to be related.
Lucy Smith, continuing· her narrative,. says:
In a few minutes after this, Joseph, Oliver, and David, repaired to a grove, a short distance from the house, where, they
commenced calling upon the Lord and c.ontinued in earnest supplication, untii he permifted an angel to come down from his
presence and declare to then1, that all Joseph testified of concernfng-the plates was true. When they returned fo ·the hous.e·, it
was between three and four o'clock p. m. Mrs. Whitmer, Mr.
Smith and tnyself were sitting in a bedroom at the time. On
coming in Joseph threw himself down beside me, and exclaimed:
"Father, mother, you do not know how hap.p y I am; the Lord
has now caused the plates to be shown to three more besides myself. They have see.n an angel, who has testified to them, and
they wilt have to bear witness to the truth of what I have said,
·~or now they know for themselves that I do not go about to deceive the people, and I feel ~s if I was relieved of a burden which
was almost too heavy for me to bear, and it rejoices my soul,
that I am not any longer to be entirely alone in the work. Upon
this Martin Harris cam.e in: he s·eemed almost overcome with
joy, and testified boldly to what he had both seen and heard.
And so did David and Oliver, adding, that no tongue could express the joy of their hearts, and the greatness of the things
which they had both seen and heard.k
I

I

From this statement it will be seen that the Prophet and
the ·Three Witnesses were from some time in the morning
iJ oseph Smith, the Prophet (by Lucy Smith) ch. xx:ki.
kJoseph Smith, the Prophet (by Lucy Smith) ch. xxxi.
11~17

.
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until three or four o'clock in the afternoon in obtaining the
testimonies.
.
The Prophet's own account of the circumstances attendant upon the revelation tq the Thr~e Witnesses, is both
interesting and important. , After making reference to the
revelation already . quoted, which promised the three men
named, Cowdery, Whitmer and Harris, that they should
view the plates of the Book of Mormon, and ~he other sa~red ~hings nan1ed, the Prophet in his history ·says:
I

•

Not many days after the abov.e• commap.dment was given, we
four, viz., Martin Harris, ~David Whitmer, Oliver Cowdery and
myself agreed to .retire into the woods, and try to obtain by fervent ·and humble prayer the fulfillment of the promises given
in the revelation, that they s.h ould hav.e a view of the plates,
etc. We accordingly made choice of a piece of woods conveniept to Mr. Whitmer's house, to which · ~e retired, and· having
k,nelt down we began to pray in much faith to Almighty God to
bestow upon us a realization of thes.e promises. According to
previous arrangements, I commenced by vocal prayer to our
heavenly Father, and was followed by each of the rest in succes_sion. We did .not, however, obtain any answer or manifestation of the divine .favor in our be•h alf. W.e again observed
the same order of prayer, each calling on and praying fervently
to God in rotation, but with the same result as before. Upon
this our second failure, Martin Harris proposed that he should
withdraw himself from us, believing, as he expr.e ssed himself,
that his presen~e was the cause of our not obtaining what we
wished for; he accordingly withdrew from us, and we knelt down
again, and had not been many minutes engaged in prayer, when
presently we beheld a · light above us in the air of exceeding
brightness; and, behold, an angel stood be.fore us; in his hands
he held the plates which we had been praying for these to
have a view of, he turned over the leaves one by one, so that
we could s.e•e th~m and discover the engravings thereon distinctly. He then addressed himself to David Whitmer, and said,
"David, blessed i~ the Lord, and he that keeps his commandments." When immediately afterwards, we heard a voice from
1
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out of the bright light-.above us, sayi,n g: "These plate•s have been
revealed .b y .t he power of God, - and they have been translated
by the power of God. The translation of them w~ich you have
seen is correct, and I command you to bear record of what 'you
now see arid hear."
I now left David and Oliver, and went in pursuit of Martin
Harris, whom I found at ·a consid.erable distance ferrvently engaged in pray.er. He soon told me, however, that h.e had not
yet pervailed with the Lord, and earnestly requested me to join
him in prayer, that he also might realize the same blessings
which we had just received. We accordingly joined in prayer,
and -ultimately obtained our desires, for before we had yet finished, the same vision was opened to our view, at least it was
again to me, and I once more beheld and heard the same things,
whilst at the moment Martin Har'ris cr~ed out, apparently in
ecstasy of joy, "'Tis enough; mine eyes have beheld," and jumping up, he shouted hosannah, °blessing God and otherwise rejoiced exceedingly.'

·concerning the manner in which the plates and other sacred things were shown to him, beyond what is stated in the
testimony of the Three Witnesses published in the first and
every subsequent edition of the Book of Mormon, Oliver
Cowdery, so far as I know, has left nothing on record
further than to say:
I beheld with my eyes and handled with my hands the gold
p~ates from which it (the Book of Mormon) was transcribed.
I also saw with my eyes and handled with my hands the holy
interpreters (the Urim and Thun1mim.)m

Martin ·Harris, so far as any direct ,personal statement
is concerned, is silent" as to the manner in which the plates
,vere shown to him; but Elder Edward _Stevenson, of the
IH\istory of the Church, Vol. I., pp. 54, 55.
mStatement by Oliver Cowdery, Deseret News of 13th
.
April, 1859.
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First Council of the Seventy o~ the Church, who was much
interested in Mr. Harris during the closing years of that
gentleman's ·life, states that at a gathering· of fri~nds at hi:r
(Stevenson's) house, in Salt Lake City, Harris was asked to
explain the manner in which the plates containing the characters of the Book of Mormon were exhibited. The response· he n1ade is thus described:
~

Brother Harris, said that the angel stood on the opposite
side .of the table on which were the P.lates, the interpreters, etc.,
and took the plates in his hand and turned them over. To more
fully illustrate this to them, Brother Martin took' up a book and
turned the leaves over one by one. The angel declared that the
Book of Mormon was correctly translated by the power of
God, and n'ot of m~~' and that it contained the fullness of the
gospel of Jesus Christ to the N ephites, who wer.e• a branch of
the House of Israel and had come from the land of Jerusalem
to America. The Witnesses were required to bear their testimony of these things, and of this open vision, . to all people, and
he [Harris] testified not only to those present, but to all the'
world, that these things were true, and before God, whom he
expected to 1neet in the day of judgm.e nt, he lied not."'

David Witmer 111ade a staten1ent to Elders Orson Pratt ·
and Joseph F . Smith in the course of an interview at Richmond, Missouri, on the 7th of ,September, 1878, in which he
gives quite a minute description 9£ the manner in which. the
plates and the other sacred things were shown to hin1self
and Oliver Cowdery in the presence of Joseph Smith. Mr.
Whitmer's acc?unt of the event as related by Elders Pratt
and Smith is ·as follows:
Elder Orson Pratt: Do you remember what time you saw
the plates?
David Whitmer : It was in June, 1829- the latter .part
of. the
'

-

nLetters of Edward Stevenson to Mill. Star, Vol. XLVIII.,
pp. 367:389.

...
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month, and the Eight Witnesses saw them, I think, the next day
or the day after (i.e. one or two days after). J oscph showed them
the plates himself, but the angel showed us (the Three Witnesses
the plates, as I suppose) to fulfill the words of the book itself.
Martin Harris was not with us at this time; he obtained a view of
them afterwards (the same day). Joseph, ,Oliver and myself
were together when I saw them. W.e not only saw the plates
of the Book of Mormon, but also the brass plates, the plates
of the Book of Ether, the plates containing the r.e cords of the
wickedness and secret combinations of the people of the world
down to the time of their b.eing en.graved, and many other plates.
The· fact is, it was just as though Joseph, Oliver and I were
sitting just here . on a log, when we were ov.e•rshadow·e d by a
tight. It was not like the light of the sun nor like that of a fire,
but more glorious and beautiful. It extended away round us, I
can.not.,. tell how far, but
in the midst of this light about as far off
.
as he. sits (pointing to John C. Whitm.er, sitting a few f.e·et
from him), there appeared, as it were, a table with many records
or plates upon it, besides the plates o.f the Book of Mormon,
also the sword of Laban the directors-i. e., the ball .which
Lehi had,. and the interpreters. I saw them just as plain as I
see this bed (striking the ~ed beside him with his hand), and I
heard the voice of the Lord, as distinctly as I ever ~eard anything in my life, declaring that the records of the plafes of the
Book of :fylormon were translated by the gift and power of God.
Elder Orson Pratt: Did you see the angel at this time?
David Whitmer: Yes, he stood before us. Our testimony as
recorded in the Book of Mormon is strictly and absolutely true
just as it is there written.o

.

I

As a result of this revelation, given under such remankable circumstances and demonstrations of the power of God,
the Three Witnesses who had viewed the plates and the engravings thereon, and who had heard the voice of God from
the midst of the glorious light su~rounding them at the
Mi11. Star, Vol. XL., Nos. 49, 50, report of Pratt and Smith,
is signed by them and bears· date• of Sept. 17th, 1878.
0

.

.
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time declare that the plates had been translated by the gift
and power of God-published the following ~tatement to the
world:
Be it known ·u'nto all nations kindreds, tongues, and people
. '
unto whom this work
shall
come
that
we,
through
the grace
.,.
of God the Father, and our .Lord Jesus Christ, have seen · the·
plates which contain this· record, which is ~ record of the people
of Nephi, and also of the Lamanites, their brethren, and also
of the people of Jared, who· came from the tower of which hath
been spoke·n; a.nd we also know that they have heen translated
by the gift and power of God, for his voice hath declared it
unto us;· wherefore we know of a ·surety that the work is true.
And we also testify that we ha~e seen the engravings which are
upon. the plates; and they have been shewn unto us by. the
power of God, and not of man. And we declare with words of
soberness, that .an angel of God came down from heaven, and he
brought and laid before our eyes, that we beheld and saw the
plates, and the .e ngravings thereon; and we known that it is
by the grace of God the Father, and our Lord Jesus Christ,
that w.e beheld and bear record · that these things are· true;' and
it is marvelous in our eyes, nevertheless the voice of the Lord
commanded us that we should bear re'Cord of it; wherefore, to
be obedie,n t unto the commandments of
. God, we ,bear testimony of these things. And we know that if we are faithful in
Christ, we shall rid _our garments of the blood of all_men, and
be found spotless before the judgment-seat of Christ, and shall
dwell with him eternally in the heavens: And the honor be to
the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost, which is one
God. Amen.
J

~

OLIVER COWDERY,
DAVID W.H ITMER,
MARTIN HARP".~

-
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This testimony was published in tbe first and in every
subsequent edition of the Book of Mormon. It has never
been refuted·. From the very nature of the testimony it cannot .~e refuted. No one can rise up and say these men di<l
not receive this revelation ; that they did not see an angel
from heaven; that he did not show to them the plates; that
they did not see the glorious light in which the angel stood;
· that they did not hear the voice of God saying that the translation of the record was 'true, and was accomplished through
the gift and power of God. No one can say any one of these
things. An argument may be f ormtulated against the probability of such an occurrence. It may be alleged that they
were ignorant, uncritical, incompetent at?-d therefore unworthy of belief. All this may be ·done, nay, it has been
don~; but no one can stand up and say that he knows what
they say is not true, 'that what they say they saw, they di<l
not see.

-

CHAPTER XVI.
.
DIRECT E XTERNAL EVIDENCES-THE THREE WITNESSES.SuBSEQUENT LIFE AND TESTIMONIES.
OLIVER COWDERY.

The Witnesses themselves always adhered to, the truth .
of their testimony. They never denied what they in their
now celebrated testimony so solemnly affirmed. It was reported at different times during their life time that they had
denied their testimony, and such statements are to be found
in the earlier editions of such standard works as the ·American Encyclopredia and in the Encyclopredia Brittanica. · It is
evident that the reports .. about Oliver. Cowdery denying his
·testimony obtained some credence even among the Saints
at Nauvoo; for in the "Times and Seasons," published by
the Church at N'auvoo, one J. H. Johnson, in some verses
written by hin1 tnaintaining the fact that the truth stands
fast though n1en 1nay be untrue to it, say:
-Or prove that Christ was not the Lord
Because that' PeteT cursed and swore,
Or Book of Mormon not his word, '
Because denied by Oliver.fJ

But notwithstanding all this, the fact remains that Oliver Cowdery never denied his testimony to t_h e truth of the
Book of Mormon. Whatever his delinquencies in other respects; whatever his grievances, real or imagined; in the
Church, and even while out of it,
. he w;as true, to his . honor
P"Times and· Seasons," Vol. II., p. 482:
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be it said, to his testimony to the Book of Mormon. Living
he affirmed it, an·d when dying he renewed the affirmation.
It must be said of him that notwithstanding the high favors
which God granted him-the favor of being one of these ·
Three Special Witnesses, blessed to see the Nephite plates
and the sacred things connected with them under such a remarkable display of God's presence and' power; favored to
receive with the Prophet the ministration of angels who ordained them both to the Aaronic and to the Melohizedek
priesthood ;q and favored afterwards to behold in open vision
in the Kirtland Temple the Savior himself, and a number of
angels who came on that occasion to restore to earth througi1
these men the keys of authority and power which they held ;r
favored to be the Second Elder of the Church of Christ, and
the first to make public proclamation of the restored gospelnotwithstanding all this, I repeat, it must be said of him that
he possessed defects of characters which enapled the adver-

'

qSee "New Witnesses for God," Vol. I., ch. xi.

rSee "New Witnesses for God," Vol. I., ch. xi., also Doc. and
Cov., Sec. ex.
sThat the Prophet Joseph understood the defects iri the character of Oliver Cowdery is evident from some remarks he records
in his journal concerning him, under date of· December 18, 1833.
They are as follows : "Blessed t>f the Lord is brother Oliver,
nevertheless there are two evils in him that he must needs forsake or he cannot altogether escape the buffetings of the adversary. .If he foresake these evils he shall be forgiven, and shall
be made like unto the bow which the Lord hath set in the heavens: he shall be a sign and an ensgn unto the nations. Behold
he is blessed of the Lord for his constancy and steadfastness in
the work of the Lord wherefore, he shall be blessed in his
generation, and th·ey shall never be cut off, and he shall be he,lped
out of many troubles; and if he keep the commandments, and
hearken unto the counsel of the Lord,- his res.t shall be glorious." (History of the Church, Vol. I., p. 465) . It will be observed that the promises herein made to Oliver Cowdery are
based upon the conditions specified in the above passage.
That the conditions were not at least altogether complied
with is- well known, and is further witnessed by the fact
that Oliver did not escape the buffetings to which the Prophet
1
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sary of men's souls to so far prevail against him that hll,
transgressed some of the law s of God and lost his .high station. He was excommunicated from the Church for hi~
sin~/ and for a time stood as a stranger to the S;dnts, an
outcast from Israel ; but in those dark days h~ sti11 re·
mained true to his testimony. In October, 1848, after an absence of about eleven years,
Oliver Cowdery returned to the Church. At that time _the
move.ment of the Church to the Rocky Mountains was unde·r way. A larger number of the Saints were temporarily
located at Kanesville ( now Council ~luffs), Iowa, and on
the 21st of Octqber of the year above given, a sp~cial conference was called, presided over by Elder Orson Hyde; of
, the Council of the- Apostles, in which .the case of Oliver
Cowdery was considered. Before that con£erence, at which
some two thousand Saints were present,u Oliver Cowd'e.ry
said:
1

I

Friends and Brethren-My 11:ame is Cowdery, Oliver Cowdery. In the early history·of this Church I stood identified with
her, and one in her· councils. True it is that the gifts and callings
of God are without repentance; not because I was better than
the rest of mankind was I called; but, to fulfill the purp_o ses of
God, he called me to a high and holy calling. .
I wrote, with my own pen, the entire Book-of Mormon (save
a few pages) as it f.e,tl from the lips of the Prophet Joseph, as he
translated it by the gift and power of God, by the mean~ of the
Urim and Thummim, or, as it is called by the book, "Holy Inter- ,
I

alludes. Still from out of this m·i st of human frailty; sta,n ds clear
and strong the virtue which constituted him so dauntless a witness for the truth of God. ''Behold he is blessed of the Lord
for his constancy and steadfastness in the work of the Lord."
Still he lost his station in · the Church, and that which had been
con:ferred upon him was finally given to Hyru~ Smith, brother
the ·Prophet. See Doc. and Cov., Sec. 124:95.
tMill. Star, Vol. XVI., 133.
uMill. Star, Vol. XI, p. 14..
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P.reters." I beheld with my eyes, and handled with my hands,
the gold plates from which it was transcribed. I also saw with
my eyes and handled with my hands th~ "holy interprete·rs."
That book is true. Sidney Rigdon did not write it. Mr. Spaulding did not ~rite it. I wrote it myself as it fell from the lips
of the Prophet. It contains the everlasting gospel, and came
forth to the children of men in fulfillm.e nt of the revelations of
John, where he says he saw an angel come with .the everlasting
gospel to preach to every nation, kindred, tongue and people. It
contains principles of salvation and if you, my hearers, will
walk by }ts light and obey its precepts, you will be1 saved with
an everlasting salvation in the kingdom of God on high. Brother
Hyde has just said that it is v.ery important that we keep and
walk in the true channel, in order tc> avoid the sand-bars. This
is true. Tpe- channel is here. The f;:-'tily pri.e sthood is here.
I was present with Joseph when an holy angel from God
.came down from heaven and conferred .on us, or restored the
lesser or Aaronic priesthood, and said to us, at the same time,
that it should remain upon the earth while the eartl] stands.
I was also present with Joseph when the higher or Melchizedek priesthood was conferred by holy angels from on high.
This priesthood- we conferred on each other, by -the will and
commandment of God. This priesthood, as was then declared, is
also to remain upon the earth until the last remnant of time.
,This holy priesthood, or authority, we the n conferred upon
many, and is just as good and valid as though God had done it
.
tn person.
I laid my hands upon that man-yes, I laid my right hand
upon his head (pointing to Brother Hyde), and I conferred
upon him the priesthood, and he holds that priesthood now.
He was also called through me, by the p_rayer of faith, an
Apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ.
1

1

1

\

This speech was reported by Bishop Reuben Miller, who_
was present a! the meeting where Cowdery spoke, and noted
down in his journal at the time what was said, though his-notes, it must be remarked, we~·e not publisned until several
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years later.v The circumstance of Cowderi's r~turn and the
spirit of his speech is also supported by other testimony. In
a letter dated at Cambridge Port, U._S. A., December 26th.,
1848, Wilford Woodruff-at the time · one of the Twelve
Apostles, and suosequently P'resident of the Church-writing to Orson Pratt, then p,resident of the British Mission,
said:
~
Dear Brother Pratt-I received a letter from Elder Hyde
saying tliat Oliver Cowdery had come to the Bfuffs· with his ·
family; and made satisfaction to the Church who had voted
to receive hin1 into the Church by baptism; and Elder Hyde
expected to baptize him the next day. He was assisting. Elder ,
Hyde to put the press in operation for printing, expected to
send forth the "Frontier Guardian" soon.
J was truly glad
to hear this, as 01.i ver Cowdery was the first person baptized
into this Church under the hands of J os.e ph, and is capable of
doing good in the kingdom of God; I was truly glad to hear he
had returned to the fold.w
1
•

I

. The Star which published this letter was issued February 1st, 1849.
George A. Sn1ith, writing from Council Bluffs under
date of October 31st, 1848, ten days after Cowdery's speech
before the conference, writes to Orson Pratt of this meeting: ·
· Oliver Cowdery, who had just arrived from Wisconsin with
his family, on being invited, addressed the meeting. He t>ore
testimony in the most postive terms of the truth of the Book
of Mormon-the restoration of the priesthood to the · earth,
and the mission of J ose ph Smith as the Prophet of the last days:
and .told th.e people if they wanted to follow the right path, to
ke.ep the main channel of the stream-where the body of the
.Church goes, there is the authority; and all these lo he.r e's and
1

vNamely, 13th of April, 1859.
date.
wMill. Star~ VQl~XI.~ p. 43.

See Deseret News of that
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lo there's have no authority; but this people have the true and
holy priesthood; "for the angel said unto Joseph Smith, Jr., in
my he~ring, that this priesthood shall remain on the earth unto
the end." ' His testimony produced quite a sensation among the
gentlemen present, who <lid not belong to the1 Church, aqd it
was gratefuliy received, by all the Saints.
Last
. evening (Oct.
30th,) President Hyde and' myself spent the evening with
Brother Cowdery. He had been cut off from the Church by a
council; had withdrawn himself from it; stayed away eleven
years; and now cam.e back, not expecting to be a leader, but
wished to be a member and have part among us. He considered
that he ought to be baptized; and did not expect to return without it.
He said that Joseph Smith had fulfilled his mission
faithfully befor.e God until death; he was determined ·to rise with
the Church, aJtd if it went down he was willing to go down with
it. I saw him today, told him I was going to write to you. He
sends his respects to you; he says, "tell Brother Orson I am
advised by the brethren to remain here this winter, and assist
Broth.er Hyde in the printing office and as soon as I get settled
I will write him a le.t ter." I remain, as .erver, your brother in- the
kingdom of patience. (Signed)
GEORGE A. SMITH ..i/

. '

The "Star" in which this letter was published was issued January 1st, 1849, a little more than two months after
Cowdery's speech already quoted.
· Oliver Cowdery had been e~communicated by the actio1~
of a High Council of the ,C hurch some ten years before, and
it was held hy som·e that he could only be restored by the
action of a High Council.Y Such a council was therefore
called. In the course o·f its proceedings Oliver said:
xMill. Star, Vol. XI., p. 14.
YFearing that silence as to the specific offenses of Oliver
Cowdery might leave the reader to fancy that his wrong doing
was more serious than it really was, I here state the• charges
against him sustained before the High Council at Far West, in
1838: 1st. "Persecuting the brethren by urging on vexatious
law suits against them, and thus distressing the innocent. 2nd.
Seeking to destroy the character of Joseph Smith, Jr., by falsely
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a

Brethren, for number of years I have been separated from
you. I now desir.e to come back. l wish to co~e humbly and
to be one in you~ ·midst. I seek no station. I .011:ly wish to be
identified with you. I am out of the Church. I am not a member
of the Church, but l wish to b ecome a n1e~ber of ~t. l wish tO·
come in at the door. I know the door. I have not come here
to seek precedence, ·r come humbly, and throw myself upon the
decisions ' of this body, knowing, as I dq, that its · decisions are
right and should be obeyed.z

On \notion. of Elder Orson Hyd~, Oliver Cowdery wa.:;
received into the Church by baptism. · It was the intention of
this Witness of the Book of · Mormon to go with the body
of the Church to the Salt Lake valley, but while visiting with
his fellow Witness, David Whitmer, at Richmond, Missouri,
he was taken ill and died, March 3rd, 1850. Previous · to
insinuating that he was guilty of adultery. 3rd. Treating the
Church with contempt by not attending meetings. 4th. Leaving
his calling, to which God had appointed him by revelation, for
the sake of filthy lucre, and turning to the practice of law.· 5th.
disgracing the Church by being connected in the "bogus"· business, as common report says." (See M:ill. Star, Vol. XVI., p.
133; also "Missouri ,Persecutions," p. · 179.) It should be observed that upper. Missouri in 1838 was infested with a gang oi
sharpers engaged in. counterfeiting the United States curr.ency,
and rumor, for a time, connected ·oliver CowdeTy with them: ,
but whether he was, or was not guilty of such connection was
not proven before the council, it was merely proven that "ru- ,
mors" connected him with those criminals It should also be
said that Oliver Cowdery was not pres.e nt at the council which
acted on his case though of course an opportunity was given him
to be present. How many of the charges brought against him
would have failed had he been there to oppose them, one may
not conj ectur.e. It was a general time of turbulenc.e• in the a ff airs
of the Church. A wave of wild land speculation swept through
the country, and the Saints and some leading Elders became entangled in it. Charges and counter charges were made; brethren
misunde•rstood each other and became .estranged in their feelings,
and , pride and bitterness prevented reconciliations. It was under.
such circumstances that Oliver Cowdery for a time was lost in
the mists.
zDeseret News of April 13th, 1859.

OLIV'ER COWDERY.
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going to Richmond, for the purpose of meeting David Whitmer, his wife's brother, Oliver was detained' hy snow storms
some two weeks at the temporary home of Samuel W. Richards-just then returned from his first mission to the British Isles.
Of his interesting association · with Oliver during thi5
tin1e Elder Richards says :
To hear him describe in his pleasant but earnest manner the
personality of those heavenly messengers, with whom -:he and
the Prophet had so freely held conve•rse, was enchanting to my
soul. Their heavenly appearance, clothed in robes .o f purity,
the influence of their presence so lovely and serene; · their eyes
that seemed to penetrate to the very depths of the soul, together
with the color of the eyes. that gazed upon the•m, were all so
beautifully related as to almost . make one feel that they were
then present: and as I placed my hands upon his head where
these angels had placed theirs, a divine influence filled the soul
to that degree that one could truely feel to be in the presence
of something that was more than earthly; and from that day
to this-almost fifty years -ago-the interest of those glorious
truths upon the mind has never been lost, but as a beacon light
ever guiding to the home of their glory for a like ·i_n heritance.
But before taking his departure he wrote and lerft with the
writer of this the following statement, which we believe to be
his last living testimony, though oft repeated; of the wonderful
manfestations which brought the authority of God to men on
earth:
I

Testimony.
While darkness cov.ered the earth and gross darkness the
people; long after the authority to administer in holy things had
been taken away, the Lord opened the he'a vens and sent forth
his word for the salvation of Israel. In fulfillment of 'the sacred
scriptures, the eve,rlasting gospel was proclaimed by the mighty
angel (Moroni) who, clothed ~ith the authority of his n1ission,
gave glory to God in the highest.
This Gospel is the "stone
taken from the mountain without hands.". John the Baptist,
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holding the keys of the Aaronic priesthood; Peter, James, and
John, holding the keys of the M.elchisedek pri~ sthood, have also
ministered tfor those who shall b.e heirs of salvation, and with
these admnistrations ordained men to the same priesthood.
'
I
These priesthoods, with their authority, are now, and must
continue to be, . in the body of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-·day Saint~. Blessed is the Elder who has rec~ived the
same, and thrice blessed and holy is he who shall endure to the
end.
"
Accept assurances, dear brother, of the unfeigned prayer of
him who, in connection with Joseph the Seer, was blessed with
the ~bove ministration and who -~arnestly and devoutly hopes
to meet you in the celestial glory.
(Signe~)
OLIVER COWDERY.
To Eldei: Samuel W. Richards, January 13th, 1849.
1

•
Phineas H. Young, a ·brother of President ·Brigham
Young, was present at Oliver's 9eath, at Richmond, Missouri, and of that event said:
; His last 111om.ents were sp.e nt in bearing testimony of th~
truth of the Gospel revealed through Joseph Smith and the
power of the holy priesthood which he had received through his
ad1ninistrations.
1

David Whitmer, speaking to Orson Pratt and Joseph
F. Sn1ith of Oliver Cowdery's death, said:
Oliver Cowdery died the happiest man I .e'V'er saw. After
shaking hands with the family and kissing his wife and daughter,
,he said "Now I lay me down for the last time; I am ·going to my
Savior;" and he died immediately, with a smile on ·his face.zI

This statemel).t also agrees with_the one David Whitmer
published in his "Address to all Believers in Christ:"
zMill Star, Vol. XL., p. 774, Pratt and Smith statement.

.
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I

Neither Oliver Cowdery
nor
Harris ever at any time
,
. Martin
.
denied his testimony. They both di.eod . reaffirming the truth of
the divine authenticity of the Book of Mormon. I was present
at the death bed of Oliver Co'Y"dery, and his last words were,
"Brother David, be true to your
testimony to the Book of Mor, n1on." He died her.e in Richt:ijpnd, Missouri, on the 3rd of
March, 1850. M:any witnesses yet livea in Richmond, who will
testify to the truth ,o f these .facts, as well as to the good char:
acter of Oliv.e r Cowdery.b
aThis was said in 1887.
bAddress to all Relievers in Christ, p: 8 .
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CHAPTER XVII.
DIRECT EXTERNAL EVIDENCES-THE TESTil\fONY OF THE
THREE WITNES.SES-SUBSEQUENT LIFE
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AND TESTIMONIES.

Continued.

\

DAVID WHITMER.

David Whitmer . continued to repea~ his testimony to
the truth of the. Book of Mormon up to and including the.
·very day of his' death. Living for many _years at Richmond,
Missouri-from 1838 to 1888, half a century-.he was frequently visited by all sorts of pepple, and in the latter years
"o f his life by n_e wspaper representatives especially, who can1e
to inquire concerning the testimony he had given to the
world to the truth of the B,o ok of M·ormon. For all these
parties he had but one answer :'"My testimony written in the Book of Mormon is true." It was sometimes elaborated by
the addition~of
under
. a description of the circumstances
.
which the great revela!ion was given, but there was never
any deviation from. the m.a in facts published in his testimony
which accompanies the BooJk of Mormon. He was not always :fairly treated by those whose questi_ons he answered;
·his statements were sometimes misreprese~ted, much to hi::;
annoyance; and having been taug4t the necessity for it by
sad experie~ce, in the later years of his life, he always took
the precaution to ha:ve one or more of his personal friends
pre_sent at interviews he granted to strangers.
•
Referring to these acts of misrepresentation concerning
his testimony, in his pamphlet, "Address to all Believers in
Christ," he ~akes the following refutation of the charges of
denial:
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It is recorded in the , American Cyclopaedia and the Encyclopaedia Brittanica, that I, David Whitmer, have denied my
testimony as one of the T'hree Witnesses to the divinity of the
Book .of :tvlormon and that the other two Witnesses, Oliver
Cowdery and Martin Harris, denied their testimony to that
book. I will say once more to all mankind, that I have never
at any time denied that testimony or any part thereof. , I also
testify to the world, that neither Oliver Cowdery nor Martin
Harris ever at any time denied their t.e•s timony. They both died
reaffirming the truth of the divine authenticity of the Book of
Mormon. I was present at the death bed of Oliver Cowdery, and
his last words were, "Brother David, be true to your testimony
to the Book of Mormon." He died here in Richmond, Missouri,
on March -3rd, 1850. Many witnesses yet live in Richmond, who
will testify to the truth of these facts, as yvell as to the good character of Oliver Cowdery. The veTy powers of darkness have
combined against the Book of Mormon, to prove that it is not
the word o·f God, and this should go to prove to men of spiritual
.understanding, that the Book is true. To show the reader what I
have had to contend with, I give you below a copy of a leaflet
which I had printed and .distributed in March, 1881:
1

A Proclamation.
I

Unto all nations, kindred, tongues, and people, unto whom
these presents shall come :
:
. It having been represented by one John Murphy, of Polo,
Caldwell county, Missouri, that I, in a conversation with him
last summer denied my testimony as one ·of the Three Witnesses to the Book of Mormon. ,
To the end, therefore, that he may understand me now, if
he did ..not then; and that the world may know the truth, I wish
now, standing as it were, in .the very sunset of life, and in the
fear of God, .once for all to make this. public statem.ent : ·
That I never have at any time denied that testimony or any
part th,ereof which has so long since been published with that
book, as one of the Three Witnesses. Those who know me best
well know that I nave always adhered to that te stimony. And
that no man may be misled or doubt my present views in re;:c..;

1
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gard to the same, I do again affirm the truth of all my statements, as then made and published.
"He that hath an ear to hear, let him hear;" it was no delusio_n. What is written is written, and he 'that readeth let him
understand. * * * I do not indorse- any of the teachings
of the so-called ' Mormons, or Latter-day Saints, which are in
conflict with the gosp,el of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, as
taught in . the Bible a~d Book of Mormon; for the same gospel
is plainly taught in both these books as I understand the wo·rd of
God.
And if any man doubt, should he· not carefully and honestly read and understand the same, before presuming to sit in
judgment and condemn the light, which shineth in darkness, and
~howeth the way of eternal life as pointed out by the unerring
hand of God?
·
In the Spirit of Christ who hath said: "Follow thou me, for
I am the life,' the light and the way,'' I submit this statement
to the world. God in whom I trust, being my judge as to the
sincerity of my m~tives and the faith and hope that is in m.e of
eternal life.
My sincere desire is that the world may be benefited by
· this plain and simple statement of the truth.
.
And all the honor be to the Father, the Son and the · Holy
.Ghost, which is one _God. Amen. (Signed)
DAVID WHITMER.
Richm.ond, M,issouri, Ma.rch 19, 1881..
1

\

We the undersigned citizens of Richmond, Ray county, Mis~
souri, where David Whitmer has resided since the year A. D.
1838, certify that we have bee!1 long and intimately ·acquainted
with him and know him to be a man of the highest integrity, and
of undoubted truth and v.eracity.
·
Given at Rich"mond, :Missouri, this March 19, ·A. D. 1881:
Gen. Alexander W. Doniphan.
'
Hon. George W .. Dunn, Judge of the Fifth Judical Circuit.
Thomas D. Woodson, President of Ray Co. Savings ... Bank.
J. T. Child, editor of "Conservator."
H. C. Garner, Cashier of Ray Co. Savings Bank.
W . A. Holman; County Treasurer

,
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J. S. Hughes, Banker, Richmond~
James Hughes, Banker, Richmond.
D. P . Whitmer, Attorney-at-Law.
Hon. Jas. W . Black, Attorney-at-Law.
L. C. Cantwell, Postmaster, Richmond.
George I. Wasson, Mayor.
J as. A. Davis, County Collector.
C. J. Hughes, Probate Judge and Presiding Justice of Ray
County Court.
Geo. W. Trigg, County Clerk.
W . W. Mosby, M. D.
Thos. McGinnis, ex-Sheriff Ray County.
J. P. Que•s enberry, Merchant.
W. R. Holman, Furniture Merchant.
Lew.is Slaughter, Recorder of Deeds.
Geo. W. Buchanan, M. D.
A. K. Reyburn. -

At the same time the ... "·Richmond Conservator" of
March 24, 1881, said, editorially:
.An Explanation.
Elsewhere we publish a letter from David Whitmer, an old
and well known citizen of Ray, [county] as well' as an indorsement of his sta.n ding as a mah signed by a number or the leading
citizens of this community, in reply to ,some unwarranted aspersions made upon him. There is no doubt that Mr. Whitmer, who
' Three Witnesses of the authenticity of the gold
was one of the
plates, from which he asserts that Joseph Smith trar:islated the
Book of Mormon (a fac simile of the characters he now has in his
possession with the original records), is firmly convinced of its
divine origin, and while he makes no effort to obtrude his views
or b.e·liefs, he simply wants the world to know that so far as he is
concerned there is no "variableness or shadow of turning." Having resided here for near a hat{ a century, it is with no little pride
that he points to his past record with the ·consciousness that he
has done nothing derogatory to his character as a citizen and a
hf!liever in the Son of Mary, to warrant such an ~ttack on him,
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come from what source it inay, and now with the lillies of seventy-five winters crowning him like an aureole, and his pilgrimage on earth well nigh .ended, he reiteTates his former statements, and will leave futurity to solve the problem that he was
but a passing witness
to its fulfilment'.
· .
;..
•

J

,,

David Whitmer died at his home in Richmond, on the
25th of January, 1888, in the eighty-fourth year of his ·life.
His final testimony was given under the following circumstances:.
On the evening of Sunday, January 22nd, at haJf past five ·
o'clock, Mr. Whitmer called his family and· a number of his
fri ends to his bedside, and to them delivered his dying te·stim·ony.
Addressing his attendant physici.ari he said: "Dr. Buchanan, I
want you to say whether or not I am in my right mind before I •
give my last testimony?" The doctor answered: "Yes, you are
in your right mind, for I have ju~t had a conversation with you.'' I
He then directed his words to all who sur.rounded him, saying:
Now, you must all be faithful in Christ. I want to say to you
all that the Bible and the record of the N ephites (Book of
Mormon), are true, so you can say that you have heard me bear
my testimony on my death bed. All be faithful in Christ and
your reward w,ill be according to your works. God bless you .all.
My trust is in Christ for ever, world·s without end. Amen.
~

•

* * * *

•

I

On Monday last (Jan. 23rd), at 10 o'clock a. m., after awaking from a short slumber he said he had seen beyond the. vail
and had seen Christ on the other side. His friends who were
constantly· at his bedside claim that he had many manifestations
of the truths of the gr.eat beyond, which confirmed their faith
beyond all shadow of doubt. He bore his long illness with great
patience and fortitud.e, his faith, never for a moment wavering,
and when the summons came, he sank peacefully to rest with a
smile on his countenance, just as ·if he was being lulled to sleep
by secret mu'sic. Just before his breath left his body, he opened
'bis eyes, which glistened with the brightness of early manhood.
He then turned them toward heaven, and a wonderful light
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came over his countenance, which remained several moments,
when the eyes gradually closed ;,ind Da-vid Whitmer had gone
to his rest.c
-

In the same issue of the paper from which this account
of his death is taken, occurs the follovving description of
Whitmer's connection with the comi~g for~h of the Book of
Mormon, and his .being a Witness of its truth. Sqme inaccuracies as to details must be allowed for here, such as the
omission of Martin Harris' name as one of the Three Witnesses, and the time of day that Oliver ,Cowdery and Joseph
Smith called upon him in the field to go with them to become
a witness to the Book of ·Mormon. Other accounts state
that they came to him in the morning instead of the after, noon.d And it should ·be remembered that what follow·s is
not given in language o_f David Whitmer:

.
I

When he was twenty-four years of age and worked on his
father's farm near Palmyra, New York. all that section of the
country was more or less excited over the reported discovery
by Joseph Smith of the ·gold plates· from which the Book of
Mormon was translated. Oliv.e•r Cowdery, th~ village school
teacher, mentioned the matter to him and announced his determination to visit Smith and investigate the matter for him1'e1f, pro1nising Mr. Whitmer, at the_latter's req\.test, to advise
him of the result. A few days later he [Whitmer] received a
letter from Cowdery, urging him to ·join hiin, which he did, being rec.eived by the "Prophef' with open arms. After r.e maining long enough to s~tisfy hi1!1self of the divine inspiratiun of

cThis account of David Whitmer's death is from the Rich!11ond Democrat, of the 26th of January, 1888, a JJdver published .
1n the town where his death occurred. It is copi.e•d into the
Deseret News of the 8th of February, 1888· and 1n the Millen'
nial Star, Vol. 50, p. 139.
dSe~ statement of David Whitmer to William H. Kelley,
G. A. Blakeslee, Sept. 15.. 1882. Braden & Kelley Debate, p. 187.
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.,.,
Smith, the thr.ee returned to Whitmer's home, where it was
agreed that the work qf ·translation should be prosecuted.
Shortly. after his return, and while he was plowing in the
feld one afternoon~ he was visited by Smtth and Cowdery, who
requested that he should accompany them into the woods on
the ·hill across the,road for the purpose of w itnessing a manifestation , that should qualify .him and Cowdery to bear witness to
the divine authenticity of. the Book of Mormon. Smith explai!}- .
ing that such ~roc.e dure was in accordance with explicit instructions he ~ad received from an angel of the Lord.
Repairing to the woods they engaged in prayer for a short
time, ·when suddenly a great light shone around about them,
f~r brighter and more daz_zling than · the brilliancy of the noon
day sun, _seemingly enveloping the wood· for a considerable
distance. A spirit of elevation seized him as of joy in.d escribable
and a strange influence stole over him, which so entranced him ,
that he felt that he was chaine.d to the spot. A moment later and
a pivine personage, clothed in white raiment, appeared unto
them:, and immediately in front of th~ personage stood a table
on which lay a numbe!' of gold plates, some brass _p lates;1 the
"Urim and Thummim" and the "sword of Laban." All of thes.e
they were directed to examine carefully, and after their ·examination they were told th~t the Lord would demand that they
bear witness thereof to all the world. * *
While describing this yision to us, all traces of a s.e vere cold from wh.i ch he was suffering disappeared for the time being, his
form straightened, his countenance assumed almost a beautiful
expression and his to'nes Qecame strangely eloquent. Although
evidently no . studied effort, the description was a magnificent
piece. of word painting, and he carried his hearers with him to
that lonely hill by the old farm, and they stood th~ere w~th him
awed in the divine presence. Skeptics may laugh and scoff if they
·will, but no mari could listen to Mr. Whitmer as he talks of his
interview with the angel of the Lord, without being most forcibly
convinced that he has heard an honest ·man tell what he honestly
believes to be true.e

*

...

'

David Whitmer, like Oliver Cowdery, was excommuniI

•"Richmond Democrat," issue of Jan. 26th, 1888.
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cated from the Church, and at about the same time/ But
unlike Oliver Cowdery, he never returned, but remained eS··
tranged from the Church' to the last day of his life. Still he
always manifested a friendly disposition towards all believers in the Book of Mormon, however mistaken he may have
considered the1n to be in the matter of Church affiliation.
But whiJe out of the Church as when in it, and certainly having no ,vorldly purpose to serve by continuing in such a
course, he steadfastly, as we have seen, adhered to his testimony to the truth of the Book of Mormon.
fFor the san;ie reasons that were given in the foot note ex-

plaining the case of Oliver Cowdery, I here give the charges
brought against David Whitmer and sustained befor.e the High
Council : 1st. Not observing the Word of Wisdom, (See Doc.
and Cov., Sec. 89.) 2nd. U nchristianlike con.duct in -neglecting
to attend meetings and uniting with and possessing the same
spirit as the dissenters. 3rd. Writing letters to the djssente·r s in
Kirtland, unfavorable to the cause and character of Joseph
Smith, Jr. 4th. Neglecting the duties .. of his calling, and separating himself from the Church. 5th. Signing himself . president
of the Church of Christ in an insulting letter to the• High Council, after he had been cut off from the presidency. The pr.e'Sidency of the Church alluded to was a local presidency over the
Church in Missouri, in which position the Saints, some time be·fore his arraignment before the High Council, re-fused to sustain him. (See Mill. Star, Vol. XVI., pD. 133, 134, also Missouri
Persecutions, pp. 180-1.)

.•
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CHAPTER XVIII.
EXTERNAL EVIDENCES-:'fESTIMO.NY OF THE' THREE WITNESSES-SUBSEQUENT LIFE AND TESTIMONIES .
.MARTIN HARRIS.

The-experience _of Martin Harris, with reference to his
relations with the Church was somewhat different from that
of Oliver Cowdery and David Whitmer. He was never excom~unicated f~om the Church as they were, but when there
was a general movement of the Church from Kirtland to
Missouri: early in the summer of 1838-at which time the
Saints may be said to have abandoned Kirtland-Martin
.
Harris remained behind to .live in Ohiq, separated from the
Church. It is evident, too, that his mind became ·somewhat
darkened; for after the m.artyrdom of the '.Prophet Joseph,
in 1844, when various persons arose claiming the right of
leadership in the Church, Martin .H arris for a time supported
the claims of James J. Strang, and under the auspices of the
latter's pseudo-church organization, went to England on a
mission, in 1846; but he did not become very active in his
missionary efforts, and soon returned to Kirtland, where he
resided for many years, up to 1870, in fact. During all
these years that he was separated from the Church,. years of
much spiritual darkness for him respecting many things· pertaining to the great work of Gqd, he nevertheless steadfastly ·held to the truth of his testimony to the Book of Mormon.
How·ever vascillating in other matters, ill' this he ~as fir.m
and immovable. He did see the angel; he did see the plates,
and the attendant sacred things; he was overshadowed by a
glorious light, from the midst of whic::h he heard the voice
of God saying that the record had been translated' by the
gift and power of God. This testimony he never denied, but

•
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reaffirmed it over and over again. Finally, like Oliver Cowdery, he joined the Church and died in the faith. The circun1stances surrounding this last even of his life, briefly
told are as follows: Elder Edward Stevenson, for many
' a prominent traveling Elder of the Church, and who a
years
few years before his death was made a member of the .F irst
Council of the Seventy-the third general quorum of the
Church-became especially interested in Martin Harris. Elder Stevenson, when a boy in Michigan, in 1833, heard Martin Harris, who was on a mission at that tim~,
._ testify to the
appearance of the angel ·and' his having seen the plates of the
Book of Mormon. 'The testimony had great ef feet on ,young
Stevenson's mind; and when, in 1869· thirty-six years later
-he· found. M~rtin Harris living at Kirtland, naturally his
interest in the Witness revived. After Elder Stevenson returned to Utah, from· his eastern mission, he kepf up a corresponde~ce with Martin Harris, and the latter finally expressed a wish to visit Utah and rejoin his former assoc·iates. Elder Stevenson raised the means by subscription,
\vent east and brought back with him Mr. Harris, arriving
in Salt Lake on the 30th of August, 1870.g Mr. Harris, addressed large ~thering of Saints in Salt Lake ·City on the
~unday follow.ing, September the 4th, reaffirming his testimony to the truth of the Book of Mormon, a thing he did
repeatedly, both before public assem·blies· and in private conversation. He was received into ~he Church on renewing
his covenants in -.baptism apd .reconfirmation. After spending some time in Salt Lake City, Mr. Harris moved to
Smithfield, in Cache county, Utah; and subsequently he
m'qved to Clarkston, where he continued to live at the home
of his son, Martin Harris, Jr., until his death, which occurred

a

gSee Stevenson's account of Harris' ·return to the Church,
.
Mill. Star, Vol. XLJV., pp. 78, 86, 87.
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on the 10th of July, 1875. In these later years of his life he
continued to reaffirm his testimony to the truth of the Book
of Morm.on. It was the one theme above all others which
occupied his mind and of which he loved to speak. A few
hours before his: death the bishop of Clarkston, Simon Smith,
called upon him, and as the bishop drew near his. bed the
now aged Witness, ( he was in his ninety-third year),
stretched out his hand with the remark: "Bishop, I am going." The Bishop, in answer, said he had something of importance to tell him about the Book of Mormon, viz., that at
the request of Indians in Central America the Book of Mormon 'Yas about to be published in the., Spanish language.
"Upon hearing this," says his son, Martin Harris, Jr., in
his letter describing the incident to George .A. Smith, the
Church historian-"Upon hearing this, _father brightened up,
his pulsation improved, and, although very wealk, he began
to talk.as he formerly had done· previous to his sickness." He
conversed for about two hours, and it seemed that the mere
mention of the Book of Mormon put new life into him."i
Speaking of his condition a little later-the day before
his death, in fact-his son says:
He has continued to talk about and testijy to the truth or
the Book of Mormon, and was in his happie~t mood when he
could get somebody to listen to his testirpony; if he felt dull
and weary at times, .and some one would com.e in and open up
a conversation and give him an opportunity of talking, he would
immediately revive and\ feel like a young man, for a little while
We begin to think he has borne ~is last testimony. . The last
audible words he has spoken were something about the Witnesses of the Book 9£ 11ormon, but we could not understand
what it was}
-

The next day, July 10th, 1875, he died .
.
iDeseret News (Weekly) for July 28; 187.5.
iDeseret News (Weekly) for July 28, 1875.

CHAPTER XIX.
DIRECT

EXTERNAL EVIDENCES-REFLEC!ION S

UPON

THE

TESTIMONIES OF THE THREE WITNESSES.

The direct evidence . of the truth of the Book of Mormon found in the testimony of the Three Witnesses, is now
before the reader. The trying circumstances under which
the Witnesses persisted in maintaining the truth of that testimony is also· known. Neither separation from Joseph
Smith as a companion and associate, nor excommunication
from the body religious, brought into existence as a sequence, one may say, of the coming . forth of the N ephite '
Record, affected them as Witnesses. In the Church and while
out of it they steadfastly maintained what they first published to the world respecting the Book· of Mormon. The
plates existed, they saw them, and the engravings upon them.
~n angel of God appeared before them, and laid the records
before their eyes. The record was translated by the gift and
power of God.; for his voice had declared it unto them,
hence they knew, it. No evidence exists that they ever denied that testim~ny. They never attempted to resolve the
appearance of the angel, the exhibition of the plates, or hearing the voice of God into hallucination of the mind; nor did
they ever attempt t'o refer this really great event to some jugglery on the part of Joseph Smith. They never allowed even
th~ possibility of their being mistaken in the matter. They
saw; they heard; the splendor of God shone about them;
they felt his presence. Joseph Smith could never have produced such a scene as that which they beheld. They 'Yere
not deluded'. The several incidents making up this great rev.

•
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elation were too palpable· to the strongest senses of the mind
to admit of any doubt as to their ~eality. The great revelation was not given in a dream or vision of the night. 'fhere
was no mysticism about it. Nothing unseen1ly or occult. It
was a simple, ~traightfor.ward fact that had taken place before their. eyes. The visitation'of the angel was in the broad
light of day. Moreover it occurred after such religious exercises as were worthy to attend upon such an event, viz. :
after morning devotional exercises common to all really
Christian families of that period-the' reading of a scripture ·
lesson; singing a hymn, and prayer; and after arriving at
the scene -of the revelation, devout 2rayer again by the
Prophet and each of th~ then-to-be Witµesses. .The revelation then follow;ed under t4e circumstances already detailed,
, which circumstances were· of such a nature that the Witnesses could not be mista!ken. There exists no possibility of ·
resolving their testimony into delusion or mistake. Either
they spoke the truth in their published ·T estimony to the
world, or they were ·wilful, conscious liars; bent upon a
wicked scheme of deception relative to a subject-religionwhich, as it is t~e most sacred, so should it also be the furthest remove.c;l.' from the practice of deceptions.
Since, then, the possibility of mistake or delusion, is
eliminated from the revelation to the Three Witnesses, let us
consider the likelihood of conscious, intentional fraud; a deliberately planned deception, through the collusion of J<?Seph
Smith and the Three Witnesses, by whkh the Book of Mormon w·as to be palmed off upon mankind as a volume of
ancient scripture, and a new Church organization brought
into existence.
First. It must occur to every unbiased reflector upon
the subject that every circumstance is against the likelihood
of collusion. The very youthfulness of the men, the Prophet
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and the Three Witnesses, is against such a hypothesis. Joseph Smith, at the time of the publication of the Book of Mormon, was about twenty-five years old; Oliver Cowdery and
David Whit1ner were also of that age, all having been born
in the year. 1805-6. Martin Harris was older, it is true, having been born in the year 1783; but he, as an exception to
the youthfulness of the group, will not affect the argument
based on th1s score of youthfulness, as his influence with the
rest held no proportion to the difference of age between himself with the other members. of the grQup. Indeed, though
the oldest, he was the least 1nfluential of the number; and
withal so simple-minded in his honesty, that the w'orld, if it
knew him, would acquit him of guile, ·and regard him as a
wholly impossible factor in practicing such a monumental
delusion upon manlkind as foisting the Book of Mormon
upon the ,vorld as a r~velation from God would have been
had not the book been true.
I would not argue that young men are incapable of practicing deception, or formulating delusions. My argument is,
merely, that they are less likely to be guilty of it than .older
inen. Youth is essentially the period of honesty in men's
lives. Youth is not hardened in sin; is not so capable of the
grosser wickedness, especially such wickedness as would be
involved in the deliberat~ deception of their fellows .. Neither
has unholy am,bitions fired the soul in youth. The hopes,
the . aspirations, the ambitions of youth are generally pure
and noble. Unholy ambitions as a rule co1ne later.· The
practice of religious deception is one of the grossest forms
of wickedness, and requires the deepest depravity of the httma11 heart to make one capable of it: and since youth is the
period of men's lives in which they are least desperately
wicked, it follows that the very youthfulness of this group
of men we are ~onsidering stands against the likelihood of
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their combining to deceive mankind in this matter of the revelations of God to them abo~t the Book of Mormon.
Second. The persistence of thtse Witnesses in adhering
to their testimony after their connection wi.t h Joseph Smith
and the Church was severed is strong evidence ag'ainst the
presumption of collusion among these young men to deceive
the world. Suppose, for a m·oment, howeyer, that such a
collusion did exist. In that event, if the Three Witnesses
fell i~to transgressio11-as they eyi9ently did-·and violated
Church discipline ever so flagrantly, would Jo·seph Smith
dare to break friendship with them by excommunicating
them? Would he not, on the contrary, say in his heart: It
matters not what these men may do, 1 dare not raise my
hand against them; for if I do they will divulge our secret
compact, and I shall be execrated as a vile imposter by the
whole w'Orld, I shall .be repudiated by my own people, anu \
driven out from all society a vagabonq. At wha~ever cost
I 111ust cover up their iniquity, lest I myself by them be
exposed to shame. Such, doubtless, would have been. his
course of reasoning; and had he with them conspired to deceive marikind, such, doubtless, is what would have taken
place; for I main.tain that men who would be base enough
to concoct such a deception would also be base enough to
expose it and become traitors when they became disaffected
towards each other. But nothing of the k~.nd took place.
When these men violated the law of God and would not repent and forsake the evil they did, neither Joseph Sipith ~o·r
the Church would any longer fellowship them, but .boldly excommunicated them.
By the act of excommunication, Joseph Smith virtually
said to the Three Witnesses: Gentlemen, God has made you
for himself in this age of spiritual darkness and
witnesses
·'
unbelief, but you refuse to keep his laws, therefore we must ·
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withdraw the hand of fellowship from you. This may fill you
·with anger and malice; you may raise your ~and against
me and the work of God to destroy it; Satan may put it into
your hearts to deny the testimony you have borne; but I
know you receive.cl that witness from God, I was with you
when you- received it, I saw the glorio~s messenger from
heav,en sho'Y you the plate~; I, myself heard the voice of
God bear record to you that the translation was corre<:~ and
the work true-now deny that testimony if you dare-this
work is of God, and he can sustain it even if you should turn
against it; therefore we will not fellowship you in your wickedness-you are cut off fron1 our assoc!ation-do your
worst! That is what, in ef £ect, that action said; but though
·oliver Cowdery and David Whitmer became the pronounced
enemies of Joseph Smith, and sought his overthrow, yet they
never denied the testimony they bore to the truthfulness
of the Book of Mormon. Through all the vicissit_u des of life
they remained true to that trust committed to the1n of God.
In my opinion they dared not deny that which God had rev~aled; it drew with it consequences too weighty for tl.iein to ,
meet.
Nor should it be matter for wonderment that the .Three
\i\Titnesses, after receiving such a marvelous revelation from
God, an_d_. beholding the demonstration of such almighty
power, turned away from the Church, and lost their places.
Their cc1;se does not stand_alone. They are not the first
servants and witnesses for God that wandered from the path
direct, and fell into error and perh~ps sin. Seeing a heave.nly messenger or hearing the voice o~ God, by no means
places men beyond the po\ver to do evil, nor does it give
them immunity from the temptations of the adversary. Noah
received revelations from God, and yet after being preserved
from the _flood, and enjoying other special favors, he so far
19
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forgot himself as to get drunk. David, a man after God's
own heart, after enjoying sweet communion with · God, and
receiving many revelatlons from him, was at last guilty of
the heinous sin of defiling another man's wif1e, and deliberately planning the injured man's murder! Peter, after going
into the mountain and v,itnessing the glorious ministratioris
of Moses and Elias to the Messiah, and hearing the voice of
God declare that Jesus was his beloved Son, was so w,eak,
u~de-r the influence of fear, that he denied _having any knowledge of him, and emphasized his de·nial by cursing and
swearing. I do not ref er to these incidents in the lives of
these characters to weaken the t';steem · any ·one may have
for them, but to show that neither a revelation from God nor
the visitation of angels · takes f ron1 man the power of doing
wrong. It was so in the case of Oliver Cowdery and his fellow witnesses~ They transgressed the laws of God, and the
Church was in · duty bound to withdraw feliowship from
them, and ·did so, confident 'that God vvas able to· preserve .
his work though these men should turn traitors, and deny
the. t~th. I 11epeat · that this circumst~nce-·the fact that the
T.hree Witnesses persisted in their testimony though excommunicated from the Church, and their relations with
Joseph Smith disrupted, is strong presumptive evidence that
there was no collusion among these men to deceive.the world_
by their solemn testimony to the Book of Mormon.
Third. The fact that two of... the
.. Witnesses, Oliver Cowdery and Martin Harris, returned to the ~hurch after long
years of separation from it-the former eleven, the latter
thirty-three years-is another evidence against the .theory of
collusion among the witnesses. Surely had they been parties to a wicked scheme of deception in their youth, after
separating themselves from it for ye·a rs, they would not return to it in ?Id age. This suggestion is strength~ned when
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1t is remembered that the religious organization which may
be said to have come into existence as a consequence of the
coming forth of the Book of Mormon-the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints-neither did nor could hold out
to them any worldly advantage
- as .a reward for their returning to the body religious. When Oliver Cowdery returned
to the Church, in 1848, the great body of the Latter-day
Saints were enroute for the west. They were a people ~cattered and peeled. They were but recently expatri.ated from
their country. They were exiled for conscience sake from a
country that boasts of its guarantees of rel~gious freedom.
They were wandering in the wilderness, in a solitary wayhungry and thirsty, their souls fainting in them, and they
had as yet no certain abiding place. Surely a people thus
situated was not a people to come to for worldfy. advantage.
Yet such was the condition of the Church when Oliver Cowdery once more cast his fortune with theirs, humbly confessing all his errors that he might have f ellowsh1p with them.
When . Martin Harris returned to the Church in 1870,
· the condition of the Saints had improved somewhat when
compared with what the conditions were when Oliver Cowdery returned, but even then the Saints were under the ban
of the world's displeasure; as of old, they were the people
everywhere spokien against; while throughout the United
States, of which the lands the Saints had redeemed from desert wastes was now an integral part, there was arising that
·storm of vexation which subsequently crystaJ1zed into congressional enactments which not only m.enaced out disturbed
the peace of the Saints. · To become once more connected
with such a people surely promised no worldly advantage~
and besides, when M~rtin Harris returned to the Church the
sands of his life had so well nigh run their course-he was
then eighty-seven years of age-that worldly considerations
)
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could have but little or no ef feet upon his actions. Thus the
return of these men to the Church, the circumstances considered under ·which they returned, is certain1y strong evidence agains( the t~eory of collusion or deception among
these Witnesses.
F Ourth. There is a ·harmony in things bad ~s well as in
things that are. go 09. As men do not work , righteous11:ess
that evil may co1ne; so they· do not plan evil ~at good may
· come. Now, these young men who bear witness to the truth
of the Book of Mormon spent the greater part of their lives
-- especially when actively promalgating the Book of Mormon and the principles it teaches-in bringing to pass righteousness. They were e~horting men to keep the command~ents of God; to cease doing evil and to learn t~ do well. .
It is admitted on all sides of the controversy that the Book
of Mormon is not a bad book in-the sense that it approves
evil deeds, canonizes the vicious, lauds immorality, or in any
way gives countenance or sanction to sin. No; its bitterest
. .
enemies are forced to admit that it stands for righteousness
absolutely, that everywhere, and in all men it condemn·s sin.
What motive, then prompted these Witnesses to enter into a
' 'wicked collusion to deceiv,e mankind in matter so grave?
Did they become.villians that they mi~t preach righteousness? · '
Did they wickedly conspire·to deceive mankind ~n order that
they might spend their lives in toil, and suffering; and invite
t.h e opposition of the world ~s expressed in ridicule, scorn,
vituperation, to say nothing of actual violence through ma· licious prosecu.tions before courts, illegal imp~isonment, repeated acts of mob violence, ending in house-burning, in
drivings, in cruel whippings, in othe1 brutal assaults, ~nd
often in outrif.rht
m.urder-·if not of the Witnesses them.._.
selves, then of their dearest friends and ,neighbors; and, of
course, with refer~n~e to the Prophet Jo~eph and ·his brother

a
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Hyrum ( who must have been necessarily members of the
conspiracy, if one existed), their persecutions ended in their
martyrdom.k I refer to the well-known history of .these men ·
and· to the history of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints for proof that the results just enumerated followed the testimony of the Three Witnesses tha_t they endured all these things in consequence of their testimony. I
refer to the whole body of doctrine held by the Church,
brought into existence, under God, by Joseph Smith and
these Witnesses, to the Book of Mormon in particular; to
the pe_riodicals published by the Church, and to the letters
and other writings of these m.en, in proof of the facts · that
their motives wer~ pure, their purposes honest, their efforts
praiseworthy, and having for their sole object the attainment
of righteo~sness by themselves and by their fellowmen.
Why, I ask again, should .they become rogues and villains
only to pursue a course t~at makes for righteousness, for a
more exalted morality, for a higher spiritual life than at the
. time was known among men? It is incumbent upon those
who insist that there was a co}lusion among these Witresses
to deceive mankind, to prove that the subsequent career of
these men was in harmony with that theory; for men do not
become rogues that they may establish virtue; nor do~wicked·
men become candidates for martyrdom that righteousness
might be established: the harmony , existing in things evil,
as in things good, forbids us believing such_a theory .z
It will be no valid answer to this contention to say that
if the Three . 'Y\'itnesses cannot be proven to be conscious.
kThe argument in this paragraph is suggested by a similar one in Paley's Evidences for Christianity ; and indeed it
may be said to. be for the most part, a paraphrase of it. ZFor a fuller treatise of the ideas and the force of the argument here presented the reader is referred to Vol. I of New
Witnesses, ch. xvii.
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frauds and deceivers they may yet be relegated to that very
. large class known as the mistakien. We 4ave already seen
.that such was the nature of the revelation vouchsafed to
these Witnesses in attestation of the truth of the Book of
Mormon tha~ it cannot possibly be resolved into delusion or
mistake~ and it is not necessary to further .discuss that proposition here. The_re is no middle ground on which one may
place these Witnesses-; inexcusable liars or true witnesses
. they must be ; they never can. be classed among the mistaken.
· The possibility of their being mistakien set aside, every
circumstance connected with tl;ieir relationship to the Book
of Mormon favors the theory of their being- true wi~nesses,
their testimony standing not only unimpeached but unimpeachable·; it must follow that they are God's solemn Wit- '
nesses of a great truth· the verity .9f the Book of Mormen.

'

I

CHAPTER

xx.

I

.

DIRECT E XTER NA L E VIDEN CES-TESTIMO N Y OF THE EIGHT
WITNESSES.

The., exact titne ,vhen the Eight Witnesses obtained their
view of the N ephite plates is not known, but it was evidentl)r a fe,v days after the Three Witnesses received their testimony. All the Prophet has seen proper to say upon th~ subject in his own history is-alluding to the testimony that had
been received by the Three -Witnesses-"soon- after these
things had. transpired, the following additional testimony
was obtained."m Then follows the testimony of the Eight
Witnesses.
According to the ''History of the Prophet," by Lucy
Smith," the event happened a. few days after the Three Wit,
nesses obtained their testimony. The latter, be-it remembere_d,
. received their view of the plat~s near the Whitmer residence,
in Fayette tO'wnship, Ne,v York; while the Eight Witnesses
obtained their view of the plates near the Smith residence in
Manchester. On the completion of the translation of the
Book of ¥ormon Joseph sent _word to his parents of the joyful event, as we have already seen, and th~y, in company
with Martin Harris, immediately set out for Fayette, and
during their· brief stay at the place the vision of the Three
Witnesses was given. The day following Father and Mother Smith fleturned to lVIanchester, and now the latter's statement:
.

In a few days we were followed by Joseph, Oliver and the
Whitmers, who came to make us a visit, and make some arrange,n_H istory of the Church, Vol. I., p. 57.
11 Chapter xxxi.
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ments about g_etting the book ·printed. Soon after they came,
all the male part of the company, with my· husband, Samuel and
Hyrum, retired .to a place where the family were 1n the habit of,
offering up their devotions .to God. They went: to this place
because it had been revealed to Jose ph that the plates. would be
carried thither by. one of the ancient N ephites.~ Here it was
that those Eight Witnesses, whose names . are recorded in the
Book of Mormon, looked upon them and handled them. , * * *
After thes.e Witnesses returned . to the -house, the an~el aga_in
made his appearance to Joseph at which time Joseph delivered
·UP the plates into the angel's hands.P

· Thi.s narrative is confirmed _by the statement of Joseph
himself with ..respec~ to 9eliv,2 ring up the record to t~e angel.
At the time the plates were· first given i~to the Prophet\
keeping he was inf onned that the heavenly messenger would
call "for them. He theri recounts the efforts made 'lo wre~:
the plates from him niy .his ene~ies, and a<lds :
f

But by the wisdom of God tffey remained safe in my hands,
until I had accomplished by them what was required at my hand.
When according to arrangements, the messenger (the angel
Moroni) c~lled for them, I deliver~d them up to him; and. he has
them in his charge until this day, being the 2nd day of May,

1838.q

In the evening of the. day that the Eight,Witnesses saw
and ex~amined the N ephite plates, according to Lucy Smith,
the Witnesses held meeting at th~ Smith residence, "in which
all the Witnesses bore testimony to the 'f acts as stat~d
above,",. that is, to the facts sta~ed in their testimonies as here
oThis was doubtless Moroni, as he was the custodian of the
plates.
P"History· of the Prophet Joseph," by Lucy Smith: ch. xxxi.
q"History of the Church," \Vol. I., pp. 18, ~9.
r"History of the Prophet Joseph Smith," by Lucy Smith,
ch. xxxi.
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given and which· appeared in the first and in all subsequent
editions ·o f the Book of Morn1on.
THE TESTIMONY OF EIGHT WITNESSES.

Be it known unto all nations, kindreds, tongues, and people
unto whom this work shall com.e, that Joseph Smith, Jr., the
translator of this work, has shown unto us the plates ·of which
hath bee~ spoken, which have the appearance of gold; and as
many of the leaves as the said Smith has translated, we did
handle with ..our hands and we also saw the engravings thereoti,
all of which has the appearance of ancient work, and of curious
workmanship. And this we bear r.e cord with worcrs of soberness, that the said Smith has shown unto us, for we have seen
and hefted, and know of a surety that the · said Smith has got
the plates of which we have spoken. And we give our names
unto the world, to witness unto the world that which we have
seen and ·we lie not, God bearing witness of it.
CHRISTIAN WHITl\tiER,
JACOB WHITMER,
,PETER. WHITMER, JR.,
JOHN WHITMER,
HIRAM PAGE,
JOSEPH SMITH, SR., .
HYRUM SMITH,
SAMUEL H. SMITH. ·
I

The testimony of the Eight Witnesses differs from that
of the) Three Witnesses in that the view of the plates by th~
latter was attended by a remarkable display of the glory 1n<l
power _o f God and the ministration of an angel. The glory
of God shone about them ; the angel turned the gold leaves
of the ancient record ; he spoke to them or at least to David
Wpitmer, saying: "David, blessed is the Lord, . and he that
ke~ps his ' ~ommandments ;" and the very voice of God was
heard out of the bright light shining abottt them, saying:
These plates have been revealed by the power of God; and
they have been translated by' the power of God. The translation
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of them which you have seen is correct, and I command you to
bear record of what you now see and hear.s

No such remarkable display of God's splendor and power was attendant upon the exhibition of the plates to the
Eight Witnesses. On the contrary -it was just a plain, matter-of-fact exhibition of the plates by th~ Prophet hitnself to
his friends . They saw the plates; they handled thein; they
turned the leaves of the old N ephite record, and. saw
and
n1arveled at its curious workmanship. No brilliant light il:luminated the forest or dazzled their vision; no angel ·was . ·
there to awe them by the splendor of his presence; no piercing voice of God from a glory to make them treµ1ble by its ·
po,Ner. All
these supernatural circumstances present at the
.
view of the plates by the Three Witnesses ,vere absent at
the time .when the Eight Witnesses saw them. - ~ere.all was ·
natural, matter-of-fact, plain. Nothing' to inspire· awe, or
£ear, or dread; nothing uncanny or overwhelming, btit just a
plain, straightforward proceeding that leaves men in possession of all their faculties, and self-consciousness; all of
which renders such a thing as deception, or imposition entirely out of the question. They could pass the plates , from
hand to hand, guess at their weight-doubtless co~siderable,
that idea being conv,eyed, "we have seen and hefte.d, and
know of a surety, that the said Smith has got the plates."
They could look upon the engravings, and obse~e calmly
how different they were from everything 1nodern in fhe way
of record-making known to them., and hence the conclusion
that the workmanship was not only curious but ancient.
. I now prooeed to consider the course pursued _~y tli~se
Eight Witnesses with reference to their testimony. I shall

.

..
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s"History of· the Church," Vol. I, pp. 54, 55.
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take them in_the order they seemed to have signed the testimony.t
CHRISTI AN WHITMER.

This y\Titness was thirty-one years old when he beheld
the plates, having be~n born on the ~th_0~ J,!11..\1.a.ry.,_tz.2§.
The young man was a~ong the first to embrace the gospel,
being baptized on the 11th of April, 1830. He removed with
the Church from New York to,Ohio in 1831, thence to Jackson· county, Missouri. He ·witnessed the storms of persecution rise against the Saints in th~ land of Zion; and shared
the hardship a~d-despoliation of the Saints incident to their
expulsion from Jackson county. He died while in exile for
conscience sake, in Clay county, Missouri, on the 27th of Nove~, 1~35._ He held first the office of Teacher in the
Ch~rch; and then successively rose to the of£ ice of Elder,
High Priest, and member of the High Council of the Church
in Missouri.
tin .the first edition of the Book of Mormon where the Teatimony appears at the close of the volume instead of at the beginning of the work, as in the current editions, the names stand thus
(Second edition the same):-·
·
Christian Whitmer,
Jacob Whitmer,
Peter Whitmer, Jr.,
John Whitmer,
Hiram Page,
John , smith, Sr.,
Hyru~ Smith,
Samuel H. Smith;
inrtead of in a double column as in our current editions. By
the way, in .passing, it may not be amiss to state that some importance is attached to the arrangement of the names in our
current edition, for the reason that if read across the page instead of down the columna, then Page and the members of the
Smith family alternate with the Witnesses, supposedly to divert
attention from the fact that the witnesses, excepting Hiram Page,
wer.e of but two families! Such is the conclusion at least of one
profound(!) critic of the Book of Mormon.
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'
Few and troubled were the years' of Chri_
s tian Whitmer's li£e after he became a Witness for the existence of the
plates from which the Book of Mormon was translated; but
.few and troubled- as the ·years were, they were glorious for
the steadfastness of Christian's faith. He had seeo his crops
wasted by the wanton destructiveness of a mob; while he
himself was seized ~and threatened with instant death if he
did not make known the hiding place of t>rethren who were
escaping from the mob; Christian Whitmer, _however, did
not betray his friends, notwithstanding the guns of the mob
were leveled at him when their threats were made.
He remained true 'to his testimony and died a consistent.
1nember of the Church
. of
. -Christ..
JACOB WHITMER.

•

Jacob Whitn1er was thirty years of a~e when he saw the
plates, having been bo·~ on the .2~,_.£-nua,IT.,_)a._OQ. He,
too, passed through the trying scenes incident to the expulsion of the Latter-day Saints from Jackson county. But af-·
ter enduring well for a season he left the Church, in 1838,
making his home near Ric.hmond, in Ray county, Missouri.
Here he lived a quiet, retired life, and rearied his family in
respectability, his eldest son~ David P. Whitmer, rising to
some local prominence as a lawyier, a~d serving one or two
terms as .mayor of Richmond. To the day of his deathwhich occurred A2_i;iU !~ -J.8S,Q;-J ~<:ob \Yh.!~mer w:as ~rue
to his testimony of the truth of the Bqqk of Mormon.
Though he severed his relations with the Church, because he
did not agree .with the policy of the leading Elders, he continued true to the special trust God had committed to h_iman actual knowledge of the existence of the Nephite record
-as long as he lived.
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PETER WHITMER, JR.

This Witness for the existence of the Nephite Record
was in his twentieth year at the time he examined the plates
and held them in his hands. On meeting with the Prophet
Joseph, on
. the occasion of the latter\ coming to reside at the
home of his father, Peter Whitmer, Sen., in Fayette township, 1829, a firm friendship immediately sprang up between
them. Peter Whitmer, Jr., seems to have been one of those ·
gentle; loving natures that finds its greatest ,enjoym.e nt and
usefulness in giving its alfeg1ance to some more rugged
character on whose-strength it can lean, in wltose courage it
can find strength. He entered·with enthusiasm into the work
of God cqming forth .·u nder the inspired words and movements of his friend Joseph, the Prophet. He ·was among the
first to join the Church, and when, in September· of 1830,
a mission was appointed to the Lamanites ( American 111:dians), u·nder the leadership of- Oliver Cowdery, young
Whitmer was esp~cially appointed to accompany him, and
commanded to be afflicted in all his (Oliver's) afflictions,
"ever liftin·g up your heart unto me in prayer, and faith for
to the Lahis and. your
- deliverance."" The missionanes
.
manites traveled on foot from central New York to the western borders of Missouri, a distance of more than one thou,
sand miles, and that chiefly in winter time, wllen storms and
mud and · cold had to be encountered. Pete!' Whitmer, Jr.,
remained in western Missouri, and assisted the Saints in settling Jackson county· ( 1831-1°833), where, in common with
the Saints who gathered from the east, he saw the rise of
that persecution which culminated in the expulsion of the
Saints from that county. With many of his exiled co-religionists he .found a . temporary home n·ear Liberty, Clay
,

;
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county, Mjssouri, where he died on the 22nd of September,
i~36 ; a~d was buried by the side of his..;"o ro"th~hristia~,
who had .died in the same neighborhood less than a year before. Consumption was the immediate cause of his death,
which was ;doubtless hastened by _exposure in the course of
his missionary labors and the hardships he was forced to endure by reas.o n of his expulsion from -Jackson county. This
.
. young man-he was but twenty-.sev en when he died-remained true to his testimony through the seven ·yea!$ of toil
and suffering that he lived after God called him to be a Witness for .the truth of the
' . Book of Mormon ; and.,, his.... fidelity
to his trust under all circu~stances, adds weight to the solemn words of testimony to which he signed his name in
J~ne, 1829.
'

1

JOHN· WHITMER.

-The fourth of the Eight Witnesses, John Whitmer, was
twenty-seven years of age when he beheld the .plate~ of the
f'l ephite record. H,e was a .young man of consiaerable promise, and upon the coming of Joseph Smith to his father's
house, became not only his enth.usiastic friend, -but ·r~ndered
him considerable assi~tance in writing as the ·Prophet dictated the translation of the Book of Mormon. John Whitmer was Church Historian· for a num.b er o~ years; for a
time editor of the "Messenger and Advocate," the second
periodical published by the Church ( Kirtland, Ohio, 18341837). He was also prominent in the affairs _of the Church
1n Missouri, being one of the assistant pres1.e1ents ,of the
Church, his brother David and William W. Phelps being the
president and other assistant respectively. He endured the
hardships i11cident to the persecutions· of the Saints in that
land. When settlements were being formed in the new coun-

t
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ty of ·caldwell, John Whitiner was prominenuy connected
with the land purchases made. Indeed it was largely owing
to some irregularities connected with the business, and some
misunderstanding with the Prophet and ~ther leading breth~en in the Church that ·finally resulted in his excommunica• tion, in fylarch, 1838.
After the expulsion of the Church from Missouri, in the
winter of 1838:.9, John Whitrner purchased the greater par:
of the townsite of Far West, which soon revierte<1 to fanning
lands and here John .Whitmer continued · to live, making
farming his principal occu.patiou, until his death in J ulr, _
_ lSZ.8.-Thoug~ his relations with the Church were· seve'red
John Whitmer, up to the very close of his life, continued 'to
bear witness that his testimony published in connection with
the Book of Mormon was tru,e. From it he never deviated.
It was his testimony when living; it remains his testimony
i1ow that he is dead, unimpaired in its force by any word of
his, though he wa~ much of fended at the Prophet Joseph,
and for forty years had no standing in the Church. One can
but regret the events which resulted in his severance from
the Church, but one is compelled to admive his fidelity to the
trust imposed in him by the Prophet when he made him a
Witness for the existence of the N ephite record, in the presence of temptation to take a different course in the hour of
his great darkness .
...

HIRAM PAGE.

T~is is the only Witness of the Eight not either a Whitm.e r or a Smith. He was a son-in-law, however, to Peter
Whitmer, Sen., having married Catherine Whitn1er, in 1825.
He was but a young man when he became a Witness to the
existen~e of the N ephite plates, having been born in the year

•
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1800, in the state of V ennont. He was living at Fay~tte,
with t:~e Whitmers when the Prophet and Oliver _Cowdery
arrive1 t~e11e in the spring of 1829. He entered i"nto the
work with enthusiasm, and for somt years was a faithful
member of the Church. He fallowed the westward movement of the Saints f r'om New York to Ohio and thence to· ·
Missouri. He shared in the persecutions of the Chu.rch in
Jackson county; in common with 'his co-re~igionists he fled
to Clay county; .and subsequently settled in Caldwell county.
When -the. trouble arose in the.Church at Far v·vest, in 1838,
Hiram Page followed the fortune of the Whitm,ers, severed
his relations with the Church and finally ~ade his home near
Excelsior Springs, some fourteen miles north . and a little
west of Richmond, Missouri, where he died in August, 1852.
Like his ftellow Witnesses he remained true to his testimony .
•
His oldest son, _P hilander Page, in 1888, said to Elder Andrew Jenson :
I

I knew my father to be true and faithful to his testimony ,
of the divinity of the Book of Mormon until the very last. Whe:n ever he had an opportunity to bear his testimony to this effect;
he would always do so, and seemed to rejoice exceedingly in
having been privileged to see the plates and thus ~ecome one
of the Eight Witnesses. I can also testify that Jacob, John and
David Whitmer and Oliver Cowdery died in full faith in the
divinity of the Book of Mormon. I was with all these Witnesses
on their death-beds and heard each of them hear his testimony.
John C. Whitmer, a nephew of Hiram P~ge by marriage, also
testified "in the presence of Elder Jens on: "I was closely connect_
ed with Hiram ·P age in business transactions and other matters,
he being married to my aunt. I knew him at all times and unr:ler
all circumstances to be true to his testimony concerning the di,
vinity of th. Book of Mormon."v
vLatter-day Saints Biographical Encyclopaedia, p. '278.
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The sixth of the Eight Witnesses is Joseph Smith. Sen.,
the Prophet's father. He· was the first to whom the Prophet
confided the fact of Moroni's visit, and the existence of the
Nephite record; and this by_· direct comman1ment of the angel Moroni himself. The Prophet hesitated to make known
the vision he had received anq the existence of the record,
even to his father; ·but doubtless the irite~rity of the hear~
of J osph Smith, Sen., was known i~ the heavens, and the
Prophet was taken sharply to task for hesitating to trust
him w'ith the k_nowledge that God had imparted through
Moroni. When asked why he had not confided the knowledge of his vision to his father, the Prophet expressed' a fear
that he would not be believed, whereupon Moroni said: "He
will -believe every word you say to him."w Upon this the
Prophet went to his father, who ·was working in a field near
their home, and related the whole revelation to him. The
father assured his ·son that the great revelation was of God, ·
. . ../and told him to go "and do as commanded by· the messenger."x . From· that time on the youthful Prophet of the Dispensation of the .. Fullness of Times had no truer, or more
constant or faithful friend than his father.
Joseph Smith, Sen., was 59 years of age when he han- .
dled and examined the N ephite plates, and gave his testimony of their existence to the world. He became thoroughly identified with the work which the Lord brought
forth through his gifted son. He was ordained· a Priest of
the Most · High God, and became the .first Presiding Patriarch in the Church, traveling in that capacity among the
I

w"J ose·p h Smith the Prophet," by Lucy Smith; ch. xix.
x"History of the Church," Vol. I., p. 15.
11-20
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branches of the Church, especially in the Eastern States, administering comfort to the widow and fatherless, bestowing
· ~
benedictions wherever he went.
In 1838, unqer the pressure of that severe persecution
which arose against adherents of the Prophet in Ohio, the
Patriarch moved to Caldwell county, Missouri, where he
saw his sons Joscph· an·d Hyrum talken by ruthless hands,
dragged from · their families and cast into prison for the
word of ,God and the testimony of Jesus, while he himself,
with the remainder of the faithful Saints, was banishe~l' from
the State of Missouri under the exterminating order of Governor Boggs. In midwinter of 1838-9, "Father Smith," as
the Saints loved to call hii:n, arrived in Quincy, Illinois, and
thence removed to Nauvoo and assisted in founding that
city. The toils and exposure of his life (he had been a pioneer all his days), and the hardsl?,ips attendant upon his
flight from Missouri proved too much even for his sturdy
frame, and on the 14th of September, 1840, Joseph Smith,
Sen., in the seventieth year of his life, died at Nauvoo. ·
His was one of those simple, guileless ·n atures ·w ho
know naught but truth and honor and fidelity. Amidst all
circumstances of discouragement and trials he kept the faith,
never wavering one moment in his adherence to the truth
which God had made known to him. Having seen anrl
handled and examined the plates from which the Book of
Morm-o n was written, he remained true and steadfast to that
testimony, and if an unbelieving generation shall undertake
to condemn the testin1ony of some of these Witnesses because they turned from the Church, th~y rnust nbt forget
that they will have to meet the force of this righteous man's
testimony, and as in prayer so in testimony, the words of a.
righteous man availeth much.
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HYRUM SMITH.

The seventh of the Eight Witnesses was Hyrum Smith,
an elder brother to the Prophet Joseph, born Februari 9, ·
1800, and lience was thirty years of age at the time the plates
were shown to him. .~rom the beginning of the great work
of the last days he was a consisten_t believer in it, and assisted his brother.,. in the preservation of the . plates from the
hands of those who . sought to wrest them from him. He
early sought to know the will of the Lord concerning his relations to the great work then coming forth, and was given
to ·understand (May, 1829) that he ·was to have part and lot
in it; and that he was called of God to be a preacher of righteousness to this generation)' from that time forth he labored
continuously and faithfully by the side of his prophet-brother
in the ,vork of God·. In 1837 he was made a counselor in
the First Presidency of the Church, tht'.!n assem,b ling in Caldwell county, Missouri, a position he held until January; 1841,
when he was called by reyelation to take the of £ice of Presiding Patriarch in the Church, an office left vacant by the
death of his father; Joseph Smith, Sen.; and which office he
held at the time he met a martyr's fate.
\
Hyrum Smith was a brother in very deed to the Proph·et; for he shared in all the trials throughout the latter's trou~led career; and indeed throughout his Ii£e he was never separated from Joseph longer than six months at a time. The
Prophet held hi1n in ·most tender regard. Speaking of him
in his journal (December, 1835,) he said:
I could pray in my heart that all men were like my hrother
Hyrum, who possesses the mildness of a lamb, and the integrity of a Job; and, in• short, the meekness and humility of Christ;
YSee Doc. and Cov., Sec. XI.
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and I love him with that love that is strong:er than death, for
I never had occasion to rebuke him., nor he me.z '
'

• Of Hyru111: Smith the late President John Taylor also
said, spea\king of him as he saw him stretched a martyr upon
the floor of Carthage prison:
Ther.e he lay as I had left him. He had not moved a limb;
he lay placid' and calm, a monument of greatness even in death;
but his noble spirit had left his tenement and· had gone to dwell
in regions more congenial to its exalted nature. Poor Hyrum I
H.e was a great and good man, and my soul was cemented to his.
If ever there was an exemplary, honest and virtuous man, an em'
bodiment of all that is noble
in the, human form, Hyrum Smith
was. its representative.
·

Such ,vas the character of this witness to the exi.stence
of the N ephite record. He not only never denied the testimony that he received through seeing and handling the
plates of the N ephite record, but he consecrated his life to
the great work of God which in a way may be sa·id to have
had its origin in the coming forth of the I?·o ok of Mormon;
and finally ?ealed his testimony ,vith his blood, and it is in
force upon all succeeding generations. of men. He loved the
Book of l\1ormon, and from it more frequently than others
took the texts ~which formed tbe central thought of the dis-:courses he delivered to the Saints. In it also he doubtless
saw foresqadowed, near the close of his career, his own in1pending martyrdom, and the justification also of his life. On
the -m orning of his departur,e from Nauvoo to Carthage, ,.
where he met his martyrdom, he read the following passage
in the presence of his family, and turned down the leaf upon
it:
'

~

zRise and Fall of Nauvoo, p. 146, also History of tlie Cpurch,
Vol. II., p. 338.
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And it came to oass that I prayed unto the Lord that he
would give unto the Gentiles grace, that they might have charity.
And it came to pass that the Lord said unto me, If they have
not charity, it matter.eth not unto thee, thou hast been faithful;
wher.efor.e thy garments shall be made clean. And .because thou
hast seen thy weal<ness, thou shalt be made str ,n g, even unto the
sitting down in the place which I have prepared· in· the mansions
of my Father.
.,
And now I ...... bid farewell unto the Gentiles, yea; and
also unto my brethren whom I love, until we shall meet before
the judgm.ent seat of Christ, where alf men shall know that my
garments are . not spotted with your blood.a
·
SAMUEL HARRISON SMITH.

The last of the Eight Witnesses was a younger brother
of the Prophet's. He was born in the year 1898, hence was
h,venty-two years of age when he beheld and handled the
N ephite plates. He· was of a serious, religious nature, even
in his youth ;and with three others of his father's family join- ... ·
ed the Presbyterian chur.ch. While Joseph the Prophet was
engaged with Oliver Cowdery in translating the N ephite
record, in Harmony, Pennsylvania, Samuel paid him a visit
in the month of May, .1829, about the time that the Aaronic
Priesthood was conferred upon the Prophet and. Oliver by
the .ministration of John the Baptist. Samuel had come to
inquire about the work and Joseph bore testimony of its truth
and showed him some of the translation of the Book of Mormon. Samuel seems not to have been easily converted, but
after much inquiry he retired to the woods and sought, by
secret and fervent prayer, for wisdom to enable him to judge
for himself concerning the things of which his brother had
testified. ';rhe result was that he obtained a revelation for
0

Book of Mormon, p~. 599, 600

CXXXV.

'"

.
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himself· sufficient to convince him of the truth, and on the
25th. day of May, 1829, he was baptized by Oliver Cowdery
and returned to his father's house, in Manchester New York,
greatly glorifying and praising God. He was the third person baptized .by· divine authority in the · new dispensation,
Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery being the first two. He
was also one of the six members by ;w hom the organization
of the Church was effected on the 6th day of April, 1830.
As soon as the Book of Mormon was published Samuel
was among the most zealou~ of the brethren in proclai!lling
it to the world, and seeking to dispose of it for the enlightenment of mankind.
He shared in all the fortunes of the
Church from the commencement of its existence to the time
of his .death, which occurred on the 30t~ of July, 1844, when
he was but thirty-six years of age. He endured many hard'ships for the gospel's sake, in his extensive travels, meeting
with insult and harsh treatment at the hands of scoffers and
unbelievers. He witnessed also plany demonstrations of the
power of God . and judgments which befell those w:ho rejected his testimony.
'
Samuel passed through many trying ordeals of persecution. In the expulsion of the Saints from Missouri, in
1838-9, a special effort was made to capture him and some
others for participating in what is known as "Crooked' River
Battle," for particulars of which s~e the Church History. He
was ordained High Priest in the Church, made a member
of the High Council in Kirtland, Ohio, and was noted for
the mingled qualities of justice and mercy he exercised in
his of £ice. He was among the founders of Nauvoo, and
though rising to no great prominence, was known for his
steadfastness in adhering to the truth. At the time of the
martyrdom of his brothers, Joseph and Hyrum, he was liv-·
ing at Plymouth, in the eastern part of Hancock county, but
•

a

I
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frequently visited Nauvoo. J:Iearing of the arrest of his
brothers and their imprisonm_ent at Carthage, he immediately went to the latter place, ,b ut only to find that the n1artyr' s
fate had already overtaken them, and in sadness he accompanied their •bodies to N au~oo. He survived them but a few
,veeks, his death being· produced by a severe billious fever,
, 1oubtless brought on by physical and mental strain produced
Lv., the sudden death of his brothers .
Samuel Smith, like his father, Joseph Smith, Sen., and
his brother Hyrum, not only remained true to the t~stimony
to ·which he subscribed in the first edition of the Book of
Morn1on, but consecrated his life
. to the wot11<·which its conjing forth may- be said to have commenced; and like them he
lived and died a martyr to that holy cause; ~nd his testi~
mony as theirs, is in force in all the world.
·
It ·will be observed from the foregoing account of the
lives of the Eight Witnesses, with reference to their testimony to the existence of the N ephite plates, that five of
them, viz. : Christian Whitmer, Peter Whitmer, Jun., J osep~
Smith, Sen., Hyrum .Smith, and Sa~uel H. ·Smith, all remained true thrqughout their lives, not only to their testi1nony, but faithful to the Church also, and were honorable,
, ;ghteou~ men. While the three of the Eight Witnesses who
left the Church, or were excommunicated from it, not one of
them ever denied the truth of his testimony; a, circumstance
of some weight in helping one to determine the value of the
testimony to which, with those who remained faithful to the
Church, they subscribed their names when the Book of Mortnon ,vas first given to the world. ·
I

I
r '

CHJAPTER

XXJ.

DIRECT EXTERNAL EVIDENCE-REFLECTIONS ON THE TEST!MONY OF ·THE ELEVEN WITNESSES.

\

Doubtless the Lord had his own purpose to subserve in
giving different kinds. of testimony-divine ~nd humanto the same truth. The testimony .of the Three Witnesses,
attended as it was by suGh remarkable displays of supernatural power, he knew , rould be opposed from the very circumstance of its •being s~pernatural. It cannot be but that
God fore-knew of the rise of that so-called "Rational Criticism" of divine things_which would resolve inspired dreams,
visions, revelations and the administration of angels into hallucinations, brought about first by an inclination to believe
in the miraculous, (and · "ortlinarily," argue the "Ratioanl
Critics," "expectation is the fat~er of its object.")b supplementeq by the theory of self-deception, self-hypnosis or hyp. notic influence of others. This particular school of philosophers took its rise in the last
century, and in the twentieth
,
is much in vogue.
.
It w~ll be remem-bered that the starting point with "Rational Criticism" (and.in that term is included the so-called
"Higher Criticism") is unbelief in what is commonly called
the miraculous, and if the followers of that school do not
deny. the possibility of the miraculous, they at least say that
it has never been proven; and . further, they hold that "a
supernatural
relation"-si:tch as the testimony of the Three
.
Witnesses to the Book .of Mormon, for instance-"cannot l?e accepted as such, that it always implies credulity or
bRenan, "The Apostles," p. 67 and note 46.
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imposture."' What ·chance, then, would the testimony of the
Three Witnes~es have wit,h those who regard it as ."an absolute rule of criticism to deny· a place in history .to narratives of ·miraculous circumstances?" This, they hold, "is
simply the dictation of observation. Such facts have never
been really ~roved. All the pretended miracles near et:1oug~
to be examined are referable to illusion or imposture !"d
Nor is this the climax of their absurdity, but they hold that
tr~ very "honesty and sincerity" of those vvho testify to the
miraculous make them all the more untrust:worthy as witnesses! I know this· seems incredible; but what will be
thought when I set down my authority for the statement,
and it is learned that 'I quote no m~re blatant declaimer
against. religion, nor any one of the many careless, or illinformed writers of the so-called ·"Rational School of Crit•
ics," bttt the s~ber-minded, and· earnest man of science, the
late Professor Huxley? The statement quoted is from his
paper on "The Value of Witnesses to the l\.1iraculous."e In
the course of treating upon some statements made by one
Eginhard ( eighth century A. D.), concerning miraculous
eve~ts connected with SS. Marcellinus and Petrus, the professor takes occasion to ·b ear testimony to the high character,
acute intelligence, large instruction and sincerity of Eginhard ; then spealking of him as a witness to the miraculous,
makes this astonishing statement:
It is hard upon Eginhar.d to say, but it is exactly the honesty and sincerity of the man which are his undoing as a witness
to the miraculous. He himself makes it quite :-\bvious that when
his profound piety com.e·s on the stage, his goodness and even
his perception of right and wrong ' make their exit.
cRenan, "Life of Jesus," introduction, p. 14; also New Witnesses, Vol. I., chapter i.
dRenan, "The Apostles," p.' 37.
1"The Nineteenth Century," March, 1889.
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In another paper to the sarpe magazine, three months
later, the professor, writing practically on ,t he same subject,
says:
Where the miraculous is concerned, neither und~::mbteid hon. esty,_ nor knowledge- of the world, nor proved .faithfulness as
civil historians, nor profound piety, on the part of eye witnesses and conten1poraries aft.fords any guarantee of the obj~cti.ve
tr~th of their statem~nts, when we know that a firm belief in
the miraculous was ingrained in their minds, ana was the presupposition of. their observ~tions and . reasonings.I

This school of critics-and its follow'i ng is much larger
than is generally admitted-in this arbitrary way gets rid of
the miracles of both the Old and the New Testament. The
resurrection of Jesus, to then1,. is but a figment of the overwrought minds of his disciples ; and has no .b etter foundation
than the dreams and light visions of women, foremost among
,vhom is Mary of Magdala/ the once possessed. The glorious departure of Jesus from the midst of his disciples, on
lV[ount O)ivet-after the resurrection-is merely a c9llective
I

fThe Nineteenth Century, June, 1889. Professor Huxley's
papers quoted .her.e · will also be found in Agnosticism and
Christianity, pf{1 rf11- ~! seq. and 96 et seq.
gRenan clc>~ ~J 'his treatise- upon this subj.e'Ct as follows; "The
g-lory of the resurrection. f~.en. belongs to - Marv of Magdala.
After .T esus it is Mary WQP had done most of the ;foundation
of Christianity. The ~ha~w . created by the delicate sensibility
of l'vf ag-dalene wanders s~·11 on the earth. Queen and patroness
of idealists, M ag-dalene Jf1) ew better than any one how , to assert
her drea rri, and impose,;~ ,n everv one the vision of her passionate·
soul. Her great wotyi .nly vision: 'He has r_isen,· bas been the
basis of the faith ofI 'ht,manity. Away, imootent reason! Apply
no cold analysis of this che.f d'oeuvre of idealism and ·of love . .
If wisdom refusef to console this ooor human race, betrayed
bv fate, let folly attemnt the enterorise. Where is the sage who
has given to the world as much ioy as the poss.essed Mary of
Magdala ?" "The Apostles," p. 61.
·

•
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hallucination, an illusion-"the air on these mountain tops is
full of strange mirages !"h The display of God's power on
the day of Pentecost as revealed in·the Acts of the Apostles," .
is a thunderstorm. i The spe<!-king in tongues by the apostles
on the same occasion and thereafter in the Church, is but the
ecstatic utterance of incoherent sounds mistaken for a foreign language; while prophecy is but the fruit of mental excitement, a sort of ecstatic frenzy/
With views such as . these quite prevaleht in Christendom, relative to miraculous events, it is but to be expected
that the testimony ·of the Three Witnesses would be accounted for on some 'similar hypothesis. The early anti-Mormon
writers generally assumed a conspiracy between Joseph
Smith and the Witnesses to the Book of Mormon, and hence ,
hRenan. H .e thus tells the story of the appearing of Jesus
to the five hundred brethren at once: "More than five hundred
persons were already devot.ed to the memory of Jesus. In the
absence of the lost Master, they obeyed the chief of the disciples.
and above all~ Peter. One day when following their spiritual
chiefs, the Galileans had climbed one of the mountains to which
Je sus had often led them, . they fancied they saw him again. The
air on these mountain tops is full of strange mirages. The san1e
illusion which had pr~viously taken place in behalf of the more
intimate of the apostles (he refers to the transfiguration, Matt.
xvii] was produced again. The whole asseMbly imagined that
they saw the divine spectre displayed in
clouds; they fell
upon their faces and worshiped." ("The A1- nles," p. 76).
iRenan. This is his "ratioru. 1" ( !) conception of the event:
"One day when they were assem ,led together a thunder storm
arose. A violent wind burst the w .ndows open-the sky seemed
on fir.e. Thttnder storms in those c··untries are accompanied by
wonderful illuminations. the at~osp 1 ~re is furrowed. as it were.
on every side with garbs of flame. Vhether the' electric fluid
had penetrated into the very chambe. itsel.f or whether a dazzling flash of lightniit~ had suddenly illuminated all their faces,
they were convinced that the spirit had entered, and that he was
poured out upon the head - of each one of ~hem under the form
of tongues of fire." "The Apostles," p. 95.
iRenan, The Apostles, p. 98 et seq.
1

'
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a~corded no importancek to the testimony of either groupthe Three or.the Eight. Later, how~ver, the force of the tes_.
timony of the Witnesses persisting, ·a nd pressing for an explanation which. the theory of conspiracy and collusion did
not satisfy, there began to be advanced the theory that
prob,
ably Joseph Smith hacr'in some way deceived the Witnesses
and thus brought them to give their testimony to the world.
''Either these Witnesses were grossly "'deceived by a lying
prophet," says ;Daniel P. Kidder, who wrote an unfriendly
book against the C~urch in 1843, "or else they .wickedly and
wilfully perjured them?elves, -by swearing to what they
knew to be false. "The former," he adds, "although not
very creditable to their _good sense, is · yet the ·more charitable opinion, and is rendered probable by the fact, that _h undreds have been deceived in the same way. It is confirmed,
moreover, by the· well-known mental phenomenon, that to
inoividuals accustomed to disregard the laws of veracity,
t_ruth and falsehood are alike. They ·can as easilx persuade
themselves of the one as of the other."'
Also the Rev. Henry Caswell, professor of divinity in
I(emper College, Missouri, writing in 1843·, said:
\

He [Joseph ·Smith] then persuaded. Martin Harris to believe, that in some sense he actually beheld the· wonderful plates.
There was a worthless fellow named Oliver Cowdery, residing -.
in the neighborhood, a school teacher by profession, and also a
Baptist preacher, •who, together with one David Whitmer, was
familarly persuaded. by our ingenious ,Prophet.m.
kThus Alexander Campbell in Millennial · Harbinger, Vol.·
II., (1831), .pp. 86-96. Also Howe's Mlormonism, (1834). He
thinks the Witnesses incompetent, "Nor will any one disagree
with us, when we shall have prov.e n that. the Book of Mormon
was a joint speculation b~tween the "Author and proprietor."
[Joseph Smith is alluded to1 and the Witnesses," ch. vii.
l"Mormonism and the Mormons," by Daniel P. Kidder, pp.

54, 55.
m"Prophet of the Nineteenth Century," p. 46.
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Professor J. B. Turner, of Illinois College, J ackson~ille,
Illinois, in his "l\llormonism in All Ages" ( 1842), takes practically the same position, but goes a step further and undertalkes ·to explain how .the Prophet "deceived" the Witne~ses,
or how he "pursaded" then to believe, "in some sen~e,"
that they had actually beheld "the wonderful plates." In
doing this the professor quotes the revelation given through
the Prophet, in June, 1829, to Oliver Cowdery, David Whitmer, and Martin Harris, previous to their viewing the Nephite plates.n Also the revelation to Martin Harris in which
he is promised that he shall be a witness to the truth of the
Book of Mormol!. 0 In the revelations cited the. Lord promises these men that they shall view the N ephite record ;· and
directs what 'they shall ·say after they have seen and heard
the things promised. Because some of the phraseology of
these rev:elations is found also in the testimony of the Three
Witnesses, the professor rushes to the conclusion that the
Winesses never really saw the vjsion, nor heard the voice of .
God as promised, but were persuaded to c1:ccept these revelations through. Joseph .Smith as their witness to the truth
of the Book of Mormon. In other words Professor Turner's theory is that the Witnesses had no other evidence than
the word of Joseph,Smith for the existence of the plates and
other sacred things connected ,vith them! And he triumphantly exclaims:
Here, then, is the mighty power of God, the angel, and voice
of the Lord, which revealed such marvels in 1830, all concentrated in the person and pouring from· the mouth of the Lord's
Prophet in 1829. * * * The whole, then, of this mighty
array of bombast, nonsense, and blasphemy, resolves itself into
this: ''Joe Smith is not only 'author and proprietor' of the Book
nDoc. and Cov., Sec. xvii.
oDoc. and Cov., Se~. v: 24:..26.
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of Mormon, as both he and his Witne•sses declare, but he is also
'power of God,' 'angel,' 'voice,' ',faith,' 'eyes,' 'ears,' and ,'hands'
for the Witnesses the1nselves; that is all the evidence the world
has· for the Book of Mannon after all this blus.ter, is 'Joe
Smith's say so.' He says that God instructs him, he instructs the
Witnesses, and 'the Witnesses instruct the world. Quod erat de1n··
onstradum !" (~· 179.) .

· Undoubtedly the "Illinois College" of the great State of
Illinois was to be c~ngratulated upon having as its chief professor, in 1842, a man of such acuteness of intelligence and
profoundness of ·wisdom! Nor was Governor Tliomas Ford,
when, some years later, he wrote the history of Illinois,
to be out-do;i.e by a 1nere professor of "Illinois College;"
and therefore advanced what he had heard concerning the
manner in which the testimony of the Witnesses was obtained. The Governor's peculiar relation to "Mormonis1n," no less than his exalted political :station in Illinois, as also the fact that he is one of ' the principal historians of that very great state,of the American Union, justifies ·me in setting down ·what he has said upon the subject
in hand:
It is related that the .P rophet's early followers were anxious
to see the plates; the Prophet had always given out that they
could not be seen by the carnal eye, but must be spiritually discerned; that the power to seoe them depended upon faith, and
was the gift of God to be obtained by fasting, prayer, mortification of the Jlesh, and exercise of the spirit; that so soon as
he could see the evidence oif a strong and lively faith in any of his followers, they should be gra'.t ified in their holy curiosity. He
set them to .continual prayer, and other spiritual exercises, to acquire this lively faith _b y means of which the hidden things of
God could be s~iritually discerned and at last, when he could
delay them no longer, he assembled the1n in a room, and produced a box, which he said contained the precious treasure. The
lid was opened; the Witnesses peeped into it, but making no
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discovery, for the box was en1pty, they said, "Brother J osep~, we
do not see the plates." The Prophet answered them,· "O ye of
little faith How long will God b~ar with this worked and per·verse generation? Down on your knees, brethren, .e,yery one of
you, and pray God for the forgiveness of your sins; and for a
holy and living faith which com.eth down from heaven." The
disciples dropped to their knees, and began to pray in the fervency of their spirit, ~upplicating God for more than two hours ·
with fanatical earnestness; at the end of which time, looking
·again into the ' box, they were now persauded that they saw the
plates.
·
,

1

.

The governor then very sagely r~marks, with a modesty
so wo~hy to keep company with the exalted intelligence
that could stoop to detail such mere drivel as above:
I leave it to_philosophers to determine whether the fumes of
an enthusiastic and fan~tical imagination are thus c·apable of
binding the mind and deceiving the sense·s by so absurd a delusion.I'

Inadequate as these theories are 1o account for the
testimony of the Three Witnesses, and contemptible as they
are for thei.r childishness, they do not fail of more modern
advocates. In 1899 a work published by the Appletons,
which; while i-t was a work of fiction, was nevertheless an
earnest effort to account for Joseph S1nith on some other .
'
basis than that of his being a conscious fraud, wi~kedly bent
on deceiving n1ankind, adopted the theory that "Simth wa.;
genuinely deluded by the automatic freak& of a vigorous
but undisciplined brain, and that yielding to these he became confirmed in the hysterical temperament, which always
adds to delusion, self-deception, a.n 1 to self-deception halfconscious fraud. ~n his clay it was necessary to reject a
marvel or admit its spiritual significance; granting an honest
· PHist. Illinois, (Ford) pp. 257-8.
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delusion as to his visions and his book, his only choice lay
between counting himself the sport of devils or the agent of
heaven; an optimistic ten;iperament cast the die."q
It remained, however, for the year of grace 1902 to witness the setting forth of these theories , under the learned
formulas of a scientific treatise; in which the testimony of
the Witnesses received special consid~ration. Mr. I. Wood- ·
br~dge Riley, the author of the work referred to, after quoting the account of the exhibition of the plates by the angel
to the Three Witnesses, as relc3:ted in the History of Joseph
Smith/ regards the duty before him to be to find t~ what
degree the manifestations are explicable on the grounds of
subjective hallucination, induced by hypnotic suggestion.".s
I

q"The Mormon Prophet," by Lily Dougall, preface, p. vii.
rHistory of the Church, Vol. I., pp. 54, 55 .
.s"The Founder of Mormonism, A Psychological Study of
Joseph Smith, Jr., by I. Woodbridge Riley, one time instructor
in English, New York University," (Dodd, Mead & Company,
New York, 1902). It cannot be denied that Mr. Ril.ey's book is
an ingenious work, and bears evidence of wide erudition, and
an intimate knowledge of the subject~ M·r. Riley's treatis.e, a
book of 426 pages, was offered to the Philosophical Faculty of
Yale University as a thesis for the• degree of Doctor of Philosophy. .His materials w ere also used in 1898 for a "Master of
Art" thesis on the "Metaphysics of Mormonism." The· book has
an introductory, preface, by ·Professor George Trumbull Ladd,
of Yale University, con1mending the wor~ by laudatory praise of
it. The author himself explains that his aim is "to examine
Joseph Smith's character and achievements from the standpoint
of recent psychology." He makes a careful pathological study
of the ancestors of the Prophet, and reaches the conclusion that
Joseph Smith's "abnormal experiences'' (meaning his visions,
revelations and visitations of angels) are the r.e,sult of epilepsy.
Thii his working hypothesis in accounting for Joseph Smith,
supplemented by vvhat he consid.ers is the Prophet's unconscious liability to self-hypnosis, and h_is hypnotic power over
others su£ficient to make them partakers in his own .v ivid hallu·cinations. The hypothesis is an adroitly conceived one, and
worked out on lines of sophistry that by many will be mistaken
for sound reasoning. -: ·he whole theory is overthrown, however,
by the work of the prophet achieved, the institution he founded
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Mr. Riley proceeds to show:. that the Prophet possessed
' Witnesses
.
..
"magnetic power," and that the
we~e ''sensitive
subjects," and then ·says: 1 Given then such an .influence, and sensitive subjects, and
mental suggesti~n could produce anything in the w~ of illus.i on.
Thus the explanation is subjective, not objective; it was captivation but not fascination; there was le~der and led, and the
former succeeded in inducing in the latter all the phantasmagoria
of religious ardor. *· * * Again, the vision of the plates
may be related in a larger way with what has gone before.. Of
the three classes of hallucinations two have already been explicated. Joseph's father had the ordinary hallucination of
dream ; his grandfather that which persists into .the waking st::tte.
The vision of the Three Witnesses is that form of hallucination
which may occur either in the normal state, or be induced in
the state of light hypnosis. The former is exemplified in day
drean1s; it is largely s.elf-induced and implies some capacity or
visualizing. The latter may also occur with t~e eyes open,
but it is induced by the positive .suggestion of another. * *
* * * As the hypnotized ' soldier will hear the voice of his old
commander, or the devout French peasant see his patro.n Saint,
so was it in these manifestations. The ideas and interest when
were uppermost
in the mind were
.
. projected outwards: Har~is
had received th~ first "transcription of the gold plates;" Whit-- ·
mer had been saturated with notions of · ancient engravings ;
Cowdery, for ~eeks at a time, had listened to the sound of a
voice translating the record of the N ephite•s . When the voice
was again heard in the grove, when the four sought "by fervent
and humble prayer to have a view of the plates," th.ere .is little
wonder that there arose a · psychic mirage, complete in every
detail. . Furth.eTmore, the rotation in prayer, the failure of the
the Church, the religion he established, the philosophy he planted; all of which to madness would· be impossible besides as
remarked by M. Renan, "Hitherto it has never been given to
aberration of mind to produce a serious effect upon the progress
of humanity." Life of Jesus, p. 105.
An .extended review of Mr. Riley's book will be found in
the author's work, "Defense of the Faith and the Saints " pp. 3961.
,
11-21
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first two attempts, the repeated workings of the Prop_het over
the doubting Harris but served to bring Qut the additional incentives to the hypnotic halluciqation.u
.

a

I

· Thus "Rational Criticism" would e~plain away the testimony given -by th~ Three Witnesses. The vision of the
plates, of the angel; the glory· of God that shone ab~ut the
Witnesses, the voice of God from the midst of the glorya11 was illusion, hallucination produced by mental suggestion, on the part of the P,rophet. A~l -was chimeri~al, a mental mirage!
But what of the testimony of the Eight Witnesses-all so plain, matter-of-fact, straight-forward and real?
How shall that be accounted for?
Here all the m1r- .aculous
is absent. It is a man
to man transaction. Neither
.
,
superstition, nor ~xpectation of the supernatural can play
.any part in worlking up an illusion or mental mirage re- ·
specting what the Eight Witnesses saw andrhandled. Their
testimony must be accounted for on some other hypothesis
than that of hallucination. And indeed it is. Some regard
it as a me!e fabrication of interested parties to the general
scheme of deception. This, however, is ~n arbitrary proceeding, not warranted by a just treatment of the fa~ts involved. Others, impressed with the evident honesty of the
Witnesses, or not being able to account for th~ matter in any
other way, admit that Joseph Smith must have had plates
which he exhibited to the Eight Witnesses, but deceived
them as to the manner in which he came in possession of
them. Of the latter class is Pomeroy Tucker, ~hose home
during ·the coming forth of the i'Book of Mormon was at
Palmyra, where the boo~ was printed, and w·ho claims a per- ..
sonal ac"quaintance with the Prophet and all his associates in ·
I

I

t

•

I

I

uThe Founder of Mormonism, by I. Woodbridge ~iley, pp.
226, 227, 228.
'
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the work at Palmyra. He refers to the fact of metallic plates
covered with hie·roglyphics ·having been discovered in various parts of the country, making special' mention of some
found in Mexico by Professo·r Rafinesque, and mentioned by
the Professor in his Asiatic Journal for 1832; and some others found in ;I?ike county, Illinois, a cleansing of which by
sulphuric acid brought out the characters engraven upon
them . very distinctly. ¥r. Tucker then says:
Smith may have obtained through Rigdon (the literary genius behind the screen) one of these glyphs, which resemble so
nearly his description of the book he pretended to .find on
Mormon Hill [Cumorah]. For the credit of human character,
it is better at any rate to presume this, and that the eleven
ignorant Witnesses were deceived, by appearances, than to conclude that they wilfully committed such gross moral perjury before high heaven as their solemn averments · imply.v

Rev. William Harris, writing in 1841, while not admitting the ho~esty of the Witnesses himself, suggests, nevertheless, the possibility of Joseph Smith deceiving the Eight
Witnesses by presenting to them plate~ of his own manufacture: ·
·
Now, ev.e•n admitting, for the sake of argument, that these
Witnesses ar.e all honest and cre·dible men, yet what would be
easier than for Smith to de~eive them? Could he not easily procure plates to be made, and inscribe thereon a set of charact~rs,
no matter what and then exhibit them to his intended Witnesses as genuine? What would be easier than thus to impose on
their credulity and weakness? And if it wer.e necessary to give
them the appear<:lnce of antiquity a chemical process could easily
.effect the matter.w
vOrigin, Rise, and Progress · of Mormonism, by Pomeroy
Tucker, p. 75.
w"Mormonism Portrayed," Rev. William Harris, . pp. 4-10.

,
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So Daniel P. Kidder, writing in 1842, says, in con1menting on the· t~stimony of the Witnesses :
That these men may have seen plates is very possible~ * *
* * * That S1nith showed the1n •plates, which to ignorant
men had the appearance of gold, is .e asy enough to be believed;
and if he had ~anufactured the same, it would have been no
gr.e at stretch of ingenuity.x
I

· · Professor J. B. Turner, writing in 1842, adopts the same
theory with reference to the' testimony of the Eight Witnesses:
\

•

f

I

' We are not only willing, but anxious- to admit that Smith
did show some plates of some sort; a_nd that they [the Eight
Witnesses] actually testify to the truth, so far as they are capable of knowing it.Y

So John Hyde/ 1857:
Every careful ~eader mus~ be compelled to admit that Smith
did have som.e plates of some kind. Smith's antecedents and subsequents, show that he did not have genius sufficient to originate
the whole conception, without some palpable suggestion. The
having chanced 'to have found some plates ·in a mound, as Wiley
found his, or as Chase discovered Smith's "Peepstone," would
be just such an event as would suggest ·every peculia~ statement
Smith made about his plates, at the same time account for what
is known; and, therefore, it is more than reasonable to conclude
that Smith found his plates while digging gold. This entirely
destroys all the shadow of_ argument so. laboriously compiled by
the Mormon apologists, which, even without this, although their
strongest argument, only proves that he had some plates, but at
1

J

~"Mormonism,'' Kidder, *PP- .52, 53.
.Y"Mormonism in all Ages," Turner, p; 178.
z"Mormonism, I ts Leaders and Designs," by John Hyde,
pp. 269, 270.
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tbe same time has no force of proof as to Smith's obtaining
them from an angel.a

Professor Riley, with some other anti-Mormon writers,
suggests the possibility of collective hypnotization in the
case of the Eight as well ~s in that of the Three Witnesses:
and pypnotization produced both visual and ~ense illusion;
but it is only a suggestion. While maintaining, with the
utmost confidence the mental mirage theory, induced by hypnotic suggestion; as an adeq~ate accounting for the testimony of the Three Witnesses, he ·can only suggest it as a
possible solution of the testimony of the Eight Witnesses,
an.cl inclines rather to the theo~y of "pure fabricatioi:i." "It
is a document," he remarks, "due to the affidavit habit."0
As for the rest of .the anti-Mormon critics on this point, .
they adopt the pure fabrication theory, or admit that the
Prophet Joseph had in his possession ·some kind of plates
which he either manufactured or accidentally discovered in
his alleged searching after ,hidden treasures for some of
his employers~ and which he really exhibited to the Eight
Witnesses. But why have the "pure fabrication" theory
to account for the testimony of the Eight fWjitnesses,
and the "mental hallucination" theory to account for the
testi1nony of the Three? If the testimony of the Eight is
pure fabrication is not the testimony of the Three pure
fabrication also?
Or, at least, is it not most likely to
be so?
For if conscious fraud, and pure fabrication
lurjks anywhere in Joseph Smith's .and the Eleven Witnesses'
account of the coming forth of the Book of Mormon, would
it not exist throughout the whole proceeding? Professor
Turner, already twice quoted, in admittinothat the Prophet
b
•
I

b''The Founder of Mormonism," pp. 228-231.
, a"l\1ormonism, Its Leaders and Designs," by John Hyde, Jr.,
pp. · 269. 27G'.
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had in his possession some ·s ort of plates, which he showed
the Eight Witnesses, says that he is anxious to make the ad~
mission "in order to keep· up the just and charitable equili-.
brium between the knaves and fools in Mormonism and the
world at large·~ Three to Eight is at once a happy and reasona~le proportiop. We will not disturb it. It is gratifying
to human philanthropy .to be able to account for all the facts
in the case by this charitable solution." This sarcasn1,
'
however, is not a "solution;" nor
is · it refutation of the testi~ony of the Witnesses; ·nor is it argument! nor anything
but the f~
g_9f a ~s~aJl Dl.!1]._
q; yet it is the <?nly "reason" I
have ever heard advanced for adopting the hallucination theory in the case of tlie Three Witnesses, and either the pure
· fabrication or deception theory in th~ case of the Eight Witnesses.
The testimony of the ·Three and the Eight Witnesses,
respectively, stands or falls together. If the pure fabrica_tion theory is adopted to expla_in a way the testimony of the
Eight Witnesses, there is no reason why it should not be
adopted to explain away the testimony of the Three. But
every circumstance connected with the te~timony of all
these Witness~s, as we have seen, cries out against the theory of '"pure fabrication." It is in recognition of the evident honesty of the Three Witnesses that the· theory of
mental hallucination is invented to account for their testimony ; as it is also the evident honesty oi the Eight Witnesses that leads to the admission ·by. many anti-Mormon
writers that Joseph Smith must have had some kind of plates
,vhich he exhibited to the Eight Witnesses, though he may
not have obtained them through supernatural means.
'T he theqry of .p ure fabricatipn of the testimony of the
Witt_J~sses is absolutely over'Yhelmed by the evidence of their
- -··
4Pn~sty.

-

I
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The hallucination theory breaks down under the force
of the matter-of-fact testimony of the Eight Witnesses, fron1
,vhich all possible elements of hallucination are absent ..
The manifestation of the divine power, through which
the Three Witnesses received their testimony, destroys the
theory of deception alleged to- have been practiced by the
Prophet on the credulity of the Eight Witntsses by exhibiting plates either ~anufactured by himself or accidentally
discovered.
Stich, then, is the force of this direct testimony of the
Eleven Witnesses to the truth of the· Book of Mormon-.the
testimony of the ...Three and the Eight when considered together. It is so palpably true that' it cannot be resolved into
illusion or mistake. It is so evidently honest that it cannot
be resolved into pure fabrication. It is of such a nat1;1re that
it could not possibly have been the result of deception
wrought by the cunning of Joseph Smith. There remains
after these but one other theory. ." The Witnesses w~ re honest." They saw and heard and handled what they say they
saw, and heard, and handled. Their testimony stands not
only unimpeached, but unimpeachable.

I

CHA.PTER XXII.
THE TESTIMONY
OF INCIDENTAL WITNESSES.
.
.

In. addition to the testimony of the Three Witnesses andI
the testimony of the Eight Witnesses to the fact that
Joseph Smith was in posse;5sion of the N ephite plates, the
Urim . and Thummim and the breast plate, I present also the
testimony of persons who may be said to have become acquainted with these facts in an incidental way.
When the strong sympathy and mutual confiqence subsisting between the Prophet and his mother, Lucy Smith, is
tak~n into account, it would\be more than passing strange if
she did not in some substantial way have personal !knowledge
of her son being in possession of the N ephite plates, and th,~
things found with them. That she had this _knowledge appears in• the sequel.. In · 1845, while residing at Nauvoo
"Mother Smith," as she was affectionately called by the
Saints, dictated her memories to Mrs·. Martha Jane Knowl- ·
ton Coray, which are now published under the title, "History of the Prophet Joseph,' by his Mothe~, Lucy Smith.''d
In her account of her son's movements on the night of the
21st, and the morning of the 22nd of September, 1827-the
_day J osepli Smith obtained possession of the N ephite record
- 'Lucy Smith states that in consequence of having visitors

.

dSee Improvement Era, Vol. V. Mother Smith's Memoirs
were first published by Orson Pratt in Liverpool, England, in
1853, under the title "Biographical Sketches of Joseph Smith, the
·Prophet, and His Progenitors ..for Many Ge11erations." As
"Mother . Smith" dictated chiefly from memory, · there were
some inaccuracies in her work, as first published by Eld.e r Orson
Pratt. Afterwards the work was corrected by a committee of
which the late George A. Smith, Church Historian, was chairman. It is this revised copy from which the Era edition was
published in 1902, and which is cited in these notes. ·
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at their home-these visitors were Mr. Joseph Knight and
Mr. Josiah Stoal-she was detained until past midnight of
'
the 21st, in ·her domestic duties;
that ' while so engaged J oseph came to her and asked if she a chest with a lock
a~d key. She surmised instantly for ·what u.se he wanted it,
for evidently the family knew the appoi.nted time had come
to secure the plates. A few minutes after Emma Smith,
the Prophet's wife, passed through the room, dressed for
riding, , ind a few minutes · later she and Joseph d'e parted
with the horse and wagon of one of their guests, Mr. Joseph
Knight. The •family was astir early in the morning and
Mr. Knight was somewhat exercised on finding ·his horse
gone, apd Mother Smith did not feel at liberty to say who
had taiken him. Meantime the Prophet Joseph returned with
the horse:_and wagon.· And -now· the statement , of the
Prophet's mother-:
1

I tr.embled so ~ith fear, lest all might be lost in consequence of som.e failure in keeping the commandments of God, .
that I was under the necessity of leaving the room in order to
conceal my -feelings. Joseph saw this, and said, "Do not be uneasy, mother, all is right-see here I have got a key." I knew
not what he meant, but took the article of which he spoke into
my hands, and examined it. He. took it again and left me, but
said nothing r.esp~cting the record. * * * That of · which
I spoke, which Joseph termed a key, was indeed, nothing more
nor !ess than the Urim and Thummim, ind it was by this that
the angel showed him many things which he saw in vision; by
wh-ich also he could ascertain, at any time, the approach of
danger, either to himself or the record, and on account of which
he •always kept the Urim and Thummim about his person.e

After relating the particulars about the Prophet bringing home the plates and securing them she makes the following statement:
. . ..eHistory of the Prophet Joseph Smith, by Lucy Smith, ch.
XXlll.
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Soon after this, he came in from work, one afternoon, and
a·fter remaining a short time, he put o~ his great coat/ and left
the house. I was engaged at the time, in an upper room, in preparing some oilcloths for p·ainting.f When he returned, he requested me to cc.m e down stairs. I told him that. I could not
leave my worl<: just then, y.et, upon his urgent r.e•quest, I finally
concluded to go down and see what he wanted, upon which he
handed me the breast plate spoken .of in history. It was
wrapped in a thin muslin handkerchief, so thin that I could feel
its p~oportions without any difficulty. It was concave on one side
and convex on the other, and extended from the neck downwards
so far as the center of the stomach of a man of extraordinary size.
It had four straps of the same material, for the purphse of fastening it to the . breast, two of which ran back to go over the
shoulders, and the other two were designed to .fasten to the hips.
They W,e re just the width -of two qf my fingers; (for I measured
them), and they had holes in the end of them, ,to be convenient in
fastening. After I had examined it, Jo~eph placed it in the chest
with the U rim and Thummim.K
I

I next call attention to a statement rriade ,by Parley P.
Pratt concerning an item of e~perience when performof the Church in
ing a brief mission
. among some branches
.
'
,vestern New York in company with the Prophet Joseph.
He says:
Arriving in Geneseo, we md: with the 0ther Elders who had
started from Kirtland on the s31me misson, and witt1 others who
were local, and .held a general conference. Among t_h ose whose
hospitality we shared in that vicinity (Geneseo) was old Father
Beaman and his amiable-, interesting family. He was a good
singer, and so ·were his three daughters; we were much edified
and comforted in their society, and were deeply interested jn
hearing the old. gentleman and Brother Joseph converse on
their early acquaintance and history. He [Beaman] had been in!Lucy Smith followed the business of hand painting oilcloth covers for tables, stand·s, etc., sec her History of the
Prophet. ch. xvii.
·
·
. KHistory of the Prophet Joseph Smith, by Lucy Smith, ch.
X XlV.
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tirriate with Joseph before the first organization of the Church;
and assisted him in preserving the plates of the .B.ook of Mormon
from the enemy, and had at one time had them concealed under
his own hearth.h

In consequence of the worldly circumstances of his
father, the Prophet was under the necessity, at times, of find{ng employment away from home. In the month of October, 1825, he hired with an old gentleman by the name , of
Josiah Stoal, ,vho lived in -Chenango county, in the state of
New York, and was put to worlf, with other hands, by the
old gentleman, to search for -a silver mine which the ·traditions of the neighborhood said had been ope~ed by the Sp~n- ·
iards near Harmony, Susquehanna county, state of Pennsylvania. It was here that the Prophet maue the acquaintance of t~e Knights, who were well-to-do farmers and millers in that neighborhood. It appears· from all the circun1stances that the Prophet took Josiah Stoal and Joseph
Knight into his confidencei 'as to ~he time when he was to
receive the plates of the Book of Mormon, and hence their
"Autobiography of ·Parley P. Pratt, p. 117.
' iThe fact that the Prophet took these two men into his
confidence is supported by the te·s timony. of Mr. John Reid, Esq.,
in a soeech before the state convention held in Nauvoo, at which
Joseph Smith was nominated to be president of the United
States. Mr. Re·i d had known the Prophet in an early day when
he was working for Mr. Stoat in Chenango county, and thus
speaks of him : "After living in that neighborhood about three
years, enjoying the good feelings of· his acquaintances, as a worthy
youth, he told his particular friends that he had had a revelation
from God to go to the west about eighty miles, to his father's,
in which neighborhood he would fjnd hid in the earth ah old histor written on golden plates, which would give great light and
knowledge concerning the destiny of all nations, kin.drc-ds, and
tongues; he said that he distinctly heard the voice of him that
spoke. Joseph Knight, one of the fathers of your church, a
worthy man and my intimate friend, went with him. * * * In
a few days his friends returned with the glad news that Joseph
i,~,d found the plates and had gone down to his father-i11.-faw's for
the purpose of transl~ting them." (History of the Church, Vol.
I.: J). 94.) ,
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presence at_ the Smith residence on the morning of the 22nd
of September, 1827. Messrs. Knight and Steal had business
,at Rochester, New Y o~k, and in leaving their home in Chenango county, so timed their j.ourney that they arrived at the
Smith residence ori the 20th of September and' remained
there for a number of days /and were not only present when
Joseph Smith obtained the records, but we,re there when he
brought them to the house· a day or two late~. And now the
testim9ny of Mr. Steal. Und~r date of December 19, 1843,
a Mr~. Martha L. Camp~ell, writing to the Prophet Joseph
Smith, at the request of Mr. Steal, and for him, says:
•

I

Brother Smith:- ,
By request o.f Brother Stoat I now sit · down to . write you.
He is quite unwell and is sometimes fearful that he cannot stand
it through the winter, and wishes me to say .to you that-he wants
your prayers and the prayers of all the Saints for the recovery
. of his health to enable him to gather among the Saints; and he
also wishes· to know if you could receive him as a brother. He
says he shall come out [to Nauvoo] next spring if he lives and
has health to endure the journey. He says if he remains · as well
as at present he shall venture to _start. He- says he ha~ nerv.er
~taggered at the foundation of the w_o rk, for he knew too much
concerning it. If I understood him right he was the first person
that took the plates out of your hands the morning you brought
them in, and he observed, Blessed is he that sees and believeth,
and more b_lessed is he that believeth without seeing, and he says
he has seen and believe th. He seems anxious to get there [ to
Nauvoo] to renew his covenants with the · Lord.k
1

The whole letter is of interest but this is the only part
bearing upon the Book .of "Mormon, and is ref.e rred to as
testimony for this .reason: It is a wholly undesigned incident in connection with the coming forth of the work, and
\
iHistory of J os.e ph Smith the Prophet, by Lucy Smith, ch.

xx iii.
·
kThe original of Mrs. Campbell's letter is on file at the
Historian's O.ffice, package 4.
•

•
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is one which occurs under circumstances that render it of
first rate importance as testimony. It is a fa~t directly stated
in the history of Mother ~Lucy Smith that Josiah Stoal and
Joseph Knight were guests at the homestead of the Smith::;
from the 20th to the 24th, or 25th of September, 1827; an<l
now a letter written on December· 19, 1843, sixteen years later, without any design whate¥er of corroborating the fact
of Lucy Smith's stat'ement, also says that Josiah Stoat was
at the Smith residence, and that ·h~ received the plates fro1n
- the hands of the Prophet, on the occasion of his ·bringing
.
them home, remarking at the time, "Blessed is he that seeth
and believeth, and more bl<:ssed is he that be~ieveth without
seeing." So there can be no question
but' what Josiah Stoal
....
had the most palpaole evidence that Joseph Smith had the
N ephite record ; and sixte~n years afterwards, though he had
neglected his privileges as a meml:ier of 'the· Church, and had
not followed her fortunes, yet he reaffirms his faith in the
· work which the Boolk of Mor~on may be said to have inaugurated,· and declares that he has "never staggered at the
foundation of the work, for he knew too much concerning
it." That is, he _had too strong evidence of the reality of
t~ose facts in which the work had its origin to doubt their
truth.
•
I have laid-much stress, but not without good reason, upon the direct testimony of th~ Three Wdtnesses and the Eight
Witnesses to the truth of the Book of Mormon ; and of
course, their testimony must forever stand as of first importance in the direct external evidences of the book, but I
confess also that this incidental testimony appeals strongly
to me, and · when I think how in harmony it all is with the
circumstances surrounding the coming forth of the Book
of Mormon, to my mind it wonderfully strengthens the direct statements of the other Witnesses. _

.....

CHAPTER XXIII.
THE PROBA~ILITY OF JOSEPH SMITH'S STORY OF THE
ORIGIN, TRANSLATION AND FINAL :QISPOSITION OF

BooK

THE PLATES· OF THE
I

•

'

OF MORMON.

.
I. '

The Ministration of Angels is Neither U,nscriptural nor Unreasonable.
By the probability of Joseph Smith's story, I mean, of course, the probability of Moroni revealing the existence of
the Book of Mormon t9.him; of 1\1:oroni's delivering to him
the plates. and the Urim and Thummim; of the Prophet's
translating the record by the gift and power of God, by
means of the U rim and Thummim; of his returning the
plates to Moroni, who to this day,
, doubtless, has them under
his guardianship.
I am aware of the fact that' the miraculous is usually
regarded with suspicion; that such a thing as, the ministra· tion of angels in what are called these "hard and scientific
times" is ginerally scouted oy most of those who make any
pretentions to science; _that a sch 901. ,.of_.wtit~rs. pas arisen
whose maill_~lqgan in the searfh of truth js t4a~ the miraculous is the impossible, and that all narratives which include
the miraculous are to be rigidly rejected, as implying credulity or imposture that even professed believers in the Bible, who accept as historically true the Bible account of the
ministratio1; of ;angels, insist that t~e age in which such
things occurred has long since passed away, and that such
I

I

•See "Life of Jesus," Renan (E. T.) Introduction; also "New
Witnes1e,," Vol. I., ch. i.
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ministrations are not to be expected now. But on this subject the w·o rd of God stands sure. According to that word
there have been ministrations of angels in times past; and
there will be such ministrations to the last day of recorded
time. As to the ministration of angels in the past, according
to holy scripture, the reader will remember the circumstance
of angels, together with the Lord, visiting Abraham at his
tent-home in the plains of Mamre, and partaking of his hospitality; of the apearance of angels to direct the flight oJ
Lot from one of the doomed cities of the plain; 9f_JaGob'5
physic_al cont~ct with the angel with whom he wrestled until
th~ .b reaking of the day; of the angel who went before the
camp of Israel in their march from bondage; and scores of
other instances recorded·in the Old Testament where heavenly personages co-op~rated with men on earth to bring· to
pass the holy purposes of God.
· Of instances in the New Testament, the rea9er will recall the ministration of the angel Gabriel to Zacharias, announcing the future birth of John the Baptist; of the angel
who appeared to Mary to make known the high honor bestowed upon her in becoming the mother of our Lord Jesus;
of the appearance ·of Moses and Elias to the Savior and
three of his disciples, to whom they ministered; of the angel
who rolled away the stone from the mouth of the sepulchre,
ana announced the resurrection of the Savior; of the men
in white (angels), who were present at the ascension of
Jesus from the midst of his disciples, and announced the fact
that the time would come when that same Jesus should come ·
again to the earth in like manner as they had seen him go
into heaven; of the angel who delivered Peter from prison,
and a dozen other instances where angels co-operated with
men in bringing to pass the purposes of God in the dispen sation of the meridian of time.

..

1
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With reference to the· angels who in ages, future front
that in which the apostles lived ministering to men and cooperating to bring to pass future purposes of God, the reader
will recall the s;i.ying of the Savior concerning the gathering together -of the elect in the hour of God's judgment:
/ 'and he shall send his angels with a great sound of a trumpet, and they shall gather together his elect from the four
winds, from one end of heaven to the other."} He will recal; also, the pron1ise
in Malachi concerning tlfe same times:
,.
,
/ " Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the gre?t and dreadful day of the Lord: and he shall '
turn the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the hearts
of the children to their fathers, lest I come and s1nite the
earth with a curse.";· He will recollect the promised coming
of the angel to restore the gospel in the hour of God's judgment, concerning whom John says: / 'And I saw another
angel fly. in the •midst of heaven, having the everlasting
gospel to preach unto them that dwel_l on the earth, and to
every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people, saying with a loud voice, Fear God, and give glory to him:
for the hour of his judgment is come: and worship him
that made heaven, and earth and the sea, and the fountains
of water ."d / Also the angel who will dec.lare the fall of
Babylon: ( "And there followed another angel, saying:
Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great city, ;because' she
made all nations· drink of the wine of the wrath of her forni~
'
cation. And the third angel followed them, saying with a
loud voice, if ·any man worship the beast and his image, and
receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand, the same
shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God."e "And aftet
b-Matt. xxiv: 31.
cMalachi iv: 5, 6.
dRevelation xiv: 6, 7.
eRev. xiv: 8, 9, 10.
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these things I sa,v another angel come down from heaven.
having great power, and the earth was lighted with his
glory_. And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying,
Babylon the great is fallen, is ,fallen and is become the
habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit."/ The
reader of the scriptures, I say, will readily t'lecall all these
ministrations of angels, future from the time in which the
sacred writer recorded them, as also the promise of the ministration of many other angels, in bringing to pass the .great
things of God in the last days, even to the gathering together .in on-e all things in Christ.g
It cannot be held to be unscriptural, then, when Joseph
Smith claimed that by the ministration of angels he received
a revelation from God-a dispensation of the gospel.
· But what shall we say to that very large number of
people who do· not believe the Bible? How shall we so
appeal to them as to secure their attention in-these matters?
Addressing himself to those who questioned · at least th~
likelihood of the resurrection, Paul asked: "Why should
it be thought a thing incredible with you, that God should
raise the dead?" · So say I respecting those ·,vho do not
believe in the · Bible, but pride themselves on accepting
and believing all those things established by the researches
· by science. Why should it ·be thought a thing inof mencredible by them that angels should visit our earth in order
to communicate knowledge not ot~erwise, perhaps, obtainable? Our scientists live in the midst of ascertained facts respecting the universe, that interplanetary communication
ought to be looked upon as a thing so rational that to doubt
·
its probability would be· esteemed as folly?
'

fRev. xviii: 1-3.
KEphesians i :9, 10.
22
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A word as to . this proposition: Of the _change of
view respecting otir own e<1rth and its relations in the universe, I have already spok~nk in some detail. I have considered the transitio11 from· the conception of the earth as the
center of the ~niverse, with .the sun, the moon and all the
stars brought intq existence for its convenience, or beauty,
or glory, to the con.ception of the earth as one 9£ the s1nall-:er planets of a group moving regularly about the sun a~
their· centre, and the probability ~.f each fixed star being
the center of such a group of planets. The ascertained
other suns than ours, .. evjdently
existence of millions
the centers · of planetary .systems, being granted, the view
that these planets ·are -the habitation of senti~_n t beings
seems a concomitant_fact so probabl,e that one is astonished,
if not a little provoked, at.that conservatism which hesitates
to accept a hypothesis so reasonable ~n itself, and so well
sustained by the analogy of the existence of sentient ~ings
•
on our own planet. The as~ronomers tell us some of these
fixed stars-these suns that are probably the centres of
planetary systetn~-have existed -for hundreds of thousands
of years, for so .distant are they from us .in space that it ·
would require that period of time for their light to r.each
ou.r earth, hence they must . have existe·d all that time. It
is evident, then, that some of them may be many times older
than our sun; so, too, are the planets that .encircle them.
From this conclusion to the one that the' sentient beings that
doubtless dwell upon these planets are far in advance of the
inhabitants of our. earth, intellectually, morally, spiritually
and in everything that makes for higher development, and
more perfect civilization, is but a little step, and rests on
strong probability. From these conclusions, again, to the
conceived likelihood of the .presiding Intelligences ori some

'of

-.

hN ew Witnesses, Vol. I., chs. xxviH, xxix, xxx.
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of these worlds to which our earth may sustain peculiar
relations of order or affinity-having both the _power and
the inGlination to communicate from time to time by personal messengers, or other means, to chosen m,en of our own
race-is another step, not so large as the other?, by which
we have been led to this point, and one that re·sts also upon
a basis of strong probability. · And this is the phenomena
of the visitation of angels and revelation testified of in the
-scriptures. ~l!.~h.phenom~na are mistakenly considered supem~_.!1:!ral. They are no~ so really. They are v;ery matter
9£ fact realities; pe~f7ctly natural, and in harmony with
the intellectual. order or economy of a universe where intelligence and goodness goyern, and love ·unites the brotherhood of the universe in bonds of sympathetic inte11est and
kinship.In view of these reflections, why, I ask, should it be
thought a thing incredible with scientific men that · there
sho~ld be such phenomena as the visitation of angels, or
other means of interplanetary communication among the
many planets and planetary systems which make up the
univer~e? Surely it will not be argued that it is impossible
for sentient. beings to pass from world to world, ~ecau.se
man__ in his _present state is bound to earth by the fore~ of
gravitation, ~nd that the same foroe would doubtless operate upon the inhabitants of other worl_ds, and bind then1
'
to their local habitation as we are bound to ours. The beings
whom we call angels, though of the same ract:. and nature
with ourselves, may have passed through such physical
~hanges as to render them quite independent of the clogging force called g!avitation. We may not, the~efore, place
the same limitations upon their powers in this ~ind as upon
man's in his present physical state.
As for other means of communication from intelli-
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gences of other_wor.lds to our own, they will not -be regarded
as impossible in the presence of the achieve~ents ·of men
in such matters. By means of magnetic telegraph sy?tems,
man has establish~d instant communication with all parts of
the world. Not the highest mountain ·ra,nges, not deserts,
not even oc~an's wide expanse, have been sufficient to bar
his way. He has made the earth a net-work of his cables
and telegraph lines, until nearly every part of the ,earth
is within the radius of instant communication. In 1896, the
National Electric Light ·association celebrated the triumphs
of electricity by h9lding a national electrical exposition_in
. Niew York City. The ,occasion was ~he completion of the
electric works at Niagara Falls. For ages, that great cataract had thundered out the evidence of its mighty power to
heedless savages and frontiersmen, but modern man looked
upon it, and· by the expenditure of five - million \ dollars, harnessed it, applied its forces to his-contrivances, made
it generate electric force which lights the cities, drives the
street cars, and turns the wheels of industry fbr many miles
around; and even transmitted its force to New York City, ·
four hundred and sixty miles distant-! It was on that occasion that Governor Levi P. Mortoi:i, upon the declaration
being inade that the exposition was open, turned a golden
key by which four cannons were instantanieou?ly fired in
the four quarters of the republic, on~ in Augusta, Maine,
one in San Francisc9, one in front of the public building
at St. Paul, and another in the pub.lie Park in New Orleans.
This discharge of cannon was accomplished by a current of
electricity generated at Niagara, and transmitted over the
lines of. the. Postal Tel,egraph Cable Company. Later, in the
course of the exposition, a message was sent all over the
world, and returned to New York within fifty minutes. The
message read :
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God created nature's treasures; scien<;_e utilize$ electric
power for the .grandeur of the nations and peace of the w9rld.
I

'

The reply, also sent over the worlq, was:
Mighty Niagara, natur:e's wonder, serving men through the
world's electric circuit, proclaims to all people science triumphant and the beneficent Creator.

The distance traversed by each of these messages was
about twenty-seven thousand five hundred m·iles, touching
nearly all the great centres of population in the world, and
that within the almost incredibl,e time of fifty minutes!
Again, in 1898, on the occasion of California's Golden
Jubilee, that is, her semi-centennial celebration of ~he discovery of gold in the state, William McKinley, then president of the United States, seated in his of £ice at the. White
House, in ' Washington, D. C., pressed an electric button
which rung a bell in the l\{echanic's PavilioJ:?- in San Francisco, and f onnally opened the mining exposition, though
the president was distant about three thousand miles ! The
press dispatches, at the time of the event, gave the following graphic description of it:
By an electric sensation, as indescribable as the thrill. of the
discoverer's cry o,f "gold," the president of the nauon sent from
Washington the signal which announced the opening of the fair.
As the bell clanged its clear note, and the Great West was for
an instant c_onnected with the distant East, a hush fell on t~e
gathered thousands; then, moved by a common impulse, the
vast throng burst into cheers. Close following
on the touch
.
which sounded the sweet-toned bell came the· greeting of Presid<..nt l\.fcKinley, announcing "the marking of a mighty epoch
in the history of California." About him, over three thousand
miles away, stood the i:epresentatives of the state in Congress,
their thoughts flying quicker even than telegraphic message to

.
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the people gathered in the great pavilion. And so, united by
the material ties "bf the electric wire, and· the subtle powers of
thought, the East and the West w.ere held for a few brief moments by a commun~ty of : good wishes.

· Wonderful as all this is, it is now
eclipsed by wire,
less telegraphy-novv'
passed beyond its experimental stages,
.
.
and rapidly coming into the practical commerce of the
nations. Man is no longer dependent ~pon a network of
wires and cables for means of communication. The atmosphere enveloping the world affords sufficient means for
conducting vibrations made intel11gible by the instrument o!
man's invention; and today, ,even across the surface of the
broad Atlantic, mess~ges are transmitted by this ITI:eans as
easily as by m.eans of the cable line~. So delicate and
perfect are the receiving instruments, that from the roar
of oui: great cities' traffic, the m.essage is picked out oi the
confusion and faithfully registered.
The ar~ment based on all these facts, is this: If man
with his limited intelligence, and his limited ·experience,
has contrived means by which he stands in instant. com:mu111ication with all parts of the world, why · should it be
thought a thing incredible that God, from the midst of his
glory, fr9m the heart of the universe, is within instant means
of communication, with all parts of his creations? Especially since it is quite generally conceded, by scientists, that
all the fixed stars and all the planetary system·s encircling
them, float in and are connected by the ether, a substance
more subtle and sensitive to vibrations than the atmosphere
which surrounds our planet, and suggests the media· of
communication. To all this, however, I fancy that I hear
the reply of the men of scienoe : "We do not deny the
possibility or even the probability of communication from
superior Intelligences of other planets, we simply say that u.p
'

•

--
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to the present time there is no convincing testimony that
such conununications have been receiy,ed." This, howeve~,
is a miserable begging of the whol~ question; ··and an unv,arranted repudiation of the testimony of those who have
borne witness to the verity of such communications. The
testimony of Moses and the prophets, of Jesus. and the
apostles, of Joseph Smith· and his associates? may not thus
be put out of the reckoning. The characte'r of these witness.es, their service to mankind, what they suffered and
sacrificed for their testimonies, make them worthy of belief;
and, since in the nature of ·things there is nothing which .
makes their testimony
improbable, but, on the contrary,
....
much that makes it very
probable, is it not beneath the dig,
nity of scientists to refuse to accord to their statements a
patient investigation aad belief?
,

JI.

,
i.
To Believe in Media for Ascertaining Divine Knowledge is
Neither Unscriptural nor Unreasonable. '
)
•

I

Whatever the position of unbelievers in the Bible.may be
with reference to Joseph Smith translating the Book of Mormon by means of Urim and Thummim, or "Interpreters," as
'
they were called by the N ephites, surely believers in the Bible
cannot regard such a claim as impossible or improbable,
since it is matter of common knowledge that the High Priest
in ancient Israel possessed U rim and Thummim, and by
means of them received divine communications. I am not
unmindful o'f the fa~t that a diversity of opinion obtains respecting U rim and Thummim of the scriptures, of what they
consi.sted, and the exact use of them, but this I think may
be set down as ascertained fact ; they ·were precious and
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doubtless transparent stones placed in the breast plate of
the High Priest, ana were a means th_rough which God
communicated to him divine know ledge-the divine will.''
Josephus' description of Urim and Thummim is as fol:
lows:
I will now treat of what I before omitted, the garment
of the high priest: for he (Mose's ) left no room for the evil
practices of (false) prophets; but if some of that sort should
atte~pt to abuse the divine authority, he t.eft it to God to be
present at _his sacrifices when he 'pleased, and when he pleased
to be absent. And he was willing this should be known, not
to the Hebrews only, but to those foreigners also who were
there. 'But as to .!_hese stones, which we told you before the .
high priest bore on his shoulders, which were sardonyxs, (and
I think it needless to describe their nature, theyo ii~g known
. to everybody): the one of them shined out when God was
present at their sacrifices; I mean that which was in the nature
of a button on . his right ~boulder, bright rays darting out .
thence; and being seen even by those that were most remote;
which splendor yet was not before natural to tne stone. This
has appear.ed a wonderful thing to such as have. not so f'lr
indulged themselves in philosophy, as to despise divine revelation. Yet will I mention what is still more wonderful than
this: for God declared beforehand, by those twelve stones which
the high priest bore on his breast, and which wer~ inserted into
.his breastplate, when they should be victori(?US In battle; for
so great a splendor shon.e forth from them before the army
began to march, that all the people were s.ensible of God's b~ing
present .for their assistance. Whence it came to pass that those
Greeks who had veneration for. our laws, because they could not
hThe reader will find the data for the foregoing view concerning U rim and Thummim in the following passages: Exodus
xxviii :29, 30; Leviticus viii :8; Numbers, xxvii :21, Deuteronomy xxxiii:8; ,J Samuel xxviii:6; Ezra ii:63; Nehemiah vii:65.
H.e will also find an excellent article on the subject in Smith's·
Dictionary of the Bible, (Hackett edition), Vol. IV., pp. 3,3563.,363; also in Kitto's Encyclopaedia of Biblical Literature. Vol.
II., pp. 900-903.
·,
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possibly contradict this, called that breast plate The Oracle.
Now this breast plate and this sardonyx left off shining two hundred years before I composed this book, God having been displeased at the transgression of his laws.'

Since this kind of media~ then, was used by prophets in
ancient Israel, through which to obtain divine knowledge,
it should not be matter of astonishment, much les~ of ridicule, or regarded as improbable that when a colony of Isra,elites were led away from the maJn body of the peopl~, a
similar media for obtaining the will of the Lord, and for
~ translating records not otherwise translatable, should be
found ·with them. So also respecting Joseph Smith's claim
to having found what he called a "Se~r Stone," by means of
. which he could translate. That cannot be regarded as an
impossibility or evien a~ improbability by those who believe
the Bible ;··for, in addition to the Hebrew literature giving an
account of U rim and Thuinmim in the breast plate of the
high priest, it is well known that other means were used by
inspired men of Israel for obtaining the word of the Lord.
That most excellent of Bible characters, Joseph, the son of
Jacob, blessed in his ·boyhood with prophetic dreams, and possessed of the divine gift of interpreting dreams, the savior of
Israiel in a time ·of famine, and a wise ru.ler for a time of
Egypt's destines, used such media. When Joseph's cup' was
found in the.mouth of Benjamin's sack Joseph's steward said
to him: "Is not this it in which mf lord drinketh, and whereby, indeed, he divineth ?" Joseph himself said, when his perplexed brethren stood before him, "What deed is this that
y,e have done? Wot ye not that such a man as I can certainly divine."i The fact of ascertaining the word of the
Lord by mearis of this "divining cup" cannot-be explained
'Antiquities of the Jews, bk. III., ch. viii.
· iGenesis xliv:5-15.
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away by suggesting that Joseph merely referred to an Egyptian custom of divinity; or that the steward repeated the
vvords which J osep·h had spoken to him m1ere1y in jest.k As
remarked by a learned writer on this s~bj ect: "We need not
think of Joseph, =the pure, the heaven-taught. the l,lameless
one, as adopting still l,ess as basely pretending to adopt, the
dark arts of a system .of imposture.""' I agree with the view·.
It is ~ reality sustained by Bible authority that there exists
mec#a through which divine revelation may be obtained, and
hence to the Bible beliievers the claim of Joseph Smith concerning "Uritn and Thummim," arid the "Seer Stone," by
means of which, through• the inspiration of God, he translated the record of the N ephites, is not impossible nor even
1
improbable. .
.
As in the matter of the visitation of angels, so also in
relation to Urim and ·Thummim and also the "Seer Stone," I
may say· that our scientific skeptics in such things live in· the .
midst of such achieven1ents of man's ingenuity, and in the
daily use of such marvelous instruments invented by men for
the as<rertainment of truth, that m~n of science oµght nof
to stumble at accepting, at least as possible, and even as
probable, the existence of such me(i,ia. Take for instance the
tel,esc6pe. For ages, men believed that the whole of the universe consisted. of sun, moon, earth, and the few fixed stars
within the radius of ·man's unaided vision. Finally, however,
a genius converted a handful of sand into a lens, adjusted it
in a tube, and turned 'it to the heavens when, Io! the frontiers
of the universe were pushed back to an infinite distance, and
millions .o f suns heretofore never seen by human eyes were
brought within the range_of man's vision and' consciousness. ,
~

I

kSuch is the Roman Catholic explanation . of the matter.
See note on passage, Gen. xliv:5-l,5, in Douay Bible.
'Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, 'A rt. U rim and · Thummim.
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This first telescop_e has been improved upon from time to
time, until now we have instruments of that kind so large
and so perfect that our own planets are. brought comparatively near for our inspection, while the number of fixed
stars now within the range of our vision, by means of these
instruments, is quite generally conceded to be from! forty to
fifty millions.
While viewing the starry heave~s by the aid of the telescope, in ·search of new facts, astronomers beheld at enormous distances· from . us hazy patches of light, concerning
the nature of which they could form no definite idea. An
improved telescope, however, at last resol~~d some of these
mists into groups of separate stars ; then it was supposed
that all such mists were star group~, and that it only required
stronger.telescopes to demonstrate the tru~h of that theory.
Meantime, however, another wonderful instrument
. was
. invented, the spectroscope, an , instrument "Yhich forms
and analyz·es the spectra of the rays emitt,ed by bodies or sub-·
stances. Meantime Fraunhofer made the discovery that the
spectrum of an ignited gaseous body is non-continuous, and
has· interrupting lines. Later, Professor John William
Draper discovered that the spectrum of an ignited solid is
continuous with no interrupting lin~s. With these facts established, the spectroscope was turn'ed upon the distant
patches of nebulre and it was discovered that some of them
.were positively of a gaseous nature and not congeries of
stars. Thus ·was another great truth concerning the 1,lniverse discovered by means of an instrument invented by man.
Nor is the end yet. The eye of. man,
perhaps, is the m.ost
.
wonderful organ known ; wonderful in its powers when unaided by instruments of man's invention, but rendered infinitely more powerful and wonderful when aided by tele~cope and miscroscope
. . Indeed, by these instruments new
.
.
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and unthought of worlds are brought to the consciousness
of man, and his knowledge infinitely extended. Yet wonder£ul as is this organ of man, and great as are its achievements wl]en aid~d by the instru~ents of man's· invention,
ma:n's ingenuity -has produced a more powerful eye than
man's! One that can look longer and see farth.e r than the
human eye, even when aided by the most powerful telescope;
and registers upon its retina truths otherwise unattainable by
man. This instrument Camille Flammarion, the French astronomer and writer, calls "The ·Wonderful New Eye of
Science." It is merely a lens connected with a photographic
apparatus, and of it the writer just named says:
'
'
This giant eye is endowed with four considerable
advantages over ours; it sees more quickly, farther, longer, and wonderful faculty, it· receives and retains the· impress of what it sees,
It sees more quickly: in the half-thousandth of a second, it
photographs the sun, its spots, its vortexes, its fires, its flaming mountains, and on an imperishable document. It sees
farther: Directed. towards any point of the heavens on the
darkest night, it discerns stars _in the depths of infinite space- .
worlds, universes, creations, that our eye could never see by the
aid of any telescope. It sees long.e r: That which we cannot succeed in seeing in a few seconds of· observation we shall never
see. The photographic eyes has but to look long enough in order
to see; at the end of half an hour it distinguishes what was
before invisible to it; at the end of an hour 1t wtll see· better
still, and the longer it remains directed towards the unknown
object, the better and more distinctly it will see it-and this
without fatigue.
And it retains on the retinal plate all that
it has seen."'

This photographic
. eye, used in what is called the kinetograph, photographs the spokes of the sulky driven at full
speed-which cannot be discerned at all by the human eyemThe Cosmopolitan Magazine for September, 1896.

.-
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as if standing still.. The bullet discharged from the most
powerful gun of modern invention, which the human eye
cannot follow in its flight, this instrument seems to arrest in
mid-air. The ripple waves on the surface of mercury, which
no human eye has ever seen-even when assisted by the most.
powerful microscopes-it faithfully registers, and by its testimony alone we know of the existence of mercury waves.
This instrument registers on sensitized tin foil, birds in their
flight, express trains at full speed, moving throngs on crowd-·
ed streets, ·ath1etes at their sports, the restless waves of
ocean, the tempest's progress, the lightning's flash-all of
which, by means . of another instrument called the kinetoscope are t'eprodu~ed to the life, though th~ actors in the
scenes represented may be dead, and rotting in their graves.
As these named instruments photograph and reproduce actions, ~o the phonograph _registers the intonatio:ns, inflections,
and all the peculiarities ·Of voice •entrusted to it, and as faithfully reproduc~s them, once, twice, or a thousand times, so
that friends may recognize the intonations and all the peculiarities of inflection and voice, though he who thus speaks
has long since been dead-or removed to other lands. What
more shall I say? Is not enough here presented concerning
the instruments of man's invention to justify a reasonabl~
belief in the probability of the 'existence of media that can
accomplish all that is ascribed to U rim and Thummim and
Seer Stone by Joseph Smith;· especially when 1t is remembered how far the knowledge, skill and wisdom of God su rpass the skill and ingenuity of man ?
III.

Of Returning the Plates of the Book of Mormon to M or1>tii.

The question is often asked-and it bears upon the
probability of Joseph Smith's statements respecting the Book
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of Mormon, because the answer that has to be made gives
rise to doubts, and sometim.es· to sneers on the part of those
receiving it-the question is often asked, I repeat, "What became of the gold :plates from which Joseph S11.:1ith claims to
have translated the l?ook of Mormon-can they be seen now?
Is the Church in possession of them?" 'The answer is, "No ;
the Prophet returned them to the angel Moroni, and he,
doubtless, now has possession of them, and is their guard·ian.'·'u This ans,ver is declared to be unsatisfactory, and
often ridiculed; for worldly wisdom fanci,es that the Prophet
had a most direct means of establishing the~truth as to the
'
'
existence and character of the plates, if only he· had retained
them in his possession, or deposited them in · some state or
national institution of learning or are'hreology. Jos,eph Smith
acted under the direction of Moroni in the matter of the
plates of the Book of Mormon; why he was not permitted
to keep the book of plates, is not, perhaps, positively known.
Part of the record was sealed, as the Prophet himself . informJs us ;0 and as the time had not come for that part of it
nI soon found out the reason why I had received such strict
charges to keep them safe, and why it was that the messenger
had said that when I had done what was required at my hand,
he would call for them. For no sooner wa~ it known that I
had them, than the most strenuous exertions were used to get
them from me. Every stratagem that could be invented was
resorted to for that purpose.
The persecution became more bitter · and severe' than before, and multitudes were on the alert
continually to get them from me if possible. But by the wisdom
of God, they remained safe in my hands, until I had acc'omplished
by them what was required at my hand. When, according to
arrangements, the messenger called for them, I d~livered them
up to him; and he has them in his. chat'g.e until this day, being
the second day of May, one thousand eight hundred and thirtyeight. Church History, Vol. I., pp. 18, 19.)
·
oThese records were engraven on plates which had the appearance of gold, each plate was six inches wide and eight
inches long, and not quite so thick a·J com.m on tin. They were
filled with engravings, in Egyptian characters, and bound together in a volume as the leaves of a book, with three rinas
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to be translated, it n1ay be that that was one reason why it
should be still kept in the custody of the angel. Moreover,
in this Ii f e we are required by divine wisdom to walk by
faith, not by sight. It is part o'f our education that we learn·
to act with reference to sacred things on probabilities. A veil
of oblivion is stretched over our past spirit-existence. The
future is hidden largely from our view, and we ·are required
to perform this life's journey from the cradle to the grave
in the midst of uncertainties, except as we increase our faith
and establish assurance by the development of spiritual
strength from within. Why this shoul~ be so may not alw~ys
s,eem clear to us; but of the fact of it there can be no dpubt.
Nor can' there be any doubt as to the wisdom of it, and the
benefit of it to mankind, since our Father-God has so ordered it. Nor is it in "Mormonism'' alone that certain direct
material
evidences are denied to men concerning divine
........
things. Infidels refer to the opportunities which they think
the impudent challenges of the persecutors of the Son of
God afforded him t~ demonstrate his divine power, and
prove the truth of his mission, when they said, "If thou be
the Son of God, come down from the cross." * * * "If
he be the King of Israel, let him now come down from the
cross, and we will believe him."P What an oportunity was
afforded him here to respond to their challenges and cover
them with confusiqn and £ear! But the Son of God heeded
them 'hot, and infidels everywhere entertain the opinion
that he here misse4 the opportunity of his career if, indeed,
running through the whole. The volume was something near
six inches in thickness, a part of which was sealed. The characters of the unsealed part were small, and beautifully engraved. The whole book exhibited many marks of antiquity
in its construction, and much skill in the art of engraving. Wentworth Letter, ~istory of the Church, 'Vol. IV., p. 537.
PMatt. xxvn : 40, 42.
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he was the Son of God-the Lord of Life-the Master of
Death.
.
.Moses gave out the statement that the Law of Israel,
the Ten Commandments, were written by the finger of God
on tables of stotie.q These, in his anger, Moses broke to
he found. that during his brief
pieces irr their presence, when
,
absence in t4e Mount, obtaining the law, Israel had turned .
'
.
to the folly ·of idolatry. But a second set of tables was pre- par~d, and a.gain on these God carved with his own hands
the Ten Command1nents. M~ses placed them in the ark
of shittim wood, which, by divine appointment, .he provided,
and this constituted the ~'Ark of, the Covenant."r
· Again, when the children of Israel were disposed to rebel against the priesthood of God's appointing, under divine direction, Moses called upon each of the twelve princes
of the house of Israel to present before, the Lord a rod with
the name of his tribe upon it. Among these was Aaron's
rod, rep11esenting the tribe of Levi: All were placed in the
I
"Tabernacle of Witness" before the Lord. On the morrow,
when Moses went into the "Tabernacle of Witness" behold
the rod of Aaron: of the house of Levi, had brought forth
buds, and yielded almonds, an· in a single night! Thus the
Lord gaVle a palpable evidence to Israel of his choosing .the
house of Aaron and the tribe of Levi to stand before him in
the priest's of £ice; and the Lord said unto Moses, "aring
Aaron's rod again before the testimo~y, to be kept. for a
token against the rebels."s
.
The unbelieving world to whom Israel's message was
afterwards sent, might demand that the tables of stone and
Aaron's rod that budded and bore fruit sho.uld be displayed
for their inspection, that faith might take hold of the unbeI

qDeut. ix :8-11.
rDeut. x.:1-5.
sNumbers xvii .
•

\
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lieving; but there is no record that these sacred things were
ever exhibited for such a pu~pose..s ..
The infidels of our own day frequently remark that the
prayer of Dives to Abrahan1 ought to have been graciously
granted, and Lacarus sent to bear witness _to the r~latives
of the tortured nobleman that they might escape his sad
fate; but Abraham's answer was, "They have Moses and
the prophets; let them hear them!" "Nay, Father Abraham/'
answered Dives, "but if one went unto them from the dead,
they will repent." But A•b raham s~id: "If they hear not
Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded
though one rose £rpm the dead."t
Referring again to the Savior: unbelievers i:narvel that
Jesus confined his visitations after his resurrection t.o a few
of his faithful followers orily-to those who already believed
on him. Why did he not appear in all the. majesty ·of his
immortal life, after his ressurectioa, before. the high priests
and the S~nhedrin of the Jews ? Before the court of Pilate ?
Before the rabble who had impiously clamored in tlie streets
for his blood to be upon them and· upon their childrenWhy? The only answer to . this. question exists in the fact
apparent from the whole course of God's dealings with the
world in relation to sacred things: viz., God has chosen certain witnesses for himself in relation to sacred matters, and
demands· that his children shall walk by faith on the words
which his chosen . servants declare unto then1. Thus
Peter,
'
on the matter of Christ showing himself to. the world, says:
;;

.

Him, God raised UP, the third day, and showed him open.l y;
not to all the people, but unto witnesses chosen before · of God,
s'fhe late Robert G. Ingersoll for instance, asks where now
the sword is with which the angel guarded "the t-ree of life"· in
Paradise; and then sarcastically answers pis own question as
fol.l~ws: "Sot?e angel has it in heaven!~' Works, Vol. V., 372.
Luke xv1: 13, 31.
II-23
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e·~en to us who did eat and drink with him after he c.rose from
the dead. And he commanded us to preach, and to testify that it
is he which was ordained of Go'd to b.e the judge-of the quick and
dead.u

Judas ( one or the twelve, not Iscariot, but the brother
of James) op one occasion as\ked the same question that infiJels have been asking for many ge~erations, "How is it
· that thou wilt manifest thyself unto us, and not unto the
vvorld? Jesus
answ·e red and said unto hirn, If a man love
..
me,. he will keep my ·w ords; and my Father will love him,
c,.nd we will come unto him, and make our abode with him.
He that loveth me not, keepeth not my sayings: and the
word ·which ye hear is not mine, but the Father's which sent
me. These things have I spoken unto you, being yet pres- ~ _
ent with you. But' the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost,
whom the Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all
things. * * * * When the · Comforter is come whom
I will send unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of
Truth, which proceedeth rfrom the Father, he shall testify of
me, and . ye also shall bear witness because ye have been
with me from the beginning."v Such the statement of Peter;
such the doctrine of Jesus; and when coupled together one
sees that in addition to the special witnesses, the prophets,
Go9 has ordained that the fioly Spirit shall be his universal .
\ivitness for 'things divine. God, in his wisdom, and for the~
accompltshment of his own wise purposes with reference to
us, has ordained that his children in this world's probation
shall walk by faith, not by sight. To produce the faith, he
sends forth special chosen servants, prophets, apostles, his
own Son, and through them announces the divine will. Then
when drawn to God by faith, when love-inspired towards
Go_d, the Lord gives the witriess of the H9ly Spirit, by and
\

uActs x: 40-42.
vJohn xv: 26, 27.
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through ·which man n1ay know the truth, for he becomes posse~sed of the very spirit of divine intelligence and of truth,
Ly which power he is made to know the truth.
These principles obtain in this last dispensation of the
gospel. Joseph Smith comes as did Noah, Enoch, Moses,
the Prophets, Christ and the Apostles-he comes with a message from God-·with a new volume of scripture, whose express purpose is _to enlarge the foundations of faith. He and
his associates bear witness of its truth, and those who will
give heed to that testimony, and will seek to God for further
knowledge, are expressly promised in the Book of Mormon
itself~ that they shall receive a manifestation of it~ truth. by
the power of the Holy Ghost'; "And by the power of th~
Holy Ghost," says this N ephite record, "ye may know the
truth of all things. "w Throughout, it will be seen that in
this matter of the Book of Mori:non the divine pow·e r is acting in harmony with those great principles which have ,been
operating in the spiritual economy of this worid from Ute begiuning; which fact, in reality, is at least an incidental testin1ony of the truth of the work.
In the light of all these reflections, then, together with
the fact that part of the Book of Mormon was sealed, the
tirne not then having ar~ived for its translation, there is nothing remarkable in the circumstance of the N ephite plates be•

•

I

.

.

'

wBehold I would exhort you that when ye shall· read these
things, if it be wisdom in God that ye should read them, that ye
would remember how merciful the Lord hath been unto the children of men, from the creation of Adam, even down until the
time that ye shall receve these things, and ponder it in your
hearts. And when ye shall receive thes.e things, I would· exhort
you that ye would ask God, the· eternal Father, in the nan1e of
Cht ist, if thes.e thin <r_s are not true;· and if ye shall ask with a
sincere heart, with real intent, having .faith in Christ, he will
manifest the truth of them unto you, by the power of the Holy
Ghost; and by the power of the Holy Ghost ye n:iay know the
truth of all things. (Moroni x: 3-5.)
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ing returned to the care of the angel-guardian of them. Certainly -there is nothing unreasonable in such a procedure,
and surely nothing in the . circumstance that warrants the
ridicule with which that statement had so1netimes been received. Moreo; er, human guardianship of such things is by
no means as secure as some· may conceive it to be. Take,
for example, the fate which befell · the Egyptian papyrus
from which the Prophet translated the Book of Abraham.
It. is an item of Church history that in 1835 the Saints in
Kirtland purc~ased, of one Michael H. Chandler, some
Egyptian mummies ; in the sarcophagus they occupied. cer.:.
tain rolls of papyrus w·e re found., beautifully engraved with
Egyptian characters. · Upon examin~tion, J os~ph Smith
found the papyrus to be the writings of Abraham and of
Joseph, the son of J acoh, · who was sold into Egypt. Portions of these r~cords the Prophet translated into the English language, and the translation was published in the Times
and Seasons, Vol. III., and subsequen.t ly made part of the
"Pearl of Gr~at Price." A-fter the death of the Prophet the
mummies, together with th~ records· on papyrus, were left
in charge of his i:n,other, L?CY Smith. She afterwards parted with them, .under· what circumstances is not positively
known . .Finally, the records .and mummies found .their way.
into Wood's Museum, in Chicago, where, according to the
statement of the editors of \he Plano eqition of "Biographical Sketches o.f Joseph Smith and his Progenitors," by Lucy
Smith, they w·ere destroyed in the Chicago fire of 1871:' .
Thus .the writings of Abraham, after being preserved for
many generations in the linen wrappings of Egyptian mummies, were consumed by fire in a modern city, a circumstance
which illustra_tes the uncert~inty of human means to preserve
~

1

xSee Plano edit.ion of the above named work, 1880, note on
page 91.
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important document~, and justifies the angel-guardianship
of
. a record as
. sacred as are the plates from which the Book
of Mormon was translated.

I

IV.

On the Loss of. one Hundred and Sixteen Pages of Ma.nuscript; Being the Translation of the First Part of Mormon's Abridgment of the N ephite Records.

Ano!her incident connec.ted with the probability of J oseph Smith's story -concerning the Book of Mom1on, and
which, like the circumstance of th~ Prophet's returning the
plates to the angel, meets _.with ridicule-is the loss of the
116 pages of manuscript, through the unfaithfulness of Martin Harris, a subject detailed at length in chapter v.
- This incident lost to Joseph Smith, for a time, the gift
of translation~ and also possession of the plates and U rim
and Thummim; bµt through sincere repentitnce, pe was re·ceived again into the fayor of the Lord, and resumed his
work.
On being p~rmitted to resume the translation, however,
the Prophet w·as info~ed through divine communication
that those who had stolen the manuscript from Harris designed~to hold it until he should translate again that par~
which had fallen into their hands. If the Prophet's secono
translation should be lik~ the first, then it was the intention
of the conspirators to change the mariuscr..pt in their possession, and claim that the translation was not obtained by
divine aid, else the second would be like the first; but since
it would by this trick be proved to be different, the claim of ·
divine inspiration in the translation of the book must fall to
the ground, and Joseph Sn1ith's pretension to being ·a Seer
.

.
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and Prophet of God would ·fall with it; and thus the work
God designed to accomplish through him would be destroyed. The Lord revealed this plot to Joseph Smith, and
warned him nof to translate again Moron~' s abridgment of
the Book of Lehi-which comprised so. much of the manu ·
scdipt as had been entrusted to Harris}' On.the contrary,' he
was commanded to translate what are called iri the Book of
Mqrmon the "SmalJer Plates of Nephi," and let that stand
in the place of the translation of the Book of Lehi which
Harris had lost.
A word of explanation here: Two sets of pla~es were
kept for a time by the first Nephi and his successors. One set
might be called the secular, the other the-sacred record of the
N ephite people_. Th~y, however, called the:tn the "Smaller"
and "Larger" Plates of Nephi. On the former was recorded
the· ministry of the prophets, the ,vord of the Lord to then1,
and much of their teaching and preaching; on the latter,
the reigns of the kings, the°ir wars and contentions, and the
secular affairs of the people generally. Still, even on ,the
"Smaller Plates of Nephi" there was a reasonably succinct
account of the principle events of N ephite history, from the
time Lehi left Jerusalem until four hundred years had passed
away.
·when Mormon found amqng the records delivered. into
his keeping the "Smaller Plates of Nephi," he was so well
pleased with their contents that he placed the whole of then1
with the abridgment he had made from the larger N ephite
records,. "And I do this;" he informs us,. "for a wise purpose; for thus it whispereth me according to the workings
of the Spirit of the Lord which is in me. And now I do not
know all things, but the Lord knoweth all things which are
to come, wherefore he worketh in me to do according to his
I

'
YSee preface to first edition of the Bo9k of 1\.formon.
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will."8 By the addition of the Smaller Plates of Nephi to
Mormon's abridgment of the Larger PJates, it will be ob-served that there was a double line of history for a period of
about 400 years. Therefore, when, through careles·sness and
breaiking his agreement with the Prophet, M~rtin Ha~ris lost
the translation of the first part of Mormon's abridgment,an<l
those into whose hands the manuscript; ha:d fallen designed
to change it and destroy the claims of the Prophet to inspiratiop. in translating it-under divine direction he translated
the Smaller Plates of Nephi, and let that translation "take the
place of the one which had been stolen, and thus ,the plan cf
the conspirators against the work was thwa rte~. This statement of the Prophet, however, comes in for its share of ridicule, and is generally spoken of as a very clever escape
for the Prophet out of what is called a rather perplexing
dilemma. The Prophet's statement of the incident was published at the time the first edition of the' Book of Mormon
issued from the press, and, in fact, stands as the preface to
the book, which I reproduce here:
PREFACE.

To the ReaderAs many false reports have been circulated respecting the
following work, and also many unlawful measures taken by evil•
designing persons to destroy me, and also the work, I would inform you that I translated, by gift and ~ower of God, and caused
to be written, one hundred and sixteen pages, the which r• took
from the Book of Lehi, which was an account abridged from
the plates of Lehi, by the hand of Mormon; which said account,
so·me person or persons hav.e stolen and kept from ~e notwthstanding my utmost exertions to recover it again-a~d. being commanded of the Lord that I should not translate the

awords of Mormon, p.
I

158.
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same over again, .for Satan had put it into their hearts to tempt
the Lord their God, by alteriiig the word·s, that they did read
contrary from that which I trans.lated and caused to be written;
and if I should bring forth the same words again, or, in other
words, if I should translate the sanie over again, they w9uld publish that which they had stolen, and Satan would stir up the
hearts of this generation, that they might not receive this _work;
but behold, the Lord saith. unto me, I wili not suffer that Satan
shall accomplish his evil design in this thing; therefore thou
shalt translate from the plates of Nephi, until ye come to that
'
.
which ye have transl~ted, which ye have retained; and behold
ye shall publish it as the record of Nephi; and thus I will con.found those who have altered my words. I will not suffe,r that
they shall destroy my work; yea, I w ill show unto th~m that
my wisdom is greater than the cun~ing of ·the Devil. Where£ ore,
to be obedient µnto the commandments of God, I have, through
his grace and mercy, accomplished that which he hath commanded me· respecting this thing. I would also inform you that
the plates of which hath been spoken, were found in the t~wnship · of Manchester, Ontario county, New York.
THE AUTHOR.

Thus from the beginni~g the Prophet boldly· declared
that which the Lord had revealed to him C(?ncerning this effort on the part of the conspirators to destroy the work; and
there was not one who rose to contradict his statement, ;it
the time, although some anti-"Mormon" writers of later
years assert-bu·t without any warrant of proof-that, enraged at the part her husband was taking in bringing fo~th
the Book of Mormon, Mrs. Martin Harris bttrned the manuscript. This, however, she always denied. The first publication referring to· this subject, aside from w·hat the Prophet
published in the above preface, is Howe's "Histqry of Mormonism," published at .Painsville, Ohio, 1834. This is an
anti-"Mormon" .book, and of the manuscript incident it says: '
"The facts respecting the lost manuscripts we have not been

-

.
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able to ascertain. They sometimes charged the wife of Harris with ha~ing burnt it, but this is denied by her .."a
· Meantime' attention is called
to the fact that there is
.
nothing improbable in the statement of Joseph Smith; but on
the contrary all the conditions obta~ning in the neighborhood where he resided while bringing forth the work favor
th~ probability of such a conspiracy as he charges: the unwarranted but repeated efforts mad~ by his enenJ.ies to wrest
the plates from his possession; the home o.f his parents repeatedly beset · by mobs; the issue of. warrants by justices
of the peace for searching his wagon for the plates; and subsequently the actions of Mr. (irandin, his printet, who, after
entering into contract .to print the boo!k was .certainly in honor bound to render him all the assistance in liis power in
getting out the work ip. the best order possible, and protecting him in ,his copyr~ghtS-the a~tions, I say, of Mr. Grandin, in permitting'•Squire Colev the use of his press on nights
. and Sundays Jn order to secretly.. publish his "Dogberry
Papers," "in which was to appear a garbled edition of the
Book of Mormon in weekly installments; the mass meetings
held in Palmyra and vicinity in which resolutions were
passed not to purchase the book should it ever issue from
the press ( which action caused Mr. Grandin to suspend the
work of printing until the Prophet could be brought · from
Harmony, in Pennsylvania, to give renewed assurance of his
ability to meet the price of printing) ; the confession of J.
N. Tucker, one of the employes of Grandin's printing establishment, that after setting up a sheet in type, it was secreted
Z2.

0

I quote from the first (1834) edition o~ Howe's work, p;ge

.bSee pp.. 77, 78 of part I., Manual for 1903-4. It is unthinkable that this effort to publish a garbled edition of the Book
of Morm?n was unknown to Grandin and those employed in
his estabhshment.
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and the story given out that it ~as lost, an_d that manuscript
for another sheet would have to be produced, which when
done is alleged to h~ve been unlike the firstc-all these wellattested circumstances establish the fact of a wide-spread
and bitter opposition to the coming forth of the Book of
Mormon; and, failing in that, then a determination to prevent it sacceptance as revelation from God. All these thingc;
· make ft very easy to believe that such a conspiracy as the
P-rophet describes existed against the work.

-·

-·

'

cSee chapter viii. Where this incident is treated and the fact
pointed out that the Prophet1·s pr.e•cautions had protected the
work from the effects of such trick3 as this described by Tu~ker.

•
I

'

I

CHAPTER

XXIV.

INDIRECT EXTERNAL EVIDENCES-AMERICAN ANTIQUITIES.
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS.

Iri dealing with the indirect extern~J evidences to the
truth of the Bodk of Mormon supplied by American antiquities, embracing in that term archre(?logy, mythology, traditions, ethnology, languages, etc., it should ·be observed that
the Book of Mormon is not a specific .work
upon any of these
,
subjects . . Nor i~ it a work on physical geography; nor even
a history, in the modern sense , of that term. Furthermore,
while the purpose of the book is mainly religious, it is not a
formal treatise even upon religion. But while the Book of
Mormon has limitations in all the directions noted,. it is a
fact that American antiquities, mythologies,· traditions, etc.,
may -be of great importa_nce in sustaining its truth. I therefore begin the consideration of this branch _of evidence by
inquiring whc1:t conditions respecting the location and nature
of American monuments of civilization the Book of Mormon demands.
I.

What the_Book of Mormon Requires as to ·the Location and
Character of the Jaredite Civilization.
It has been shown in a preceding chaptera that the first
people who inhabited North America after the flood were a
colony that came from the Euphrates V'alley, about the tim~
of the conf!Jsion of languages at Babel, under the leaderaSee chapter x.
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ship of a prophet of the name of Moriancumr, and his
brother Jared; that this colony made their first settlement
somewhere in the region of. country known in mode-r n times
as Central America; that they called their firs~ city Moron,
vvhich from the time of its establishment, with brief, inter1nittent periods, remained the seat of government and the
chief center of· the civilization of the great ·J aredite nation,
up to the time of the latter's destruction, in the_early part of
the sixth century B. C.- a period of sixteen hundred years.
From the City of Moron the J aredites ex.tended tp.eir colonization sche111,~s southward along the isthmus to · South
America, and northward to the great la~es. Their greatest
activities,however, and the centers of their civili'zation were
in Central America-; and it is there we must look for the
most extensive and enduring monuments of civilization in
the western world; and expect the,monuments to have some
of the monuments of the ancient civof the characteristics
..
ilization of the Euphrates V~lley.b
'

II.

What the Book of Mormon Requires as to the Location,
Extent and Nature of the N ephite Civ{#zation.
In considering this subject I shall taike no account of
the colony of M ulek beyond noting the fact that previous to
the union of their descendants .with the Nephites under
l\{osiah I., about two hundred years B. C., they did not affect to any consjderable extent the civilization of the country, and hence I shall consider them under the same head as .
the N ephites.
Concerning the N ephites and their civilization, ·t he ~ook
bSee chapter x.
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of Mormon requires the proof that a colony of Israelites left
Jerusalem about six hundred years B. C., carrying with them
the Hebrew Scriptures; that they made a voyage from
thence to the west coast of the south continent of America,
landii:ig about thirty degrees south latitude; that there were
four brothers in the colony, among whom there was a contention about leadership; that the younger brother had the
'
greater
weight of influence with the colony, and became
practically its leader ; that they were directed in their j ourney by miraculous means-an instrument consisting of a ball
of brass with spindles in ·it which indicated the direction of
their travels, receiving upon its burnished surface from time
to time instructions for their guidance-called by th~m Liahona; that because pf: jealousies among the · four brothers
the colony was divided/ the younger brother leading a w·ay
north-~vard the more righteous part of the colony from which
separation arose two people, one civilized, the· other, in comparison with the firs~, barbarous; that the civilized people,
those following the younger · br9ther, rel\ ioved gradually
northward· because of the repeated depredations of their relentless enemies, the Lamanites; that -during the period of
some four hundreq. years they removed from the_place of
their first -landing to a region of country in the west part of
South America, between the tenth degree south latitude, and
the equator; t_hat in this land about two hundred B. C. the
more righteous part of the people again separated from ~he
rest arid made thei_r way still further north\vard to the great
valley of what they called the Sidon ·river,· and there united
with the descendants of Mulek's colony and formed the Nephite-Zarahemla nation, but they were called N ephites; that
this people extended their cities and provisions throughout
the northern pa~t of South America, colonizing even a por•

cII. Nephi v: 1-13.

•

I

'
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tion of the narrow neck of land connecting the two continents; that they were in ' frequent conflict," and waged great
wars with the barbarous people· who still pressed upon the1n
from the south; that in the year 55 B. C. they began migrating into Central=An1erica and even still further northvvard; that ship building was inaugurated by one Hagoth on
the west side of the Isthmus of Panama; that the people
moved northward in great ntu?bers by means of these vessels as well as by land; that two of these vessels going far _
northward, drifted out into the great ocean and were lost,
at least to the N ephites; that there were f requ~nt wars between the civilized people and the barbarians; that the birth
of Messiah was evidenced by the appearance of a pew star in
the heavens, and by a night which cor.tinued brilliant as day
f ro1n the setting of the sun to the rising thereof; that at the
crucifixion of Messi'ah during the three hours that ·he hung
upon the cross at Jerusalem the western world w'as_ visited
by an unparalleled series of cataclysms which convulsed the
whole land, destroying many cities, some being buried by
mountains that were thrown up by convulsions of the
earth, and others being sunk in the depths of the_sea;
that these dreadful convlusions of the earth were followed by three days of total dar~ness; that some time
after these awful cataclysms the risen Messiah appeared in
person to a multitude in the region of country in South
America east and south of the Isth1nus of Panama and including part of that Isthmus, d that he proc1aimed his relationship to God, held himself forth as t~e Son of God', taught
the doctrine of the atonement, instituted the Christian sacraments of baptism and the Lord's supper, chose tw·elve disciples and authorized the organization of a church to teach
the doctrine of Christ and perfect, by its watchful care, those
~

-d The N ephite land of Bountiful.
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who accepted it ; that this introduction of the gospel of Christ
· was followed by a period of univer~al peace and prosperitya veritable golden age-through nearly two centuries; that
after this the people declined in moral and spiritual excellence until they were in complete apostasy; that a series of
civil wars and the rise of robber bands undermined government, and that about the close of the .fourth century A. D.,
the govern1nent was destroyed, the people divided into sm~ll
bands_or tribes and anarchy prevailed.
Only two other remarks are necessary to con1plete the
consideration of what the Book of Mormon N ephite period
requires of American antiquities in order to derive from
them evidence in support of its truth. The first of these _is
the fact that Nephite occµpancy of the western world is confined to the western ~nd extreme northern part of the south
continent, ttp to the year 55 B. C. ; that it was only then tr.at
N:ephite migrations extended into the north continent; that
,vhile 1t is true that · their settlements in the · north became
somewhat extensive, the progress of _them was che~ked by
frequent wars between N ephites and Lamanites and also by
the depredations of robbe~ bands which infested the land up
to the time of the crucifixion of Messia!h; that at the crucifixion of Messiah occurred these tremendous cataclysms which
convulsed the whole land and resulted in the destruction of so
many of the people so that during this period of some eightyejght years-from 55 B .C. to 33 A. D.-the period of ti111e
the Nephites occupied the north contine~t previous to the advent of Messiah, they could not have erected many monuments of civilization that would survive the ravages of ages.
After the destruction which swept over both west~rn continents during the crucifixion of Messiah, the people were.so
reduc~d in numb~rs that ) t would be some time before they
co~ld begin to occupy the land to any great_extent, still, dur-
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ing the two ~undred years .of righteousn~ss and peace-which
follow·e d Messiah's advent among them, the N ephites doubtless be~ame very numerous and the arts of p~ace would .very
greatly develop. At the close of this period, however, civil
wars again checked their progress, and they entered upon
that period of rapid decline in all that makes for the stability of governrner:it and permanency of civilization, until
at the close of the fourth century A. D., anarchy prevailed
only to be follo w.~d _by Lamanite barbarism, which exerted its
every effort to destroy government, overthrow civiliza- tion, and destroy every monument and vestige of that religion against which chiefly° the Lamariites had waged war."
In the second remark referred to a moment since, I
would call attention to the fact that there exists evidence
which le:1d..: one to believe that the Nephites constructed their
buildings of perishable material; chi~fly, I ~hink, of wood, a
circumstance which will ·go far towards accounting for the
fact that there is but
little
.
. evidence of the existence of 3.
great civilized nation possessing teµiples, synagogues, palaces, etc., in the northern part of South America, where the
N ephite civilization rose to its highest development previous
to the coming of the Messiah. The reasons for this conclusion are to be found in several passages of the Book of
Mormon, where the specific statement is made that th.e 'people were taught to work in all manner of wo.od, iron, copper, etc.; but no mention is.made of their being s~illed in theworking of stone. For example, the first Nephi says :/ "And
I did teach my people to build buildings; and to work in all
manner of wnod, and of iron, and of copper, and of brass;
and of steel, and of gold, and of silver, apd of precious· ores,
which were in ~reat abundance."f J Again~ in the book of
•

I

eMorinon 'viii : 1-10.
}II. Nephi v: 15.
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it is written: "And we multiplied exceedingly, and
spread upon the face of the land, and beca·me ~xceedingly
rich in gold, and in silver, and in precious things, and in
fine workmanship of wood, in buildings, ·a nd in machinery,
and also in iron and copper, and brass and steel, ma,\king all
manner of tools of every kind to till the ground, and weapons of wc1:r."K Aft~r migrations into the north continent began, one of the things which seemed to be a cause of regret
on the part of the N ephites was the lack of timber 'in that
land. Referring to this, Mormon, in his abr_idgm~nt of Helaman's reference to it, says: "And now no part of the }and
was desglate, save it were for timber. * * * And ·there
being but little timber upon the face of the land [ northward], nevertheless the people who went forth became exceedingly expert in the working of cement; therefore they
did build houses of cement in the which they qid 1well.
;/ * * And the people who were in· the land northwarJ .
did d·well in tents and in houses of cement, ~nd they did suffer whatsoever tree should spring up upon the face of the
land that it should grow up, that in ti1ne they might have
ti!llber to build their houses, yea, their cities, and their temples., and their synagogues, and their sanctuaries, and all
manner of their buildings. And it came to pass as ti1nber
was exceeding scarce in the land northward, they did send
forth much by the way of shipping; and thus they did enable the people in the land northv;ard that they might build
many cities, both of wood and of cement."h {These statements, I believe, justify the conclusion that he N ephit_es;
in the main, used timber-perishable material-for building
purposes, and hence the monuments of their civilization so
far as architectural remains are concerned, nave very large-

I

*/

gJarom i : 8.
hHelaman iii: 6-11.
11-24
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ly perished, as well in the north as in the south, except perhaps to the extent that they may have rebuilt and reocc~pied
some of the old Jaredite cities in the north continent.
I

.

•

An Israelitish origin, then, is what is required for the
second race inhabiting All)erica; a landing in South America; a gradual movement northward until they t9ok possession of the north as well as the south continent; their civilization of a lighter order so far as expressed in solidity of
buildings or the number· of cities, and spread over a more
extensive area, than that of th~ Jaredites; an intermixture
of the monuments of the one, with the ruins of the other;
knowledge of ~he Mosaic institutions and· history of the ancient w·o rld, through the Hebrew scriptures; special signs at l\tiessiah's birth, and appalling cataclysms throughout the
land of his crucifixion; the 'appearing of Messiah to them
and the est~blishment o~ a Christian church ; the overthrow
of the N ephite governipent and civilization about the ·opening of the fifth century A. D. These are the main facts
for which we seek proofs in· American antiquities so far as
the N ephite period of the Book of Mormon is concerned.
Of course it may be possible that in the present state of
knowledge of American antiquities evidences for all these
facts may not now be obtainable; ~ut if evidences tending to
prove them can be pointed out af all, it-will be so much in favor of 'the Book of Mormon. Meantime the reader should
be cautioned not to expect too much from the character of
the evidence now to be . considered, nor should he be discouraged if in quantity and clearness it fails below his ·expectations. It must be remembered that examination of our
American antiquities, especially in Central and South America, has not yet been as thoroughly made as it will be; there
are many buried cities.and other n1onurrients yet to be heard
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from,i as also, a better 1=1nderstanding of those monuments of
ancient Ameri<1an civilization already brought to light.
Moreover, it should be remembered that fo.r many ages the
Bible stood practically without the advantages of monumental testiinony in its support. .N ot until modern times
have learned men penetrated the eastern countries to return
ladened with exact knowledge of monumental testimony to
the truth of the Bible. .N ot until the discovery and translation of the Rosetta stone, early in the last century, was an
impetus given to explorations in Egypt, th"~ Sinaitic Pen.insula, Palestine , and the Euphrates valley-13ible lands-resulting in that collection of colateral evidence for the truth
of the Bible noted in a fo.r mer chapter. One should not be
impatient, then, if the Book of Mannon has ~to wait some
time yet for the development of that fulness of monumental
testimony to its truth which I am sure lies hidden in the, as
yet, imperfectly. known and still less perfectly understood,
antiquities of \t he ·western hemisphere.
I

iQn this point Mr. Baldwin says: "To understand the
situation of most of the old ruins in Central America, one
must know something of the wild condition of the country.
Mr. Squier says: 'By far the greater proportion of. the country
is in its primeval state, and cov.e red with dense, tangled, and
almost impenetrable tropical forests, rendering fruitless all at- '
tempts at systematic i~vestigation. There are vast traces untrodden by human feet, or traversed only by Indians who have
a superstitious reverence for the moss-covered, and crumbling
monum.e nts hidden in the depths of the wilderness. * * For
these and other reasons, it will be long before the treasures of
the past, in Central America, can become fully known.' A great
forest of this character covers the southe·r n half of Yucatan,
and extends far into Guatemala, which is half covered by it.
It extends also into Chiapa and Tabasco, and reaches into Honduras. The ruins known as Copan and P~lenque are in this
forest, not far from its southern edge. I ts vast depths have
never been much explored. There are ruins in it which none
but wandeTing natives have .ever seen, and so1ne, perhaps, which
no human foot has approached for ages. It is believed that
ruins exist in nearly every part of this vast wilderness." (Ancient Al.nerica, pp. 94. 95.)
1

CHAPTER XXV.

•

I

I

INDIRECT EXTERNAL EVIDENCES-AMERICAN ANTIQUITIES.
PRELI MINARY CoNSIDERATIONs----Continued.
III.

Of the Probability of Intercourse Between the East.ern and
Western Ffemispheres During J aredite and
N ephite Times.
Another remark should be made in these preliminary
observations, viz.: It cannot possibly be in conflict with the
Book of Mormon to concede that the northeastern coast o.f
America may ~ave been visited by .Norsemen in the tenth
century; or that Celtic adventur~rs even at an earlier date,
but subsequent to the .dose of the Nephite period, may have
found their way t~ America. _It might even be possible that
migrations came by way of the Pacific Islands to the western
shores of America. I tpink it indisputable that there have
been migrations from northeastern Asia into the extreme ·
north parts of N ~rth Amer_ica, by way of Behring s~raits, '
where the continents of Asia and North An1erica are separ_.
ated by a distance o! but thirty-six miles. The reasons for
this belief are first, -a positive identity of ~ace between the
Esquimaux of North America and the Esquimaux of northern Asia; and, second, a very clear distinction of race between the Esquimaux and the American Indians of all other
parts of North and South A1nerica.i
\

.

.

· iVivier de Saint Martin, in the new Dictionary of' Universal
Geography, article "American Ethnology," states that the tribes _
all along the Arctic Ocean known as the Esquimaux ar.e a race
absolutely distinct from all other Amercan natives, (De Roo,
"History of America Before Columbus," Vol. I., pp. 305, 309.
/
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None of these migrations are impossible or even improb~ble, though it n1ust be stated in passing that the proofs
for at least some of them rest, on no historical evidence.
Whether the theory that in ancient times the Phrenicians and
their colqnists, the Carthagenians, had intercourse with the
shores of A1nerican is true or not I cannot determine. The
·h.istoric:a.l evidence is insufficient to justify a positive opinion,
neither does my treatise on the subje_ct in hand require an
extend~d consideration of this question. It will be enough
to say that if there were such intercourse, both N ephite and
Jaredite records in the Book of Mormon are silent with reference to it. Yet it must be conceded that the records now
in hand, especially th~t of ~he Jaredite~, are but very limited
histories of these people. All we can say·is that no mention
of such intercourse is 1nade in these records, and yet it is
possible t~at the Phrenician vessels might have visited some
parts of the extended coasts of the vvestern ·world', and such
events receive no mention in the Jar~dite or N ephite record:,;
known to us.k
Equally unncessary is it for me to inquire whether or
not the ancient inhabitants of America "discovere·d Europe,"
. as some contend they did.z It is not impossible that between
the close of the N ephite period and the ·discovery of the western world by Columbus, American craft made their way to
European ·shores. And even should further investigation
prove that in N ephite or even in Jaredite times such voyages were made, it would not af feet the Book of Mormon

' H. BankAll these theories are considered at length in H.
crofts' "Native Races,'' Vol. V ., ch. i., and also in the "History
or..A1nerica Before Columbus," by P. De Roo, Vol. I., chs. v i and
Vlll.

lThe question is considered at length by De Roo in his
"History of America Before Columbus," Vol. I., ch. vii in support of which theory he quotes many authorities.
'
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and the inquiry we are making conc~rning it. As stated
in respect · of Phrenicians and other peoples making
their way to America's extended coasts, so it n1ay be said
with reference to~this other theory that Americans "discovered Europe," no mention is n1ade of such an event in the
Boo~ of Mannon .. But it should be rememoered that for the
history of the Jaredites we have but Moroni's abridgment of
Ether's twenty-four plates. Had we Ether's history of the
J aredites in full, it could be but a very limited history of so
great .a people, and for so long a period· sixteen centuries-'
barely an outline, and wholly inadequate to give one any
clear conception of their national greatness, the extent of
their migrations, or the grandeur of their civilization. And
yet, even of this brief history w·e have but an abridgment, of
which Moroni informs us he has not written an "hundredth
part." 111 · Hence our very limited knowledge of the Jaredites and their movements. While our knowledge of the Nephites is more extensive than our knowledge of the Jared~tes,
we have to confess its narrow limits also. The Book of Mormon is, it:i the n1ain, but an abridgment of the larger N ephite
records; and at the point where N ephite civilization reached
its fullest development, Mormon informs us that "a hundredth part of the proceedings of this people, yea, the account of the Lamanites, and of the N ephites, and their wars,
and contentions, and dissensions, and their preaching, and
their prophecies, and their shipping, and their building of
ships, and their building of temples, and of synagogues, and
their sanctuaries, and their righteousness, and their wick-·
edness, and · their murders, and their. robbings, and their
plunderings and all manner of abominations and whoredoms, cannot be contained in this work." " I repeat, then,
-

mEth.er xv: 33.
nHelaman iii: 14.
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even in Jaredite antl Nephite times voyages could have been
made from America to the shores of Europe, and yet no
mention of it be made in Nephite and Jaredite records no\v
known.
I know of but one utterance in the Book of Mormon
that would in any respect be against the probability of inter·course between the old world and the n~w, in Nephite times;
and that is found i~ the fol.l owing passage:
And behold, it is wisdom that this land should b.e kept as yet
from the knowledge of other nations; for behold, 1nany nations
would ' overrun the land, that there . would be no place for an
inheritance·. Wherefore, I, Lehi, have obtained a promise, that
inasmuch as those whom the Lord God shall bring out of the
land of Jerusalem shall keep his commandments, they shall
prosper - upon the, face of this land ; and they shall be kept
from all other nations, that they may possess this land unto
themselves. And if it so be that they shall keep his commandments," they shall be blessed upon the face of this land, and

there shall be none to molest them, nor to takei away the land
of their inheritance; and they_ shall dwell safely forever.o

This was uttered in the first half of the sixth century B.
C. It will be observed,
however, that the covenant with Lehi
I
was ,based upon the condition that those whom the Lord led
to the land of America 111ust keep his commandments ; a
condition which was complied with only in part, even during
N ephite supremacy ; and at the last it was wholly violated
on the part of both N ephites and Lamanites, and therefore
may be eliminated as a substantial objection to the idea of
intercourse between the old and the new w0rld even during
N ~phite times. Still, in a general way, this land was preserved unto the descendants of Lehi until the coming of
the Spania_rds in the fifteenth and sixte~nth centuries.

..

.

oIJ. Nep_h i i: 3-9.
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IV.

The W ester11, World Since the Close of the N ephite P erioa
-The Lamanite CiviJiza'tion.
I -

Other considerations that may- af feet the evidences of
American' antiquities to the Book of Mormon arise out of
the conditions which have
obtained
in the western world
since· the close of the N ephite period. What I have called
the N ephite ~eriod doses with the commencem~nt of t,he fifth
century A. D., and as it was tow~rds the close o the fifteenth century before America was discovered by the Spaniards
and made known to Europeans, there is a thousand years
during which time many things. may have }?.appened to affect
conditions in America by the .time it was discovered by the
Spaniards; and which,.at the time of that ·discovery,and now,
influence, not to say confuse, .~ur knowledge of American
antiquities; by indiscriminately mingling the a,:iciet}t with the.
modern, confounding local movements with more ancient
and general migrations, and mixing ~erely tribal events
with the national affairs of more ancient times, until things .
are rendered in soi:ne respects well nigh hnintelligible.
When the N ephites were overthrown in those last great
,battles about Cumorah, it appears tliat the victorious Lamanites were possessed with the most frenzied determination to
destroy the last vestige of civilization, g<?vernment, and religion; but :when they .had destroyed their enemies, the Nephites, they continued the fighting among themselves, until
the whole face of the land was one continual scene of intestine wars.P How long such conditions continued no one
knows,since the ~ook of Mormon closes with its sad story of
the overthrow of the N ephites, and there is nothing beyond

.

PSee Mormon, ch. viii: 1-11.

,
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this point-the early part of the ~ifth century A. D.-by
,vhich ,Ye can be guided. It is probable, ho\vever, that even
anarchy at last spent its forces; something li~e tribal relations· may have -been brought into existence to take the pla~e
of the more elaborate and complex forms· of government
which had been overthrown, and froni these may have arisen
confederacies of tribes as interest or fortune, good. or il !,
111ay ]~ave dictated, until at last something like semi-civiliza-tion bee-un· to arise out of the chaos which followed the destrnrt ion of the N ephites.
The I?addened Lamanites might succeed in d~stroying
every vestige of government, religion and that order of society which had prevaile1 -in former times, but the memory of
those things, and the, advantages of them, could not be oblite;:-ated; and the memory of them would bt an incentive to
strong minds to re-establish a settled order of things.
_ It should be remembered in this connection-as lending
probability to ·what is said here-that when the ancient distinctions of N ephite and Lamanite were revived in 231 A.
D. they no .longer stood the former for the descendants of
Nephi and his following and th~ latter for the descendants of
La1nan and his following, as in earlier times; nor did the
forn1er name now stand for a· civilized people, and·the latter
for a barbarous one, as'" they had done in some parts of former ages. In civilization the two parties stood equal, and re·mained so through the one hundred and seventy troubled
years \vhich followed. For more than two centuries following the appearance of the Messiah in the western world,
there had been but one. people on the land, and these followers of the Messiah-Christians. This was the American
golden age-the age of peace, of prosperi'ty, of expansion,
until both the continents were inhabited -by a numerous and
'-'
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happy people. Then came pride which follows wealth; and
corruption which follows ease. Sects arose wi~hin the church,
schism followed schism. Then the wicked, schismatica1 sects
persecuted the true follow·e rs of Christ. The old distinctions
of Lamanite and .N ephite were revived; and under these
names an internecine vvar was begun. The true followers of
Christ, who had taken the name of N ephites, unhappily fell
away 'from righteousness-were no longer C.hri?tians, in -·
fact, but foug_ht on under the na1ne the Christians had assumed unti~ the series of wars between the two parties ended in anarchy. This much to remind the reader that there
was no distinction in the matter of civilization 9uring this
perio.d between Lamanites and N ephites. After the fall of
the N ephite party-more proper than to say N ephite people
-followed the Lamanite wars anq anarchy; from which,
however, I have ventured the conjecture that there was a
revolt, and an effort made to return to settled orders of gov-.
ernment, and to ·some sort of civilization.
The last battles of the great and .long continued war
which epded in the destruction of the Nephite party, took
place south of the great lake region, about Cumorah ;·-and
to this part of the land had been drawn if not the'·buLk, then
certainly a ; very large proportion ,, of the
- inhabitants of the
land.q These moved southward in time, tribe pressing upon
tribe, as ocean wave press on ocean wave towards the
shore; 'a nd doubtless this movement of population southward
after t~e disaster at Cumorah, accounts for those universal
traditions found among the natives of Mexic;o and Central
A;merica of successive migrations from the north of powerful tribes or races who so much affected the political history
.,
•

qSee Mormon vi.

I

,
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of those coun tries.1·· As these tribes from the north reached
the old centers of population and civilization they revived
settled orders of government, fastened themselves up9n the
weaker inhabitants as their rulers, compelled industry among
the lower orders, gave encouragement to the arts that ministered to their ease and vanity, encouraged learning at least
among the . sacerdotal orders, and received the credit of
founding a new order of civ_ilization, when in reality it was
but a partial revivi°ng of a former civilization, upon which
they fastened the dark and loathsome La1nanite superstitioµs idolatry with its horrors of human sacrifice and cannibalism. I believe these conjectu'res to be warranted by the
fact that in several parts of the American continent, viz. :
rVery naturally there is much ~onfusion on the' subject of
migratory movements amonP- the ancient native inhabitants of
America, and this owing to the confounding of migrations from
the, old world with later intercontJnental movements. Also· there
is a great division of opinion among authorities upon the subject, some alleging, for instance, that the tribes who established
the civilization found in Mexico, by the Spaniards came from
the north-some from the nqrtheast, others .from the northw.e'St
while others insist that the movement was from Central America
northward. The controversy waged on this subject js too extensive to be introduced into this note or even into this work.
But I may here say that the disagreement among so many writers worthy of our respect grows out of the fact that there were
movements both north and south which leads to their confusion. We know from the Book of Mormon that the general
migratorv moven1ent of the N ephites at an early date·- 55 B. C.
-was from the south northward; while during the period of
peace which followed l\1es?iah's advent, ) there was unr.e stricted
movements· of population north and south between the two
continents. Then came the period of gathering in the• north continent, south of the great lakes, ending in the disaste·r about
Cumorah: then the movement of the people from the north southward 'to the old centres of population, and the reviving of civilized conditions; One class of writers seizes upon the fragmentary tradition conc.erning this northward mov.e ment for their
<;onclusion, while others seizes upon the tradition of the southward movement of their ·authority, and hence the conflict. Of
the traditions of the northern origin of the Aztecs Prescott remarks: "Traditions of the western, or northwestern origin were
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in Mexico, Central America, and Peru, a civiliz~tion of no
rnean degree of advancement was found to exist at the time
nf the arrival of the Spaniards; and, indeed, there .a re not
wanting authorities ~ho assert that the -civilization found in
America by the Spaniards, both in Mexico and Peru, was
equal fo their ow~.. Such is the assertion of Dr. John W.
Draper who says, in speaking of the crimes of Spain:
From Mexico and Peru a civilization that might have instructed Europe was crus·h ed out. * * * * It has been her.
[Spain's] evil ·destiny to ruin two civilizations, Oriental and
Oc~idental. * ·* * In ·America she destroyed races· mor~
civilized than herself.s
found among the more barbq.rous tribes, and _by the Mexicans
were preserved both orally and in their hieroglyphical maps,
wher.e the different stages of their migrations are carefully noted.
But who, .at this day, shall read them? They are admitted to
agree, howeyer, in repres.e·nting j he populous north as the prolific hive of the American races. In this quarter were placed
their Aztlan, and their Huehu.etapallan; the oright abode of their
ancestors, whose warlike exploits rivalled those which the Teu·tonic nations have recorded of Odin and the mythic heroes of
Scandinavia. From this quarter the Toltecs, the Chichemecs,
and the kindred race~ of the Nahuatlacs, came successively
up the great plateau of the Andes, spreading over its hills and
valleys, down t<;> the Gulf of Mexico." (Conquest of Mexico, Vol.
IL, pp. 137, 138) Also Nadaillac speaking of the invaders of the
valley of M.e·xico says:· "All these men, whether Toltecs, Chichimecs, or Aztecs, believed that their People came from the north,
and migrated southward, seeking more fertile lands, more genial
climates, or perhaps driven before a more warlike race; one
wave of emigration succeeding another. We must, according to
this tradition, seek in more northern regions the cradle of the
Nahuatl race·. " (Pre-Historic America, p. 13). Baldwin, quoting Brasseus de Bourbourg and Sahagun allows a northeast
migration for the Toltecs (Ancient America, pp; 200, 202, but
insists that the- Aztecs who succeeded these races in the occupation of the valley of Mexico .came from the south. (pp. 217, 218).
This view of the southern origin for the Aztecs is also maintained at some length and by an extensive citation cf authorities
by Bancroft. (Native Races, Vol. V., ch. iii).
sintellectual Development of Europe, Vol. II., pp. 166-167.
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Nadaillac remarks:
To sum up, every thing goes to prove that the ancient
races of Central America posse•ssed an advanced culture, exact
ideas on certain arts and sciences, and remarkable technical
knowiedg.e . As pointed out in 1869, by Morgan, in the North
American Review, the Spanish succeeded in destroyng in a few
years a civilization undoubtedly superior in many respects to
that which they endeavored to substitute for it.t

Prescott places scarcely less value upon it. He says :
Enough has , been said, ho'!ever, t(? show that the Aztec
and Tezcucan races were advanced in civilization very far beyond
the wandering tribes of North America. The degree of civilization which they reached, as inferr.ed by their political institutions, may be considered perhaps, not much short of that enjoyed by our Saxon ancestors, under Alfred [849-901 A. D.]. In
resp~ct to the nature of it, ·they may be better compared with
the Egyptians; and the examination of their social relations
and culture may suggest still stronger points of resemblance
to that ancient people.u ·

H . H . Bancroft says:
This, however, ~ may safely claim; if the preceding pages inform us aright, then were the Nahuas, the Mayas, and the subor- ·
dinate and lesse~ civilization ~urrounding these, but little lower
than the contemporaneous civilization of Europe and Asia, and
not nearly ·so low' as we have hitherto been le·d to suppose.v

John D. Baldwin, writing in 1871, says:
We are told repeatedly that the Spaniards employed "Mexican masons" and fougd them "very expert" in the arts of building
'Pre-Historic America, p. 386.
, "Conquest of Mexico, Vol. I., pp. 57, 58.
vNative Races, Vol. IL, pp. 804, 805!
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and plastering. Ther.e is no good
reason to doubt that the
.
civilized condition of th~ country when the Spaniards found it
was superior to what it has "been at any time since the conquest.w

Tezcuco and Mexico are both Known to be comparati;ely m·o dern cities, Mexico itself being founded no earlier
than 1325 A. D., and Prescott, in speaking of an era of prqsperity which followed the trippl_e alliance of the states of
Mexico, Tezcuco, and Tlacopan says:
The Aztec capital, [Mexico] gave evidence of public prosperity. Its frail tenements were supplanted by solid structures
of stone and lime. * * * * The dimensions of whifh, covering the sa1ne ground, were much larger than those of the
modern capital of Mexico.x '

Bis description ·of the valley of Mexico, and its cities,
fields and orchards, when first beheld by the invading Spaniards under Cortez, is as folows:
Stretching far away at their feet, were seen noble forests
of oak, sycamore, and cedar, and beyond, yellow fields of maize
a~d the towering maguey, intermingled with orchards. and
blooming gardens; for flowers, in such demand for their religious
festivals, were even more abundant in this populous valley than
in other parts of Anahuac. - In the ce11tre of the great basin
were beheld the lakes, occupying tl; en a much larger portion of its
surface than at present; their borders thickly studded with towns
and hamlets, and, in the midst-like some Indian empr.e·ss with
her coronal or pearls-t11e fair City of Mexico, with her white
towers and pyramidal temples, repqsing, as it were, on the
bosom of the waters-the far-famed 'Venice of the Aztecs.'
High over all rose th~ royal hill of Chapolte-pec, the residence of
the Mexican monarchs, crowned with the sanie grove of gigantic
wAncient America, (Baldwin) n. 215.
xConquest of Mexico, (~rescott) Vol. I., p. 39.
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cypresses, which at this day fling their broad shadows ov.er the
land. In the distance beyond the blue waters of the lake, and
nearly screened by intervening foliage, was seen a shining
speck-, the rival capital of Tezcuco, and, still further on, the dark
belt of prophyry, girdling the valley around, like a rich setting
which nature had devised for the fairest of her jewels.Y

From .the statements of Bernal Diaz we are also justified in believing that a somewhat similar state of civilizationobtained in Yucatan and other parts of Central America.
While the well-known works of Squier/ Baldwin, Rivero
and Tschudi,a, and the very excellent and popular volun1es
of Prescott on Peru, justify us in the belief that while differing somewhat in its character, the civilization of Peru was
equal and even supedor in some respects-to that of Mexico at the time of the conquest; and the empire of the Incas
was even more extensive than that of the Montezu1nas.
The civilization in A1nerica upon the advent of the
Spaniards-since there is no substantial historical evidence
of foreign migrations in ~hich it could have had its originmust have arisen, as already suggested, from among the Lamanites after the fall of the N1e phites at Cumorah-it was
Lamanite civilization. I would not have the reader form too
exalted an opinion of that civilization, how'ever. It found its
chief expression, where it attained its hig~est development_,
in the existence of numerous cities, palaces, and temples; in
the existence of regular pursuits of industry, of agriculture,
and manuactures; in a settled order of society, a regular
order of governn1ent, and a fixed establishment of religion.
YConquest of Me~ico, (Prescott) Vol. I., p. 354. '
z,Peru, Incidents of Travel and Exf)loration of the Land of
the Incas, E. George Squier, M. A. F. S. A.
aPeruvian' Antiquities, by Rivero and Tschuli; the former
director of the National Museun1 at Lima,_ the latter a doctor
of philo~ophy and medicine.
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So far as these conditions make for civilization, Mexico,
some parts of Central America, and Peru can be said to be
civilized. But after. this is said it must be claimed that much
wa.s lacking in the conditions existing in those · parts of
America in order to rriake them conform to the generally accepted idea of civ.ilization. 'Fhe governn1ents were cruel despotisms; the industrial system reduced the masses to conditions scarcely removed from abject slavery; the religion of
Mexico and Central America, at least, were the darkest, the
most sanguinary) and repulsive described in the annals of
human history; while the revolting practice of refined canni~
balism was more widespread and horrible than among any
other people whatsoever._ These and m_any .o ther considerations, too numerou~ !o mention in detail, must forbid our
entertaining exalted n_otions of this , Lamani~e civilization.
We shall see as we proceed with the unfoldment of our evidences, that these horrible conditions were but the natural
outgrowth of Lamanite tendencies through all 'the course of
their history.
V.

Of the Writers on American Antiquities.
. Still another remark · is necessary in these preliminary
observations. The authorities . upon which we have to depend for our know ledge of American antiquities are wide1y conflictiµg. There is not one that may be followed unreservedly, and it is impossible to say with any degree of exactness what is even the concensus of opinion of authorities
upon very many subjects, so widely divergent and conflicting
are their views. This conflict of opinion extends t9 such
important subjects as the following: Who were the first inhabitants of A1nerica? Were they indigenous races, or is
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their presence in America due to migration? If due to migration, from what lands did they come? yvas there. one
or several migrations? What was the coutse of their migration? Are they of one or a number of distinct races? Are
the n1onuments of civilization found in America ancient or
modern? Do they represent the civilization of vanished
races, or are they the work of the n1ost v~ry ·remote ancestors
of the Indians? Is the ·civilization represented by these monuments really of a very high order, or was it ~ut a step or
two removed from savagery? In suppo~J of any one of
these conflicting opinions about America's ancient inhabitants and their civilization one need not be .tt loss to find
respectable authorities.· One may support with honored
names
. in this field of research the. Lost Tribes of Israel theory of the origin of the American Indians ; the M,al,ay theory of origin; the Phrenician theory; the Egypt!,an, the At--'
lantic, and a number of other minor theories.
b One can ar.
ray a formidable list of authors in favor of the indigenou.5
theory of origit:1 or ancient American civilization; and perhaps a still Jonger and equally learned list of authorities in
favor of ar exotic· origin. All of which makes it evident
that w·riters ~1pon t~e subject are to be· weighed ·as well a.,
counted; an<l also warns us that in the presence of such a
diyersity of opinjons many things pertaining to American
antiquities must remain open questions. It must be remembered that as yet, so far as man's researches are concerned,
but little is really known about ancient America. "That,''

a

~

b"Under the broad range allowed by a descent from the sons
of Noah,'' says Mr. John L. Stephens, to whom we are indebted
for most e:e~-e~lent works .o!1 American antiquities, "the Jews,
the Canaan1ties, the Phoen1c1ans, the Carthaginians, the Greeks
the Scythians in ancient times; the Chinese, the Swedes, th~
Norwegians, the Welsh, and the Spaniards in modern have had
ascribed to them the honor of peopling America." Central
America, Vol ~., .PP· 96, 97.)
II-~S
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as a Frenchman remarks, "has yet to ·be discovered." True,
many of her ancient mon~ments have been located, but they·
seem ~o tell a different story to each explorer who looks
upon them. - Th~re are not wanting stone tablets of hieroglyphics, and· anci~nt documents writ on skins and paper ;c
but up .to the present time they are sealed boo\ks ~ven to the
learned. Meantime no. Rosetta Stone is. discoveredd. to furnish ~he key: to their decipherment, and no learned American
Champolliop. as yete comes forward to reveal their mystery.
In considering authorities upon American antiquities,
one thing should be especially observed: one should be upon
' and bias of the early writers; ·
his guard against the credulity
and equally upon his _guard against the s.kepticism and bias
of the more modern ones. The former, liying in an -~ge of
superstition and· credulity _a nd having special interests to
serve, woµld have us believe too much; the latter, living in
an age super-critical and· doubting, w·ould have us believe
too little. There is no doubt but what the Spanish writers
connected with the c9nquest of America c.olored their narrative~ to give importance in the eyes of their countrymen 'in
Europe to the events with which .they were associated; and·
they likely exaggerated whatever had such a tendency.
Hence greater empires, more formidable armies and more
, imposing civilizations than really existed in America at the
time of the conquest were described. So with the missionaries who accompanied the first European expeditions an,l
those that immediately followed _them. Th~y sometimes

' contents
cThert are eight or ten such collections. Their
for the mo·st ,part, are published in Lord Kingsborough's monumental w.ork. A list of them and a description will also be
found in Bancroft's Native Races, Vol. II:, ch. xvii.
dSee chapter i., pp. 12..:14.
.
el t was the French linguist and archeologist; Jean Francois
Champollion, who discovered from the Rosetta Stone the key to
the Egyptian hieroglyphics.
I

t•
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very likely saw analogies between the Christian faith and
some of the traditions and superstitions of the natives
where none existed. So closely did some of the native
traditions and ceremonies resemble Catholic Christian
dogma and rites that the ~ver zealous priests came to the
conclusion that the devil had in America counterfeited
some parts of the Christian religion and intermixed
it with the native paganism, the better to encompass th~
damnation of the natives and hinder the progress ot the
Christian religion. This led to the destruction of many Aztec 111anuscripts which were regarded by some of the riests
as ,vor {S on 1nag1c, an 1n o er ways were sµpposed to uphold the idolatry of the natives. This idea strongly impressed
the first archbishop of Mexico, Don Juan de Zumarraga/
who frQ.Q!._ a number of cities caused large quantities of the
native manuscripts to be collected and destroyed. The collection from Tezcuco ·was especially large, since-as Prescott describes it-'fezcuco was "the great depository of the
national archives-:5 T.he archbishop caused these calJected
_!panuscripts "to be piled up in a 'mouotaio]ike beap.,'-as it
is called by the Spanish w·riters themselves-in the market
place at Tlateloco and reduced them all to ashes. * * ·*
The unlettered soldi~ry were not slow in imitating the example of their prelate. Every chart and volume which fell into
their hands was wantonly destroyed: so that when the scolars of a later and more enlightened age anxiously sought to
recover some ·o f these memorials of civilization, n_early all
had perished, and the few surviving were jealously hidde"n
by the natives."g And thus was destroyed materials which
might have gone far towards solving the mystery that enshrouds the people and dvilizatio~ of ancient America. '·..

-

fBorn 1486, died 1549.
gConquest of Mexic~l. I., pp. 89, 90.

,
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These native records were more numerous than they are
generally thought to be. Baldwin, in speaking of the people
of Central America and Mexico says: "The ruins show
th~t they had the art of w·riting, and that at the south this art ·
was m9re developed, rnore like a phonetic system of writing
than we find in -use among the Aztecs. The inscriptions of
Palenque, and the characters used in some of the manuscript books that have been preserved, are not the same as
the.Mexican picture writing. It is known that books of· manuscript writings were abundant among t~em in the ages
previous to the Aztec period. * * * . Las Casas wrote
on this point as follows: 'It should be known that in all the
commonwealths of these
countries, in the kingdoms of New
,
Spain and elsew_here, among other professions duly filled by
suitable persons was that of chronicler and· historian. These
chroniclers had knowledge of the origin of the kingdoms,
and of whatever relates to religion and the gods, as well as
to the founders of towns ·and cities. They recorded the history of kings, and of the modes of their election and succession; of their labors, actions, wars, and ,memorable d~eds,
good and bad.; of the virtuous men or heroes of former
days, their great deeds, the wars they had waged, and how
they had distinguished themselves ; who had been the earliest settlers, what had been their ancient customs, their triumphs, and defeats. They knew, in fact whatever pertained
to history, and were able to give an account of all past
events. * * ~
* * Our priests have seen those books, and
t myself have seen them likewise, though many were burned
at the insdgation of the 1nonks, who were afraid they might
impede the work of conversion.' Books such as those here
described by Las Casas must have contained important historical information. The older books, belonging to the ages ·
of Copan and Palenque, went to decay doubtle~s long pre-
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vious to his time, in the wars and revolutions of the Toltec period, or by the wear of time. The later books, not
otherwise lost, were destroyed by Aztec and Spanish vandalism."h
Respecting native w~iters following the conquest, they
were n1en who acquired the Spanish language and wrote on
the history of their people either in Spanish, or, if in their
own language they employed the Spanish alphabet-of them
it is said, and one may readily admit the reasonableness of
the statement-"n1ost of them were thoroughly imbued \vith
the spirit of their converters, and their writings as a clas3
are subject to the same criticism."i
Naturally these native writers would emphasize that
which would glorify their own country and exalt the character of its civilization; belonging to a conquered racethe soreness of the conflict past-they would be· but too
prone to please, in order ·to stand in favor with, their conquerors; while their religious zeal would prompt them to
find as many analogies as possible betw·een their old faith
and the one to which they were converted. All of which
would tend to exaggeration in the same general direction
as that followed by the early Spanish writers. But because
of these tendencies to exaggeration it does not follow that
all the ,vorks of early Spanish or native writers on America are to be described as. of no value or even as of little
value.
As justly ren1arked by H. H. Bancroft, "Do we reject
all the events of Greek and Roman history, because the historians believed that the sun revolved about the earth, and
attributed the ordinary phenomena of nature to the actions
of the in1aginary gods? * * * And finally, can we rehAncient Am.e rica, pp. 187, 188, J. D. Baldwin.
•Native Races, Bancroft, Vol. V., p. 147.
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j ect the statements of able 'and conscientious men-many of
whom devoted their lives to the.study of aboriginal character
and history, from an honest desire to do the natives goodbecause they d~em_themselves bound by their priestly vows
to draw scriptural conclusions.
. and the fear of ·the
. inquisition
,
from each native tradition? The same remarks apply to the
writings of converted and educated natives, influenced,to a
great degree, by their teachers; more prone, perhaps, to exaggeration through national prid'e, but at the same time better acquainted with the native hieroglyphics. To pronounce
all these works deliberately executed ' forgeries, as a few
modern writers have ~one, is too ·absurd to require refutation."j And to th~s I would add a protest against that spirit
of skepticism which in 'these same modern writers; when
they do not pronounce the works referred to by Bancroft as
forgeries, insist upon so far discrediting them by their
sophistries of criticism that they might as well pronounce
them outright. forgeries. Undoubtedly the trend of modern
writers is in support of the theory both of an inqigenous
people and civilization for America, and the latter of no very
high order. In support of this theory they do not hesitate
to discredit most of the native traditions recorded by the
earlier writers, which tell of migrations of their ancestors
from distant countries; of #golden ages pf prosperity and
peace, and qf an ancient, splendid civilization. It is difficult to determine always which is most to be discounted, the
writers through whom the traditions of the glorious past are
I

. · jNative Races, Vol. V., pp. 145, 146. The whole chapter from
which the above passage is quoted deals with the· subject ·of the
early writers on ancient America, and could with profit be considered by the r.eade·r. W. H . Prescott also has a very choice
set of notes on the subject of the same · class of writers in his
first book on the conquest of Mexico, especially those notes
following each chapter on some special authority on whom he
mainly relies for the statem.e nts in his text.
·
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transmitted to us, or those who would dismantle that part of
its glory and present us with an ancient America undeveloped beyond the poiQt of middle savagry. Perhaps in this,
as in so many other things where man's
prejudices are in,
valved, the truth will be found at about an equal distance be.tween th~ two extremes; and even under ·this adjustment of
the conflicting claims of authorities, I am sure we shall find
much that will be in an incidental ·way support the claims of
the Book ·of Mormon.
·

I

... _...., ..-

;
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CHAPTER XXVI. ·
INDIRECT EXTERNAL EVIDENCES-AMERICAN ANTIQUITIES.

Continued.
The Book of Morf!lon, as already stated, requires· the
evidence of the existence of a very ancient civilization in the
north continent of America, with its central and most enduring n1onuments in our Central American sta~es. Also the
evidences of a later civilization somewhat overlaying and intermixed with the former: the monuments ·of these two civilizations, however, may be somewhat confused by the rise of
another, though inferior civilization during the thousand
years immediately preceding the advent ~f the Spaniard~ in
America, which had begun to raise itself out o"f that chaos of
'
confusion .i_n to which things were thro~n
by the destruction
of the N ephites and their government. Under these circumstances it may be extrem·ely difficult to separate these antiquities and assign each group to its proper division. But
this much we feel confident can be. done; evidence can. be adduced that such ancient civilizations did exist; that the monuments of one has overlaid' and intermixed with the others;
that the central location of tl;ie first was in our Central States
of America, and so far as such evidence is adduced, to that
extent the claims of the Book of Mormon will be sustained.
In the presentation ofsuch evictence I can only take the humble part of compiler of it from ·the writings of others, since
I lay n_o cfaim to original investigation of the matter; and
even in the work of presenting the utterances of conceded
authorities upon the subject, one stands momentarily con- fused, not because of the ladk of matter to present to the
reader, but jn the 1natter of selecting from the great mass
~

.
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those passages suitable for our limited space, and which shall
be most direct and convincing. With so mu~~ by way of in~roduction, then, I present first of all:I.

'
'

The Evidence of the Existence of Ancient Civilizations in
America.
Considering the vast extent of these remains, [i. e. of ancient
cities, pyramids and · te1n.ples] ·spreading over more than half
the continent, and that in Mexico~ and South America, after
the lap~e of an unknown series. of ages, they still retain much.
of anci~nt grandeur which "Time's effacing fingers" have failed
to obliterate, it is certainty ·no wild flight of the imagination to
conjecture that i~ ancient times, even coeval with the spread of
science in the east, ·empires may have flourished here that would
vie in power and extent with the Babylonian, the Median, or the
Persian; and cities that might have rivale·d Ninevall, and Tyre,
and Sidon; for of these empires and these cities, the plains
of Asia now exhibit fewer, and even less imposing relics, than
ar.e found of the former inhabitants of this country.b
We venture to say that the aboriginal inhabitants of our
hemisphere have not till this day received their meed for ancient
bravery, .nautical skill, and wonderful attainments in geography
and in every branch of material advanc.e ·ment and of civilization
generally. Ancient prehistoric America was, indeed, a civilized
world. * * * * Proceeding from north to south, we find
from distance to distance unmistakable traces of mighty, skilful,
and learned nations that had either wholly disappeared from the
face of the earth, or had become degenerated and degraded to
such an extent as to ~.e irrecognizable at the time of not only
the Spanish,
but even of the North1nan [tenth century]
dis,
.
coveries. * * * * The Mayas [Central America] were intellectual giants, indeed. The ruins of their vast public works,
of the.ir costly edifices, of their sculptures and paintings, and of

1

bHistory of United States, Marcus Wison, Books' I., American Antiquities, p. 94.
'

I
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their finely carved symbolic writings attest the height of a
civilization of whkh w.e might ·w.ell be proud today.· An9 ):_e t
all these evidences of a glorious past lay buried ·for long centuries before ~oumbus' dis~ov~ry in the virgin forests of Yu ...
catan. PaJenque, Ux_mal, Copan, and several other ruined cities
of Central Americ a are as grand and beautiful monuments on
the ce~eteries of the New World as are Troy, Babylon, and
Thebes on those of the Old; and thefr antiquity does not seem
to be less venerable. They certainly pertain to ~merica's remotest period. They were ruins more than they are now, in the
sixteenth century; the native of the neighboring region ' knew
nothing. of their origin, and no notice what.erv.e r or the existence
of such cities appears in the annals of the surrounding civilized
nations during the eight or nine centuries preceding the Spanish
conquest. Bancroft is even of the opinion that the Maya grandeur
was already at its height several c.enturi.e•s before Christ.'

~fter speaking of various evidences of civilization in
A.merica, N adaillac remarks :

..
\
But we need not give any further account of these great
discoveries) 1We must return to the companions of Cortez to tell
of _the new · wonders which awaited them.
Even in the most
~emote districts in the primeval forests covering Chiapas, Guatemala, Honduras, and Yucatan; where through the dense undergrowth a passage· had often to be; forced, axe in hand; statues,
columns, hieroglyphics, unoccupied villages, abandoned palaces,
and stately ruins rose on every side, mute witnesses of P.ast
ages and of vanished races. Everywhere the conquerors were
met by tokens, not only of a civilization even more ancient and
probably more advanced than that of the races they subjugated,
but also of struggles and wars, those scourges of hum·anity ' in
every race and every clime.a

Continuing further on in his admirable work, the same
writer says:
cHistory of Am.erica Before Columbus, P. De Roo, Vol. I.,
pp .. 173, 176, 177, 178.
'
dPre-Historic America, pp. 10, 11.
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Undoubtedly America bears witness to a venerable past; and
without admitting the claims of some recent authors who are
of opinion that when Europe was inhabited by _wandering savages, whose only weapons were ropghly hewn of stone, Am.erica
was alrea~y peopled by men who built cities, raised monuments,
and had attained to a high degre·e of culture, ·we must admit that
their civilization and social organization can only have become
what it was by degre.e s. * * * To_g ect the. monuments of
Mexico and ·Peru, the yet more ancient ones of Central America
~the singular resemblance of which, in some particulars, to the
temples and palaces of Egypt, strike the archaeologist-must ·
have requir.ed ·skilled labor, a numerous population, and an established priesthood, such as could have developed only during
the lapse of centuries. * * .* * To _sum up; multitudes of
races and nations have arisen upon the American~continent and
have disappeared, leaving no trace, but. rui~s, mounds, a few
wrought stones, or fragments of pottery.I

.,,

In the New World, mysterious mounds and gigantic. earth
works arrest our attention. Here we find deserted mines, and
the·re we can trace the sites of ancient camps and fortifications.
The Indians of the p·rairies seem · to be intruders on a fairer
civilization. We find here evidences of a teeming population.
In the presence of thei~ imposing ruins, we can not think that
nomadic savages built them. They give evidences rather of a
people having fixed habitations, and seem to imply the possession of a higher civilization than that of the Indians. These
questions demand solution; but how shall we solve the problem?
Save here and ther.e a deserted camp, or a burial mound, containing ~erhaps articles of use or adornment, all traces have
vanished. T~eir earth-works and •mounds are being rapidly
le\'eled by the plow of modern times, and the scholar of Jhe
future can only learn from books of their mysterious builders.
I!!- Iv1exico, and further south, we find the ruins of great cities.
To the student of antiquity, these far surpass in interest the
rt:ined cities of the Nile or Euphrates valley. Babylon of old,
with its walls, tower.s,- and 12leasure resorts, was indeed wong~rful. In our own land cities, if not as ancient, yet fallen in more

-

~.

!Pre-Historic America, pp. 13, 14.

-
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picturesque ruin, r~ward the labors of the explorer. l!xmal,
Copan, and Palenque, invite our attention. Here are hier.ogly'ihics in abundance, but no Rosetta Stone supplies the key, by
whose aid a Champollion can unrav.e l the mystery.e
Closely enveloped_in the dense forests of Chiapas, Guate1nala,
Yucatan, and Honduras, the ruins of several ancient cities have
been di:;covered, which are far superior in extent and magnifi- .
cence to any seep . in Aztec territory. '* * * Most of thes.e
cities were abandoned and more· or less unknown at the time
of the conquest. They bear hieroglyphic inscriptions apparently identical in character; in other respects they resemble each
other more than they resemble the Aztec ruins-or even other
and appar.ently later works in Guatemala, and Hond\,lras. All
these remains bear evident marks of great antiquity. Their
existence and similarity, the occupation of the whole country
at some remote period by nations far advanced in civilization,·
and closely allied in manners and custo~s, if not in blood and
language. Furthermore, the traditions of several of the most
advanced nations point to a widespread civiliz~tion introduced ,,,
among a numerous and powedul people by Votan and Zamna,
who, or their successors, built the cities referred to, and founded
great · allied empires in Chiapas, Yucatan, an.d Guatemala; and
moreover, the tradition is confirmed by the universality of one
,)
family of languages or dialects spoke•n am.ong the civilized nations, and a1nong their descendants to this day.g
T.,ha.t th~opulation of Central America (and io this term
I include Mexico) '::Y...as ~ one time very den_se, and had atta.ined
to a high degree of civilization, _hjgher even than that of Europe
in tfie 1'iine of Columbus, there can he no miestian; awl it is also
probable, as, I hav.e hown
t the o i inal
the
white race. '
.
., _, - I'
~Finally, from all we can gather from tl:iis momentous subject, we are compelled from the overwhelming amount of evidence to admit that mighty nations, .with ;lmost unbounded empire, with various degrees of improvement, have occupied the
I

,

eThe Pre-Historic World, or Vanished Races, E. A. Allen,
introduction, pp. 23, 24.
gN ativ.e Races, Vol. IL, pp. 116, 117, Bancroft.
hAtlantis, (Donnely) p. 349.
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continent, and that, as in the old world, empire• has succeed
empire, rising one out of the other, from. the jarring interests
of the unwieldly a.nd the ferocious mass-so also in this.i
"

The foregoing is perha~ sufficient for the· purpose of
establishing the. m,ere fact of ·the existence of extensive and
highly developed civilization in America.· Especjally as many
of the quotations on some of ithe other divisions of the subject will also bear upon this point. I now take up the mat,
ter of the chief centers of those old civilizations.
II.

Chief Centers of Ancient American Civi!izatiori.
The following is from Baldwin's "Ancient America:''
It has been said,. not without reason, that the civilization
found in Mexico · by Spanish conquerors consisted, to a larg.e
extent, of "fragments from the wreck that befell the American
civiliz~tion of ~ntiquity." 1'o find the chief seats and most
abundant remains of the most remarkable civilization of this
old American race, we must . go still farther south into Central
America and some of the more southern states of Mexico. Here
ruins of many ancient cities have b.een discovered, cities which
must have been deserted and left to decay in ages previous to the
beginning of the Aztec supremacy. Most of these ruins w.e·re
ifound buried in dense forests, where, at the time of the Spanish
conquest, they had be.en long hidden from observation.i

Marcus Wilson, in speaking of the central location of
the ancient America c~vilization and its probable "radiating
points," says:
It is believed that the western shores of this continent, and
perhaps both Mexico and Pe·ru-equally distant from the equator,
and in regio~s the most favorable for the increase and the support of human life, were the radiating points of early Am.erican
civilization; from which, as from the hearts of empire, pulsation
after P.ulsation sent forth their streams of-life throughout the
iAmerican Antiquities, Priest, p. 186.
iAnci.eint America, (Baldwin) pp. 92, 93.
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whole continent. But the spread of civilization appears to have
been restricted, as we might reasonably exp.e ct to find it, to
those portions
of the continent where the rewards of agriculture
J
•
would support a numerous pqpulation. Hence, following the
course of the civilization by th~ remains, it has left us, we find
it limited by the .barren regions of upper. Mexico, and the snows
pf Canada on the !lorth, and the frosts of Patagoni on the south;
and while in Mexico and Peru are found its grandest and most
:numerous monuments, on the outskirts they dw indle away in
numbers and in importance.k
In the Central American region of the western continent are
found ruins of w hat are p~onounced by _a ll scholars to be the
highest civilization, and th.e most ancien~ in time, of any in the
New World. There it arose, flourished, and tottered to its fall.
I ts Glory had departed, its cities weTe a desolation, before
the coming of the Spaniards. * * * * The most important
ruins are in ~he modern states of Honduras; Guatemala, Chiapas,
and especially Yucatan, the northern portion of this peninsula being literally studded with them. The river Usumacinta, and
its numerous tributari.e'S flowing in a northern direction through
Chiapas is regarded as the original home of the civilization)
whose ruins we are now to describe. From whence the tribes
came that first settled in this valley is as yet an unsettled point.
We notic.e that w e have her.e another instance of the influence
that fertile river valleys exert upon tribes settling therein. The
sto_ries told us of the civilization that flourished in primitive
times in the valley of the Euphrates and the Nile are not m.ore
wonderful-the ruins perhaps not more impressive-than ar.e the
traditions still extant, or the material remains fallen in picturesque ruins, of the civilization that ,once on a time held sway
in the Usumacinta valley.l
'

I

I

I

~

1

-

.

.
'
kHistory of the Unit~d States, Book I.. Am.
e•r ican Antiquitiesr
pp. 93, 94.
·
lThe Pre-Historic World, or Vanishe~ Races, by E. A. Allen
(1885) pp. 564, 566. I quote this passage U_P,On the location, extent
and grandeur of the ancient ruins of Central America with the
greater pleasure because Mr. Allen is one of the authors who,
as far as possible, discount the extent, greatness and very remote
antiquity of the civilization repre:;ented by American ruins;
though for all this his w ork is one of the most conscientio1·s and
valuable upon the subject.
1
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Wherever there was a centre of civilization, that is, wherever the surroundings favored the development of c~lture, tribes
of different stocks enjoyed it to neat_:ly an equal degree, as in central Mexico and Peru. By them it was distributed, and thus
sliaded off in all directions.m

· If\

pj:ief ,desci:J~,i,fi!!//1 of some of . these ruins of Central
1
Am~pca cannof)~\1Y
f° ···
·s point to be both instructive and
inte.resting. I
. .
the description of Copan which,
by mut;ua~ con ..J~F''authorities, we may reg~rd as one of
the most famous
also the most ancient of American
::··

COPAN.

The ruins are situated in the west part of the modern
state of Honduras, on the left bank of the Copan river,
which empties into the Montague. The name Copan is applied to the ruins because of their vicinity to an adjoining
hamlet of that name, so that Copan, is not to be regarded as
the true name of the ancient city. An~ now I quote the description from the works of John L. Stephens to whom the
world is chiefly indebted for its knowledge of Central American ruins, I omit, however, the references to plans and engravings which occur in his excellent work:

-

The extent along the river, as ascer.tained by monu1nents.
still found, is more than two miles. There is one monument on
the opposite side of the river, at the distance of a mile, on t~e
top of a mountain two thousand feet high. Whether the city
ever crossed the river, and exte·nded to that monument, it is
impossible to say. I believe not. At the rear is an unexplored
forest, in which there may be ruins. Ther.e are no remains of
palaces or private buildings, and the principal part is that which
j

mThe AmeTican Races, Daniel G. Brinton, p. 44.'
. nBancroft, Native Races, · p. 81, aLo pp. 82, 1G4.
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stands on the bank of the river, and may, .perhaps,
with proJ
priety 'be called the Temple.
The temple is an ohlong enclosure. The front or river wall
ex tends on a right line north and south six h_u ndred and twe~tyfour feet, and it is from sixty to ninety feet in height. It is
made of cut stones, from three to six .feet in Ieng-th, and a foot
and a half in breadth. In many places the stones have been
thrown down by ·b ushes growin_g o
e crevices, and in one
place there is a small opening, fro
e ruins are sometimes called by th.e Indians, Las Ventanas,
he windows. The
·other three sides consist of ranges of s
and pyramidal struc•
tures, rising from thirty to one hundre
d ·f orty feet in height
on the slope. The w hole lin.ei survey is
thousand eight hundred and sixty-six feet, which, though gigantic and extraordinary
for a ruined structure of the aborigines, that the reader's imagination n1ay not mislead him, I consider it necessary to. say, •
is not so large as the base of the gr.eat pyramid of .Ghizeh. · * *
Near the southwest corner of the ··~iver wall and the south
wall is a recess, which was probably once occupied by a colossal monument fronting the water, no part of which is now
visible; probably it has fallen . arid be.en broken, and the fragments have been buried or washed away by the floods in the
rainy season. Beyond are the ruins of two small p yramidal
structures, to the largest of which is attached a wall running
along the w est bank of the river; this appears to have been
one of the principal walls of the city; and between the two
~yramids th.ere seems to have be.e·n a gateway or principal entrance from the water.
The south wall runs at right angles to the river, beginning ,,
with a range of steps· about thirty feet high, and each step about ·
eighteen· inches square. At the southeast corner is a massive
pyramidal structure one hundred and twenty feet high on the
slope. On the right are other remains of terraces and· pyramidal
buildings; and here also was probably a gateway, by a passage
about twenty feet wide, into a quadrangular area tw<;> hundred
and fifty feet square, two sides of which are massive pyramids
one hundred and twenty feet high on the slope.
At the foot of these structures, and in different part's qf
the quadrangular ai-.ea, are numerous remains of sculpture... ·At
I

...

•

I
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one point is a clossal monument richly sculptur.ed, fallen, and
ruined. Behind it fragments of sculpture, throw_µ from their
place .by trees, are strewn and lying loose on the side of the
pyramid, from the base to the top; and among them · our attention was forcibly arrested by rows of death's heads of gigantic
proportions, still standing iri thei'r plac.e'S about half w;y up the
side of t~e pyra1nid; the effect was ·extraordinary. ·
.

..

.....~-~2t~
. ..
-1.~ .....,.

JI

•

JH.ere follows t!1Jf aescription of the gigantic stone mon. uments or· carved -i~tfes which .. were doubtless the idols of
the ancient inhabi~ants of Copan. Resuming his general
description, Mr. Stephens says:
The whole quadrangle -is overgrown with trees, and interspersed ~ith fragment~ .of · fine sculpture, particularly on the
east side, and at the nothwest corner is a narrow passage, which
was prob~bly a third gateway. . On the right is a confused
range of terraces running off into the forest, . orname~ted with
death's heads, some of which are still in position, and others lying about as they hay.e fallen or been thrown down. Turning
northward, the range on the left hand continues a high, · massive
~yramidal stru<;ture, with. _trees growing out of it to the very
top. At a short distance is a detached pyramid, tolerably perfect, about fifty feet square and thirty feet high. The range
continues for a distance of about four hundred feet, decreasing
sc;)lnewhat in height, and alo_ng this there are but few remains of
sculpture. The range of structures turn at right angles to the
left, and runs to the river, joining tti.e· other extremity of the
wall, at which we began our survey. The bank was elevated
about thirty feet above the river, and had been protected by ·a
wall of stone, most of which had fallen down.
The plan was complicated, and the whole ground being overgrown with trees, difficult to make it. There was no entire
pramid, but at most, two or tl}ree pyramidal sides, and these
joined on the terraces or other structures of the same kind.
Beyond the wall or enclosure were walls, terrac.e·s , and pyramidal
elevations running off into the forest, which sometimes 'confused
us. Probably the whole was not erected at the same time•, but
additions were made and statues· erected by different kings,
II-26
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or, perhaps in commemoration of important'events in the history
of .the city. A)o,ng the whole line were ranges of steps with pyramidal elevations, probably crowne d .on the top with buildings
or altars .now ruined. All these steps of the pyramidal sides were
painted and the reader may ·imagine- the effect when the whole
country was clear of forest, and priest and people were ascending
from the outside to the terraces, ·a nd thence to the holy places
within to pay their adoration in the temple._
1

. Then follows a description of pyramids and stone monuments and altars, together"'Yith stone !ablets of hieroglyphics which, without th~_ accompanying engravings_ of · Mr.
Steph~ns' work would be uninteiligible. Mr. Stephens visited the stone quarries which supplied the material ·for this
magnificent city, rtiins of wh~se. public Jjuildings doubtless
· alone remain, and if these extensive ruins but ·m ark the site
and grandeur of the public buildings, as is_most- probable,
then how extensive indeed must have been the.old city whose
ruins w-e call Copan ! WhjJe at the quarry, some two miles
distant from the ruins, Mr. Stephens. indulged in the following reflections:

.

-

'

',

The range lies about two miles north from the riv.er, and runs
east and west. At
. the foot of it we -crossed a wild stream. The
&ide of the mountain wa·s ·overgrown with bushes and trees.
The top was bare, and commanded a magnif.icent view of a dense
forest broke·n only by' the winding of the Copan riv.er, and the
flearings . for the haciendas of Don. Gregorio and Don: · Miguel.a
..The city was b~ried_in forest and entirely hidden from sight. Imaginatio9 peopled the quarry with workmen, and laid bare the
~ity to their view: Here, as the sculptor worked, he turned to
the theater of his glory, as th~ Greek did to the Acropolis of
Athens, and dreamed of immortal fame. Little did he imagine
that the time would co.m e when his works would perish, his race
be exfnct, his city a desolation and abode for reptiles, for strang_
.
. oModern plantations near t~e ruins.
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ers to gaze at and wonder by what race 'it had once been inhabited.

Relative to the antiquity and probable cause of the desertion of Copan, Mr. Stephens writes:
In regard to the ag.e of the desolate city I will not at present offer any conjecture. Some idea might perhaps be formed
from the accumulations. of earth, and the gigantic trees growing
on t~e top of the ruined structu.res, but it would be uncertain
a.n d unsatisfactory. Nor shall I at this moment offer any conjecture in regard to the people who built it, or to the time when
or the means by ~hich it was depopulated, and became a d.e·solation and ruin; w.h ether it fell b_y the sword. or famine, or pestilence. The tiees wliich shroud it may have sprung from
the blood of its slaughtered inhabitants; they may have . perished
howling with hunger; or pestilence', like the cholera, may have
piled its streets with dead, and driyen forever the feeble remnants from their homes; of which dire calamities to other cities
we have authentic accounts, in eras both prior and subsequent
to the discovery of the country by the Spaniards·. One thing I
believe, that its history is graven on its monuments . . No Champollion has yet brought to them the energies of his inquiring
mind. Who shall read them?
" 'Chaos of ruins! who shall trace the void,
O'er the dim fragments cast a lunar light,
And sai. 'here was or is,' where all is doubly night?' "P
PALEN QUE.

I next call attention to the ruins of Palenque, situated'
about t\VO hundred and sixty miles northwest from Copan to
/>"Incidents of Travel in Central Ame~ica, Chiat,as 'and Yucatan," Stephens (1841), Vol. I., ch. vii. Tho·se who w~uld become
further acquainted with the ruins of Copan will find elaborate
descriptions in Bancroft's "Native Races," Vol. IV., ch. iii. His
foot notes citing various authorities on the subject are especially
valuable.
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the modern state of .Chiapas· in th~ v·aney; of !the Usumicinta
river. Our space will not admit of.. the· elaborate and detailed
description given of this ancient city by the writers who have
visited it, and whose description are usually attended with
references ~o .nu~erous ·cuts; ofi pyramids, temples, ruined
walls, statuary, tablets,. ·etc. I have therefore decided to
abridge the description of this city and its chief monuments
from the admirable work of Nadaillac :
The monuments of -Palenque are justly reckoned amongst
the mos't remarkable in Chiapas.q The town stands in the region
watered by 'the U sumacinta, where settled the first immigrants
'
of whom
it has been .possible to distinguish traces. The position
of Palenque, at the foot of the first buttresses of the mountain
chain, 9n the banks of the little river Otolum, one• of the tributaries of ·the Tulija, was admirably chosen. The streets extended
for a length of from s1x to eight leagues~ (from eighteen to
twenty-four miles) irregula;rly ·following the course of the
streams which descend from the mountains · and furnish the inhabitants with an abundant supplyJ of water necessary to them.
At the pre.sent day the ruins ris.e in solitude, which adds t9 the
effect produ<;ed by them. They were .long altogether unknown;
Cortez, in one of his expeditions, passed within a few miles of
Palenque without suspecting its existence; and it was not ·till
1746, that chance led to its discovery by a cure of the. neighborhood. * * *
Among the best pre·served ruins may be- mentioned the
palace, the ten1ple of the three taplets, the temple of the basreliefs, the temple of the cross, and the temple of the sun. We
keep the .names given by various explorers in tne absence of
better ones. There are others, but of less importance. Oupaix
speaks of eleven buildings still standing, and a few years before
A. Del Rio mentioned twenty; Waldeck . says eighteen, and
Maler, who visited the _ruins of Palenque in 1877, fixes the number of the temples or Cipalaces at twelve. These contradictions
are more apparent than real, and- are ex~lained by the different
I

..

'

'

q And

f.or matter of that in Central America.

-
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impressions of each traveler, and ·the divisions he thought it ~ecessary to adopt.
The palace, the most important building of Palanque, r.e sts
on ~ truncated pyramid about forty feet high, the base of which
n1easures from three hundred and teq feet by two hundred , and
sixty. The inside of this pyramid is of earth; the external faces
are covered with large slabs; steps lead up to the PFincipal
building, which forn1s a quadrilateral of two hundred and twentyeight feet by one hundred and eighty; the wall~, which are two
or three feet thick, are of rubble, · crowned by a frieze framed
between two double cornices. Inside as well as outside they are
covered with a very fine and durable stucco, painted red or blue,
black or white. The principal front faces the ea$t; it includes
fourteen entrances about nine feet wide, separated by pilasters
ornamented with figures. The•se figur.es measure more than six
feet high, and are fu·ll of movement; while above the head of
each are hieroglyphics inlaid in the stucco. * *
The inside of the palace corresponds with the n1agnificence
of the outside; there are galleries forming a peristyle• all around
the court; and ,the rooms are decorated with granite bas-reliefs,
grotesque figures, some thirteen fee t high. * * * The expression of the figures speaks well for the skill of the artist;
but the execution is weak, suggesting an art in decadence rath.e•r
than the ruggedness of one in its infancy. These rooms were
united by corridors. * * * * "The architects of Palenq:ue
were ignorant of the arch, and their vaults were formed of oversailing courses, one abov.e the other, as in the cyclopean monuments of Greece and Italy. The building is finished off with a
tower of three stories, measuring thirty feet square at the base.
Here, too, we find symbolical decorations, which are very rich
and in a very good state of pres.e rvation.

•

1

Our author, after excusing himself f ron1 mentioning
many of the monuments of Pa1enque, for ,vant of space,
says:
We m~st, however, mention one of them, situated on the
other bank of the Otolum, and known under the name of the
Temple of the Cross. Jt rises from a truncated pyramid and

-
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forms a quadri°lateral with t4ree openings in each face, se'Parated
by massive pilasters, some ornamented with hieroglyphics and
some ornan1ented with human figures. The frieze is also cov~red
with human figures, and amongst those still visible Stephens
mentions a head and two ~· torsos, which, in their perfection of
form, recall Greek art. The openings, all at right angles, lead
into an inside gallery communicating with three little rooms.
The central one of these rooms contains an altar, which fairly
represents an; open chest, ornamented with a little frieze with a
margin. From the two upper extremities of this frieze springs
two wings, recalling the ~ode of ornamentation, so' often employed in the pediments of Egy.p tian monuments.
Above the altar was originally placed the tablet of the cross,
whic}:i was afterward torn from its position by the hand of a
fanatic, who chose to see in it the sacred sign of the Christian
faith, m.iraculously preserved by the ancient inhabitants of the
palace. The tablet was taken down and then abandon.ed, we
k~ow not why", in the midst_of the' forest covering part of the
ruins. Here it was that the Americans discovered part of it,
took possession of it, and carried it to Washington, / where it
forms 'part of the collection of the National Museum·. The centre represents a cross, resting upon a hideous figure, and surmounted by a grotesque bird. On the right, a figure on foot
is offering presents; on, the left, another figure, in a .stiff attitude seems to be .praying to the divinity. The costume of these two
persons is unlike any that is now in use; and above their heads
we can make out several hieroglyphical characters. A slab on the
right is also covered with them. In the present state of knowl.e•dge it is impossible to make out whether these inscriptions
are prayers to the gods, the' history of the country or that of
the temple, the name or the dedication of the founders.
At the end of the sanctuary ·recently discovered near
Palenque by Maler, are thr.ee slabs of sculptur.eid stone in low
relief. On the right and left are hieroglyphics; in the centr~ a..
cross, surmounted by a head of · strange appearance, wearing
around the neck a collar with a medallion-; above this head is a
bird, and ~n either side ar.e figures .e xactly like those of the ..
temple of the cross. Evidently this was a hieratrc type, from
which the artist was not allowed to depart. * * *
We cannot leave the ruins of Palenque without mentioning

-
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a statue, remarkable for more
than one reason. The calm and
smiling . ex pression of the .face ·resembles . that of some of the
Egyptian statues ; the head-dress is a little like that of the Assyrians; .there is a necklace around t.he neck; the figure presses ,
up~n its bosom an instruin~nt and rests its .left hand upon an
oram~nt ,th.e meaning of b_gth of whi<:_h it is difficult to imagine.
The plinth of the _statue has a cartouch , with a heirogly.phical inscription, probably giving t~~ name of the god or hero· to whom
it was dedicated. There is a very distinct· res.e rnblance in some
of these hieroglyp hics to those of Egypt.s
·
•

I

1

In concluding an extended d~sc,ription of the ruins of
~ ·. .
Palenque, Bancroft says : '

I close my account of .Maya antiquities with the following
brief .quotations respecting Palenque, and the degree of art exhibited in her ;uined monuments. "These sculptured figures
are not ca, icatures, but display an ability on the part of the
artists to represent the human form in every posture, and with
anatQ.mi~al fidelity. Nor are the people in human life here delineated. The figures are royal or priestly; some are engaged
in offering UP, sacrifices, or are in an attitud,e of devotion; many
hold a sceptre, or t9ken baton of authority, their apparel is
gorgeous; their head-dresses are elaborately arrayed, and decorated .with long .feathers."t "Many of the reliefs .exhibit the fine·s t
and most beautiful outlines, and .the neatest combinations which
remind one of the best .Indian works of art." The .ruins of Palen'
que have been perhaps overrated; these remains are fine, doubtless, in theiir antique rudenes~; they breathe .out in the midst oi
their solitude a certain imposing grandeur; but it must' be affirmed
without disputing their archi!ectural importance, that they do not
justify in their details the enth~siasm of archaeologists. The
lities which make up the ornamentation are faulty in rectitude;
the designs in symmetry; the sculpture in finish; I except, however, the symbolic tablets, the sculpture of which se·emed to me
very correct." . "I admire the bas-reliefs of Palenque on the
facades of her old palaces ; they
interest me, move nie, and .fill
....
\

I

I

&Pre-Historic America, Nadaillac, ch. vii.
Pre-Historic Races, pp. 338, 339, 302.
Cultur-Geschichte, tom. v., pp. 161-3.
1Foster's

Klemm 1
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my imagination ; but let them -~e tak~n to th~ Louvre, and I see
nothing but rude sketches which leave me cold and indifferent.''
"The most remarkable remains of a·n advanced ancient ·cjvilization hitherto discovered on our continent." "Their general char
acterL~tics are simpljcity; gravity, and solidfty."u "While superior .
in the exe~utio~ of the details~ the~ alenque artist was far inferior · to the Egyptian in the number- and variety of the ·· objects
displa) e•d by him.':v
,

Mr. John L. Stephens, whose .comments upbn the cities
he visited in Central America, are always interesting; remarks of the ruins of Palenque: What we had before· "o~r · eyes ~as grand, curious, and remarkable enough. Here were the remains of a cultivated, p,olished, and peculiar ;e~ple, who had passed throl!gh all the stages
1ncident to the rise and .f all of nation·s; reached their olden age,
an pens e , entire y unknown. The links whiclf connected
tliem with the human family:
were
severed and lost2 and
these
___.,
,. _.,
. -==-=
were the only memorials . of their footste12s upon ear.th~
liv.ed in the ruined . palaces of .their kings; we went u to their
desolate temp es and fallen a tars ; and wherever we moved we
saw the evidences of thei; taste, their skill in arts, their wealth
and powej.. In the midst. ot<:I'eso~ation and ruin we looked
back to the past, cleared away tfie gloomy forest, and fancied
every bu1ld1ng perfect, 'with its terraces and yramids its sculpa1nte ornaments. grand, lofty, and im osin . and
t re· , an
overlooking an immense inhab1te plain; we called· back into
life the ~trange people wfio gazed at us in sadness from the
~ ; £!Ctured them. in fancif~l costumes and adornecf ~ith
lumes of feathers, asce · CY' the terrac o
alace and the
steps eading to· the temple~ ; ~nd often we imaiiried a scene_of
unique and gorgeous beauty and magnificenc.z. realizing the
cr.eations of Oriental poets, the very spot which fancy would
have selected .f or the "·Happy Valley" of Rasselas. Jn_the romance oL,t.be world's ~ r y A9tb,ing ever impressed m~ore

-

.

'

uMorelet, Voyage, tom. i., pp ... .273, 264. Mayer's }Aex. Aztec,
etc., Vol. II., p. 172; Brass.e1.1r de Bourbourg, Hist: Nat. Civ,
tom, i., p. 85.
vNative Races, Vol. IV., pp. 364, 165, and notes.
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forcibly than the s2ectacle of this once great and lovely _s:ity,
overturned desolate, and lost· d' covered b ac iden over rown
wit trees for miles aroun<!i and without even a name to dis- •
tinguish it.
part ram everything els.e it was a mo.urning witness to th world's-mutations:,· ·' ..) J,,.
"'Nations melt
From power's high pin·n acle, when they have felt
The sunshine for a while, and downward go.' " w
1,

,

'

wJncidents of Travel in .Central America, Chiapas, and Yucatan, John L. Stephens, Vol. II., pp. 356, 357.

•

CHAPTER XXVII.
INDIRECT EXTERNAL EVIDENCES-AMERICAN ANTIQUITIES.

Continued.
_.' L

Antiquity of American R"l_!rins.

.~
I

We have -now before us a subject on which the authorities on American Antiquities are most divided, and I shall
,not ·attempt in this writing to reconcile them or dispute the·
position of either class; but after a few quotations from these
authorities shall leav~ the question of the antiquity ·of American ruins found in Central America and else·where as I find
it, an open question·. "There is nothing in the buildings to
indicate, the date of their erection-that they were or were
not standing at the commencement of the Christian era/1..
says H. H.~Bancroft, in speaking of the cities and other monuments of Yucatan-and it is a remark which could with
equal propriety be made of nearly all the ruined cities of
America. "We may see now, abandoned and uncared for,.,
he continues, "they may have resisted the ravages of the elements for three or four centuries. How many centure~ they
may have stood guarded and kept in repair by the builders
and their descendants, we can only conjecture."a Later, in
the same work, our author discusses the question of the age
of Palenqtie and other ruins in the following manner:
I confess my inability to judge from the degree of art displayed respectively in the peninsular ruins and those of Pal•

. aBancroft, Native ~aces, Vol. IV., p. 285.

'
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enque, which are the older; I will go further, and while in a
confessional mood, confess to a shade of skepticism the ability of
other wr1ters to form a w.dl-.founded judgment in the matter.
Authors are, however, unanimous in the opinion that Palenque
was founded before any of the cities of Yucatan, an opinion
wpich is supported to a certain · extent by traditional history,
_which represents Votan's empire in Chiapas and Tabasco as preceding chronologically the allied M~ya empire in the peninsula.
If the Yucatan cities flourishe,d, as I have conjectured, between
the third and tenth . enturies, Pale.nque may be conje·cturally
referred to a period between the first and eighth enturies. I regard the theory that .Palenque was built by the Toltecs after
their .e•x pulsion from Anahuac in the tenth century as wholly
without foundation; and I believe that it would be equally impossible to prove or disprove that the palace was standing at
the birth of Christ.b
•

J

•

.

\Follow-ing -this passage, Mr. Bancroft gives a valuable
collection of opinions in his notes where he represents M.
Violette-le-puc aS' expressing the belief that ralenque was
built probably some centuries before Christ by a people in
which "yellow blood predominated, although with some
Aryan intermixture; but that the Y ticatan cities owe their
foundation to the same-people ;it a later epoch and under a
much stronger influence
. of the ·white races." Dupaix he
represents as -believing that the buildings were reared by a
flat-headed race that has become extinct, and who, after
writing his narrative, made up his mind that Palenque was
antediluvian or at least that a flood had covered it. Lenoir
he represents as saying that, according to .all voyagers and
students, the ruins of Palenql!e are not less than three thousand years old'; while Catlin, a French writer, in a French
periodical for Mar~h, 1867, he represents as asserting that
the ruined cities of Palenque and Uxmal have within thembNative Ra~es, Vol. IV., pp. 361-2.

•
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selves the evidence that the ocean has been their bed for
thousands of years, but the material is soft limes!one and
presents n·o water lines. Foster, the author of "Pre-Historic
Races" ( pp. 398-9), is represented as regarding the ruins of
P.a~enque as 'the worlk of an extinct race, and then he pr?ceeds with a number of citations for a more modern origin.
The valuable notes
will :be found in Bancroft's "Native
..
Races," Vol. IV., pp. 262-3.
Prescott, in his treatise on the origin of Mexican civilization, offers the following· reflections· on the antiquity of
An1erican ruins:

•

It is i1npossible to contemplate these my~t~rious monuments
of a lost civilization, without a strong feeling of curiosity as to
who w,e re theiir architects, and what is their probable age. The
data on which to rest our conjectures of their age, ·are not very
substantial; although some find in them a warrant for an antiquity of thousands of years, coeval with the architecture of Egypt
and Hindostan. But the interpretation of hieroglyphics, and the
apparent duration' of trees, are .v ague and µns~tisfactory. And
how .far can we drive an argum.e nt from the discoloration and
dilapidated
condition of' the ruins, when we find so many struc,
cures of the M·i ddle Ages dark ,and mouldering with decay, while
the marb~es of the Acr9polis, and the gray stone of Paestum,
.still shine in their primitive splencior?· There are, however, untloubted proofs of considerable age to be .found there. Tree,s have
shot up in the midst of the buildings, which measure, it is said,
more than nine fee,t in diameter. A still more• · ~triking fact
· is the accumulation of vegetable mould in one of the courts,
to the depth of nine feet above the pavement. This in our latittide would be decisive of a very great antiquity. But, in the
rich soil of Yucatan, and under- the ardent sun of the tropics,
vegetation bursts forth with irrepressible exuberence, and generations of plants succeed each' other ~ithout intermission,
leaving an accumulation- of deposits, that would have perished
11nder the northern winter. Another evidence of their age is
afforded by the circumstance, that, in one of the -courts of Uxmal

'
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the granite pav.e ment, on which the figures of tortoises were
raised in relief, is worn nearly smooth by the feet of the crowds
~ho have passed ov.e r it; a curious fact, suggesting inferences
both in regard to the age and p,opulation of the place. Lastly,
we have authority for carrying back the date of many of these··
ruins to a certain period, since they were found in a deserted,
J.nd probab!y dilapfd~ted, state by the first Spaniards who entered
the country. Their notices, {nd.e,ed, are. brieI and casual, for the
old conquerors had little respect for works of art; and it is fortunate for these structures, that they had ceased to be the livirig
temples of the gods, since no merit of architecture, probably, - ·
would have availed to sav.e them from the general doom of the
monuments' of Mexico.c

" It is proper, to say, however, that Mr. Prescott declares
that some of the remarks in the above paragraph would have
been omitted had he enjoyed the benefi~ · of Mr. Stephens'
researches when it was originally written. Mr. Stephens, it
should be remembered, is among those who grant no gl'leat
antiquity to the ruins. On this subject, ho'\\:·ever, I find the
fairest treatment in the profound reflections of Mr..~_}3alJ-

.

win:

--

The Mexican and Central American ruins make it certain
that in anci'ent times an important civilization existed in that
part of the continent, which must have b.egun at a remote period
in the p3:st. If they have any significance, this must be accepted
as an_ a :;certairied fact. A large port~on of them had been -f orgotten in the forests, or became mythical and mysterious, long
before the arrival of the- Spaniards.
In 1520, three hundred and fifty years ago, the forest which
so largely covers Yucatan, Guatemala, and Chiapa was growing
as it grows -no_w. * * * · How ~any additional centuries
it had existed no one can tell. If its age could be told, it would
still be- necessary to consider that the ruins hidden, in it are
much older than the forest, and that the• period of civilization
they represent closed long before it was established.
cConquest of Mexi'co, Vol. II., p~. 405·, 406.
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In the ages prev:ious to the beginning of this immense forest,
the region it covers was the seat of civilization which grew up
to a high degr'ee of d·evelopment, flourished a long time, and
finally declined, until its cities weTe deserted, and its cultivated
fields left to the wild influences of nature, it may be safely
assumed that both the forest-covered ruins and the forest itself
are, far older than the Aztec period; but who -can tell how much
older? Copan, firs't- discovered and described three hundred
'
'
years ago, was then as strange to the natives dw,elling near
it as the old Chaldean ruins are to the Arabs who wander over
the wasted plains of Low.e r Mesopotamia. Native tradition had
forgotten its history and become silent in regard to it. How
long had ruined Copan been in this condition? No one can tell.
Manifestly it was -f orgotten, left buried in the forest without
recollection of its history, long before Montezuma's · people, the
Aztecs, rose to power; and it is easily understood that this
old city had an important history previous to that unknown
time in the past when war, revolution or some other agency
of destruction put an end to its career and left it to become
what it is now.
Moreover, these old ruins, in all cases, show us only the
cities last occupied in the period to which they belorig. Doubt.less others still older pr.e ceded them; and, besides, it can be
seen that some of the ruined cities which can now be traced
were several times renewed by reconstructions. We must consider, also, that building magnifient cities. is not the first
work of an original ci'vilization. The dev.eilopment was necessarily gradual. Its .first period' was more or less rude.
The
.
art of building and ornc!menting S!,!Ch edifices arose s]owly.
Many ages must have been required to develop such admirable
skill in masonry and ornamentation. Therefore the period hetween the beginning of this mysterious development of civilized
life and the first builclers who used cut stone laid in ~ortar and
cement, and. covered tneir work with -beautifully sculptured 01
naments and inscriptions, must have been ver) long. ·
We have no measure of the time, no clew to the old dates,
nothing whatever, beyond such considerations as I have stated,
· to warrant even a vague hypothesis. It can be seen clearly that
the beginning of this old civilization was much oldeT than the
J

J

1
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earliest great cities, and, also, that these were much more ancient .
than ~he-time when any of the later built or reconstructed cities
whose relics- still exist, were left to decay. If we suppose Palenqu~ to have been d.e•s erted some six hundred years previous
to the Spanish conquest, this date will carry us back only to
the last days of its history as an inhabited city. Beyond it, in
the distant past, is a vast period in which the civilization represented by Palenque was developed, made capable of building
such cities, and then carried on through the ni:any ages during ···
which cities became numerous, flourished, grew old, and gave
p·lace .to others, until the long history of Palenque itself began. ~ * * * ,.
•No well considered theory of these ruins can avoid the
~onclusion that most of them are very ancient, and that, to find
the origin of the .civilization they represent, we must go far
back into the "deep of. antiquity." * * *
Nevertheless, some of them must be very old. The forest
established since the ruin b.egan, the entire disappearance of
every thing more perishable than stone, the utter oblivion which
veiled their history in the time of Montezuma, and probably
long previous to his time, all these facts bear witness to their
great antiquity. In many of them, as at Quirigua and Kabah,
the stone structures have become masses of debris; and even
at Copan, ·Palenque, and M:'.itla, only a few of th.em are sufficiently weli preserved to show us what they were in the great days
of their history. · Mie anwhile, keep in mind that the ruined
cities did not begin their present condition until the civilization
that created the'm had declined; and, also, that if we could
'aetermine .e•x actly the date when they were deserted and left
to decay, we .s hould only reach that point in the past where their
history as inhabited cities was brought to a close.
·
Take Copan, for instance. This city may have become
a ruin during the time of the Toltecs, which began long before
the Christian era and ended some five or six ' centuries probably
before the country was invaded by Cortez. It was built before
their time, for the style of writing, and many features of the
architecture and ornamentation, show the workn1anship of their
predecessors, judging by the historical intimation found in the
old books and traditions. We may suppose it to have been an old
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city at the time of the Toltec invasion, although not one of the
first cities built by that more ancient and mor.e• cultivated people·
by whom this old American civili;;ation was origina ted.d

From the forego ing it will be apparent how unsatisfac·
tory are the conclusions respecting the age of America'~ ·
ruined cities and monuments of antiquity ;. and since,
Mr. H. H . Bancroft ·remarks, there is nothing in ·the ruins
themselves by ~ hich their age may be detern1ined, it is clear
that all the aut~orities are merely dealing ~n. conject11:re con;. •
cerning therr:i. The value of that conjecFure will, of course,
depend upon the general breadth of knowledge and jl}dg_.
ment of the individual expressing it. This much may be
safely claimed, so far as the Book of, Mormon is concerned, ,
in the question : there is nothing as to the age of American
ruins that contradicts its statements, nor can I conceive of
the rising of any circumstance in connection with the age o.f
American ruined cities that would
conflict with its claims. If
•
it should turn out ·eventually that alf the monuments .of
American ruins are of comparatively ·mo1ern origin, that is,
suppose they have arisen within that thousand years preceding the advent of the Spaniards, who came early in the
sixte'enth century, it could then be claimed that they were
ihe monuments of Lamani~e civilization m~rely; and
that the monuments of the Jaredite and N ephite civiliza- ·
tion? had passed away, or that the monuments of Lamailite
civilization were built in the .m idst of the 1nonun1ents of the
earlier civilizations, and so intermingled ·as to confuse ~very- .
thing and _render classification impossible. If investigation,
however, should ·. finally establish the fact that the ruined
cities of America a~e the monu~ents of very ancient and ·
perhaps of successive civilizations; if would tend in a positive ·
way to establish the truth of the Book of Mqrmon more

as.

dAncient America, J. D . .Baldwin, ch. vi.
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clearly, and I now proceed to the consideration of that
branch of the subject.
,
II. .

Successive Civilizations.
Scattered over the southern plafeaus are heaps of architectural remains and monumental piles. Furtherm·ore, nativ.e traditions, both orally transmitted and hieroglyphically recorded
by means of legible picture-writings, afford us' a tolerably clear
'
'
·view of the civilized _nations
during a- period
of several centuries
preceding the Spanish conquest, tog.ether with passing glances,
through momentary clearin'gs ·in mythologic clouds, at historical
epochs much more remote. He•re we have as aids to this analysis-.-aids almost wholly wanting among the so-called savage
tribes-antiquities, traditions, history, carrying,. the stud.ent fat··
back into the mysterious New World past; and hence it is that
from its simultaneous revelation and eclipse, Ainerica-n · civilization would otherwise offer a more limited field for investigation
than American savagism, yet by the introduction· of this new
element the field is widely extended.
Nor hav.e we even yet reached the limits of our resources
for the investigation of this New World civ~lization. In these
relics of archite'cture and literature, of mythology and tradition,
there are clear indications of an older and higher type of
culture than that brought immediately to the- knowledge of the
· inva4ers; of a typ,e that had temporarily deteriorated, perhaps
through the inf.luence of long-continued and bloody conflicts,
civil and foreign, by which the more warlike rather than the
more highly cultured nations had been brought . into promiqe11ce
and power. But this anterior and superior .civilization, resting
largely as it does on vague tradition, and preserved to our
knowledge in
. general allusions rather than in detail, may, like
the native condition since the conquest, he utilized to the best
advantage here as illustrative of the later and better-known
.
'
· if somewhat inferior civilization of the sixteenth century, de-

.
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..
scribed by the conqueror, the missionary, and the Spanish historfan.e
•

In addition t~ the ''passing glances" through "momentary clearings" .in the mythological clouds "at historical
epochs much more remote" than those "several centuries ·
preceding the Spanis? conquest," there· is also th~ evidence
afforded by the di£ ferent ages in .which the cities of America now in ruins were built; the difterence being so 1narked
in some instances as to suggest not only different ages fo~
their construction,
·b ut their construction
by different races..
'
.
"That a long tirrie must ~ave passed between the erection of..
Copan and Utatla'n / the civilization of the builders meantime undergoing great modi#cation, involving proba~ly the
introduction of 'ne_w elements from foreign so_urces, is a
theory supported by, a careful study of the two classes o~-~
ruins.g * * . . * - Then we have the strong differences
noticeable,. between Uxmalh and Palenque, which lead us to·
conclude that th~ese cities must have been built either at
widely different epochs, or by branches of the Maya race
which have long been separated, or by branches, which, un- .
der the influence of foreign tribes, lived under gr~atly mod-·
ified· institutiqns."i
. Speaking o~ the ruins-at Quiche, l\(r. Stephens says:
1

,

I

.

~

· The point to which we directed our attention was to discover·
'
some resemblance to the ruins of Copan and Quirigua; but we did
not find statues, or carved figur.es, or hier9glyphics, nor could we
learn that . any .had ever been found there. If there had . been
such evidences we should have considered the•se ruins the works
of the same race of people, but in the absence of such evidences

eN ative-'Races, Vol. II., ·PP· 83, 84.
fOne of the old American cities located in Central Guatemala.
gN ative Races, Vol. IV., p. 128.
.. hOne of the old cities of •northern Yucatan.
iN ative , Races, ol ' IV., p. 361. '
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we believed that Copan and
cities of another race
. Quirigua were
.
and of a much older date.,

On this point of distinct eras in Americc1:n civilization,
Bald win says :
It is a point of no little interest that these old construction.,
b.e·long to different pertods in the past, and represent. somewhat
different phases of civilization. Uxmal, whic~ is supposed to
have b.een partly inhabited w~en the Spaniards arrived in the
country, is plainly much more modern than Copan or Palenque.
This is easily traced in the ruins. I ts edifices were finished in a
different style, and show fewer inscriptions. Round pillars,
somewhat in the Doric style, are found at Uxmal, but none like
the · square, richly carved pillars, bearing inscrip_tions, discovered
in som.e of the other ruins. Copan and Palenque, and even
Kabah, in Yucatan, may have been very old cities, if not alrea<!y
old ruins, when Uxmal was built. Accepting the reports of
explorers as correct, there is evidence in the ruins that Quirigua
is older than Copan, and that Copan is older than Palenque. The
old monuments in Yucatan ·repr·e's ent · several distinct epocp.s 11..
the ancient history of that peninsula. Some of them are kindr.ed
to those hidden in · the great forest, and reminded us more of
Palenque than of Uxmal. Among those described, the most
modern, or most of these, are in Yucatan; they belong tb the
time when the kin.gdom of the Mayas flourished. Many of the
others· belong to ages prev.ious to the rise of this kingdom; and
in ages still earlier, ages older than the great forest, there we·re
other cities, dou_!)tless, whose remains have perished utterly,
or w.ere long ago" removed from us in the late•r constructions.
The evidence of repeated reconstructions in some of the
cities before they were deserted has bee·n pointed out by explorers. I have quote·d what Charnay says of it in his description
of Mitla. At Palenque, as at. Mitla, the oldest work is the most artistic and admirable. Over this feature of the monuments, and the
manife·st signs of their difference in age, the attention of investigators linger~d in speculation. They find in them a significance
.
iCentral America, Vol. .I I., p. 186.
I
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which is stated as follow.s by Brasseur de Bourbourg: "Among
the edific.es forgotten by time in the· forests of Mexico and Cen"tral America, we find architectural characteristis so different
from each other, that it is impossible to attribute them all to the
same people as to believe they were all built at the same epoch.''.
In his vievv, "the substruction at Mayapan, some of those at
Tulha, and
great part of those at Palenque, are among the
older remains. Thes'.e are not the oldest citi.e'S whose remains
are ·still ' visible, but they may have been built, in part, upon th~
foundation of cities· much more ancient. No
considered
theory of these ruins can av~id the conclusion that most of them
are very ancie:nt, and that, to find the origin of the civilization
they represent, we must go far back into the 'deeps of antiquity.' "k

a

well.

Further on, ·in speaking of the Aztecs and their civilization, Mr. Baldwin says:
,
They were less a9vanced in many things than their predec.essors. Their skill in architecture and architectural ornam.entation did not enable them to build such cities ·as M-itla and
Palenque, ,and their "picture writit?-g" was a much ruder form
of the graphic art· than the phonetic system of_ the Mayas and
Quiches. It does not app.e·ar that they ever went so far in literary improvements as to ado~t this simpl_er and more complete
system for any purpose whatever. If the .country had never, in the
previous ages, felt the influence of a higher culture than tha.t of
the Aztecs, it would not have now, and never · could have had,
ruined cities like Mitla, Copan and Palenqu.e. Not only was the .
system of writing shown by the countless inscriptions quite· be.-.
yond the attainments of Aztec art, but also the abundant sculp- t~res and the -whole syste~ of decoration found in the old ruins.I

"Two distinct classes of ruins appear to have been ob~
served in Central America," says Nadaillac.m And · then
later, ."All the Central American tribes-do not seem to have '
lived in an equally degraded condition before th~ period of
kAncient America, pp. 155, 156.
!Ancient America, p. 221.
mPre-Historic America, p. 156:
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the Mayas. Ruins of considerable extent are met with in
Gautemala. These consist of undressed stones similar to
tho~e used in tl}e 'cyclopean buildings of Greece and Syria;
but no tradition refers to their origin. They are, however,
attributed . with some reason to a race driven back by conquest, and superior in culture to th~ people overcome by the.
Maya invasion of Central America."n
Nor is it alone in the differences that exist between
some of these ancient ruins, proclaiming for them at least
erection in different ages, and perhap~ by different races,
that the idea of successive civilizations ih Ancient America
is . established. In the matter of language no less than in·
ruins is this fact proclaimed. "Traces .are also $Upp,osed to
have been met with of a more ancient language than the
Maya, N ahuac or their ·derivatives," remarks N adaillac, in
a footnote to page 264 of his ''Pre-Historic America," ,and
cites Humboldt's "Views of the Cordilleras" -in support of
his statement. This, however, is a· subject which is too
extensive to be con'sidered here.
Closely connected' with the su~ject of successive civilizations is also that of ancient migrations, but that is a matter
I shall .treat in another. chapter, and more especially for another reason, than maintaining successive civilizations, as I
esteem what is here set down as sufficient ·proof for the ex··
isterice of successiv:e civilizations in ancient .l\merica.
III.

Peruvian 1,ntiqi~ities.
It will be observed that thus far, in dealing with Amer-.
' ican antiquities, I have said nothing concerning Peru and
nP.re-Historic America, p. 165.

•
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the ~.onum,e nts of its civilization. Still, as Book of Mormon peoples inhabited South America as well as North
America, some attention should be paid to- th.e monument? of
Peruvian civilization. For the general description of South
American antiquities I find what Professor Bald'Yin says to
· be most acceptable :
The ruins of Ancient Peru are found chiefly on the elevated
tablelands of the And.e s, between Quito and Lake Titicaca; but
they can be traced five hundr.e d miles farther south, to Chili, and
throughout the, region connecting these high plateaus with the
Pacific coast. The gre.at district to which they belong extends
north and south about two thousand miles. When the marauding Spaniards arrived in the country, this whole region .was
the seat of a populous and prosperous empire, complete in its
civil organization, supported by an efficient system of industry,
arid presenting a very notable d.eivdopment of some of the· more
imp,ortant arts of civilized life. These ruins differ from those
in Mexico and Central America. No inscriptions are found in
Peru; there is no longer a "marvelous ab~ndance of decor3'_'tions ;"
nothing is seen like the monoliths of "Copan or the bas-relie•fs
of Palenque. The method of building is different ; the Peruvain ruins show us remains of cities, tem.ples, palaces, other
edifices of various kinds, fortresses, aqueducts ( one of them
four hundred and fifty miles long), great roaas (extending
through the whole length of. the empire), and terr"aces on· .the
sides of mountains. For all these construcdons the builders
used cut stone laid fn mortar or cement, and their work was
done admirably, but it is everywhere seen that the• masonry,
although sometimes ornamenJted, was generally plain in style and
always massive. The antiquities in this region have not been as
much explored and described as those north of the isthmus,· but
the·ir general character is kn~wn, and particular descriptions
of some ·of them
have been ·published.a
,
..
.,
~

..

The chief thing to be noted with , reference to South
oAncient America, pp. 222, 223.
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l

A1nerican monuments of ancient civilization .is the fact that
they are located along the line of N ephite movement from
thirty degrees south latitude northward along the western
plateau of South America, thou·g h it must be· confessed that
during their movements northward the Nephites-were not
sufficiently num(:frous nor did t~ey stay sufficiently long in :_.
the southern part of the region now covered with ancient
ruins to erecf such permanent monuments of civilizations· as
are now to be found there in ruins. In their occupancy of the
northern section of the region describe·d · by Baldwin it is
different. There, in the l~nd of Nephi and the land of AntiLehi-N ephi-supposed to embrace say the northern part of
Peru ~nd Ecuador,-we have' reason to believe..they stayed
a sufficient length ,o.f.tim~ and were also sufficiently num~~ous to leave enduring monuments o{ their sojourn in th,a t
country. For the existence of the more southern monuments we must suppose one of two things, or· perhaps both
of them united, viz. : .
I

I

First: Lamanites who remain~d in the far . south paid ·
more· attention to civilized pursuits than has usually been
accredited to them, and the remarks of the Book of Mormon
concerning the Lamanites bein·g an idl,e people, living upon
the fruits of .the chase, and their marauding excursions into
N ephite lands are to be more especially applied to those
Lamanites more. immediately in contact with the N ephites,
\Vhile further southward they were pursuing the arts of
peace. Or, second: that · after the fall of the N ephites at
Cumorah- thene· were strong colonies of Lamanites that
pushed their way through Central America down into Peru,
subdued the. ·inhabitants .who had remained there and establishe9 themselves as the' ruling class, constituti~g, in
fact, the invasion of the Incas, under whom arose the monuments of civilization found in the land by the Spaniards
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when
they invaded it. The difference .·between the monu,
ments found in Pieru and those found in Mexico and Cent rail_ America ari~es, in my judgm~nt, from, the fact that.
there was not present in South America the monuments of
- the great--J aredite civilization, to crop up through and be- come intermiilglied with the N ~phi~e and Lamanite monuments of civilization.

r·

IV.

.
,

,

.}

The Mound Builders .
'

'

As I have noted South ·American antiquities, : so. also I
think it necessary to note the more northern antiquities of
North America-the works of the Mound Builders qf · the
valleys of the Mississippi and its tributaries. It is matter of
common knowledge that throughout the region of country
j nst named there exists in great number artificial hillocks of
earth, "nearly always constructed," says N adaillac, "with a
good deal of precision." "They a·re of various f onns, r~und,
oval, square, very rarely polygonal or triangular. Their
height varies from a few inches to more than ninety feet, .
and their diameter varies from three .to about a ·thousand .·
feet."P Eytdently the mounds were erected for a variety of
purposes, and the author last quoted, following Mr. Squierq
and Mr. S_hort," mrakes the following classification: 1, defensi~e works .; 2, ·sacred enclosures; 3, temples; 4, altar·
µiounds; 5, sepulchral mounds, and 6, mounds representing .
animals. Short ("North Americans," p. 81) gives a slightly different classifications, as follows: I., Enclosures: for
.

•

PPre-Historic America, p . 81.
qAncient M'onuments of the Mississippi Va11ey:
·rFootpri'nts of Vanished Races.
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defense; for religious purposes; ~iscellaneous. II., Mounds
of sacrifice; for ~emple sites; of sepulchre; of observation."s
On the subje.c t of the mounds being erected f~r purposes
oi fortification, N adaillac says:
The whole of the space separating the Alleg?anies from the
Rocky Mot1ntains affords a s~ccession of entrenched camps,
fortifications g.enerally made of earth. There were used ramparts,
stockade, and trenches near rnany eminences, and nearly every
junction of two large rivers. These works bear witness to the
iqtelligence of the race, which has so long b.een looked upon as
completely barbarous and wild, and an actual system of defences in connection with each other can in some cases be made.
out with observatories on adjacent heights, and concentric ridges
of .earth for the protection of the entrances. War was evidently
an important subject of thought with the Mound Builders. All
the defensive remains occur in the neighborhood of water
courses, . and the best proof of the skill shown in 't he choice
of sites is shown by the number of flourishing cities, such as
Cincinnati, St. Louis, N ewwark, I?ortsm~u.th, Frankfort; New·
Madrid, and many others, which have ris.en in the same situations in modern times.t

'·
· · Concerning the matter of the Mound Builders in general we are again in the presence ot a subj~ct conc~rning
which there is ve·ry great diversity of opinions on the part
of. authorities. Learned opinion is divided as to whether
the mounds represent an indigenous or exotic civilization ;
whether t~ey were built by the ancestors of the near or remote Indian tribes of North America, or by a race now extinct, or by so~e mysterious process or otlier, "vanished."
Also·they differ as to the antiquity of the mounds, some ascribing to them quite a recent origin, and others ascribing to
-'Pre-Historic America, pp. 87, 88.
'Pre-Historic America, p. 88.
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them an antiquity of thousands of y,ears. It must be obvious that I cannot enter into a consideration of all these
questions, and hence content myseif with a few quotations
from those whose information and judgment I most esteem.11
Upon the subject of Mound Builders, as upon so many
•
subjects in American antiquities, I find what Mr. Baldwin
has said-except wherein his remarks · are against migrations ·from other continents for ~ery ancient American peoples-most acoeptable.'l-'.
That ap_Pears to me the most reasonable suggestion which
assumes that the Mound Builders came originally from Mexi.c o
and Central America. It explai~s many facts connected with
their remains. In the Great Valley their most populous settlements were at the south. Coming from Mexico and Central
America, they would ·begin their settleme•nts on the gulf coast,
1

uThose desiring -to enter upon a further inquiry of this
subject will find it somewhat elaborately treated in Allen's PreHistoric World or Vanished Races, chapter 10; also Nadaillac's
Pr.e -Historic America, chapter 3; History of America Before
Columbus,, P. De Roo, chapter 3; and in Ancient Mpnuments of
the Mississippi Valley, by E. George Squier.
'Z-'Throughout this writing I have often felt the need of some
<;ort of compendi0 1s w.ork to guide me in my researches, and
in all the collection of ·my works upon the subject I hav.e found
Mr. Baldwin's Ancient America the most us.e ful; and should
the readers of these chapters desire a · special work upon the subject of American antiquities, I do not think they could fin~ a ·
single book on the subject which would be more satisfactory
than the little work (293 pages) her.e referr.e d to; and since
I have quoted ·so extensively from it, I cite the following to
show in what esteem Mr. Baldwin is held by one who is the
author of the most elaborate work on the subject of American '
antiquities.
"Mr. Baldwin's most excellent little · book on
Ancient America is the only comprehensive work treating 9f this
subject now before the· public. As a popular treatise, compressing within a small duodecimo volume the whole subject
of archaelogy, including, · besides material relics, tradition, a11d
speculation concerning origin and history as welt, this book
cannot b.e too highly praised." Bancroft's Native Race·s," · Vol.
IV., 2.
1

1
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and afterwards advance gradually up the river to the Ohio valley.
It see~s evident that they came by this route; and their remains show that their only connection with ~he coast was at the
south. Their settlements did not reach the coast at any other
point.
Their constructions were similar in ·design and arrangement to those found in. Mexico and Central America. Like the
Mexicans and Central Americans, they had many of. the smaller
struc.t ures kno~n as teocallis, , and also lacge high mounds, with
level summits, reached by great flights of steps. Pyramidal
platforms or foundations for important edifices appear in both
regions, and are very much alike. In Central America important .
edifices were built of hewn stone, and can still be e·x amined
in their ruins. The MouncJ Builders, like some . of it he ancient
people of Mexico a_nd Yucatan, used wood, sun-dr~ecJ brick, or
some other material that couid not resist decay. There is evidence that the·y: used timber for · building purpos.es. In one of
the. mounds opened in the Ohio valley two chambers were found
with remains of the timber of which the walls were made, and
with arched ceilings precisely like those in Central America,
even to the overlapping stones. Chambe·rs have been found in
some of the Central America·n and Mexican mounds, but there
hewn stones were used for . the walls. In both regions · the
elevated and terra.ced foundations remain, and can be compared. I hav.e already called attention to the close resemblance
betwe.en them, but the fact is so ~important in any endeavor to
exP,lain the Mound Builders that I must bring it to view here .

.

Consider, then, that elevated and terra;c ed foundations for
important buildings are peculiar to ·the ancieJ:?,t ·M.exicans and
Central Americans; that \this method of construction, which, ·
with the1:11, was the rule, is found nowhere else, save that terraced
elevations, carefully constructed, and precisely like theirs in form
and appearance, occupy a chief place ·among the remaini•ng works
of the Mound Builders. The use made of .these foundations
a.1: Palenque, Uxmal and Chihen-Itza, shows the purpose· of
which they were constructed in the Mississippi valley. The
resemblance is not due to chance. The explanation appears
to me very panifest. This method of construction was brought
to .the Mississippi valley from Mexico and Central America, the
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ancient · inhabitants of that region arid the Mound Builders
being the _sam.e P,eople in race,· and also in . civilization, when
it was brought here.
A very large proportion of the old structures in Ohio and
farther south called "mounds," namely, those which are low in
proportion to their horizontal extent, 3:re terraced foundations
for buildings, and .if they were situated in Yucatan, Guatemala,
and M.exico, they would never be mistaken for anything else.
The high mounds also in the two regions ·are remarkably alike.
In both cases they are pyramida( in shape~ and have level summits of considerable extent, which were reached by means of
stairways on the outside. The great mound at Chichen-Itza is
75 fe~t high, and has ·o,n its sum-mit a ruined stone edifi~e; that at
Uxm·a l is 60 f.eet high, and has a similar ruin on its summit;
that ·at Maya pan is 60 feet high; the edifice placed on its -supi,m it has disappeared. The great mound at Miamisburg, Ohio,. is
68 feet high; and . that at Grajve Creek, West Virginia, is 75 feet
high. Both · h<:1,d level summits, and stairways on the outside,
hut no trace of any structure rem3:ins on them. All these mounds
w,ere constructed for religious uses, and they are, in their way, as
much alike as any five Gothic churches.
Could these works of the Mound B·~ ilders be restored to the
condition in which they-were when the country was filled with
their busy communities, we should doubtless . see great edifices,
similar in style to those in Yucatan, standing on the upper
terraces of all the low and .extended~ "mounds,"· and smaller
structures on the high mounds, such as those above named.
There would ·s eem to be ·an extension of ancient Mexico and
Central America through Texas into t"he Mississippi and . Ohio
valleys; and so~ if there were no massive stone work in th.e old
ruins of those countries, it might seem that the Mound Builders'
works were anciently ex.tended into them by way- of Texas.

-

.
The fact tpat the settlements
and works of the Mound ~
Builders extended through Texas and acros.s the Rio Grande in- · ·
dicates very plainly their connection with the people of Mexico,
and goes far to explain their origin. We have other evidence
of intercourse between the two peoples; for the obsidian dug
from the mounds, and perhaps the porphyry also, can be explained only by supposing commerciat" relations between them.
I
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We can not suppose the Mound Builders to have come
from any other part of North America, for nowhere else north of
the Isthmus was there any' other people capable of p_roducing
such works as they left in the places where they dwelt. Beyond
the relics of the Mound Builders, no traces of the · former existence of such a people have been discov:ered in any part of
North America save Mexico, and Central America, and districts
immediately connected with them. At the same time it is not
unreasonable to suppose the civilized people of these regions
extended their settlements through Texas, and also migrated
across the gulf into the Mississippi valley. In fact, tlie connection
of settlements by way of Texas·· appears to have been unbroken
from Ohio to Mexico.
This colonizing extensi~n of the old Mexican race must
have taken place at a remote period in the past; for. wh~t has
been said of the antiquity of the Mound Builders shows that a
very long period~ far ~ore than two thous·and years, it may be,
must have elapsed since they left the valley of the Ohio. Perhaps they found the country mostly unoccupied, and saw there
but little of any other people until an eruption of warlike barbarians came upon them from the northwest. * * *
Th.e supposition that the Toltecs and the Mound Builders
were the same people seems to me not improbable. The reasons
for it wi11 be stated when 'we come to a discussion of the anti- ·
quities, book's, and traditions of Central America. I will only
say here that, ~ccording to dates given in the Centr~l American
books, the· Toltecs came from "Huehue-Tlapalan," a distant
country in the northeast, long previous to the Christian era.
They played a great part and had a long career in Mexico
previous to the rise of their successors in power, the Aztecs, who
were overthrown· by the Spaniards.w
•

I

•

J

Bancroft, in a general way, coincides with the views of
wA,ncient America, pp. 20-24. Rev, J. G: Fish speaking of
some of these North American mounds declares that "the summit
level. of some of them contains more than twelve acres. At their
base they appear like walls stretching up to heaven and it re-quires but a stretch of the imagination to fancy them mouldering
bastions and ramparts of some ancient fortress." "Bible in the
Balanc~," p . .237.
·
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Mr. Baldwin. Discussing several theories respecting the
Mound Builders, he speaks of this as, "the most reasonable
[hypothesis] and best supported by monumental arid traditional evidence. The temple-mounds strongly resemble, in
their principal features, the southern pyramids: at least
they imply a likeness of ·religious 1deas in the builders. · The
use of obsidian. i1nplements shows a connection, either
through origin, war, or commerce, with the Mexican nations, or ·a t least with nations wh<? came in contact with ~he
N ahuas. There are, moreover, several N ahua traditions respecting the arrival on their coasts from1 the northeast, of
civilized strangers.'~x H,e further .s ays: "I am inclined to
believe that the most plausible conjecture respecting the O!,"igin of the Mound Builders js that which makes them a colony o,f the ancient Mayas who settled in the north during ,
the continuance of the great Maya ,empire of Xibalba, in
Central A1n·erica, several centuries before Christ."Y ·
It will be obs·erved that these views· harmoni21e almost
to completeness with the · requirements of the Book of Mormon for su.ch evidences. Whether the Jaredites built some
of these mounds or not does not so much .·m atter, though .I
am incl~ned to think they did. If some of the. earlier monuments of Central ·America, such as Copan, Qurigua and.
Palanque, represent Jaredite ruins, as I am inclined to, believe, then it is most likely that the tru~cated mounds in the
north-which so much resen1ble the stone-faced pyramids of
the south-were also built by tµem. Undoubtedly, during
the two centuries following-the adv,ent of Messiah the Ne- .
phites also extended their occupancy of the ~continent into
the valleys of the Mississippi and its tributaries, and then
during the. next two hundred years of troubled warfare,
,

,

xNative Races, Vol. IV., pp. 788, 789.
YNative Races, Vol. V., p. 539.
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erected the numerous fortifications throughout that land
which now are so distinctly 11ecognized arid spoken of by the
authorities which I have here qudted. In any event it is to
be seen that the Book of Mormon -requires that the civilization of the Mississippi ·valley should find its origin in Central
America, and the fact that such distinguished authorities
recognize Central America as its source, is a strong presumptive evidence for- the truth of the Book of Mormon.

Summary.
I have now presented to the reader all th~ 111atter on that
part of American antiquities pertaining to the extent and location of the ruined cities and other monuments of ancient
American civilization that my space will allow, and I only
pause before closing this chapter to summarize the ground
covered. Beyond question ,ve have .established the following
facts:
(}} There existed in ancient times civilized races ~n
both of the American continents.
(2) The monuments of these civilizations are located
along the western plateau of South America, through Qentral An1erica, and in the Mississippi valley-lands occupied
by the Jaredites and N ephites 11espectiv.ely; that is to say,
the monuments of these ancient civilizations are found
where the Book of_ Mormon requires them to· be located.
·(3) Successive civilizations have existed in ·America J~
in ancient times.; and the older civilization was the most advanced.
....
, ( 4) The chief center of this ancient Rn1erican civilization, and its oldest and most enduring monuments arc
in Central America, where the Book of Mormon locates its
oldest race of people, and where civilization longest pre-

.
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•

vailed and huilded its most enduring monuments ; and is the
centre frotnJ which civilization, .beyond question, ,extended
into the north continent. ·
In making these claims I am not unmindful of
the fact that there are authorities who hold somewhat different views from those whose works I hav1e so extensively
quoted; but I do not believe that the conclusions here summarized can be disturbed ' either by faGts or theori,es of other
authorities. And however divergent the views of authori- ·
ties may be, this much can be absolutely claim,ed, that there
is nothing in their works which, on the matters so far considered, directly conflicts- with the claims of the Book of
Mormon; while so much as is here stated is certainly vecy
strong evidence in i'ts fa~or. ·

•

\

•

,

·.

CHAPTER XXVIII.
E XTERNA L EVIDENCES-A•MERICAN TRADITIONS A ND
MYTHOLOGIES.
I

Turning f ro1n that branch of American antiquities which
deals with the extent and location of ruined cities and monuments of the ancient American civilizations to the consideration of American traditions concerning the origin, migrations, cosmogony, and the religion of the people' of the western world, we by no means leave behind us the difficulty of
divided authorities, and. varying opinions. · Orie could not
hope, even in ari extended work on the subject, to bring order ·out of the chaos which obtains concerning American
traditions and mythologies ; there£ore I need say nothing of
the futility of attempting it in the ·few brief chapters which
I have 'resolved to devote to these traditions. But this mu.ch
must be evidenf respecting the relationship of the Book of
Mormon to American traditions and mythologies, viz., that
several epoch-making incidents in the Book of Mormon
must have made such indelible impressions upon the mind
of the a~cient peoples of America that they would. be perpetuated in various forms in their tradition~. Such incidents, for example, as the Jaredite and N ephite migrations
from the old world to the western hemisphere ; and since
the former colony came directly from the Tower of Babe!,
it is to be expected that they would bring with them a knowl- .
edg;e of the creation, the fall of man, the flood, the escape of
Noah and his family bx 1neans of the ark, and the building
oi the Tower of Babel. Lehi's colony came from Jerusalem,
bringing with them the Jewish scriptures, which speak so
cle~rly of the creation, the flood, the escape of Noah, the
11-28
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building of Babel and the confusion of tongues, hence it
would be expected that they, too, would have a knowledge
of t~ese chief 1events in the history of man down to this last
named event, and a knowledge also of the chief events in the
history of Israel down to the time of the departure of Lehi's
colony from Jerusa]em-six hundred years B. C. It is but a
1:easonable expectation, I say, that these things would ·be perpetuated in American traditions and mythologies. Are traces
of them to be f oun<l there? So also as to the signs given on
the American continent of Messiah's birth; and certainly as
to the signs of his crucifixion, witnessed by the terrible cataclysms which continued in the western hemisphere during
three hours; followed by three days of awful darkness. Also
some trace in their traditions would be found of Messiah's
personal advent on the American contine~t to the survivors
of those events. ~o, too, would the recollection of the gold·
en age of peace and plenty which followed Messiah's advent, and the promise of Messiah's return at some future
time-some
memory of all this would
most likely he perpetu- ·
.
.
ated in native traditions. And while both traditions and
n:iiyth.ologies may be regarded as troubled pools which, like
mirrors shattered· into a thousand fragments, distort into
fantastic shapes the objects on their banks, still there is a
basis of truth in them; and ·American traditions and myth' something of value in the way of eviologies may yield up
dence to the truth of the· Book of Mormon. Surely we would
be .greatly disappointed if this turned out not to be the case,
for the historical incidents ref erred to in the Book of Mormon are so impressive that they would be found to live in
the traditions of the people, whatever became of their written t'lecords. As remarked: by H. H. Bancroft:

-

Ev.e•ry trace of the circumstances that give rise to a tradition is soon lost, although the tradition itself in curiously modi--
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fied forms is long pres.erved. Natural convulsions, like floods and
earthquakes, famines, wars, tribal migrations, naturally leave
an impression on the savage mind which is not easily effaced, but
the fable in which the record is embodied may nave assumed
a form so changed and childish that we pass over it today as
having no historical value, seeking information only in an apparently · more consistent tale, which ·may have originated at a
recent date from· some very trivi·at circumstances. * * * * *
' But the traditions of savages, valueless by themselves for a time
more remote than one or two generations, begin to assume importance when the .e vents narrated hav.e· been otherwise 'ascertained by the records of some contemporary nation, tbrowin~
indirectly much light on history which they were powerless to
reveal.a

Accepting as reasonable these reflections, I wish to add
that having in part the written records of the people among
\vhom the ev,ents happened of which the traditions treat, we
are in possession of that which makes ::these traditions assume the importance to which our •author alludes. And
while the record referred to--the Book of ·Mormon-gives
the necessary importance to the. traditions, the traditions
bear testimony to the truth of the· record at many points.
It shottld be remembered,. h_o.wev,er, that such were th~
conditions existing among the Lamanites after their tri~
umph at Cumorah, that everything is confused and distorted into most fantastic shapes and relations by the idle
speculations and vain imaginings of half, and sometimes
wholly, barbarous minds, often bent on concealing or supplanting the truth by their fabulous inve~tions.
The limits of this work will not permit anything like an
extended investigation of the field proposied. I shall merely
take up the most important facts and historical events of the
Book of Mormon, and seek confirmation of them in American traditions and myths.
aN ative Races, Vol. V., pp. 137, 138.
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The Creation.
I begin with the creation; and select upon that subject
a passage from the book of the Quichesa of G;;iutema:la called
"Popol. V uh/'. which, I believe, exhibits the fact that the
ancient America0:s held in their traditions conceptions of ,
creation found in the Jiewish scriptures. A word upon the
Popol V uh will be necessary. This is one of the most important of the native American books translated into modern
languages. It was found by Dr. Scherzer, in 1854, among
the manuscripts of Francisco Ximenez, "a Dominican father
of great repute for his learn~ng and his love of truth," who,
\vhile fulfilling the duties of his office of curate in a small
Indian town in the highlands of Gautemala, translated this
native book into the Spanish langua~e. It was written by
one or more Quiches in the Quiche language, but in Roman
letters, some time after the Spaniards had occupied Guaten1ala. The meaning of ''°Popol Vu4" is "National Book,"
or "Book of the People," hut the real original "National ,
Book" had been lost, and this was written to replace it. The . .
title of the book, however, is _that given to it by the Abbe
- Brasseur de Bourbourg, who translated it into French; and
by Ximenez, who translated it into Spanish. This name,
Max .M uller says, "is not claimed for it by its. author. He
[the native authorl says that he wrote when the 'Popol Vuh'
[that ·is, the real original National Boqk of the Quiches, and
which this book in question was written to replace] was
no longer to be seen. Now, 'Popol Vuh' means the B~ok of
the People, and referred to the traditional literature in which
I

aThe reader will find preceding the Table of Contents in this
volume a ·pronunciation of the principal Spanish and· Mexican
proper names found in this work.
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all that was known about the early history of the nation,
their J:'leligion and ceremonies, was handed down from age to
age."b Nadaillac, however, says that ''Popol Vuh" may be
translated
"Collection of Leaves."c In the conclusion of a
,,.
long note on the subject Bancroft says, ''We seem justified,
then, in taking this document for what Ximenez and its own
evidence declare it to be, viz., a reproduction of an older
work or body of Quiche traditional history, written because the older work had been lost and was likely to be for-gotten ; and written by a Quiche not long after the Spanish conquest."d
As the passage I quote is from Ban.croft's abridgment
of the Popol Vuh, I give also his brief explanation of the
book:
(

Of all American peoples the Quiches, of Guatemala, have
left us . the richest mythological legacy. Their description of
the creation as given in the Popol, Vuh, which may b.e called
the na.tional book of the Quiches, is in its rude, strange eloquence 'a nd poetit originality, one of the rarest relics of aboriginal thought. Although obliged in reproducing it to condense somewhat, I have endeavor.ed to give. not only the substance, but also,
as far as possible, the peculiar style and phraseology of· the
original. It is with this primeval picture, whose simple, silent
sublimity is that ·of the inscrutable past, that we begin :e

And now the passage on the creation: ·
And the heaven W\S formed, and all the signs ther.eof set
in their angle and alignment, and its boundaries fixed toward
the four winds by the Creator and Former, and Mother and
Father of life and existence-he by whom alt move and breathe,
bChips from a German Workshop, Vol. I., p. 325.
aPre-Historic America, p. 144, note.
d"Native Races," Vol. III., pp. 42, 43.
e"Native Races," Vol. III., ,PP· 42, 43.
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the Father an:d Cherisher of the peace of nations and of the
civilization of his peopl~-he whose wisdom has projected the
excellence of all that is on the earth, or in the lakes, or in the
sea.
Behold the first word and the first discourse. There was
as y.et no man, nor any anima'.l, nor bird, nor fish, nor crawfish,
nor any pit, nor ravin~, nor green herb, nor. any tree; nothing
was but the firmament. The face of the earth had not yet appeared, only the · peaceful sea and all the space of heaven. There
was nothing yet joined together, nothing that clung to anything else; nothing that balanced itself, that made the least rustling, that made a sound in the heaven. There was nothing that
stood up; nothing but the quiet water, but the sea, calm and
alone in its boundaries; nothing existed; nothing, but immob.ility ·
and ·silence, in the darkness, in the night.
Alone also the Creator, the Form.er, the Dominator, the
Fecllthered Serpent, those that engender, those that give being,
the•y are upon the water, like gfowing light. They are envelop.ed
in green and blue; and therefore their name is Gucumatz . . Lo,
now how the heavens exist, h«?w .exists also the Heart of Heaven;
such is the name of God; it is thus that he is .called. And they
speak; they consulted togethe·r and meditated; they mingled their
words and their opinion. And the creation was verily after
this wise: Earth, they said, and on the instant it was formed;
like a cloud or a fog was its beginning. Then the mountains
rose over the water like· gr.e at lobsters; in an instant the mountains and the plains were visible, and the cypress and the pine·
appeared. Then was the Gucumatz filled with joy, crying out:
B\essed be thy coming O Heart of Heaven, Hurakan, Thunder·
bolt. Our work and our l~bor has accomplished its' end.
The earth and its vegetation ·having thus appeared, it was
peopled with the various forms of animaf life. And the Makers
said to the animals: Speak now our name, honor us, as your
moth~r and father; invoke Hurakan, the Lightning-flash, the
Thunderbolt, that strikes, the Heart of Heaven, the Heart of
the Earth, the Creator and Former, him who begets, and him
who gives being, speak, call on us, salute us\ So was it said
to the animals. But the animals could not answer; they could
not speak at all after the manner of men; they could only cluck,

.
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and croak, .each murn1uring after his kind in a d_ifferent manne~.
This displeased the Creators, and they said to the animals:
Inasmuch as ye can not prais.e · us, neither call upon our names,
your flesh shall be humiliated; it shall be broken with teeth;
ye shall be killed and eaten.
Again the gods· took counsel together; they determined to
make man. So they made a man of clay; and when they had
made him, they saw that it was not good. He was without cohesion, without consistence, motionless, strengthless, inept, watery he could not move his head, his face looked but one way ;
his sight was restricted, he could not look behind him; he ~ad
been endowed with language, but he had no intelligence, so he
was consumed in the water.
Again is there counsel in heaven: Let us make an intelligent
being who shalt adore and invoke us. It was decided that a mart
should be made of ·wood and a wom~n of a k·ind of pith. They
were · made; but the resuJt was in no wise satisfactory. They
moved about perfectly well, it is true; they increased and multiplied; they peopled ·the world with sons and daughters, little
'
.
wooden manni~ins like themselves; but still the heart and the
intelligence were wanting; they held no memory of their Mak.er
and Former; they led a useless existence, they lived as the
beasts lived ; they forgot the Heart of H .e aven. They were but an
essay, an attempt at men; they,. had neither blood, nor substance,
·n or moisture, nor fat; their cheeks were shrive11ed, their feet and
hands dried up; their flesh languished.
Then was the Heart. of Heaven wroth; and he sent ruin and
destruction upon those ingrates; he rained upon them night and
day from heaven with a thick resin; and the earth was darkened.
And the men went ·mad with terror ; they tried to mount upon
the roofs and the hous.es fell; they tried to climb the trees and
the trees shook them far from tneir branches; they tried to hide
in the caves and the dens of the earth, but these closed their
holes against them. The bird Xecotcovach came to tear out
their ey.es ; and the Camalotz cut off their head; and the Cotzbalam devoured their flesh ; and the Tecumbalam broke and
bruised their bones to powder. Thus were they all devoted to
chastisement and destruction, save only a few who were preserved as, memorials of the wooden men that had been; and
these now exist in the woods as little apes.
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. Once more are the gods in coui:isel; in the darkness, in the
night of a desolate universe do they commune · together, of what
shall we make man? And the Creator and Former made four
perfect men; and wholly of yellow and white maize was ~their
flesh composed. These were the ,n ames o( the four men that
were made: the name of the first was Balam-Quitz; of the second
Balam-Agab; of the third, Muhucutah; and fourth, Iqui-BalamA
They had neither father nor mother, neither were they made
by the ordinary ag.e nts in the work of creation; but their coming
_into existence was a miracle extraordinary wrought by the
special intervention of him who is preeminently the Creator.
Verily, at last,. were there found men worthy of their origin
and their destiny; verily, at last, did the gods look on beings
who could see with their .eyes, and handle with their hands, and
understand with their hearts. Grand of countenance and broad
of limb the four ~ir~s of our race stood up under the white
rays of the morning star. Sole light as yet of the primeval
world stood up and looked. Their great clear eyes swept rapidly over all; they saw the woods and the rocks, the lakes and
the sea, the mountains and the valleys, and the :heavens and
were above all; and they GOmprehended all and admired exce.eding. Then they returnel thanks to those who had made the
world and all that therein was:
offer up our thanks, twic.e yea verily, thrice! We have received life; we speak, we walk,
we taste; we hear and understand; we know, both that which is
near and that which is far off; we see all things, great and small,
in all the heaven and earth. T·hanks then, ·Maker and Former
Father and Mother of our life! we have been cr.e ated; we are.
But the gods were not wholly please~ with this thing;
Heaven they thought had overshot its mark; these men were
too perfect; knew, unders.t ood, ,and saw ·too much. Therefore
there was coun~el again in heaven: What , shall we do with
man ~ow? It is not good, this ,that we see; these are as gods ;
they would make themselves equal with us; lo, they know all
things, great and small. Let us now contract their sight, so that
they may see only a little of the surface of the earth and b.e
content. Thereupon the Heart of :I-Ieaven breathed a cloud over
the pupil of the eyes of men, and a veil cam.e over it as when
one breathes on the face of a mirror,thus was the globe of the

We
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eye darkened; neither was that which was far off clear to it any
more, but only that which was near.
Then the four men slept, and there was counsel in heaven:
and four women were made, to Balam-Quitze was allotted CahaPaluma to wife; to Balam-Agab, C:homiha; to Muhucutah, Tzunu·niha; and to Iqui-Balam, Cakixaha.
Now the women 1were
exceedingly fair to look upon; and when the men awoke, their
hearts were glad because of the ·won1en.

Notwithstanding some incongruiti,es in the foregoing ·
passage a comparison of it with the account of creation in
Genesis will not fail to convince the thoughtful reader that
the Quiche story of the creation, and that of Genesis doubtless had the same origin, and afuer reading it· again and
again, as suggested by ly.Iax Muller, one must come to the
conclusion that "some salient features standing out more
distinctly, make us feel that there was a ground work of
noble conceptions ·which has been covered and distorted by
an aftergrowth of f ~ntastic norisense."f Indeed, so ''startling," as Muller further remarks, are some of the coincidences between the Old Testa1nent and the Quiche manuscripts that it has beerl suspected by so1ne authorsg that the
Quiche writers followed rather the Spanish, Christian tecl;chin~s than the Quiche tradition in that part of their work;
"yet even if a Christian influence has to be admitted," remarks our author, "much remains in these American traditions which is so different from· anything else in the national literatut'le ,of other countries that
we may safely treat it as·
'
the genuine growth of the intellectual ·soil of America."lt In
~

!Chips from a German Workshop, Vol. I., pp. 328-9.
,
gNadaillac Pre-Historic America, p. 144, riote. This writ.er
says of the book in question. "It contains several details strangely resembling those of Genesis, and some have seen in the1n
an adaptation by a pious fraud of Indian mythology to the dogmas of Christianity."
.
.
hChips from a German Workshop, p. 128. -
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the light which the Book of Mormon throws upon the subj cct, however, we are not under the necessity of admitting
the "Christian influence" referred to by Muller; that is,
that the natives· arrived at the- Biblical knowledge of the creation facts after the advent of the Christians among thc~n,
since the Jaredites brought with them a knowledge of creation as held. by antediluvians, and the N ephites brought with
them a knowledgie of that same account of creation as cryst~lized in the writings of ..Moses, which undoubtedly became
permanently fixed both in the written records and traditions
of the native inhabitants of America; and which are reflected in this old Quiche book, "Popol Vuh." .
There is a quotatio11: from another authority that I wish
tu add to the statement -0f Professor Max Muller
in. the fore.
going, relative to the creation ideas of the Quiches, being
a "groundwork of noble conoeptions which has been covered and distorted by an · aftergrowth of fantastic nonsense." That additional au~hority-thottgh the remark I
quote has reference to another people, the Aztecs, is in the
same line of thought as that which Professor Muller sug'
gests, but applied to the whole religion
of the natives-is
from Prescott :
In contem·plating the religious system of the Aztecs, one is
struck with its apparent incongruity, as if some portion of it ~.a"l
emanated from a comparatively refined people, open to gentle
influences, while the rest breathes· a spirit of unmitigated ferocity. It naturally suggests the idea of tv.;:o distinct sources, and
authorities the belief that the Aztecs had inherited from their
predecessors a milder faith, on which was. afterwards engrafted
their own mythology. The latter soon became dominant, and
gave its dark coloring to the creeds of the conquered nationswhich the M·exicans, like the ancient Romans, seem willingly
to have incorporated into their own, until the same funeral superstitions ·settled over the .farthest borders of• Anahuaci
iConquest of Mexico, Vol. I., ?rescott, p. 62.
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If the noted German and American authors. respecuvely had been writing with full knowledge of what the Book
of Mormon reveals on this subject, they could not more
exactly have stated the case tha~ they have here done, though
enlightened only by the facts they discov,ered in the religion of the natives; for surely the Book of Mormon gives
us the information that both the J aredite and the N,ephite
people had knowledge of the tnte God and the latter, especially, . a full ·knowledge of .the mild and gentle religion
taught by Jesus Christ; which religion, however, was· subverted in the western world, and overlaid by the revolting
superstition and horribly ferocious idolatry, .attended by
human sacri £ice and cannibalism of the Lamanites or Aztecs.

.

Another point of the coincidence [between native American
traditions and the Bible] is found in the goddess Cioacoatl, "our
lady and mother;" "the first goddess who brought forth;" "who
bequeathed the sufferings of childbirth to women, as the tribute
of death;" "by whom sin came into the world." Such was the
remarkable language applied · by the Aztecs to this venerated
deity. She was usually represented with a serpent near her; and
her name signified the "serpent-woman." In all this we see
much to remind us of the mother of the human family, the
Eve of the Hebrew and Syrian nations.i

On this passage Prescott also has the following note :
Torquemada, not content with the honest record of his
predecessor, whose manuscripts lay before him, tells us, that the
Mexican Eve had two sons, · Cain and Abel.k The ancient interpreters of the Vatican and Teller~an Codices add the further
tradition, of her bringing sin and sorrow into the world by
plucking the forbidden rose; (Antiquities of Mexico, Vol. VI.,
explan. of Plate. 7, 20); and Veytia remembers to have seen
a Toltec or Aztec map, representing a garden with a single
iConquest of Mexico, Prescott, Vol. II., p. 387.
kMorarch Ind., lib. 6, cap. 31.
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tree in it, round which was coiled the s.erpent with a human
face! (Hist. Antig., lib. 1., Ch. 1) .l

"After this," continues Prescott, sarcastically, "we may
be prepared for Lord Kings borough's deliberate confession
that the Aztecs had a clear knowledge of the Old Testament
a·n d n1ost probably of the -New, though somewhat corrupted
by time and hieroglyphics !" I se·e no occasion for the sarcasm on the part of the admirable author of the Conquest of
Mexico,.since he himself furnishes much of the material that
would warrant a conclusion similar to· that of Kingsborough.m Kingsborough's conclusion comes in his note two.,11
i!l which he deals with ''American traditions which appear to
be derived from a Hep11ew source;" and as the passage ref erred to by Prescott is of great value as material in proof
not only of his lordship's position that the. ancient Americans
were acquainted with portions, at least, of the Old Testamel)t, but also sustains the truth of the Book of Mormon at
a number of points.which will be noted later-I give it in
ex ten.so:
It is unnecessary to attempt in this place to trace out any
further scriptural analogies in the traditions and mythology of the
New World, since the coincidences which have been already
m~ntioned ar.e sufficiently strong to warrant the conclusion that
the Indians, at a period long antecedent to the arrival of the
Spaniards in America, were acquainted with a porti_gn at least .
of the Old Testament, although time, superstition, and above
all, such an imperfect mode of transmitting to posterity the
memory of the past events as that of painting, had greatly
corrupted their ancient traditions W ,e shall close these observations with the following curious extracts fro1n Torquemada,
from which it might ·appear that even the New Testament had
been known to the Indians:· "Another ecclesiastic, Q.amed BrothZPrescott, Conquest of Mexico, Vol. II., pp. 387, 388, note.
mSee Appendix No. 1, Vol. II., of Prescott's Conquest of
M.exico.
·
nVol. VI., Kingsborough's Antiquities of Mexico, pp. 401-409.
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er Diege de Mercado, a grave father, who has been definitor of
this province of the Holy Gospel, and one of the most exemplary
men and greatest doers of penance of his time; relates, and
authenticates this relation with his signature, that some years
:ago conversing with an aged Indiar:i of the Otomies, above
seventy years old, respecting matters concerning our faith, the
Indian told him that they in ancient times had been in possession of a book which was handed down successively from f~ther
to son, in the person of the eldest, who was dedicated to the
safe custody of it and to instruct others in its doctrines. These
doctrines were written in two columns, and between column
and column Christ was painted crucified, with a countenance as of anger. They accordingly ~said that God was offended;
and out of reverene did not turn over the leaves with their
hands, but with a small bar which they had made for that purpose, which they kept a1ong with the book. On this ecclesiastic's
questioning the Indian as to the contents of that book and its
doctrines, he was unable to give .him further information, but
simply replied that if the book had not been lost, he would have
seen that the doctrine which he taught and preached to them1
and those which die book contained, were the. same; that the
book had rotted in the earth, where the persons who kept it had
buried it on the arrival of the Spaniards . .H.e likewise informed
him that they knew the world had been destroyed by the de·
luge, and that only seven persons had escaped in the ark, and
that all the rest had perished, together with the animals and
birds, excepting those which had been saved therein. They were
also acquainted w.i th the embassy of the angel of Our Lady,
under a figure, relating that something very white, like the
feather of a bird, fell from heaven, and that a virgin stooped down
and took it ~p and put it in her bosom and became pregnant; but
what she brought forth they could not tell. What they said of
the deluge, is attested likewise in Guatemala by the Indians
named Achies, who assert that they possessed paintings recording the event .with other matters of antiquity, all of which the
Brothers, [Spanish Catholic priests] with the spirit anci zeal
with which they were animated for the destruction of idolatry,
took from them and burnt, holding them to be suspicious.a
oAntiquities of Mexico, Kingsborough, Vol. XL, p. 409.
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I

'

The Flood.
I next call . attention to the native American traditions
concerning the flood, consulting those passages, however,
let me say, which .most nearly resemble the account of our
Hebrew scriptures; and without prietending to enter into
an exhaustive consideration of native flood myths. My pu~pose is accomplished in this, as in the matter of the traditions concerning the creation, if I produce those proofs
which, in my judgment, estab1ish the fact that the native
Americans have been made acquainted with the facts of the
creation and the flood found in our Jewish scriptu.res; and
I am not at all concerned here with the variations that native
traditions have given to the main truths.
The following is from Prescott :
No tradition has been more widely spread among nations
than that of a Deluge. Independently .of tradition, indeed, it
would seem to be naturally suggested· by the interior structure of
the earth, and by the elevated places on which marine substances
are found. to be deposited. It was the received notion under some
form or other, of the most civilized people in the Old World, and
of the barbarians of the new. The Aztecs combine with this some
particular circu111stances of a. more arbitrary character resembling the acounts of the ea~t. They . believed that two persons
surviv.ed the deluge, a man, named Coxcox and his wife. Their
heads are represented i.n ancient paintings, together with a boat
floating on the waters, at the foot of a mountain. A dove is
also depicted, with the hieroglyphical emblem of languages in
his mouth, which he is distributing to the children of Coxcox,
who we.re born dumb. The neighboring people of Michuacan,
inhabiting the same high plains of the Andes, had a still further
tradition, that the boat, in which Tezpi, their Noah, escaped, was
filled with various kinds of animals and bir ds. After som.e
time, a vulture was sent out · -f rom it, but remained feeding on
0

\
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the dead bodies of the giants, which had b.een left on the earth,
as the waters subsided. The little humming-bird, huititzilin,
was then-sent forth, and returned with a twig in its mouth. The
coincidence of both these accounts with the Hebrew and Chat ..
dean narratives is obvious.P

This is from Bancroft:
In Nicaragua, · a country where the principal language was
•
a Mexican dialect, it was believ.e d that ag.es ago the world was
destroyed by a flood in which the most part of mankind perished
Afterwards
the teotes, or gods, restocked the earth as at the be..
ginning,q
Conneted with the great ·nood of water, there is a Mexican
tradition presenting some analogies to the story of Noah and his
ark. In , most of the painted manuscripts supposed to relate
to this event, a kind of boat · is represented floating ovtr the waste
of water and containing a man and a woman . . Even the Tlascaltecs, and Zapotecs, the Miztecs, and the people of Michoacan
are said 'to hav.e had such pictures. The man is variously called
Coxcox, Teocipactli, T~zpi, and Nata; the woman Xochiquetzal
and Nena.·· The following has been usually accepted as the ordinary Mexican version of this myth: In Atonatiuh, the Age
of. water, a great flood covered all the face of the .earth, and the
i.nhabitants thereof were turned into fishes. Only one man and
one woman escaped, saving themselves in the hollow trunk of
an ahahuete or bald cypress; the name of the man being Cox cox,
1
and that . of his wif.e Zochiquetzal. On the waters abating a
little they grounded their ark on the •Peak· of Colhuacan, the .
Ararat of Mexico. Here they increased and multiplied, and
children began to gather about tliem, children who were all
born dumb. And a dove came and gave them tongues, innumerable languages. Only fifteen of the descendants of Coxcox,
who afterw~rd became heads of families, spake the same language
or could at all understand each other; and from these fifteen
are descended the Toltecs, the Aztecs, and the Acolhuas. * *
* * * In Michoacan a tradition was preserved, following

386.

PConquest of Mexico, Prescott, Vol. II., appendix pp. 385,
qNative Races, Bancroft, Vol. Ill., p. 75.

,
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which the nam.e- of ·th.e Mexican Noah was Tezpi. With better
.fortune than that ascribed to Coxcox, he was able to save, in
a spacious vessel, not only himself and his wife, but also his
children, several animals, and a quantity of grain for the common
use. When the waters began to subside, he sent out a vulture
that it might go to and fro on the earth and bring him word
again when dry land began to appear. But the vulture fed upon
the carcasses that' were strewn in every part, and never returned.
Then Tezpi sent out other birds, and among thes_e was a hum-·
ming-bird. And -when the sun began to cover the earth with a
new verdure, the humming-bird returend to its old refuge bearing
green leaves. And Tezpi saw that his vessel was aground near
the mountain of Colhuacan and he landed there.r
The Peruvians had severa flood-myths. One of them relates
that the whole face of the earth was changed by a great deluge,
attended by an extraordinary eclipse of the· sun which lasted
five days. All living things were destroyed except one man,
a shepherd, with his family and flocks. * * * According
to another Peruvian legend, two brothers escaped from a great
deluge which overwhelmed the world in much the sam.e manner,
by ascending a mountain which floated upon the .flood. When
the waters had retired, they found themselv.e s alone in the world;
and having consutr1ed all their provisions, they went down into
the valleys to seek for more food.s I
·

The following_is from Lor<l Kingsbo-rough's works:
\

The Peruvians were acquainted with the deluge, and believed
that the rainbow was the sign that the .earth would not again
be _d estroyed by water. T~is is plain from the speech which
Mango Capac, the reported founder of the Peruvian empire,
addressed to his companions on beholding the rainbow rising
from a hill.; which is thus recorded by Balboa· in the ninth
chapter of the third part of his miscellanea Antarctica: "They
1
traveled on until a mountain, at pr.esent named Guanacauri, presented itself to their view, when, on a certain morning, they
beheld the rainbow rising above the mountain, with one ex-

1'Native Races, Vol. ·III., pp. 65-67.
.sNative Races, Vol. V., pp. 14, 16.
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tremity resting upon it, when Mango Capac exclaimed to his
companions, This is a propitious sign that the world will not be
again destroyed by water;· follow me, let us climb to the summit
of this mountain, that we may thence have a · view of the place
which is d·estined for our future habitation, -Having cast
lots and performed various superstitious ceremonies after this
manner, they directed their course towards the mountain. It is
scarcely necessary to observe, that to draw omens or to determine chances by throwing lots, was an ancient Hebrew cus;- ·
tom, resorted to on the most solemn, as well as the mos.t trivial
occasions. Proof having been afforded in the passage. quoted
,f rom the history of Balboa, that Peruvians were acquainted with the history of the rainbow, as given in the ninth
chapter of Genesis, it may be · interesting to add, that according
to the account of an anonymous writer, they believed that the
rainbow was not only a passive sign that the earth would not
be de~troyed by a second deluge, but an active instrument to
prevent the recurrence of such a catastrophe: the latter curious
notions proceeded upon the assumption that as the water of the
•
sea ( which, like the Jews, they believ.e to .encircle the whole ·
earth) would have a tendency to rise after excessive falls of
rain·, so the pressure of the . extremities of the rainbow upon its
surface would prevent its exceeding its proper level.'

N a~aiflac calls attention to the tfa_ct ·o~ a general
beliief in a deluge or a flood among the Am~rican races and
comments upon the fact that we are dependent upon writers .
for our account of the tfaditions who are not Jhvays free
from mental bias and who· have derived their infcnnatk,n
from individuals . who had been subjected. to missionary
teachings and who were more or less fan1iliar with what he
calls the myths and Legends of the Christians. "Notwithstanding these disadvantages," he remarks, however, "it
will be seen that a general belief, for instance, of a delugie or
flood is widely spread among · American races, and can
hai:-dly be attributed to Christian. teachings."u
'Kingsborough's M.exican Antiquities, Vol. .VIII., p. 25, note.
•Pre-Historic America, p. 525.
2~

....
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One might continue quoting passages of the foregoing
character indefinitely, but I consider what has been set down
on these matters suf ficient.v
. vWhoever desires to pursue the subject further may do so by
consulting Bancroft's Native Races, Vol. V., chapter one, and
Vol. II I., chapter two; as also the works of ,Prescott, the monumental volumes of Kingsborough, (the latter can be accessable to
but few, however, ancl chapter v of Ignatius Donnelley's Atlantis. Also Pre-Historic America (Nadaillac) , chapter x, and
~'Th.e History of America Before Columbus, (De Roo) Vol. I.,
chapter sixteen.
·

•

CHAPTER

XXIX.

INDIRECT EXTERNAL EVIDENCES-AMERICAN TRADITIONS.

Continued.
Always clos~ly allied with the native American traditions of a deluge are those which bear close analogy to the
Bible account of the existence of giants in the earth,a of the
Tower of Babel,b the oonfusion of languages/ the dispersion of mankind throughout the earth, d including .migrations
to this western hemisphere. The first four items above
enumerated will be recognized as Bible events; while the last
will be remembered as a ve.ry important Book of Mormon
event fulfilled in the migration of the Jaredite colony from
the Tower of Babel to the. western hemisphere.e But as the
N ephite migration, as also that of Mulek's oolony, is com.mitted to the traditions of the native Americans, one must
not be surprised if these several migrations are sometimes
confounded, resulting in confusion that is quite perplexing.
III.

T radition of the Tow er of Babel
On the way between Vera Cruz and the capital not far from
the modern city of Puebla, stands the venerable relic, with· which
the reader has become familiar in the course of this narrative
-called the temple of Cholulua. It is, as he will remember, a
pyramidal mound, built, or rather cased, with unburnt brick,
a Gen.

vi: 4.

bG en. x1..

cGen. xi : 9.
dGen. xi : 8.
eSee Book of Ether, chs. i, ii,· iii, vi.
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rising to the height of nearly one hundred and eighty feet.
The popular tradition of the natives is that it was erected by a
family of giants, who had escaped the great inundation, and designed to raise the bui11ing to the clouds; but the gods, offended
with their presumption, sent fires fro111i heaven o~- the pyramid,
and compelled them to abandon the attempt. The partial coincidence of this legend with the Hebrew account of the Tower
of Babel, received also by other nations of the east, cannot
be denied.f
.

'
j

Prescott also had a footnote on this passage, fro1n which
I make the following quotation :

A tradition, very similar to the Hebrew one, existed among
the Chaldeans and tpe Hindoos. (Asiatic Researches, Vol. III.,
mem. 16.) The natives of Chiapa, also according to the bishop
Nu.ez de la Vega, had a story, cited as genuine by Humbol~t
(Vues des Cordilleres, p. 148), which not only agrees with the
scripture account of the manner in which Babel was built, but
with that of the subsequent dispersion, and the confusion of
tongues.g
Ixtilxochitl, the Christian descendant of the ancient rulers
of Anahuac, relates that after the dispersion of the human race
which succeeded the attempt at building the Tower of Babel
(which he had learned fr~m his Catholic instructors.)h s.e ven· .
Toltecs reached America and became the parents of a numerous
race. The Quiches speak of w~ite men who came from the land
of the sun. The people of Yucatan believe .that their ancestors
had. con1e from the east, across a great body of water that God
had dried up to let them pass oyer.i
Tpe Mexicans· round Cholula had a special legend, connecting the escape of a remnant from the great deluge with
I

---- ,

!Conquest of Mexico, Vol. II., pp. 386, 387, Prescott.
.
KConquest of Mexico, Vol. II., p. 187, note, Prescott. ·
hThe suggestion of N adaillac in this clause in p.e ~enthesis
to the effect that this tradition of the Tower ·of Babel had -its
origin in the. Christian teachings imparted to Ixtilxochitl, will
receive consideration at the conclusion of this series ,Pf quotations on the subject of the Tower of Babel, etc. ·
iPre-HJstoric
America, Nadaillac,
p. ,526.
.
.
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the .often mentioned story of the origin of the ·people of Anahuac
from Chicomoztoc, or the Seven Caves. At the time of the
cataclysm, [i. e. the flood] the country, according to Pedro de las
Rios, was inhabited by giants. Some of these perished utterly;
others were changed into fishes; while seven brothers of them
found safety by closing themselves into certain caves in a
mountain called Tlaloc. Whe·n the waters wer.e assuaged, on~
of the giants, Xelhua, surnamed the architect, went to Cholula
and began to build an .artificial mountain, as a monument and
a memorial of the Tlaloc that had sheltered him and his when
the angry waters swept thr~ugh all the land. The: bricks were
made in Tlan:ianalco, at the foot of the Sierra ·de Cocotl, and
passed to Cholua from hand to hand along a file of men-whence
these came is not said-stretching between tpe two places. Then .
were the jealousy and the anger of . the gods aroused, as the
huge pyramid arose slowly ·up, threatening to reach the clouds
and the great heaven itself; and the gods launched their fire
upon the builders and slew many, so that the work was stopped.
But the half-finished structure, afterwards· dedicated· by the
Cho"lultecs to Quetzalcoatl, still remains to show how ·well
Xelhua, the giant, deserved his surname of the Arch.itect.i

"The Tower of Babel is," indeed, clearly remembered
by several aboriginal nations of our continent," says P. De
Roo, "especially of Central An1erica," and then he adds :
iN ative Races, Vol. III., pp. 67, 68. Fo·r this statement
Bancroft in a foot note quotes the following authorities : "Boturini, Idea de una Hist. pp. 113, 114; id., Catalogo, pp. 39, 40;
Clavigero, Storia Ant. del Messico, tom. i., pp. 129, 130, tom. ii.,
p. 16; Spiegazione delle Tavole del Codice Mexicano (Vaticano)
tav. vii., in Kings borough's M.ex. Ant., Vol. V., pp. 164, 165;
Gemelli Carreri, in Churchill's Col. Vay. Vol. IV., p. 481; Humboldt, Vues des Cordilleres, tom. i., pp. 114, 115, tom. ii., pp.
175-8; Tylor's Anahuac, pp. 276, 277; Gondra, in -Prescott,
Conquesta ·de Mexico, tom. iii., pp. 1-10. The remainder of
Bancroft's note following this citation of authorities, ·wherein
he seeks to discredit the force of these native tradition s concerning the Tower, the confusion oi ,tongues and the dispersion
.of mankind, as in the case of Nadaillac's effort of a similar character, remarked in a previous · note, will receive consideration
at the close of this series of quotations concerning the Tower,
etc., p. 273.

'
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' according t~
Ixtlilxochitl r.e lates the tradition of the Toltecs,
which the few men who escaped the deluge, after multiplying
again, built a "zacuali" or tow.er of great height, in which to take
refuge when the world should be destroyed a second time. After
this their tongues became confused and, not understanding one
another any longer, they went to different parts o.f the world.
The Toltecs, seven in numb.er, and their wives, who understood
one · another's speech, after crossing great lands and seas and
undergoing many hardships, final~y. arrived in America, which
they found to be a good land anq fit for habitation: When
Coxcox and his wife Xochiquetzal had landed on the peak of
Calhuacan they increased and multiplied, and children began
to gather about them; but thes.e were all born dumb. A dove
came, however, and gave ·them tongues, innumerable languages. ·
On an ancient hieroglyphical map, .fir~t published by Carr,eri,
who was vindicated from suspicion as to his integrity by Boturini, Clavigero, and von Humboldt, there is also depicted a dove
with. the hieroglyphic emblem of languages, which it is distributing to the children of Coxcox. Only fifteen of the descendants · of Coxcox could not all understand one another, and these
were the a·n cestors of the Nahua
nations. Thus .runs the Mexican
,
tradition, which the learned Von Humboldt further relates
when he says, "W odan, one of the fifteen ancestors of the American nations, was a grandson of the venerable old man, who
with his family escaped the fury of the flood, and was one of
those who, according to the Chiapan legend, had helped in
building the monument that was to reach heav.en but remained
unfinished through the anger of the gods. After each .f amily
had rec.e ived a different language, Teotl ordered W odan to go
and settle Anahuac"k-(the Mexican table land).
.

The Cholulan tradition, as told by Duran, differs somewhat from the foregoing version. "I inquired," he says, '~about
the ancient Mexican legends, ,f rom a native of Cholula who was
a hundred years ·o ld, and well versed in the antiquities of his
tribe. 'Take pen and paper,' he answ.ered m.e·, 'because you
could not remember all that I am to tell you: At first, there was
nothing but a dark world, without any creature in it; but as .;
soon as light was made with the sun rising in the east, gigantic
kAmerica Before Columbus, P. De Roo, Vol. I., pp. 415, 416.
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nien with ugly features made their appearance and took possession of this earth. Desirous of knowing the rising and the
setting of the sun, they divided themselves into two groups,
tho: e of one group traveling east on their ' search, and the
others west, until the ocean pr.evented them from going any
further. _T hey retur,ied, therefore, and, unable to get at the
sun by his rising or sinking; whilst, however, they were enamoured with his light and beauty, they decided to build a tower
tall enough to reach him in his course. They set out gathering
materials, found clay and a very sticky bitumen, and they hurr~ed
on to erect the tower, and raised it so high that, they say, it
seemed to attain to the sky. And the Lord aboye, annoyed at'
their work, spoke to the inhabitants of heav.e n: 'You have noticed
how those of the world have built a high and superb tower
to climb up higher, after the beauty and light of the sun; come
and let us confound them, for it is not right that those of the
world living in the flesh, should mix up with us.' The inhabi.
tants of heaven sallied forth at once, like thunderbolts, by the
four corners of the .e arth and demolished· the monument. Ter- .
rified and trembling, the giants fled in· every direction.' "l
I

I
~

Passages of like description to these n1ight be m.ulti..
plied, but the foregoing ar~ sufficient for our purpose here."'
I have already called attention to the fact that authorities upon the subject of traditions and legends of the new
world are as much <livided and as irveconcilable as they are
upon the origin and antiquity of American ruins. A number of writers, especially those of recent date, seek to discount the value of the analogy which is plainly evident between these native ·A merican accounts of the creation, the
flood, the bui'lding of the Tower of Babel, the confusion of
ZA'medca Before Columbus, P . De Roo, Vol. I., pp. 417, 418.
mShould any one desire to make a larger collection I refer
him to the authorities already referred to in a previous note on
a passage from Bancroft, as also Nadaillac's "Pre-Historic America," chapter ten P. D.e·e Roo's "America Before Columbus," Vol.
I., chapters sixteen to twenty inclusive; and Rivero & Tschudi's
"Peruvian Antiquities," chapter seven.
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tongues, the dispersion of mankind, and the Bible accounts
of the same events; but I fail to find any reason advanced
sufficiently stro~g to discredit the obvious analogy, and the
significance there is in such analogy, viz., that the native
Americans in ancient times were acquainted with the Bible
facts concerning tpese several things. Those who accept the
Book of Mormon know by what means .a nd how the ancient
Americans became acquainted with these scriptural. truths.
Those writers.who seek to discredit the native traditions r~sort in the main to the theory that these so-called creation,
flood, and tower legends have not escaped the "renovating
touch of the Spanish pries~s and chroniclers, who, throughout their writings, seem to think it their bounden .duty to
make the ideas of the history of the ne:V-world correspond
to those of the old.;''n while others see in them an ?,daptation by pius .frau<l of Indian mythologies to Bible statements. 0 : Such N adaillac represents the theories of some
other writers to be.; but he himself, in speaking of a number
of traditions· which. resemhle Bible historical incidents, disclaims the necessity of accrediting them to Christian origin:
1

•

A general belief * * * * in a deluge or flood is widely
,spread among the American races, and can hardly be attributed
;to Christian teachings. * * * . * * It is probable that all
these tr~ditions hav.e some foundations in truth. * * * * *
No dissemination of merely Christian ideas since the conquest
is sufficient to account for these myths.P·
I

With the Book .o f Mormon in hand, however, one does
not need to accept these strained explanations nor this
nNative Races, Vol. V., p. 12.
oPre-Historic America, p. 530.

For the objections of the
agnostic Bancroft see Native Races, Vol. III., 68, 69, note; and
fc;>r the objections urged by Prescott see· Conquest of M'e xico,
Vol. II., appendix, ,p. 387.
/'Pre-Historic Amedca, 525, 531.
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wholesale repudiation of the writings of respectable authorities on the validity of the~e legends among native Americans,
derived-not as some would have us beliieve, from picturepaintings of the natives alone, but from these, supplemented
by tpe or,al. traditions 9f the natives. ~he source of the traditions here referred to is made clear by the Book of Mormon.
IV.

Migrations.
I
;

As · alr~ady stated, some confusion exists in native
American traditions relative to migrations. This doubtless
arises from the fact that the native traditions confound the
three great migration·s of which the Book of Mormon
'
speaks, viz., the Jaredite, N ephite and Mulek mJgrations;
and also the subsequent intercontinental movements among
both N·ephites and Lamanites, especially those following the
disaster at Cumorah, with the g,eneral migrations from the
old world. This confusion in the native traditions results
in dividing the writers on American antiquities, both in respect of the num.ber of migrations and the direction whence
they came, as also the tim,e of them. It should be stated
that there are some respectable authorities who doubt ancient
migrations at all, holding the native population of America,
and·also its civilization, to be indigenous.
Migration passages already quoted in connection with
the Tower of Babel matter, are as follows: "The Toltecs
r.eached America [from the Towerl and became the f~unders of a numerous race." "The Quiches speak of white
men who came from the land of the sun . ..The people of Yucatan believe that their ancestors had come rrom the east
across a great body of water, that God had dried up to l,et
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them pass over."r Here it will be observed that with these
traditions of the migration from the east has been coupled
the Bible story of the Isr~elites crossing the Red Sea,
through which God opened a way to let them pass.s
It ·is also to be observed that in some instances ,the
American traditions fix the building of the notable tower to
escape floods in the western world/ Not a surprising variation when one considers how oral tradition; unchecked by
written annals, distorts facts. From. anot~~r passage already given,u after referring to the facts of the confusion of
languages, it is stated that the people went to dif :£erent parts
of the world; then, "the To1tecs, seven in number, and their
wives, who understood one another's speech, after crossing
great lands and seas and undergoing great hardships; finally
arrived in America, which they found to be good land and
fit for habitation. * * * Only fifteen of the descendants
of Coxcox could at all understand one another, and these
were the ancestors of the N ahuac nations."v · In this last
quotatio!1' one perceives very clearly in outline the story of
the J aredite migration as follows: First, the number of the
colony is small. The Book of Ether represents that the
J aredite colony crossed the great waters between their native land and America in eight barg.es ;w and they were
smalt..i- The two principal families -o f this colony, that of
Moriancumer and Jared, some time after reaching A1nerica 1
are set down as follows: The former had of sons and
daughters twenty-two; while the number of sons and <laughr Ante. p. 436.

sExodus; xiv.
tAnte. p. 435, ·436.
uAnte. p. 436.
vAnte. p. 436. Ibid.
wEther, iii·: 1.
xEther ii: 16.
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ters of the latter were twelve, he having four sons. Some of
these sons and daughters may, of cour~e, have been born
en route to, . and after the arrival in America-that, at
least, is ·a very great probc1:bility-and };lenc.e the original
colony would be cut down by as many as were so born.''
The number of "fri,ends' 'of Jared and his brother who accompanied them from Babel to America are set down at'
"about twenty and two souls, and they also begat sons and
d3:ughters before they came to the pro_m,ise<l land.z This· may
mean -that the twenty-two friends were all adults, ~hile the
number -of children is not given; or it may mean that they
numbered twenty-two including childrien. In any event the
J aredite colony was not large, and it is quite possible that
the families were not more than seven in number, as held in
the native tradition before us.
Second, the Arp.erican traditions 11epresent ·that the col- .
ony ,vhich came -from the to,ver and peopled ·A merica all
understood each other's language, and the number of them
was fifteen; which, if this number represents the adult 1nembers of th~ colony, we have again about the seven families
indicated in the foregoing passage ; and it will be remembered that when the Lord made kno,vn to the prophet Moriancut!}er that he was about to confound the languages of the
people, µis brother J aried suggested to him that he ask ·t he
Lord not to confound their language; "and it cam.e to pass
that the brother of Jared did cry unto the Lord, and the Lord
had compassion upon Jared, therefore he did not confound
the language of J ared."a A second· appeal ,vas made in behalf of their friends ( who we have already learned numbered twenty-two) that their language might not be con-

.

YEther vi: 20.
zEther vi: 16.
a Ether i: 35.
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founded; ''and the Lord had compassion upon their friends,
and upon their f stmiilies also, that they were .not con£ounded."b
•
Third, thi$ colony, of the American traditions, crossed
great lands and seas and underwent .many hardships before
finally arriving. in, America.. Now Ether's account of the
J.areqite journey: "And it came to pass that they did travel
in the wilderness, and did build barges, in which they did
cross many waters, bei!).g directed continually by the hand of
the Lord. And the Lorsf would not suffer ithat they should
stop beyond the sea in the wilderness, but he would that they
should come forth even unto the land of promise"-America. c Arriving on the shores of the great ocean which sep-·
a rated them from the land of their destination they receivec;I
a commandment to build barges for crossing this ocean.
"And it came to pass that when they '1ad done all these
.things they got aboard of their vessels or barges and set
forth into the sea, comm.e nding themselves unto the Lord
their God. And it came to pass that the Lord God caused
that there should be a furious wind blow upon the face of
the waters, towards the prom1ised land ; and thus they were
tossed uppn the waves of the sea before the wind."d This
journey continued three hundred and· forty-four days upon
the water. . This surely was "crossing great lands and seas
and undergoing many hardships."
Fourth, the American tradition says that the To.ltec colony finally arrived in America, which they found to be a
good land, "and fit for habitation." Concerning the land
to which the Jaredite colony came · Ether says that it is "a
land of promise, which is choice above all other lands which
•

1

bEther i: 37.
.cEther vi: 4, 5.
dEther vi: 4, 5~
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the Lord had preserved for a righteous people."e In other
words, to use' the language of the native American traditioin, it was "a land firt for habitation.''
Other passages on. the fact of ancient migrations to
America follow; but I caution the reader again co~cerning
the confusion existing in the traditions on this subject
which arise, as I believe, from the traditions mingling indiscrimi~ately together the three migrations of the Book of
Mormon, and \ater move~ents of native tribes since the
overthrow of the N ephites at· Cumorah.
One fact appears probable, and that is that there was a
tendency of population extending over a long period from the
north toward the south·, one driving another before it as one
wave of the sea follows that in advance of it. We cannot do better than compare · these successive invasions, with thos.e of the
barbarous races that quarreled ov:er the parts of the dismembered
Roman empire, or with that of the Aryans, who from the
.
farther end of Asia fell in hordes first upon India and Persia and
then upon the different countries of Europe, giving to the vanquished as tlie price of their defeat a culture undoubtedly superior to tha't ·they pad formerly possessed.!
That successive waves of migration occurred there is no
reason to doubt, and that these successive bodies of i111migrants
differed to some extent in culture and in race is highly probable.g
* * * * * * ·* The ancient Arq..e·rican races preserved the
traditipn of distinct migrations, in their hieroglyphics and pictographs.k
That Amedca was ·peopled from Asia, the cradle of the
human race, can no longer be doubted, but how and when 't hey
came is a problem that cannot be solved.i
~

The testimony "of migration to the ,:vestern coast of
eEther ii: 7.
,
!Pre-Historic Am.e rica, Nadaillac, p. 261.
gPre-Historic America, Nadaillac, p. 523.
kPre-Historic Am.e rica, N adaillac, .p. 272.
iDupaix, quoted by Bancroft, Native Races, Vol. V ., p. 31.
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America from the eastern coast of Asia," Rivero and
Tschudi hold ~o be strong and conclusive ; and further "that
it explains many facts in A1nerica, which long ·perplexed
our archaeologists;" but "it by no means aids us in determining the origin of our earliest population/ On the same
'
subjiect Gallatin remarks:
After making every proper allowance, I can see no possible
reason that should have prevented those who, afler the dispersion
of mankind, moved towards the east· and northeast from having
reached the extremities of Asia and passed over to America
within five hundred y.e ars after the flood. However small may
have been the number of those f~rst emigrants, an equal number
of years would have been more than sufficient to occupy in their ·
own way every part of Am~rica.li
·J

Bancroft, quoting the substance of a passage from Sa..: hagun, whom he pronounces one of the best of authorities,
says:
Countless years ago the first settlers arrived in N.~w Spain.
Coming in ships by sea, they approached a northern port and
be·cause they disembarked there it was called Panutla, or Panoaia,
"place where they arrived who came by sea," now corruptly
~alled · Pantlan (Panuco); and from this port they began · to
follow the coast, beholding the snowy Sierras and the volcanoes,
until they reached the province of Guatemala; being guided by a
priest carrying their god, with whom he continually took counsel
respect_ing what they ought to do. They cam.e- to settle in·
Tamoanchanl where they remained a long time, and never
ceased to have their wise men, or prophets, called amoxoaque,
iPeruvian Antiquities, Tschudi, p. 24.
kAmerican Ethnology and Sociology, Vol. I., p. 179.
lThis place, according to Sahagun, is the first home of the
N ahua nation. It is defint.ely located, says Bancroft (Native
Races, Vol. V., p. 191) down the coast from •Panuco, in the province of Guatemala.
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which means "men learned in the ancient paintings," [books],
who, although they canie at the same time, did not remain with
the rest in Tomoanchan; since leaving them there, they re-em-.
barked •and carried away with them all th~ paintings [books]
which they had brought relating to religious rites and mechanical arts.m

.

Speaking of the tradit~ons of the migrations of the Na-

huatl nations Bancroft says :
In its ancient centre-not in Anahuac, whether it was in
the .north or south-the primitive Nauhua power was overthrow.n, or from that centre it was transferred to be re-established by exiled princes and their descendants on the Mexican
il)lateaux. This transfer whose nature we may vagudy compr.ehend but of whose det~ils we know nothing is the event or series
of events referred to by various migration-traditions. The recollections of th~se ·events assmned differe·nt forms in the traditions
of differ.e nt tt'ibes until each nation claimed or were deemed by
the Spaniards to claim, a distinct migration from its former
home."i
After the creation of the first men Balam-Quitze, BalamAgab, Machucutah and lqui-Balam, wives were ~iven to them,
and these were the parents of the Quiche nation. * * * * *
All seem to have spoken one language and to have· lived in
great peace, black men and white men together. Here they
awaited the rising of the sun and prayed to the Heart of Heaven.
The tribes were already very numerous including that of the
Yaqui (Nahuas). At the advice of Balam-Quitze and his com-·
panions they departed in . search of gods to worship, and ca1ne
to Tulan-Zuiva and seven caves wher.e gods were given. * *
* * * * Tohil was also the god of Tamub and Ilocab and the
three tribes or families kept together, for their god was the
same. Here arrived all the tribes; * * * * and here their
language was con£ ounded. They could no longer understand
each other and they separated, going to the east, and many coining hither, (to Guatemala). They dressed in skins and were

mN ative Races, Bancroft, Vol. V ., p. 189.
"Native Races, Bancroft, Vol. V., p. 220.
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poor, but they were \.vonderful men and when they reached
. Tulan-Zuiva long had been their journey, as the ancient histories
tell us. 0

Bancroft condenses the foregoing from Popol ,ruh, of
,vhich ,vork I have already given a description," and in it
n1ay be observed the essential facts of the Jaredite migra•tions to the new world. T~at is, some time after the creation
men are. represented as living together and speaking· one language. · Later comes the confusion of tongues. Certaia
families adhere together because they speak the same language . . There is a general dispersion and after a very long
journey one of the groups reaches Guatemala; i. e., Central
Am'erica.
Concluding the primitive period of Guatemala history,
Bancroft quotes a striking passage from the Spanish writer
Juarros; vvho, he says, follows the manuscript ~ritings of
Fuenties y Guzman, founded, as is clain1ed, on native. documents, "but full of inconsistencies," he adds, "and doubtThere is, it is true, some confusion in
less also of errors."
. .
the story told in this quotation; yet, making allowance for
the imperfections of oral traditions, and confusion likiely to
occur in them, one may see in it something akin to the Nephite n1igration recounted in the Book of Mormon. And
now the story :
1

The Toltecs referred to were of the house of Israel, and the
great prophet Moses freed them from the captivity in which they ·
were held by Pharaoh; but, having passed the Red Sea, they gave
themselves up to idolatry, and persisting in it notwithstanding
the warnings of 11oses, either to escape the chidings of his lawgiver, or for fear of punishment, they lefr him and their kindred
and crossed the sea to a place called the Seven Caves on the

oN ative Races, Bancroft, Vol. V., pp. 546, ,547.
PAnte, pp. 421 et seq.
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shores of the Mar Bermejo (Gulf of California) now a part of the ·
Mexican kingdom, where they founded the cele~rated ·city of
Tula. , The first chief who ruled and conducted this great band
from one continent to the other, was Tamub, ancestor of the
royal families of Tula and of Quiche, and first king of the
Toltecs. The second was Capichoch ; the third Cal el Ahus ; the
fourth Ahpop; the fifth Nimaquiche, who, being the best beloved
and most distinguished of all, at the order of his oracle, led those
people a.way from Tulan, where they had greatly increased in
numbers, guided them from the Mexican kingdom to this of
Guatemala. In this migration they spent. ma-ny years, suffered
unspeakable hardships, and jo\trneyed in their wanderings for
many leagues over~an immens_e tract of' country, until, beholding
a lake (that of Atitan), they determined to fix their habitation
at a certain place not far from the lake, which they named
Quiche, in memory of the king Nimaquiche (or, the "great"
Quiche), who had died during their long wanderi_n gs. There
came with .Ni~aquiche three of his brothers, and by an agreemen~ between the four they divided the region.q
_ J

•

In some respects-in the matter of the seven caves and
the name of ·the leader of the colony, Tamuh---4:he story
touches the tradition which doubtless refers to the advent of
the Jaredites ; and also, perhaps,. some of the later migrations of native tribes in Central America. But one has,
in the foregoing :tradition, the Hebrew origin of the colony
plainly declared'; their ·departure from their kindred and the
journey across the sea ; their ·leader becomes the first king,
as did Nephi;" he founds a royal line-becom~s, in fact,
the ancestor of the royal f amities of Tula and Quiche, as
Nephi founded the rpyal line among his .people ;s the fifth
king, greatly beloved, instructed by his oracle-God-led

-

.

qNative Ra~es, Ba1;1~roft, Vol. V·., pp. 564, 566. Stephens
also relates this trad1ttbn at length, see Central America,
Vol. I I., pp. 172, 173.
rJJ. Nephi v :18.
-'Jacob i:11; lviosiah xxv:13.
11-30
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part of the people away from an old place of settle~nt,
,vhere they had greatly increased·, and led them to another
land. Both character and achievement corresponds admirably with the first Mosiah of the Book of Mormon, and his
leading the more righteous part of the N ephites from the
\and of Lehi-Nephi to Zarahemla ;t and _there is also the Nephite custom of naming lands after distinguished leader.:,
who first settled them ;u \ivhile one may see in the fact th1t
with Nimaquiche there came three brothers in his migration,
a close resemblance to the fact of three brothers being associated with Nephi in the Nephite colony led from Jeru:-~
salem.v
Let it .be re1111emhered also that this is. a tradition concerning the "Nahuatl" tribes. Is this very name "Nahuatl" ·
but a variation of the Hebrew root whence the \vord Nephi
is derived, as undoubtedly t:he following words are:
Nepheg,w Nephish/ Nephishesim,Y Nephusim,Z Naphtali,0
and Netoah ?b
This Nahuatl tradition very much resembles one among
the Peruvians concerning their migration to Peru; but
which still more closely resembles some of the facts of the.
N ephite migration, except as to the matter of the time of it,
which is placed at five hundred years after the deluge. The
tradition is thus related by Rivero and Tschudi, following
Montesinos:
tOm-n i i: 1-23;
uAtma viii :7.
vJ . Neohi ii:5.
wExod. vi :21.
xJ. Chronicles v:19.
YN ehemiah vii :52, see also margh:.
zEzra ii :50.
oGen. xxx:8
l·Joshu~ xv :9.
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Peru, says Montesinos, was populated five hundred years
after the deluge. Its first inhabitants flowed in. abundantly towards the valleys of Cuzco, condu.cted by four brothers. * * *
The eldest of the brothers mounted to the summit of a ridge, and
threw with his sling a stone to each of the four quarters of the
world, thus taking posse·sl,ion of' the soil for himself and his
family. He afterward gave a name to each one of the quarters
which he reached with his sling, calling that beyond the south,
Colla; beyond the north, Tahua; beyond the east Antisuyu; beyond the west, Contisuyu, and for that reason the .Indians
called their kings TahuantinlSuyu-Capac, i. e., lords of the four
quarters of .the globe. The younger of the . brothers, who, according to tradition, was at the same time the most skillful ·a nd
hardy, wishing to enjoy alone the plentitude of power, rid · himself of two of his brothers, by enclosing ?ne of them in a cave,
and throwing the other into a deep hole and thus caused the
third to fly to a distant province. The fratricide consoled his
sisters, and told them that they must consider him as the only
child, or -son of the sun, and obey him as such. He commanded
his kinsmen to level the ground and make houses of stone; such
was the origin of the city of Cuzco. * * * For sixty years
did this king govern ,(whom. Indian tradition also 1cal1ed
Puhua-Manco), leaving the throne to his eldest son.c
1

Here we have undoubted reference to historical events,
but the tradition in which .they are held has assumed a form
somewhat childish. T·hat, however, · does not prevent one
from seeing in the tradition some of ·t he main facts of the
_N ephite migration. The migration is conducted by four
brothers, as was the Nephite migration-for Lehi, the patriarehal head of the Nephite colony, seems to have influenced
the migration after its· departure into the wilderness 0f
Arabia but very little ; the eldest of_the brothers seeks for
the leadership on arrival in the new world', by asserting his
dominion over the four quarters of the land, in which one
cPeruvian Antiquities, Tschudi, pp. 52, 53. See also Baldwin,
Ancient America, p. 264.
•
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may see reflected the claims which the unworthy Laman,
the eldest of the four N ephite brothers, made to leadership over the N ephite colony. In the younger brother of the
Peruvian tradition being the more worthy of leadership, and
finally attaining it, one may see the Book of Mormon historical fact of the youngest of the four sons of Lehi, taking
his leadership of the colony, though arriving at undisputed
leadership of his people not by the n1eans des·cribed in the
Peruvian tradition, but by the blessing and favor of God,
and by separating from :his brothers and their following,
and removing his people a long distance from, the place, of
the first landing of the colony in America.
In that part of the tradition ,vhere the youngest broth- .
er is represented as commanding his kinsmen "to level the
ground and make houses of stone," we have the evidence
'
that he taught them the arts of ·civilization; a circumstance
which corroborates the Book of Mormon fact that the first
Nephi did the same thing. It is thus recorded by him:
i,.

And I did teach my people, to buiid buildings; and to work
in all manner of wood, and of iron, and of copper, and of brass,
and of steel, and of gold, and of silver, and of precious ores,
which were in great abundance, * * * And it · came to
pass that I, Nephi, did cause my people to be industrious, and to
labor with thei~ hands.d

This youngest brother of the tradition-after reigning
sixty years, ( the first N ephi's reign was also long, but the
exact number of years may not be ascertained/) bequeathed
his rthrone to his eld'e st son; so also did Nephi.
At least, that he did so is a most reasonable conclusion from
the Book of Mormon data. In his old age, seeing death
dJI. Nephi v:15, 17.
eJacob i :11. ·
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•

approaching, Nephi "anointed a ·m an to be a king * * *
over .his people, according to the reign of kings."f Being
anxious to revere the name of this first ruler, the people provided that thos~ who came to the throne should ~be called
First Nephi, Second Nephi, Third N.ephil etc.. Of course
this does not prove that Nephi chose ~is eldest son to succeed him; but a later writer than Jacob, speaking ~f the Nephite kingdom, makes the statement that "the king<lom had
been conferred upon none but those who were descendants of
Nephi."h Hence it must have -been that the man whom Nephi' anointed king when his own career was closing, was his
own son, and most likely his eldest son.
·
Thus every item of the native Peruvian tradition under
consideration, is ..met by the facts of the B,ook of Mormon;
and the tradition gives strong presumptive evidence of the
truth 9£ the Book of Mormon statement, and' hence also to
the book itself.
~ adaillac

has a passage which wonderfully confirms the
possibility of the Nephites being able to make the journey
from the coast of Arabia to South A·merica, thirty degrees
south latitude.1 ·After discussing ~he probability of migrations from Asia via Behring Straits, he says:

.

.

On the other hand, a knowledge of navigation no better
than that possessed at present by the lowest people of Melanesia
would have enabled a migration on the ·line of the thirtieth
/Jacob i:9.
gJacob i:11.
hMosiah xxv:13.
iJehi's Travels-Revelation to Joseph Sm.i th.
:."The
course _that Lehi artd his company traveled from Jerusalem to
the place of their destination: The,, traveled 'nearly a south
southeast direction until they came to the nineteenth degree of
north latitude; then, nearly east to the Sea of Arabia, then
sailed in a southeast direction, and landed on the continent of
South America, in Chili, thirty degrees south latitude." R ichards
& Little's Compendium, p. 289.
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parallel, south, to reach the coast of South America, and in
time, to give it a considerable population. A different dis~ribution of land and water from that at present existing, is a
possible factor in the problem, 1:>ut of which it is too early in
ocean exploration to avail ourselves. Squier, Gibbs, and numerous other American ethnologists believed in a migratio~
from the west to South America.i

•

An item of interest connected with the N ephit~ migration, and one very likely to fas ten itself in the traditions of
the natives, would be the N ephite "Director" or "Liahona"
as the Njephites called it. This "Director" was found by
Lehi, early in the Nephite migrations, at his tent ~oor, and
is described as "a round' ball of curious workmanship; and
it was of fine brass. And within the ball were two spindles:
and the one pointed the way whither we should go into the
of
wildemess. * * * And we did follow the directions
.
'
the ball, which led us in the more fertile parts of the wilderness."k Later, when the prophet Alma refers to it, after
informing his son Helaman that it was called .by their fathers
"Liahona," he ad'ds:

'

And behold, it was p·repared to show unto our fathe.rs the
course which they should travel in the wilderness; and it did
work for them according to their faith in God; therefore, if
they had faith to believe that God could cause that those spindles should point the way they should go; behold, it was done.I

In the traditional account of how the first Inca and his .
sister-wife were directed to Peru, one may see the distorted ·
account of this Book of Mormon fact. The tradition is thus
related by Presc<_?tt:
iPre ...Historic America Nadaillac p 523
kI. Nephi xvi:10, 16. '
' ·
·
lAlma xxxvii: 39, 40.
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The celestial pair, brother and sister, husband and wife,
advanced along the bigh plains in the neighborhood of Lake Titicaca to about the sixteenth degree south. They bore with them
a golden wedge, and were directed to. take up their residence on
the spot where the sacred emblem should without effort sink into
the ground. They proceeded accordingly but a short distance, as
.f ar as the valley of Cuzco, the spot indicated by the performance
o( the miracle, since there the wedge speedily sank into the
earth and disappeared forever. H·e re the children of the Sun
established their residence: and soon entered ~on their bene- '
ficent mission among the rude inhabitants of th~ country; Ma.nco
Capac teaching the men the arts of agriculture, and Mama Oello
initiating her own sex in the mysteries· of weaving and spinning.m

Squiers relates the tradition substantially in the same
manner, except that in place of a '~golden wedge," he represents the celestial pair as ·being divinely guided by "a golde~ rod," which .sinks into the earth on reaching the divinely
appointed place of their destination.n
The student of the Book of Mormon will at once recognize how well the. N ephite and Lamanite religious wars,
at some periods of their history, are described in the following passage :
There appear to have been very hotly contested religious
disputes; constant wars broke out between the sectarians following the god Votan and those who worshiped Quetzalcohuatl,
and the vanquished on either side perished under horrible tortures, or were compelled. to fly their country.o

Much
confusion exists among authorities concernincr
.
h
the .Toltecs. Because of their clear knowledge of the creamConquest of Peru, Vol. I., P. 31.
nPeru, Travel and Exploration in the Lands of the Incas,
pp. 301, 331.
0
Pre-Historic America, Nadaillac, p 174.
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tion, flood, tower of Babel, confusion of languages and dispersion of mankind/ they are thought to have commenced
their wanderings at the dispersion of man~ind from Babel.
But if a people had in their possession a version of the Hebrew scriptures, as the N ephites had, for instance, it is not ·
difficult to understand how these Bible facts could be incorporated in their traditions, without insisting that tqey were
in1mediately connected with those very ancient Bible events.
In whatever w ay the controversies about the Toltecs may
terminate, the following description of them could well stand
for a description of the N ephites, barring the items of cruelty, revengefulness, and sanguinary nature of their religion, and their ignorance of iron.q
'

In s,pite of wars and discord the time of the Toltec domin-.
ation is enshrined in the memory of the Nahuas· as their golden
age. The Toltecs, they tell us were tall, well pro_~.o rtioned, with
clear yellow complexions; their eyes were black, their teeth very - .
white; their hair was black and glossy; their lips were thick; ·
their noses were acquiline, and their foreheads were receding.
Their beards, were thin, and they had very little hair on their
bodies; the expression of their mouths was sweet, but that of
the upper part of their faces s~vere. They were brave, but cruel,
eager for revenge, and the religious rites practiced by them were
sanguinary. Intelligent and ready .to learn, they were the first
to make roads and aqueducts; they knew how to utilize certain
metals; they could spin, weave and dye cloth, cut precious
'
stones, build solid houses of stone cemented with lime mortar;
found regular towns, and lastly build mounds which may justly
be comP,ared with those of the Mississippi valley. To them
r,opular gratitude attributes the invention of medicine, and the
vapor bath (temazcalli). Certain plants to which curative prop-

Ixtilxochitl, quoted by Bancroft, Native Races, Vol. V pp. 19 21
PSee their associations with the events as given by

and 208-218.
qConcerning which more lat~r.

.,
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erties were attributed were the remedies mostly used.r In the
towns, we are told, were hospitals where the poor were received
and cared .f or gratuito~sly. Our informatio_n respecting the
commerce of the Toltecs is very vague. We know, however, . that
it was important. At. certain periods of the year regular f.1irs
were held at Toltan and· Cholula; the products of the regions
.'
washed by both oceans were seen side by side with numerons
objects made by the Toltecs themselves. These objects were
of great variety, for though· iron was unknown to them, the
Toltecs worked in gold, silver, copper, tin and lead.
Their
jewelry is celebrated, and the few valuable ornaments which
escaped the rapacity of the Conquistadores are still justly admired. The ' Toltecs cut · down trees with copper
hatchets, and
.
sculptured bas-reliefs and hieroglyphics with stone implements.
}:or this purpose flint, P,orphyry, basalt, and above all obsidian,
the istlie of the Mexicans, were · us.e d. Emeralds, turquoises,
amethysts, of which large deposits were found in various places,
were sought after for making jewelry for both men and women.
At Cholula a famous kind of .Pottery was made, including vases ·
and .the utensils in daily use, censers: and idols for the temples .
of the gods and common ornaments for the people ..s

Let this descript_ion be compared with that which Helaman' gives of the Nephites in· the sixty-fourth year of the ·
N ephite republic-a date corresponding with the year 27
B. C.--and it will be seen that either one might stand for
the other.
. These tr~ditions concerning the Toltecs, reflecting as
they do the state of their civilization, which so nearly resembles that of ~he N ephites in so many particulars; as also
all the traditions and .mythologies dealt with in this and the
preceding chapter ·respecting the creation, the flood, the
rSee Book of Alma xlvi :40.
.sPre-Historic America, Nadaillac, pp. 27.5, 277.
'See Helaman vi :7-13, see also p. 124.
•
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great tower, the confusion of language, the dispersion of the
people, the migrations to a new: home, the stdfe for power
among the leaders of these colonies-usually brothers, and
most" strikingly "four brothers," as also the s~atus and
nature of their ·c ivilization-all these things constitute strong
'
testimony to the truth of the Book. of Mormon.
1
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